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Robo-FTP User's Guide
Introducing Robo-FTP
Notice to Evaluation Users

Thank you for your interest in Robo-FTP®.
We are pleased that you have taken the time to obtain this evaluation version of Robo-FTP.
Important
Upon installation, Robo-FTP is automatically activated for 30-days of unlimited
use. Should you choose to use the product beyond the trial period, you must
purchase the product. The purchase and authorization process may be started
online via Robo-FTP’s web page: www.Robo-FTP.com.

We’ll keep you informed about changes to Robo-FTP so you can always be up to date. We also encourage
you to give us feedback (positive and negative) about your experience with Robo-FTP.
Thanks again!
Robo-FTP® is a Registered Trademark of Serengeti Systems Incorporated.

Notice to Upgrade Users

Thank you for your continued support of Robo-FTP®.
It is our goal to preserve backward compatibility with previous versions of Robo-FTP to the greatest extent
possible. However, there are cases where it is necessary to break compatibility in order to provide enhanced
performance and new features. Please check www.Robo-FTP.com for the software revision history and
Migration Guide for this new version. These documents will describe any changes necessary for your existing
scripts to work in this new version of Robo-FTP.
Thanks again!
Robo-FTP® is a Registered Trademark of Serengeti Systems Incorporated.
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Notational Conventions

Various fonts, type styles, and notations are used throughout this help file to make it more understandable.
Below is a list of type examples with explanations of their purpose in this file.
OPCODE

Upper case Courier font is used for Robo-FTP script commands in examples throughout this
help document; script command opcodes may be upper or lower case in actual use

(Esc)

Bolded and inside (..) are references to named keys on the keyboard

variable

Bolded text within paragraph bodies refer to Robo-FTP command variables or is also used to
indicate a file name

/option

Bolded text within paragraph bodies preceded by a / refer to Robo-FTP command options

[ text ]

Text inside brackets [ .. ] refers to script command arguments or variables in syntax
descriptions

=nn, or nn

Italicized n’s refer to numeric values

="xxx"

Italicized x ’s in quotation marks refer to string values

[ .. ] | [ .. ]

The vertical bar reads as or meaning either one or the other or both of the [ .. ] items may be
present

Introducing Robo-FTP

Robo-FTP is a powerful script-driven FTP client for automating unattended file transfers between your PC and
remote sites. Robo-FTP supports standard (non-secure) FTP connections, secure SFTP (FTP + SSH)
connections, FTPS (FTP + SSL) connections, and HTTP/HTTPS connections.
Under the control of its powerful scripting language, Robo-FTP can be directed to connect with one or more
remote sites, send and receive files, and recover from errors at any time of the day or night. You could start
with the Script File Wizard or learn the scripting language by customizing the included sample command
scripts to satisfy your specific requirements.
Developers can also use the COM/OLE interface to control Robo-FTP from external applications. Sample
software is provided to guide your programming efforts with source code written in C++, Visual Basic 6, C#,
VB.NET, and VBScript.
Although Robo-FTP’s design is centered around the execution of command scripts, the product also includes
a simple but capable FTP client applet. This applet is not intended to replace other more functional products
but it can be an invaluable tool while developing and testing Robo-FTP command scripts. The applet is useful
for interactively determining the operation of a remote site in order to develop a command script that precisely
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mimics the steps that would otherwise require a human operator.
Robo-FTP creates a detailed log file stamped with the system date and time of each step of a file transfer
session. Each activity is immediately written to the log file so it is always up to date - even if your system
loses power or crashes.
In summary, Robo-FTP has been designed from the ground up as an unattended file transfer package. Many
popular FTP packages are designed for attended operation. They are excellent if you are there to drive but
often come up short if you require unattended operation. For those times, there is Robo-FTP.

See also: Robo-FTP Features
Robo-FTP® is a Registered Trademark of Serengeti Systems Incorporated.
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Features
General Features

Multi-threaded 32-bit Windows FTP client application
Powerful script language for completely unattended operation
Installable as a Windows service with separate service monitor applet
Connect to non-secure (standard) FTP sites
Connect to secure FTP sites (both FTP + SSH and FTP + SSL types)
Connect to HTTP/HTTPS sites
Connect to Amazon Web Services S3 buckets (this is an enterprise feature)
Support for multiple types of proxy servers
Support for Clear Control Channel (CCC) operation in FTP + SSL mode
Support for encrypted control and encrypted control/data channels in SSL environment
Support for client certificates for SSL mutual authentication mode connections
Support for password and key authentication in an SSH environment
Built-in SSH private key creation
Built-in PGP encryption, decryption, and keyring management support
Robo-FTP Upload Manager integrates with Windows Explorer
Robo-FTP script language specific text editor (named Robo-EDIT) provided for developing and editing
command scripts
CronMaker utility to easily manage scheduling of script events associated with the CRON script
command
Support for Dial-Up Networking connections
TCP/IP connection for Internet FTP transfers via standard Winsock interface over network connections
Send and receive e-mail messages with SMTP and POP3 servers under script control
Hot send feature for automatic file transmission
Hot receive feature for automatic file retrieval
Ability to limit bandwidth used on uploads and downloads
FTP client applet for built-in, interactive FTP file transfers
Traverse local folders and server directories to send or receive complete directory trees
Automatically delete local or FTP site files after transmission or reception
Write messages directly to NT event log
Complete session log with date and time stamps
Log file management including automatic naming, maximum size limitation
Resume incomplete/broken FTP transfers
ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC FTP transfer methods
Support for access to JES queue on IBM host (mainframe) computers
Built-in diagnostic message logging
Multiple simultaneous sessions from a single system
Supports both active mode and passive mode connections to FTP sites
4

Stay alive timer to maintain FTP site connection during idle periods
COM/OLE automation built-in providing a script command interface for user-written applications (sample
C++, C# and Visual Basic projects provided)
Support for Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6)
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Script Language Features

Create basic command scripts automatically with the Script File Wizard
Execute scripts from the command line, batch files, parent process, or menu
Execute external processes and evaluate results
Synchronize local folders and server directories with a single command
Integrated SQL database support
Integrated PGP encryption and decryption support
Command line parameter substitution
Call scripts from within scripts
Time activated commands
Branching and looping commands
Extensive result codes and error testing
String and numeric variables
Perform basic arithmetic operations on numeric variables
String and sub-string manipulation
Commands for interactive prompting and messaging
Optionally convert file names to all upper or all lower case on send and receive
For compatibility with Unix servers, optionally rename space-embedded file names sent (spaces are
converted to underscores)
Synchronize local folders and FTP site directories with a single command
Create or add to zip archive files
Extract file(s) from zip archive files

See also: List of Script Commands, Script Command Syntax, Translating Command-Line FTP Instructions
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License and Installation
System Requirements

Robo-FTP is supported on 32 and 64-bit versions of these operating systems: Windows XP SP3, Server 2003
SP2, Vista SP1, Server 2008 (R1 and R2), 2012 (R1 and R2), and 2016 (except Nano as it can't run 32 bit
apps), and Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and 10.
Robo-FTP is 32 bit software and requires version 4.0 of the Microsoft .NET Framework, the x86 Visual Studio
2013 C++ Runtime, and the platform specific (x64 or x86 depending on your OS) version of SQL Compact
Edition 4.0 SP1. The full installer includes all of these dependencies.

License Activation

Robo-FTP runs in a fully-functional evaluation mode when first installed. Once you have purchased a license,
you can use the serial number to activate the software in place without re-installing. Upon successful
activation, the software will run indefinitely on the machine until it is either uninstalled or the license is
removed.
To begin the Activation process, open the Configurator to the License menu and click the "Activate Software
License" button:
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Alternatively, a Robo-FTP license can be activated using the ACTIVATELIC script command, the -a command
line switch or the COM interface's RoboActivateLicense method.
Please check the Knowledge Base on the Robo-FTP web site for updated information or help troubleshooting
licensing issues.

See also: License Menu, Automatic vs. Manual Activation

Automatic vs. Manual Activation
If the Configurator is able to connect to our licensing server then you will be able to complete the activation
process using only the wizard launched from the Configurator's License menu.
When the Configurator is unable to contact the licensing server, whether due to an issue with a firewall or proxy
server or the simple lack of an Internet connection, the wizard will create a file that you must upload to the
license server using a web browser. The browser is not required to be on the same computer where Robo-FTP is
8

installed.
If the uploaded file can be processed automatically then the site key for activation will be displayed in the web
browser. Follow the instructions to copy this 24-digit code into the license wizard to complete the activation.
Some scenarios require intervention by members of the Registration Team. In these cases the site key is
returned to you via email, usually within one business day. All activation requests are processed in the order in
which they are received.

See also: License Menu, License Activation

Moving to Another Computer

Moving a complete installation of Robo-FTP from one computer to another may be simple or complicated
depending on your usage profile. You may find the following list helpful whether you are replacing your server,
moving from a testing environment into production, or simply writing a disaster recovery plan.
Important
The instructions on this page are only applicable to the process of moving the current (#.#) version
of Robo-FTP to another computer running the same version of Robo-FTP. If you need to both
upgrade to the current version and move to a new computer, put a copy of SettingsImporter.exe
from the new current version install folder onto the older system and run it. It will allow you to
import settings from the old version and offer to export those settings to a file when you click the
"Finished" button. That file can then be imported on the new system in the Configurator settings
page. Continue with step 2 below.
1) Export settings from the old machine and import them on the new one using the "Export" and "Import"
buttons in the Configurator Settings menu. Please note: Unless you see Administrator: in the Configurator
title bar you will not be able to import or export settings for all users. If it is not there please choose the
"System" option at configurator startup or run the configurator as Administrator.
2) After you import the settings file, make sure that any files or folders referenced in your command scripts
also exist on the new computer. Note: The contents of the \ProgramData and \UserData folder are
automatically included in the settings files restored in Step 1.
3) If your old computer has Robo-FTP installed as a service you'll need to reinstall the service on the new
computer unless the service was installed using the Enterprise Dashboard.
4) If any of your scripts include the DBUSE command with the /odbc option you may need to recreate the
associated ODBC DSN on the new computer.
5) If you use Windows Scheduled Tasks or batch files to launch Robo-FTP these will need to be copied to the
new computer.
6) Test to be certain everything is working to your satisfaction on the new machine and then click the "Activate
Software License" button on the License menu in the Configurator. Follow the on-screen instructions in the
license wizard window to transfer the license from the old machine to the new one.
9
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Using Robo-FTP

User Interface
Robo-FTP was designed to run command scripts that automate the process of transferring data. Robo-FTP
can be run interactively but the graphical user interface is focused on the development and testing of command
scripts that will subsequently be used to automate unattended sessions. The console window (shown below)
is the primary user interface but Robo-FTP also includes a simple client applet that often comes in handy
while working to determine how best to automate interactions with a remote server.

Script Development
The Robo-EDIT Script File Editor was designed for programming Robo-FTP command scripts but you can
configure Robo-FTP to use a different text editor if you prefer. You can write a script from scratch using the
editor of your choice or use the Script File Wizard to get started. You may even choose to modify one of the
sample command scripts to fit your automation requirements. Test your completed script by clicking the open
file button (or File -> Execute Script) and selecting the script to run. Individual script commands may also be
entered and executed directly in Robo-FTP’s main console window (shown above.)

Running Scripts on Demand
Robo-FTP is designed to integrate easily with existing processes. Here are just a few of the features that
make this easier:
Call Robo-FTP from the command line and tell it which script to run by adding the -s<file name>
switch.
You can launch Robo-FTP from a desktop shortcut, batch file, another executable, etc.
Pass external values on the command line to be used by your script logic and return custom exit
codes when execution is complete.
Access Windows environment variables from within your script.

Scheduling Robo-FTP
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Many customers schedule the launch of Robo-FTP using an external program like the Windows Task
Scheduler. Command line switches are provided to specify which script Robo-FTP will run and to prevent
concurrent execution of the same script by multiple instances. Robo-FTP also includes its own CRON
scheduler for customers that need a more flexible, fine-grained approach than Windows Task Scheduler. See
the topic named Scheduling Script Execution for more information about scheduling.

Controlling Robo-FTP with COM/OLE
Robo-FTP includes a COM/OLE interface that makes it easy to manage file transfers and related jobs from
within your application (VB, C#, C++, etc.). This is useful for customers who prefer to do error-handling and
other script logic using the language of their choice instead of using Robo-FTP's built-in script language.

Running Scripts as a Service
Robo-FTP includes utilities for installing, managing, and monitoring Robo-FTP as a Windows service. Many
customers like the way a service allows them to de-couple processes for easier maintainability and a higher
level of fault tolerance.
For example, rather than launching Robo-FTP on demand when you have a file ready to upload, you can run a
Robo-FTP service in the background that constantly monitors a directory for the existence of a file. This RoboFTP service can automatically upload the file as soon as it appears, perform additional processing and cleanup, then go back to waiting for the next file to appear. See the topic named Installing Robo-FTP as a Windows
Service for more information.

See also: Scheduling File Transfers with Robo-FTP, Installing Robo-FTP as a Windows Service, Robo-FTP
Upload Manager, Running Robo-FTP minimized

Opening the Help File

You can open this Help file directly from the various components of Robo-FTP as follows:
Robo-FTP
Within Robo-FTP itself, click on the ? (question mark) button to view the Table of Contents of the Robo-FTP
help file. For more specific help, highlight text (such as a script command) in the Robo-FTP window, and then
click on the ? button. If there is an exact match in the help file, that information is displayed. If the exact
information is not matched, the help file index is displayed matching your highlighted text as closely as
possible.
Robo-FTP Client Applet
Within the Robo-FTP client applet, click on the Help menu item to view the portion of the help file related to
use of this applet.
Robo-FTP Configurator
Within the Robo-FTP Configurator, click on the Help button to view the Table of Contents of the Robo-FTP
12

help file. For help on a specific file or prompt, click on the ? (question mark) in the upper left corner of the
Robo-FTP window. The cursor changes to include a question mark. Now to display a pop-up help window on a
particular subject, position the cursor over the item and click again.
Important
If the background color of some of the images in this help file are not white, then you should
change the Colors control in Control Panel Display Properties | Settings to High Color (16 bit)
or higher.

Supplemental Resources
Robo-FTP.com offers several online support tools to supplement this manual including:
Technical Support - for users with a current support contract
FAQ - answers to some of the most basic questions about Robo-FTP
Tutorials – for step-by-step instructions on getting started
Knowledge Base – to search for help trouble-shooting problems not covered by the manual
Script Library – for scripts illustrating common techniques for automating work flows

Command Line Switches

Several command line switches are available to enable optional behavior in Robo-FTP. These are arguments or
parameters that may be included on the command line when launching the robo-ftp.exe program. Command
line switches may be used from the command prompt or from batch files, VB Scripts, desktop shortcuts, the
Windows Task Scheduler or whatever method you use to run Robo-FTP.
The supported method of running Robo-FTP from the command line is to add the program installation directory
to the Path environment variable rather than using the full path to invoke robo-ftp.exe. This makes it possible
to install future versions in "side-by-side" mode and simply update the Path variable to control which version of
Robo-FTP actually executes. See "Adding Robo-FTP to the Path" for details.
The general command line syntax is:
robo-ftp [-asn] [-d] [-gfile] [-h] [-l] [-m] [-n] [-px arg] [-sfile] [-t] [-v] [-w]
[&var1& | %var2%]
The following paragraphs describe these and other optional parameters in detail:
-a sn[+removal code] Activate license
The -a switch allows for automatic license activation. Normally activation is done manually from the Help
menu. In cases where Robo-FTP is run hidden or is launched from another process, this may not be possible.
When activating Robo-FTP for the first time include the serial number in the switch. For example:
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robo-ftp.exe –a123456789012
When reactivating Robo-FTP include the serial number and removal code in the switch as shown below. Notice
that the serial number and removal code are separated with a plus sign. Also there should be no spaces
embedded in the removal code.
robo-ftp.exe –a123456789012+1234ABCD4567EFGH8901IJKL
If Robo-FTP is already activated then this switch is ignored.
-d

Debug mode

The -d switch activates the debug mode. The debug mode writes internal debug information to the Trace Log
file during script processing. This switch is only useful for diagnostics to be interpreted by a Robo-FTP
technical support engineer.
-g file

Get import settings file

The -g switch specifies the optional settings file to be used to configure Robo-FTP. Settings files have a .set or
.sar extension and are created by a previous run of Robo-FTP. The settings are read from the file and
transferred to the Windows registry overwriting previously existing settings. If the settings file contains
compressed items from the %installdir\ProgramData or the <My Documents>\Robo-FTP
3.X.folders those files will also be inflated and copied into the current installation. Typically settings would
only need to be imported once. Also, refer to the EXPORT and IMPORT script commands for more
information.
-h

Run hidden

The -h switch results in Robo-FTP running with the main Robo-FTP console window completely invisible from
the desktop. Warning pop-ups and other dialog boxes will still be displayed. If you wish to run Robo-FTP in a
non-interactive way (such as from a scheduler) then you should use the -v switch instead of the -h switch.
-l

Lock a minimized window

The -l switch may be specified with the -m switch to lock the minimized state of Robo-FTP and prevent a user
from maximizing the window. This may be advantageous to prevent users from having access to the console
window and its associated controls. This switch is ignored if the -m switch is not present.
-m

Run minimized

The -m switch results in Robo-FTP starting with its console window minimized. This also hides the splash
screen.
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-n

No splash screen

The -n switch suppresses the Robo-FTP splash screen that is otherwise displayed when the program first
loads.
-px arg

Pass external values into the command script

Use of the -p switch is the preferred method to pass external arguments into Robo-FTP from a shortcut or the
Windows Command Prompt command line. The value x must be the single digit 1 - 9. Therefore, up to nine
arguments may be passed this way and are assigned to internally defined script file variables %1 through %9.
The single space between x and arg is required.
The advantage to this method over the legacy method (see below) is that Windows environment variables (e.g.,
%SystemDrive%, %USERNAME%, etc.) as well as user defined strings may be passed into Robo-FTP.
Consider this example where the name of a file to process is passed on the command line:
robo-ftp.exe -p1 FridaySales.xls
The values could then be used by Robo-FTP as follows:
SENDFILE %1
Remember to enclose strings with embedded spaces in quotation marks. You cannot mix multiple
environment variables and/or environment variables and user strings in the same argument. Use of this method
and the legacy method on the same command line is not recommended.
-r Wait Type

Wait to execute if the same script is already running

The -r switch causes Robo-FTP to wait to begin processing the script until there are no other instances of
Robo-FTP running the same script. This switch is only meaningful in combination with the -s switch described
below. Possible values of Wait Type are abort, continue, infinite or the number of seconds to wait for the
previous instance to complete.
-s file

Execute script file

The -s switch specifies the script file to be loaded and executed. Pressing the (Esc) key or clicking the Stop
button cancels script file execution.
-t [ id string ]

Specify identification string for use with the Monitor applet

The -t switch specifies a string identifier used to identify this particular instance of Robo-FTP to Monitor (a
Windows tray applet) provided with Robo-FTP that may be used to monitor the operation of Robo-FTP when it
is running as a Windows service or when it is running minimized. For more information see Monitoring a Robo15

FTP Service and the SRVNAME script command. See also installing services from the command line.
-v

Disable the user interface (Deprecated)

The -v switch disables the user interface for running in a non interactive session. This option is deprecated as
Robo-FTP now detects a non interactive session automatically.
-w dir

Specify the working directory

The -w switch specifies the working directory. For more information see the WORKINGDIR script command.
-y

Use the legacy 3.9 protocol stack

This switch can be used to use the legacy 3.9 internet protocol stack. Only use this under the direction of
support for temporary solutions while problems are fixed. The old stack has known problems that cannot be
fixed and will be removed form 3.11
&sub-parm&
- or %sub-parm%

Define Shortcut Target argument (legacy method)

Alternatively to the newer -p switch, arguments delimited by & or % are assigned to internally defined script
file variables %1 through %9. There can be up to nine script file variables assigned in this way. Script file
variable arguments must follow the last switch passed into Robo-FTP as shown below.
robo-ftp.exe -n -sscript.s %var1% %var2%

Return Codes
It is also possible to return a numeric value back to the command line environment from which Robo-FTP was
launched. This value is commonly known as a return code or errorlevel and can be set in script logic by the
EXIT command. When the EXIT command is not used, the following values are returned when running RoboFTP from the command line:
Value
0

Description
Success

-1

Robo-FTP licensing system failed.

-2

Maximum number of instances allowed have been launched.

Related command(s): EXEC, EXIT
See also: Configurator command line switches, Installing a service from the command line
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Running Robo-FTP minimized

Robo-FTP starts minimized if Run Minimized is specified in the Shortcut Properties for Robo-FTP. It can also
be minimized by using the MINIMIZE script command.
When Robo-FTP is running minimized, the link state of the connection is included in the program title.

The link states are:
DISCONNECTED
CONNECTED
UPLOADING FILE
DOWNLOADING FILE
When running minimized, Robo-FTP terminates without any user intervention when script file execution
completes. The Robo-FTP log file contains a history of the session if you need to review it later.

Related command(s): MINIMIZE, RESTORE
See also: Installing Robo-FTP as a Windows Service

Entering Commands in the Console Window

Robo-FTP’s console window may be used interactively to enter, edit, and execute individual script commands.
The interaction of Robo-FTP within the console window is much like the behavior of the Windows Command
Prompt window.
The console window is not intended as Robo-FTP’s primary user interface. That remains the Robo-FTP script
language. However, the console window is useful for typing the occasional command and particularly for
debugging command scripts.
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After entering a command and it is executed by Robo-FTP, control returns to the console window and you
may enter another command.

Typing "help <command>" or "? <command>" and pressing Enter opens this Help file to the topic page for
the specified script command.
18

Use the Edit Menu, or the following control keys are recognized in the Robo-FTP console window:

F1

Display general help or help about a specific command if
pressed with the cursor over the command.

Up Arrow

Move cursor off the active command line into the preceding
history region (perhaps to position the cursor over a
previously executed command so F1 can be pressed).

Down Arrow

Cycle through the previous 10 commands entered if in the
active command line; move the cursor down one line if in the
history region.

Enter

Execute the command if the cursor is within the active
command line; if the cursor is in the history region,
reposition the cursor to the end of command line.

Home

Reposition the cursor to the beginning of the command line.

End

Reposition the cursor to the end of the command line.

Backspace

Erase previous character within the command line.

Left/Right Arrow

Reposition the cursor left or right within the command line or
the history region.

Alt + D

Clear the window.
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Connecting To Sites

FTPLOGON
Robo-FTP runs scripts for automating unattended file transfers. The FTPLOGON script command is used to
establish a connection to FTP, FTPS, SFTP and HTTP servers but finding the correct combination of settings
and options to successfully connect to a server can be a challenge.

Test Button
When first connecting to any particular server, open the Configurator to the Manage Sites menu and create a
new Managed Site record. When you finish entering the settings for the new Managed Site, click the "Test"
button to verify that your settings actually work. The test reports success if Robo-FTP is able to connect and
retrieve a directory listing using the current settings. If the test connection fails the Configurator offers to
automatically detect the connection settings. WARNING: Automatic configuration takes a while to complete
because it attempts multiple combinations of settings. You will not be able to cancel automatic site
configuration once it is started.
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Test button activity, including automatic configuration attempts, is recorded in the Debug Log file. If you are
unable to find a combination of settings that allow you to connect to a server, export a copy of the Debug Log
and open a support ticket on www.robo-ftp.com.
Client Applet
The client applet has a "Logon" button designed to be used with existing Managed Site records. The client
applet is started by choosing Run Robo-FTP Client Applet from the Tools menu item, by clicking the "FTP"
button in the main console window or by executing the FTPCLIENT script command. This applet is not
intended to replace other more functional products but it can be an invaluable tool while developing and testing
Robo-FTP command scripts.
Server Certificates and Keys
SSL and SSH servers can be identified by the keys they use to initially negotiate the encrypted channel. It is
usually safe to accept and save them when the site is new. If the key changes between one connection and
the next the log on will fail with $ERROR_BAD_CERTIFICATE. If you get this error please check with your
server administrator to make sure they changed it and you are not seeing a man in the middle attack. If they
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were changed on the server you can replace your saved key with the new one by selecting the save/trust
always option on the dialog that presents when using the test button in the Configurator or when connecting to
the manage site using the Robo-FTP Client Applet
Related command(s): FTPLOGON, FTPCLIENT
See also: Creating a New Managed Site Record, Debug Logging, Using the Robo-FTP Client Applet, Main
Console Window

Using the Trace Window

When debugging scripts, it is often helpful to activate the Robo-FTP trace window. The contents of this window
mirror what is written to the trace log file and gives you an immediate, visual record of what is occurring during
the FTP session.
The trace window lists FTP commands sent to the server and the server response. When file date/time stamps
are compared between local and FTP site files, information about both files appears in the trace window. FTP
site directory listings are echoed to the trace window. This and other status messages are useful to someone
troubleshooting an FTP session or debugging script execution.
The trace window contains only the most recent history of trace information (~5000 lines) that is written to the
trace log file.
The trace window is enabled using the Enable Trace Window menu item (under Tools) or by executing the
TRACEWIN script command.
Text displayed in the trace window is displayed in color. The colors are keyed to the meaning of each line of
text.

Black

Command echo and other information

Green

Numbered responses from the FTP site

Red

Error messages

Blue

Status messages for SSH and SSL sessions

Brown

Local and server file stats information

The contents of the trace window can be copied to the Clipboard by accessing the System menu (by clicking
on the icon in the upper left corner of the window) and then selecting Copy to Clipboard. This is useful if you
need to save the contents of the trace window for later examination.

Related command(s): TRACEWIN, TRACELOG
See also: Interactive Debugging, Troubleshooting
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Adding Robo-FTP to the Path

We recommend that you add the Robo-FTP program installation folder to your system's Path environment
variable. This allows you to launch the Robo-FTP.exe executable without specifying the full path in all of your
shortcuts, batch files, Scheduled Tasks, services, or whatever method you happen to use to run your scripts.
In the future, when you upgrade to the next version of Robo-FTP in a side-by-side installation, you can avoid
extensive modifications by simply updating the Path environment variable.
A button on the Advanced tab of the System Properties form allows you to edit your Windows environment
variables. When you edit the Path variable, be sure to insert a single semicolon character so that it appears
before the Robo-FTP installation folder and after the other folder paths already listed.

Note: Be sure to use the version of the Path environment variable shared to the entire system instead of the
one for an individual Windows user account.
Your system must be rebooted before changes in the environment variables will be noticed by Scheduled
Tasks.
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Related command(s): EXEC
See also: Using Windows environment variables, Scheduling File Transfers With Robo-FTP

Scheduling Script Execution

One of the most useful features of Robo-FTP is the ability run a script that transfers files unattended at
scheduled times. There are three basic approaches to achieve this result.

Option 1: Launching a Robo-FTP Script using the Scheduler.
Robo-FTP Includes a built in scheduler. The scheduler configuration and control can be accessed from The
Configurator by selecting the Scheduler on the left.

Option 2: Launching Robo-FTP as a Windows Service
Instead of scheduling a script, you may wish to run Robo-FTP as a Windows service so it will be automatically
launched whenever the system reboots. Installing Robo-FTP as a Windows service is easy using a service
script designed to run in an infinite loop and either the Service Installer or Enterprise Dashboard utilities.

Option 3: The Scheduling Script Commands.
Regardless of how you launch Robo-FTP, scheduling operations within a command script may be
accomplished by using the PAUSE or CRON script commands.
The PAUSE command is easy to use and is best suited for simple schedules. This command suspends script
execution either for a fixed period of time (e.g., 60 minutes) or until a fixed time of day (e.g., 11PM). At the
designated time, the script “wakes up” and continues execution. When this command is used in a service
script, it is typically at the top of an infinite loop such that execution waits for the appropriate time then
continues to log in, transfer files, and log off before ultimately looping back to the PAUSE command at the top
of the loop where it waits for the next designated time to run.
The CRON command may be used to create complex schedules. This command, like the PAUSE command,
suspends script execution for a period of time and is typically used at the top of a loop. However, unlike
PAUSE, the duration of the CRON command's suspension is determined by a schedule stored in an external
file. You can use CRON to schedule processes “every Tuesday and Thursday at 11PM”, “once a month at
midnight of the 5th day”, “every 15 minutes on March 30”, and so on. Robo-FTP includes the CronMaker
scheduling utility to help you build the "crontab.txt" file that the CRON command uses for these types of
schedules.

Using the CRON Command - A Brief Overview
When scheduling task(s) with CRON, there are usually three discrete components that need to be created:
1.
2.
3.
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One or more command scripts that perform the tasks you want done.
The event schedule file used by the CRON command.
A simple “master” script containing an infinite loop that uses the CRON command to wait for the next
event and PERFORM to launch the script(s) that do the actual work.

Let's suppose you create a script file named "Monday.s" that transfers files to headquarters. First, you test
this script works as a stand-alone script BEFORE using it in a CRON-based scheduling loop. Next you'll use
the CronMaker utility to create an event schedule file named “crontab.txt” that will be used with the CRON
command. You add an event named MondayHQ that sets CALL "Monday.s" as the value of the %
nextcmd variable and runs weekly on Monday at 2:00 AM. Now you make a simple master CRON loop scrip
that looks something like this:
:top
CRON

;; wait for scheduled event

PERFORM %nextcmd

;; launch the task script

GOTO top

;; loop to wait for next event

CRON is the first command in the loop so Robo-FTP evaluates your schedule file and determines the duration
of the suspension. In this example, MondayHQ is the only event in the schedule so execution is suspended
until next Monday morning. When the program awakens from the suspension, CALL "Monday.s" is
the value stored in the %nextcmd variable so the PERFORM command in the master loop script causes your
Monday.s script to run. After the Monday.s script completes its work, control returns to the master loop script
where the GOTO command restarts the loop.
Once everything is working properly, use the Service Installer or the Enterprise Dashboard to create a
Windows service that runs the master CRON loop script. Later, when you have additional automation needs,
you can use the CronMaker utility to insert new events into your crontab.txt schedule. The new events may
specify different event scripts to CALL with the PERFORM command and the %nextcmd variable.

Permissions
File and folder permissions must be considered when selecting the credentials under which a service or
Scheduled Task will run. The LOCAL SYSTEM and NETWORK SERVICE built-in accounts are common
choices but you may also choose a normal user account or a user account designated as a service account.
Whichever account you choose must have access to any local or network resources required by your
command script.

Related command(s): EXIT, PAUSE, CRON, PERFORM, CALL, GOTO, RETURN
See also: Scheduling Script Operations, Installing Robo-FTP as a Windows Service, Working with Shared
Network Drives, Simultaneous Execution

Installing Robo-FTP as a Windows Service

You must have administrator privileges to install the Robo-FTP as a Windows service.
A Windows service is a background process which is loaded by the Service Control Manager of the Windows
kernel. They are often loaded at boot up, before any user logs in, and are often independent of any specific
user being logged on at the time. If a service is not launched automatically by the system at boot time, it can
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also be manually launched by a user at the console via the Windows Service Manager tool, the Robo-FTP
Service Installer, or the Enterprise Dashboard.
Robo-FTP services are based on a service script and may be installed via the Service Installer or Enterprise
Dashboard.
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Programming Service Scripts

A script file must be specified when running Robo-FTP as a service. Special considerations apply when
programming a script to be used in a service:
Continuous looping
A typical deployment of Robo-FTP as a service uses a script that runs in a continuous loop. One common
design for service scripts uses either the CRON or PAUSE script commands to suspend processing and then
later awaken to perform one or more tasks at a specified time or date. Once the task is complete, the script
loops back and is suspended until the next period of activity.
Service scripts are also often designed for real-time processing so they are always looking for something to
do. For example, the hot send and hot receive styles of service script constantly poll a folder for new files and
then react accordingly when a new file is discovered.

Permissions
File and folder permissions must be considered when deciding which Windows account will be used to run the
service. For example, the account used must have permission to log in as a service. Permissions are usually
to blame if a script works fine when you run it in the main console windows but fails when launched as a
service.

Network Access
The default service account is the built-in LOCAL SYSTEM account but it does not have access to network
resources. Use a local or domain account with sufficient permissions if your script reads or writes files on the
LAN. Microsoft recommends using a UNC path instead of a mapped drive to access network files from a
service. See: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms685143(v=vs.85).aspx. Therefore, if
DOSCMD seems like a good solution to an automation challenge involving a network resource you should
consider Microsoft's warnings and any potential workarounds before deciding to map a drive in a Robo-FTP
service script.

Error handling
The IFERROR command is a powerful tool in service scripts designed for unattended execution. Use this
command to catch and recover from potential failures including network outages and unexpected changes to
login credentials or permissions. Many script developers choose to send an automated email message
alerting support staff when an unrecoverable error occurs.
Important
It is strongly recommended that you exhaustively test any script file that you intend to run as
a service in the normal Robo-FTP console window before using it as a service.
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Monitoring and logging
Unlike other Windows services, a Robo-FTP service does not log all results and errors to the System Event
Log. Instead, you should use the LOGMSG, DASHBOARDMSG, or LOGNTEVENT script commands to
monitor operation of a Robo-FTP service. Do not use commands like ASK and PROMPT because interactive
commands are not permitted in service scripts. If you plan to install the service from the command line then
the script should include the SRVNAME command so that the Monitor utility can connect to it.
Logging is an importing tool for diagnosing problems with service scripts because they are typically run without
the normal Robo-FTP console window interface. The LOG, TRACELOG and SESSIONLOG script commands
are used to control logging.

Halting a service
Typically a running Robo-FTP service will remain active until the script executes the EXIT command. A service
may be stopped manually using the Windows Service Manager, the Service Installer or the Enterprise
Dashboard.
If your script logic contains steps that must not be interrupted, you can design it to use a special shutdown
script for orderly termination.

See also: Installing Robo-FTP as a Service, Working with Network Drives
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Service Installer and Monitor

Unlike the Enterprise Dashboard, the Service Installer and Monitor utilities are available to users at every
Robo-FTP license level.
The Service Installer utility is installed in the Start Menu, grouped with other Robo-FTP components. This
utility is used to install, optionally start, and to stop and/or remove a Robo-FTP service.
The Monitor utility is also installed along with Robo-FTP. Monitor is a Windows desktop tray applet that any
user can use to monitor the status of a running Robo-FTP service.

See also: Installing Robo-FTP as a Service
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Service Installer

The Service Installer utility is available at all license levels. This utility is used to install, optionally start, and
to stop and/or remove a Robo-FTP service. The main screen is shown below:

Service Name
This field contains the name of the Service you wish to create. The default name Robo-FTP is recommended
because it will be easy to remember later. This is the name used to identify, start, stop, and remove the
Service. Multiple services may be installed by using unique names.
Install Service
Select this radio button to install a new service. Each installed service must have a unique name.
If a Robo-FTP service is not started at installation time, you can use the Windows Service Control Manager to
start it, or you could restart Windows (assuming that you selected Automatically as the Start Service Now
method). It is recommended that you use this Service Installer utility to stop and remove the service rather
than using the Windows Service Control Manager.
Stop/Remove Service
Select this radio button to stop and remove a previously installed Robo-FTP service. Some service scripts may
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require a special shutdown script for clean termination. It is recommended that you use this Service Installer
utility to stop and remove the service rather than using the Windows Service Control Manager.
Start Service Now
The service will begin running immediately after installation if this check box is selected. If there is no check
you will need to either start the service manually or reboot Windows to start it (assuming you selected
Automatically as the starting method below.)
Run This Script File
This mandatory field must contain the full path and file name of the Robo-FTP script you wish to run.
Command Line Params
Any command line parameters that you'd like to pass to the Robo-FTP script. This field is optional.
Start Service: Automatically vs. Manually
Services that start Automatically are executed whenever Windows is rebooted.
Run As User checkbox and Specify User button
When the Run As User checkbox is empty your new service will run under the built-in Windows Local System
account. Put a check in this box and click the Specify User button if you wish to use a different local or
domain account. You may need to choose this option if your script requires access to resources not available
to the default Local System account. Any user account specified must have permission to log in as a service.
Restart on exit
When the Restart on Exit checkbox is checked, the service will automatically restarts the script file if the
script itself terminates for any reason. If this checkbox is not checked, and the script terminates, you will need
to stop and restart the service manually to rerun the script.
The following form is displayed when you click the Specify User button or try to install the service with Run
As User checked but no Windows credentials defined:
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Related command(s): SRVNAME
See also: Installing Robo-FTP as a Service, Monitoring a Robo-FTP Service, Enterprise Dashboard
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Monitoring a Robo-FTP Service

The Monitor utility (SrvMonitor.exe) is a Windows desktop tray applet provided with Robo-FTP. This applet
monitors the operation of Robo-FTP when it is being run as a Windows service (which normally has no
interaction with a user desktop) or when it is being run minimized or otherwise hidden from view. Unlike the
Enterprise Dashboard, this utility is available at all license levels.
Monitor provides the following real-time information for a user interested in what Robo-FTP is doing:
Current state (e.g., idle, sending a file)
Currently active script file
Current line number of the active script
Scrolling messages issued by Robo-FTP to the unseen console and trace windows
Monitor identifies an instance of Robo-FTP by a unique character string identifier known as a Service Name.
Robo-FTP is given a service name in one of three ways:
1.
2.
3.

Via the Service Name field in the Service Installer when Robo-FTP is launched as a Windows service.
This is done automatically.
Via the -t command line switch added manually to the shortcut that launches Robo-FTP. See Command
Line Switches.
Via the SRVNAME script command when neither (1) nor (2) have been done. The SRVNAME command
also allows monitoring to be turned on and off under script control.

When Monitor launches, it locates any existing Robo-FTP service name(s). If only one name is found,
Monitor immediately associates itself with this instance of Robo-FTP. If more than one name is found,
Monitor displays a menu that allows you to choose the association you desire.
Monitor also supports a -t command line switch which you may define in any shortcut that launches Monitor.
This permits you to specify a known service name - this is useful if you wish to monitor one of multiple
instances of Robo-FTP and suppress the menu where the desired instance must be chosen.
When initially launched, Monitor appears as an icon in the Windows desktop tray. The icon itself conveys the
state of Robo-FTP as shown below.

When you hover the mouse cursor over the icon, you get a little more information as shown below.
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When you double click on the icon, Monitor opens into a small window like what is shown below.

Click the close button to return Monitor to its icon state.
In the minimized state, right click on the icon for a control menu. The control menu is shown below and each
menu function is described.

Show Service Monitor - Opens the Monitor window (same action as double clicking on the tray icon).
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Hide Service Monitor - Closes the Monitor and returns it to its icon state.
Clear All Saved Service Names - Reset Monitor to monitor services with new or different names. This is
useful when you have selected “Always monitor the instance with this name” option when first starting Monitor
and you wish to now monitor additional services or one with a different name.
Exit Service Monitor - Terminate Monitor.

Related command(s): SRVNAME
See also: Installing Robo-FTP as a Service, Enterprise Dashboard
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Installing a service from the command line
Robo-FTP may be configured to run as a service by launching the Service Installer program from the command
line and specifying the service details as command line parameters.
Command syntax:
SrvInstaller.exe -instnow [ service name ] [ script file path ] [ optional switches ]

The following example creates a service named "Robo-FTP" that runs a script named "C:\Program Files\RoboFTP X.X\Script.s" and uses the "-n" command line switch to run with no splash screen. The "-t" command line
switch may also be useful in this circumstance.
SrvInstaller.exe -instnow "Robo-FTP" "C:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\Script.s" "-n"

The optional -restartonexit switch causes the installed service to automatically restart the script file if the script itself terminates
WARNING: This is an experimental, unsupported feature. Functionality may change in future versions

Related command(s): SRVNAME
See also: Installing Robo-FTP as a Service, Robo-FTP command line switches
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Robo-FTP Dashboard
The Enterprise Dashboard combines the features of the Service Installer and Monitor into a single utility that
simplifies the management of multiple Robo-FTP Services. The Dashboard makes it easy to quickly start and
stop all of your Robo-FTP services. This utility may not be available under all software license levels.

The "Messages" and "Status" columns in the Dashboard's main console window provide a handy method of
monitoring your services. The DASHBOARDMSG script command allows you to programmatically change the
values of these columns from within each running service script.

Related command(s): DASHBOARDMSG, SRVNAME
See also: Creating Dashboard Services, Dashboard Menu Items, Installing Robo-FTP as a Service
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Creating Dashboard Services
The process for creating a service in Dashboard is similar to creating a service with the Service Installer. Select
New from the File Menu and simply enter your information into the appropriate field.

Service Name
Name of the service. This name will be the visible in the main grid of the Dashboard console.
Run This Script File
This full path and file name of the Robo-FTP script to run. This field is mandatory. Using the browse button
may be easier than typing the full path and file name.
Command Line Parameters
Any command line parameters that you'd like to pass to the Robo-FTP script. This field is optional.
Start Service Now
The service will begin running immediately after it is created if this checkbox is selected.
Log On As
The default Local System account is fine for most situations but you may need to choose a different account if
your script requires access to resources not available to Local System. The Specify button is enabled if you
selected the Other Account option. Click this button to display a dialog box where you enter the user account
(i.e., optional domain name, user name and password) under which the service is to run. Any account
specified must have permission to log in as a service.
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No Activity Timeout
When a non-zero timeout value is specified, Dashboard will restart the service if the specified number of
seconds elapse with no DASHBORDMSG updates from the script. Obviously this value must be larger than
the longest amount of time you would normally expect your script to run without processing a
DASHBOARDMSG command. We recommend this value be significantly longer than the longest amount of
time you would expect your service script to run without processing a DASHBOARDMSG command. For
example, if your script might need up to 300 seconds to transfer a file it would be wise to set the timeout value
to at least twice that amount so that Dashboard doesn't restart the service near the end of an usually long but
otherwise successful file transfer.
Start Service
Services that start Automatically are executed whenever Windows is rebooted.

Related command(s): DASHBOARDMSG, SRVNAME
See also: Introducing Robo-FTP Dashboard, Dashboard Menu Items, Installing Robo-FTP as a Service
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Menu Items
The Dashboard File menu is shown below. The File Menu allows for the creation of new services, to open
existing services, and to delete a service.

The Dashboard Tools menu is shown below. The actions off of this menu support Start and Stop functionality of
any service selected. Simply select the service from the console window and choose Start, Stop, Start All, or
Stop All.

The Dashboard View menu is shown below. The Refresh option updates the Message and Status columns for
all services in the Dashboard console window.
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Note: Custom messages specified by the DASHBOARDMSG script command are lost when the Refresh option
updates the Message column.

See also: Introducing Robo-FTP Dashboard, Creating Dashboard Services, Installing Robo-FTP as a Service
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Shutting Down a Running Robo-FTP Service

Using the Stop/Remove Service function of the Service Installer or Dashboard has been mentioned
elsewhere as the proper way of shutting down a Robo-FTP Service. This always works but it does not always
result in a clean and orderly termination when a communications session is in progress. This requires some
special attention during the creation of script files used by a Robo-FTP Service.
The idea is to have the main service script regularly monitor for the presence of a special shutdown script. If it
becomes necessary to terminate the service, manually copy the shutdown script to a designated location, this
Robo-FTP Service detects its presence and transfers control to it using the CHAIN script command at an
appropriate time. Then the stop may be issued from the Service Installer or Enterprise Dashboard.
In this example, a script named "shutdown.s" contains the following:
;; Robo-FTP Service shutdown script
DISCONNECT
EXIT
Your production script file(s) are obviously application dependent, but any script used with a Robo-FTP Service
should either continuously loop looking for something to do, or sleep between predetermined periods of
activity. The GETNEXTFILE command is often used to monitor a folder for a file to transmit, so we’ll use this
construct to demonstrate how to use a shutdown script.
;; Robo-FTP Service production script
:top
;; look for any file in current folder
GETNEXTFILE "*" /timeout=10
;; branch if 10 seconds elapsed
IFERROR $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT GOTO nofile
;; branch on any other error
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO some_error
;; connect with remote system
FTPLOGON
;; send the file we just found
SENDFILE %nextfile
;; disconnect from remote
DISCONNECT
;; loop back to next file to send
GOTO top
:no_file
;; branch if no shutdown script
IFNFILE "shutdown.s" GOTO top
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;; transfer to shutdown script
CHAIN "shutdown.s"
:some_error
;; [...]
This is one of many ways to have a Robo-FTP service execute an EXIT and any other necessary clean-up
commands prior to having the service stopped. This permits a Robo-FTP Service to perform an orderly
termination of a Robo-FTP communication session.

See also: Programming Service Scripts, Installing Robo-FTP as a Service

Using COM/OLE to Control Robo-FTP

It is possible to control Robo-FTP from your own custom application written in C#, C++, Visual Basic,
VB.NET, VBScript, or other COM/OLE enabled programming language. Anything a script can do -- and much
more -- is possible under programmatic control via Robo-FTP's COM/OLE interface.
Robo-FTP under script control is a powerful tool for the creation of unattended, automatic FTP sessions. RoboFTP is capable of significantly more complex file transfer sessions by having a custom application program
written in a COM/OLE programmatic interface (API) enabled programming language.
Complete sample projects are included within Robo-FTP package to give you an example of how COM/OLE
programming is done. The samples are available in the following programming languages: Visual C++, Visual
Basic 6, C#, VB.NET, and VBScript.
See also: COM/OLE Operational Overview, COM Programming Reference
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COM/OLE Operational Overview

Under normal operation, Robo-FTP reads a script command from a designated file, performs the command,
sets a result code that the script may interrogate, and then Robo-FTP reads the next command from the file.
The script can make decisions based on the value of the result code and therefore control the course of a file
transfer session.
This works great. But as robust as the Robo-FTP script language may be, it still falls short of what can be
done using a true programming language like C++ and Visual Basic.
With Robo-FTP in a COM/OLE environment, there is no script file per say. The application program launches
Robo-FTP, establishes a named session, and then sends script commands by way of the COM/OLE
interface. Robo-FTP performs a command and returns the result code to the application. (The application may
block and get the result code when Robo-FTP completes the command, or it may issue the command and
continue, and receive the result via an event call. There is never more than a single command pending at one
time).
Upon return, the application program interrogates the result code and determines what to do next. As
necessary, more commands are directed to Robo-FTP until the file transfer session is complete -- the session
is complete according to the application program's criteria, not Robo-FTP's. At that point, the application
closes the session and Robo-FTP terminates.
One of the options when creating a session with Robo-FTP is to keep it completely hidden from view so end
users see the user-written application, not Robo-FTP. Each session is uniquely named, so it is possible to
invoke multiple, independent Robo-FTP sessions.

See also: COM Programming Reference
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Robo-FTP COM/OLE Interface Description -- A Programmer's View

The following nine methods and four events are available for controlling Robo-FTP via the COM interface:
Methods
RoboStartSession
RoboEndSession
RoboSendCommand
RoboStopCommand
RoboGetVariable
RoboGetVBSVariable
RoboActivateLicense
RoboRemoveLicense
RoboLicenseStatus
RoboGetSessionPID
Events
RoboCommandProgress
RoboCommandResult
RoboDirList
RoboFTPMsgs

See also: COM/OLE Return Codes
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COM/OLE Return Codes

The following values are returned by COM automation methods other than licensing related methods:

Constant Value

Value Description

ROBO_ERROR_FROM_ROBOFTP

0

Any return code greater than or equal to this value
comes from Robo-FTP and not from the
automation component.

ROBO_ERROR_SUCCESS

-1

The requested operation completed successfully.

ROBO_ERROR_NO_SESSION

-2

A Robo-FTP session has not been established by
calling RoboStartSession().

-3

An internal error indicating that a command sent
to Robo-FTP has not returned properly from a
COM/OLE call. Make sure that there are no
instances of Robo-FTP running and retry. A
Windows reboot may be necessary.

ROBO_ERROR_SESSION_EXISTS

-4

A previous session with the same name already
exists. Because Robo-FTP no longer requires a
unique session name, this return code is
deprecated.

ROBO_ERROR_TIMED_OUT

-5

The command sent in a blocking
RoboSendCommand() call has failed to complete
in the allotted time-out period.

ROBO_ERROR_NO_CMD_PENDING

-6

No command is pending that can be stopped on a
call to RoboStopCommand().

ROBO_ERROR_CMD_IN_PROGRESS

-7

A script command sent on a non-blocking
RoboSendCommand() call is in progress.

ROBO_ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND

-8

The specified Robo-FTP script variable specified
in a RoboGetVariable() call is not defined.

ROBO_ERROR_CANNOT_CREATE

-9

An internal error indicating that a named RoboFTP session cannot be created. Make sure that
there are no instances of Robo-FTP running and
retry. A Windows reboot may be necessary.

ROBO_ERROR_INTERNAL_FAILURE

-10

An internal error indicating that an internal
Windows error has occurred. A Windows reboot
may be necessary.

ROBO_ERROR_LICENSE_FAILURE

-11

An attempt to access the Robo-FTP licensing
system failed.

ROBO_ERROR_MAX_INSTANCES

-12

Maximum number of instances allowed have been
launched.

ROBO_ERROR_NO_RESPONSE

Values returned by licensing related automation methods:
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Constant Value

Value

Description

LIC_ERROR_SUCCESS

0

Robo-FTP successfully licensed.

LIC_ERROR_INVALID_RESPONSE

1

Unrecognized response from license server.
Could be the result of faulty or unreliable Internet
connection.

LIC_ERROR_NOT_RESPONDING

2

No response from license server. Could be the
result of faulty or unreliable Internet connection.

3

The license cannot be removed. No additional
information is available at run time about this
problem. Robo-FTP should be run in interactive
mode to pursue this issue.

LIC_ERROR_CANNOT_REMOVE_LICENSE

100

The license server reports that the license
required included an invalid site code. Providing
the site code is an internal function of Robo-FTP
so this error may be the result of a fault in RoboFTP or a faulty or unreliable Internet connection.

200

The license server reports that it received an
invalid license request. Formatting the license
request is an internal function of Robo-FTP so
this error may be the result of a fault in Robo-FTP
or a faulty or unreliable Internet connection.

400

The license server reports that the serial number
it received was invalid. Check that you are
passing a valid 12-digit serial number on the
RoboActivateLicense() call.

500

The license server reports that the removal code
it received was invalid. Check that you are
passing a valid 24-character removal code on the
RoboActivateLicense() call.

600

The license server reports that the site code it
received was used on a previous activation. This
is an unlikely error and if it occurs probably
indicates a fault in Robo-FTP.

LIC_ERROR_DUP_AUTH

700

The license server reports that the serial number
submitted has already been activated. Resubmit
the request with the removal code to reactivate. If
no removal code is available, Robo-FTP should
be run in interactive mode to attempt reactivation.
If it fails again here, use the Activation
Troubleshooting Wizard to assist in determining
the proper recovery action.

LIC_ERROR_NO_SITE_CODE

900

The license server reports that no site code was
received. This is an unlikely error and if it occurs
probably indicates a fault in Robo-FTP.

901

The license server reports that the serial number
submitted is for a previous version of Robo-FTP.
An upgrade is likely required to obtain a valid
serial number

LIC_ERROR_INVALID_SITE_CODE

LIC_ERROR_INVALID_REQUEST

LIC_ERROR_INVALID_SERIAL_NUM

LIC_ERROR_INVALID_REMOVAL_CODE

LIC_ERROR_DUP_SITE_CODE

LIC_ERROR_INVALID_VERSION
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See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboStartSession -- Method to initiate a Robo-FTP session

Overview
Method to initiate a named session between Robo-FTP and a user-written application.
C++ Definition
long RoboStartSession( CString strSessionName, BOOL bBlock ing, BOOL bHidden, CString
strCmdLineArgs )
VB Definition
RoboStartSession( SessionName As String, Block ing As Long, Hidden As Long, Args As String ) As Long
C# Definition
Int RoboStartSession( String strSessionName, Int bBlock ing, Int bHidden, String strCmdLineArgs )
VB.NET Definition
RoboStartSession( SessionName As String, Block ing As Integer, Hidden As Integer, Args As String ) As
Integer
Return Value
The numeric result code returned to indicate the success or failure in initiating a named session with RoboFTP.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_SUCCESS if a named session is successfully started.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_SESSION_EXISTS if a session with the same name already exists.
(Because Robo-FTP no longer requires a unique session name, this return code is deprecated.)
Returns ROBO_ERROR_CANNOT_CREATE if a session with Robo-FTP cannot be created.
See COM/OLE Return Codes below for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
strSessionName / SessionName
This parameter is required but its purpose is deprecated so it is safe to use a zero-length string.
bBlock ing / Block ing
A boolean that when TRUE results in the synchronous execution of subsequent RoboSendCommand()
method calls made during the session. This means execution of your program will be blocked until
either Robo-FTP completes execution of the command or the RoboSendCommand timeout period
elapses. If FALSE, each subsequent RoboSendCommand is non-blocking so your program will not wait
for Robo-FTP to complete the command; it will resume executing immediately. If your programming
environment supports events you may use RoboCommandProgress and RoboCommandResult to
monitor the asynchronous progress of non-blocking commands.
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bHidden / Hidden
A boolean that when TRUE results in Robo-FTP being loaded and run invisibly. If FALSE, the Robo-FTP
window appears as it would normally.
strCmdLineArgs/ Args
A string defining optional command line arguments to pass Robo-FTP when it is launched.
Remarks
This method returns when Robo-FTP has been launched and the session name is established.
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboEndSession -- Method to terminate a Robo-FTP session

Overview
Method to terminate a named session between Robo-FTP and a user-written application.
C++ Definition
long RoboEndSession( )
VB Definition
RoboEndSession() As Long
C# Definition
Int RoboEndSession( )
VB.NET Definition
RoboEndSession() As Integer
Return Value
The numeric result code indicating the success or failure in terminating a session with Robo-FTP.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_SUCCESS if a session is successfully terminated.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND if the variable is not defined.
See COM/OLE Return Codes for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
None.
Remarks
This returns after Robo-FTP terminates.
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboSendCommand -- Method to send a script command to Robo-FTP

Overview
Method to send a script command to Robo-FTP.
C++ Definition
long RoboSendCommand( CString strCommand, long nTimeout )
VB Definition
RoboSendCommand( Command As String, Timeout As Long ) As Long
C# Definition
Int RoboSendCommand( CString strCommand, Int nTimeout )
VB.NET Definition
RoboSendCommand( Command As String, Timeout As Integer ) As Integer
Return Value
The numeric result code returned by Robo-FTP after the execution of a script command.
Returns >= ROBO_ERROR_FROM_ROBOFTP if the command was executed successfully by Robo-FTP.
This value corresponds to one of Robo-FTP's script command result codes.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_CMD_IN_PROGRESS if the command is non-blocking and the command has been
successfully initiated.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_TIMED_OUT if the command timed out.
See COM/OLE Return Codes below for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
strCommand / Command
A string defining the Robo-FTP script command to perform.
To have Robo-FTP simulate line numbers in the log file, precede the command with #{number} and a
space character. For example, #100 FTPLOGON would result in a simulated line number of 100 being
associated with this command.
nTimeout / Timeout
A long integer specifying the maximum period of time (10th of seconds) to wait for a blocking command
to complete. This blocking status is determined by a parameter you previously passed to the
RoboStartSession() method.
When the timeout period elapses the RoboSendCommand method stops blocking and returns execution
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control to your program. The parameter is ignored when the RoboSendCommand() is in non-blocking
asynchronous mode.
Notice: Several common Robo-FTP script commands also support timeouts but those values are
measured in full seconds rather than 10ths of seconds.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboSendCommand(). This method blocks or
returns immediately depending on the selection made in the RoboStartSession() method. If non-blocking is
selected, the RoboCommandResult() event is fired when Robo-FTP completes the command.
If you send a conditional command (e.g., IFFILE or IFERROR) the conditional element of the command is
evaluated and a TRUE/FALSE result is passed back but no actual branching action is taken.
For example, if the following script command is sent to Robo-FTP and the file exists Robo-FTP returns
$ERROR_OLE_COMPARISON_TRUE; if file does not exist, the return value is
$ERROR_OLE_COMPARISON_FALSE. The GOTO portion of the command is ignored since Robo-FTP is
being controlled via the COM interface rather than executing a command script with branching labels.
IFFILE "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\thisfile" GOTO found_it
If script labels are sent, they are ignored.

See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboStopCommand -- Method to stop a running Robo-FTP script command

Overview
Method to cancel a pending script command from previous non-blocking RoboSendCommand().
C++ Definition
long RoboStopCommand( )
VB Definition
RoboStopCommand() As Long
C# Definition
Int RoboStopCommand( )
VB.NET Definition
RoboStopCommand() As Integer
Return Value
A numeric value indicating the success or failure of initiating the cancellation of a Robo-FTP script command.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_SUCCESS if a stop is initiated -- this does not mean the command has been
stopped, rather only that the request has been successfully passed to Robo-FTP
Returns ROBO_ERROR_NO_CMD_PENDING if no script command is currently in progress that can be
stopped.
See COM/OLE Return Codes for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
None.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() and RoboSendCommand() methods must be called prior to calling
RoboStopCommand().
This method returns immediately. The Robo-FTP command may or may not terminate depending on when this
method is called. The effect of calling this method is same as pressing the Esc key or clicking the Stop button
when Robo-FTP is running interactively. If the command terminates, the RoboSendCommand() completion
event is fired with the corresponding Robo-FTP result code.
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboGetVariable -- Method to get the value of Robo-FTP script variable

Overview
Method to get the value of the specified Robo-FTP script variable. Note: this method does not work when the
calling program is written in VBScript - use the RoboGetVBSVariable method instead.
C++ Definition
long RoboGetVariable( CString strVariable, BSTR &bstrValue )
VB Definition
RoboGetVariable( Variable As String, Value As String ) As Long
C# Definition
Int RoboGetVariable( String strVariable, ref String strValue )
VB.NET Definition
RoboGetVariable( Variable As String, ByRef Value As String ) As Integer
Return Value
A numeric value indicating the success or failure of obtaining the value Robo-FTP variable.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_SUCCESS if the variable is found and its value is returned in the strValue / Value
variable.
Returns ROBO_ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND if the variable is not defined.
See COM/OLE Return Codes for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
strVariable / Variable
A string defining the Robo-FTP script variable name.
bstrValue / strValue / Value
A string that contains the value of the variable upon return.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboGetVariable().
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboGetVBSVariable -- VBS method to get the value of Robo-FTP script variable

Overview
Method used in VBScript to get the value of the specified Robo-FTP script variable. This method may also be
in VB programs instead of RoboGetVariable() if you wish.
VBS Definition
RoboGetVBSVariable( Variable As String ) As String
Return Value
A string containing the value of the specified Robo-FTP variable. An error is thrown if the variable is not defined
or if Robo-FTP is unable to process the request.
Parameters
Variable
A string defining the Robo-FTP script variable name.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboGetVBSVariable().
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboSetVariable -- Method to set a variable
Overview
Method to set the value of the specified Robo-FTP script variable. It does the same thing as the SET
command except that if your session is non blocking this will block. If strVariable is null the behavior is the
same as calling SET with no arguments in that all variables are set to their default values. If strVariable is a
valid variable name and strValue is null strVariable is deleted.
C++ Definition
void RoboSetVariable( _bstr_t strVariable, _bstr_t strValue )
VB Definition
RoboSetVariable( Variable As String, Value As String ) As Void
C# Definition
void RoboSetVariable( String strVariable, String strValue )
VB.NET Definition
RoboSetVariable( Variable As String, Value As String ) As Void
Throws an exception on failure such as no session started or invalid variable name.
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RoboSetWorkingDir -- Method to set the current working directory
Overview
Method to set the current working directory. This command does the same thing as the WORKINGDIR
command except that even if your session is non-blocking this command will block.
C++ Definition
void RoboSetWorkingDir( _bstr_t strWork ingDir )
VB Definition
RoboSetWorkingDir( strWork ingDir As String ) As Void
C# Definition
void RoboSetWorkingDir( String strWork ingDir )
VB.NET Definition
RoboSetWorkingDir( strWork ingDir As String ) As Void
Throws an exception on failure such as no session started or invalid working directory.
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RoboActivateLicense -- Method to activate the Robo-FTP license

Overview
Method to activate or reactivate the Robo-FTP license. Activation in this manner requires a live connection to
the Internet. License activation is something that is only required once. Robo-FTP will run without being
activated but connections to FTP sites is denied until activation is complete. Robo-FTP installs for a 30-day
free trial period therefore license activation is not immediately required but should be performed as soon as
possible once the product is paid for and placed into a production environment.
C++ Definition
long RoboActivateLicense( CString strSerialNumber, CString strRemovalCode )
VB Definition
RoboActivateLicense( SerialNumber As String, RemovalCode As String ) As Long
C# Definition
long RoboActivateLicense( String strSerialNumber, String strRemovalCode )
VB.NET Definition
RoboActivateLicense( SerialNumber As String, RemovalCode As String ) As Integer
Return Value
A numeric value indicating the success or failure of activating or reactivating the Robo-FTP license.
See COM/OLE Return Codes for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
strSerialNumber / SerialNumber
A string defining the 12-digit Robo-FTP serial number.
strRemovalCode / RemovalCode
A string defining the 24-character Robo-FTP removal code. This value only required when doing a
reactivation. Set to an empty string otherwise.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboActivateLicense().
Related command(s): RoboLicenseStatus, RoboRemoveLicense
See also: COM Programming Reference, Robo-FTP License Activation
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RoboLicenseStatus -- Method to obtain status of the Robo-FTP license

Overview
Method to obtain the current status of the Robo-FTP license (i.e., active, removed, evaluation, failed).
C++ Definition
long RoboLicenseStatus()
VB Definition
RoboLicenseStatus() As Long
C# Definition
Int RoboLicenseStatus()
VB.NET Definition
RoboLicenseStatus() As Integer
Return Value
A numeric value indicating the status of the Robo-FTP license. The possible return values are shown below.

Constant Value

Value

Description

LIC OKAY

0

The Robo-FTP license is active.

LIC_EVALMODE

1

Robo-FTP is unlicensed in 30-day evaluation mode.

LIC_FAILED

2

Robo-FTP is unlicensed.

LIC_REMOVED

3

Robo-FTP was previously licensed but the license was
removed.

LIC_EXPIRED

4

Robo-FTP is unlicensed and the 30-day evaluation
period has expired.

Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboLicenseStatus().
Related command(s): RoboActivateLicense, RoboRemoveLicense
See also: COM Programming Reference, Robo-FTP License Activation
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RoboRemoveLicense -- Method to remove the Robo-FTP license

Overview
Method to remove the Robo-FTP license. License removal would only be necessary when you wish to transfer
the license from one PC to another by removing it from the current PC and then reinstalling it on a second PC.
This method returns a removal code that indicates that the license has, in fact, been removed. This removal
code should be supplied along with the serial number on the second PC to notify the license server that the
license for this particular serial number has been removed and it is okay to activate it again.
C++ Definition
long RoboRemoveLicense( CString &bstrRemovalCode )
VB Definition
RoboRemoveLicense( RemovalCode As String ) As Long
C# Definition
long RoboRemoveLicense( ref String strRemovalCode )
VB.NET Definition
RoboRemoveLicense( RemovalCode As String ) As Integer
Return Value
A numeric value indicating the success or failure of removing the Robo-FTP license.
See COM/OLE Return Codes for a complete list of possible return values.
Parameters
bstrRemovalCode / strRemovalCode / RemovalCode
A string that contains the value of the removal code upon return.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboRemoveLicense().
Related command(s): RoboActivateLicense, RoboLicenseStatus
See also: COM Programming Reference, Robo-FTP License Activation
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RoboGetSessionPID -- Method to get the value of the current Robo-FTP session's
PID
Overview
Method to get the value of the current Robo-FTP session's process id (PID).
C++ Definition
long RoboGetSessionPID()
VB Definition
RoboGetSessionPID() As Long
C# Definition
long RoboGetSessionPID()
VB.NET Definition
RoboGetSessionPID() As Integer
Return Value
A positive numeric value indicating the process ID (PID) of the current Robo-FTP session, or a nonpositive
numeric value indicating an error.
See COM/OLE Return Codes for a complete list of possible return values.
Remarks
The RoboStartSession() method must be called prior to calling RoboGetSessionPID().
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboCommandProgress -- Event fired to update SENDFILE/RCVFILE progress

Overview
An event fired when a SENDFILE or RCVFILE script command sent on a non-blocking RoboSendCommand()
updates the percent sent or received of the current file transfer.
C++ Definition
void RoboCommandProgress( long nPercent )
VB Definition
RoboCommandProgress( ByVal Percent As Long )
C# Definition
void RoboCommandProgress( Int nPercent )
VB.NET Definition
RoboCommandProgress( Percent As Integer )
Return Value
None.
Parameters
nPercent / Percent
A long in the range of 0 to 100 returned by Robo-FTP at random intervals indicating the progress of a
SENDFILE or RCVFILE script command.
Remarks
This event is only fired when a non-blocking RoboSendCommand() method is called and a SENDFILE or
RCVFILE script command has been sent.
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboCommandResult -- Event fired at the conclusion of a non-blocking
command
Overview
An event fired when a script command sent on a non-blocking RoboSendCommand() completes.
C++ Definition
void RoboCommandResult( long nResultCode )
VB Definition
RoboCommandResult( ByVal ResultCode As Long )
C# Definition
void RoboCommandResult( int nResultCode )
VB.NET Definition
RoboCommandResult( ResultCode As Integer )
Return Value
None.
Parameters
nResultCode / ResultCode
A long returned by Robo-FTP after the execution or cancellation of a script command that equals one of
the Robo-FTP result codes.
Remarks
This event is only fired when a non-blocking RoboSendCommand() method is called. The event is fired when
the command completes normally or after a command is stopped by calling RoboStopCommand().
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboDirList -- Event fired to provide directory listing from FTP site

Overview
An event fired whenever Robo-FTP requests a directory listing from the FTP site. All files and subdirectories
are returned in a NULL terminated string with each file or directory terminated with a CR/LF. Some of the
directory listings may be superfluous resulting from internal requirements of commands like SYNC or
FTPDELETE, so you may choose to ignore the information returned by this event unless specifically
requested with the FTPLIST command.
C++ Definition
void RoboDirList( BSTR bstrDirListing )
VB Definition
RoboDirList( ByVal DirListing As String )
C# Definition
void RoboDirList( ref String strDirListing )
VB.NET Definition
RoboDirList( ByRef DirListing As String )
Return Value
None.
Parameters
bstrDirListing / strDirListing / DirListing
A NULL terminated string containing a complete FTP site directory listing. The directory listing is in the
native format of the FTP site.
Remarks
The string arriving with this event can be quite large so handle accordingly. Your handler for this event should
be as brief as possible since Robo-FTP is suspended until control is returned - typically your handler should
save the contents of the delivered string as appropriate and return immediately.
See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboFTPMsgs -- Event fired to provide trace information

Overview
An event fired whenever a line of text is added to the Robo-FTP trace window. Process this event if you wish to
implement something similar to Robo-FTP’s trace window in your application. The following are example lines
of text delivered via this event:
Robo-FTP Client Applet v2.0.0
Locating site: "ftp.acme-widget.com"...
Connecting to IP address "209.198.142.116"...
Connected to "209.198.142.116", port 21
220 Acme Widget Company FTP Server [ftp.acme-widget.com]
USER acmeftp
331 Password required for acmeftp.
PASS ********
230 User roboftp logged in.
C++ Definition
void RoboFTPMsgs( BSTR bstrFTPMessage )
VB Definition
RoboFTPMsgs( ByVal FTPMessage As String )
C# Definition
void RoboFTPMsgs( ref String strFTPMessage )
VB.NET Definition
RoboFTPMsgs( ByRef FTPMessage As String )
Return Value
None.
Parameters
bstrFTPMessage / FTPMessage
A NULL terminated string containing one line of trace text.
Remarks
The string arriving with this event will typically be less than 80 characters in length. Your handler for this event
should be as brief as possible since Robo-FTP is suspended until control is returned - typically your handler
should save the contents of the delivered string as appropriate and return immediately.
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See also: COM Programming Reference
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RoboLogMsgs -- Event fired to provide script log information

Overview
An event fired whenever a line of text is added to the Robo-FTP console window. Process this event if you wish
to implement something similar to Robo-FTP’s console window in your application. The following are example
lines of text delivered via this event:
*Logging on as SSL/FTP with secure control and data channels.
*Logon in progress...
*Logon successful.
C++ Definition
void RoboLogMsgs( BSTR bstrLogMessage )
VB Definition
RoboLogMsgs( ByVal LogMessage As String )
C# Definition
void RoboLogMsgs( ref String strLogMessage )
VB.NET Definition
RoboLogMsgs( ByRef LogMessage As String )
Return Value
None.
Parameters
bstrLogMessage / strLogMessage / LogMessage
A NULL terminated string containing one line of log text.
Remarks
The string arriving with this event will typically be less than 80 characters in length. Your handler for this event
should be as brief as possible since Robo-FTP is suspended until control is returned - typically your handler
should save the contents of the delivered string as appropriate and return immediately.
See also: COM Programming Reference
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Sample C++ and Visual Basic Project Files

Two fully functional sample programs are provided with Robo-FTP -- one written in Visual C++ and the other in
Visual Basic. All source code and project files are included. Controlling applications written in other languages
(e.g. VBScript, Delphi) are possible as long as the languages support the COM/OLE interface.
These programs demonstrate how script commands are sent to Robo-FTP and how result codes are returned,
and may be used as a guide for the creation of your own application. By studying the source code for these
sample programs, you can learn how to write your application.
The sample programs can be used to exercise limited interactive control over Robo-FTP. Each program allows
you to enter script commands from the keyboard and have them executed by Robo-FTP. The results of each
command are returned and displayed. Assuming that you do no elect to hide Robo-FTP, you can watch
commands in the Robo-FTP window.
When you run the C++ sample, you'll see something resembles that the following image. The C++ and VB
programs are functionally equivalent, so the VB sample is virtually identical.
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Caution
These sample programs are not intended for production use and you may experience difficulties if
you attempt to use then in such a manner.
Important
The time-out parameter specified on a blocking send command call must be long enough for RoboFTP to complete the requested command. For example, if you ask Robo-FTP to send a large file
and the time-out is too short, the sample program will time out before Robo-FTP actually completes
the transfer. You may set the time-out to zero to prevent the sample program from timing out.
Note: A unique string is no longer required for the Session Name field.

See also: COM/OLE Operational Overview, COM Programming Reference
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Sample C# and VB.NET Project Files

Two additional fully functional sample programs for the Microsoft .NET environment are provided with Robo-FTP
-- one written in Visual C# and the other in Visual Basic .NET. All source code and project files are included.
Like the C++ and Visual Basic 6 samples described in the previous section, these programs demonstrate how
script commands are sent to Robo-FTP and how result codes are returned, and may be used as a guide for
the creation of your own application. By studying the source code for these sample programs, you can learn
how to write your .NET application.
See also: COM/OLE Operational Overview, COM Programming Reference
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Sample VBScript Program

The Robo-FTP COM object may be used in MS Excel macros, MS Access databases, and VBScript (VBS)
programs. The following is an example VB Script that loads Robo-FTP, logs on to the default FTP site,
uploads a file, retrieves and displays the value of an internal Robo-FTP variable, and then logs off the site. If
you are using a 64-bit version of Windows be sure to run this file using the 32-bit version of cscript.exe
located in the \Windows\SysWOW64 folder, otherwise you'll get an error creating the Automate object.
' Instantiate a Robo-FTP object
' ----------------------------Set FTPReq = Createobject("RoboFTPAutomation.Automate")
If err.number <> 0 then
msgbox "Failed to create COM object!"
Wscript.quit 1
End If
' Set session properties and open session
' --------------------------------------------ResultCode = FTPReq.RoboStartSession("", True, False, "")
If ResultCode <> -1 then
msgbox "RoboStartSession Failed!" & vbCrLf & "Return value: " &
ResultCode
FTPReq.RoboEndSession
Wscript.quit 2
End If
' log on to default site
' ---------------------cmdString = "FTPLOGON"
ResultCode = FTPReq.RoboSendCommand(cmdString, 600)
' upload a file
' ---------------------cmdString = "SENDFILE 'ReadMe.txt' "
ResultCode = FTPReq.RoboSendCommand(cmdString, 600)
timeout

' get the last error
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'600 = 60 second

' -----------------msgbox "Value of %lasterror = " & FTPReq.RoboGetVBSVariable("%lasterror")
' log off the site
' ---------------cmdString = "FTPLOGOFF"
ResultCode = FTPReq.RoboSendCommand(cmdString, 600)
' end Robo-FTP session and exit
' ----------------------------FTPReq.RoboEndSession
msgbox "Done"
Wscript.Quit 0

See also: COM/OLE Operational Overview, COM Programming Reference
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Script Programming

Robo-FTP provides a powerful script language for use in automating unattended operations.
In addition to running as a Windows service, command scripts can be launched by a Windows Scheduled
Task, executed directly from a Robo-FTP shortcut on the desktop, run programmatically via the COM
interface, or selected interactively while Robo-FTP is running.
The Robo-EDIT script file editor provides keyword highlighting and other features specifically designed to help
you develop Robo-FTP command scripts but you may alternatively use your favorite text editor or word
processor capable of outputting ASCII text files. You could start with the Script File Wizard or learn the
scripting language by customizing the included sample command scripts to satisfy your specific
requirements. Unless otherwise specified, script files are assumed to have a file extension of .s.

See also: Script Command Syntax, Script Language Features, Interactive Debugging, Translating CommandLine FTP Instructions

The Robo-EDIT Script File Editor

Robo-EDIT is a specially designed text editor for editing Robo-FTP script files. Robo-EDIT provides for the
easiest possible creation and maintenance of script files. Major features include:
Context sensitive help for all Robo-FTP script commands
Color syntax highlighting of Robo-FTP script commands
Automatically capitalize Robo-FTP script commands as you type
Edit multiple script files and save (and reload) all at once as a “session”
Find in files function that automatically searches script files (files with .s extension)
Optional tabbed interface when editing multiple files
Optional line numbers
This is the Robo-EDIT main screen:
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Robo-FTP script command syntax is highlighted in color as shown below:

Bl u e

Script commands

Vi ol et

Script command options (e.g., / a p p e n d ); command operators
(e.g., &)

Bl ac k

Variables and strings

Gr een

Comments

Re d

Predefined error variables (e.g., $ERROR_SUCCESS); numeric
constants (e.g., NATO 30)

Bol d Bl a c k

Script labels

When Robo-EDIT is launched from the main console window's toolbar it automatically opens the currently
active script file. Robo-EDIT may also be launched from the Robo-FTP folder in the Start Menu.

Command Syntax

Robo-FTP automation relies on the execution of script commands. Script command syntax involves an opcode
followed by arguments and then options. The general format of a Robo-FTP script command is shown below:
opcode [argument1] … [argumentN] /option1 … /optionN
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Arguments
Arguments are one of the following types:
an alpha-numeric string constant (must be enclosed in single or double quotes)
a numeric constant
a variable (names starting with alphabetic character, %, or $ symbol)

Optional Arguments
Most script command arguments are required, even if you are only passing an empty string. If a script
command argument is truly optional that fact will be explicitly stated in this manual.

Options
Options begin with the slash "/" character. Options may include a value assignment with the syntax /
option=value where the value is:
an alpha-numeric string constant (may be enclosed in single or double quotes)
a numeric constant
a variable (names starting with alphabetic character, %, or $ symbol)
String constants passed to command options may be enclosed in quotes. When the value of a command
option is enclosed in quotes it is parsed as a string constant. When the value of a command option is not
enclosed in quotes, the script parser checks for a variable with the same name; if no variable is found then the
value is used as a string constant.
Important
Although this manual contains numerous examples of string constants
passed to options without using quotes, script parsing errors can occur
when special characters that are significant to the parsing logic are not
enclosed in quotes. The character constants that should be used inside
quotes are: space, left square bracket, right square bracket, single
quote, double quote, semicolon, and asterisk.
The password option in the following example contains a space character so it must be enclosed in quotes:
FTPLOGON "ftp.MyServer.com" /user=Bob /pw=My Secret
argument!

;; error invalid

FTPLOGON "ftp.MyServer.com" /user=Bob /pw="My Secret"
An invalid argument parsing error occurs in the first row (without the quotes) because the script parser sees
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the value of the password option as "My" and the remaining "Secret" as an invalid argument.
See also: List of Script Commands, Translating Command-Line FTP Instructions

Constants

Alphanumeric Constants
Alphanumeric constants define file names and other character strings that may be used in script commands
directly or assigned to script variables. Alphanumeric constants are always enclosed by single or double
quotation marks. Examples of alphanumeric constants are:
COPY "file2" "file1"
SET filename = "d:\export\sales2011.xls"
SENDFILE ’c:\My Data\Update Inventory.dbf’
Whenever you are using a file name in a constant or variable, Robo-FTP always assumes the file is located in
the working folder. If you want to reference a file elsewhere, you should always use the file’s full path name.
If you need to use a value that contains double quotation marks, enclose that value in single quotes:
SET password = '"secret"'

;; value of password is "secret"

Conversely, if you need to use a value that contains single quotes, enclose that value in double quotes:
SET password = "'secret'"

;; value of password is 'secret'

Numeric Constants
Numeric constants may be used in appropriate script commands or assigned to script variables. Numeric
constants differ from alphanumeric constants in that the enclosing single or double quotation marks are
optional. Examples of numeric constants are:
SETNUM x = 1
SETNUM y = "2"

;; same as y = 2

NATO 60

Variables

Variables may be used to pass values to script command arguments and options. Variables may be assigned
string values up to a maximum length of 4096 characters (see Command Syntax.) No more than 4096
variables may be defined at one time. Once a variable is created it remains defined until it is unassigned with
the SET command or Robo-FTP terminates. All variables have global scope except user-defined FUNCTION
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arguments that are not otherwise created or assigned elsewhere in a script. Variable names are not casesensitive. For example, abc and ABC are the same variable.
Internal variables are automatically created and assigned values by the Robo-FTP script processor. You
should familiarize yourself with the list of internal variables because they can make certain script development
tasks much easier. The names of internally defined variables begin with a percent "%" character.
User-defined script variables are created and assigned values by script commands like SET and SETNUM.
The names of user-defined variables should begin with at least one alphabetic character and may be up to 255
characters in length. Creating a user-defined variable with a name that begins with a percent or dollar sign
character is possible but unwise because it invites confusion with the built-in internal variables.
The following example shows a user-defined variable named address being created by the SET command
and then passed as an argument to the FTPLOGON command.
SET address = "www.robo-ftp.com"
FTPLOGON address /user=anonymous
If you need a variable with a value that contains double quotation marks, enclose that value in single quotes:
SET password = '"secret"'

;; value of password is "secret"

Conversely, if you need to use a value that contains single quotes, enclose that value in double quotes:
SET password = "'secret'"

;; value of password is 'secret'

Robo-FTP script files may perform string manipulation on variables. For example, the SETLEFT, SETRIGHT,
and SETMID commands allow extraction of substrings from the left to right, right to left, and from the middle of
a string. The following example copies the two leftmost characters of the value of the %date internal variable
into a user-defined variable named this_month.
SETLEFT this_month = %date 2

;; note: value of %date is mm-dd-yy

Robo-FTP script files may perform basic arithmetic operations on variables that contain numeric values. The
INC and DEC commands allow incrementing and decrementing of numeric strings and the SETNUM command
provides addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Examples of variables containing numeric values are
shown below:
SET x = 1
SETNUM e = m x c x c

;; (hint: e = mc2)

INC x
Variables containing date values may be modified with the DATEADD, DATESUB, DATETIMEADD and
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DATETIMESUB script commands. In the following example a user-defined variable named deadline is
assigned the value of the %date internal variable and then the DATEADD command is used to add 30 days to
the value of deadline.
SET deadline = %date
DATEADD deadline 30

Related command(s): SET, SETLEFT, SETRIGHT, SETMID, SETLEN, SETEXTRACT, SETSUBSTR,
SETNUM, DEC, INC
See also: Passing External Values Into Command Scripts, Internal Script Variables

Control Flow Labels for Branching

A label defines the destination of a conditional or unconditional branching command. Labels always begin with
a colon and must not exceed 32 characters in length. A label must be the first and only executable statement
on a line but it may be preceded by white space.
The following is an example of an infinite loop where top is the label defining the destination of an
unconditional branching command:
:top
CONSOLEMSG "Hello World"
GOTO top
Notice that the top label begins with a colon when it is declared but no colon is used when it is later used by
the GOTO command.
Labels are only useful in multi-line command script files, they are not allowed in console command mode
where each command is typed and executed one at a time.
Here is a list of commands that use labels to specify the a branching destination:
GOTO

Immediate unconditional jump to label

IFDATE

Conditional branch upon file date comparison

IFDATETIME

Conditional branch upon file date time comparison

IFERROR

Conditional branch after testing result code

IFFILE

Conditional branch on file existence

IFNFILE

Conditional branch on file non-existence

IFNO

Conditional branch if ‘No’ is clicked in ASK dialog box

IFNSTRCMP

Conditional branch when two string variables are not equal

IFNSUBSTR

Conditional branch if sub-string is not found in string variable
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IFNUM

Conditional branch upon numeric variable comparison

IFSIZE

Conditional branch upon file size comparison

IFSTRCMP

Conditional branch when two string variables are equal

IFSUBSTR

Conditional branch if sub-string is found in string variable

IFTIME

Conditional branch upon file time comparison

IFYES

Conditional branch if ‘Yes’ is clicked in ASK dialog box

LOOPIF

Conditional branch used in conjunction with LOOPCOUNT

LOOPTO

Unconditional branch used in conjunction with LOOPCOUNT

Note: Robo-FTP supports up to a total of 320 unique labels at once. This is much more than a typical script
will ever use but beware of the limit, especially if your process makes heavy use of the CALL and/or CHAIN
commands to execute multiple script files in sequence.

Code Comments

Either a semi-colon or an asterisk may be used to denote the beginning of a comment. A comment may be a
on separate line by itself or it may share a line with a script command; assuming the script command appears
first. All comments run from the point they begin until the end of the line.
Consider the following examples of valid script file comments:
; Log on to an FTP site
FTPLOGON
* this is a comment line
MESSAGEBOX "hello world"
DIALNET "My Connection" ;; use Dial-Up Networking
Text appearing after a semi-colon or asterisk character on a line is a comment. This may cause unintended
consequences. In the following example a parsing error could occur if the portion of the line after the asterisk
character is interpreted as a comment:
FTPLOGON "192.168.1.15" /user=Robo /pw=secr*t /servertype=FTPS
The issue may be prevented by using quotes as follows:
FTPLOGON "192.168.1.15" /user=Robo /pw="secr*t" /servertype=FTPS
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Using Wildcards

Robo-FTP uses a strict wildcard matching scheme for the asterisk "*" and question mark "?" characters.
asterisk "*" will match with zero or more characters, including periods.
question mark "?" will match one character exactly, whether it is an alpha, numeric, or special character
(underscores, periods, and so on).
For example, "Report*.xls" will match the following:
Report.xls
Report20130822.xls
Report.sales.q3.47.xls
And "Order_????.doc" will match the following:
Order_0721.doc
Order_ann1.doc
Order_ja.3.doc
... but "Order_????.doc" will not match "Order_34.doc".
The pipe "|" character may be used to combine multiple wildcard patterns into a list. For example "*.jpg|
Photo*.jpeg" will match the following:
Photo20131106_086.jpeg
background.jpg
This wildcard behavior applies to both local and remote files.

Important
Some users are familiar with using "*.*" to represent every file in the directory. However, with
Robo-FTP, you should use "*" to get every file because "*.*" will only retrieve those files with
periods in the name. The "*.*" convention is a hold over from the days of DOS, when every file
name consisted of a 1-8 character name, followed by a dot, and then followed by a 0-3 character
extension.
Note: Some commands that allow wildcards rely on Robo-FTP's ability to parse directory listings returned by
the remote server. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported format and many return no
raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some respond to
HEAD requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types like APACHE_DEFAULT
include file sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing format that is currently
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unsupported.

Using Functions

User-defined functions are a handy way to re-use a sequence of commands that may otherwise be repeated in
a script file. Like functions or subroutines in other programming environments, Robo-FTP script file functions
make script development easier and results in more easily read and maintained scripts.
A script may define up to 256 unique functions. Functions may call other functions and may call themselves
recursively but the nesting depth of embedded functions is limited to 512 calls. If the nesting depth exceeds
512 then the function call fails and error $ERROR_FUNCS_NOT_RECURSIVE is returned.
Functions must be declared before they can be used. Robo-FTP provides two script directives to create what
is referred to as a function declaration section within a script file. This section must be at the top of the script
file.
;; an example function declaration section
BEGINFUNCTIONS
;; function(s) are defined here
ENDFUNCTIONS
Functions are defined within the function declaration section in the following manner.
;; an example function
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; function body is here
ENDFUNCTION
Putting it all together.
;; an example function declaration section
BEGINFUNCTIONS
;; function(s) are defined here
;; an example function
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; function body is here
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
There can be multiple functions.
;; an example function declaration section
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BEGINFUNCTIONS
;; function(s) are defined here
;; example function #1
FUNCTION MyFunction1
;; function body is here
ENDFUNCTION
;; example function #2
FUNCTION MyFunction2
;; function body is here
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Calling a function is accomplished by simply using the function name as a command in the script file. The
following calls the two functions declared above.
;; call my functions
MyFunction1
MyFunction2
Up to 32 arguments may be passed to a function. The function must be declared showing the arguments and
then called with the corresponding number of arguments.
;; an example function with two arguments
FUNCTION MyFunction arg1 arg2
;; function body is here
ENDFUNCTION
;; calling the function with two arguments
MyFunction "a" "b"
;; calling the function passing a variable as an argument
SET var = "I am an argument"
MyFunction var "b"
Because functions are global, they are accessible from the main script and any scripts that are invoked with
CALL or CHAIN script commands. It is possible to define functions in one script file and then call those
functions when running other script file(s).
Function arguments are local to a single call of a function unless they have the same name as a pre-existing
variable. Any other variable modified or created inside a function is global in scope. In the script below, the first
function argument has the same name as a pre-existing variable so it may be used both inside and outside the
function:
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;; declare our function
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction arg1 arg2
DISPLAY arg1
DISPLAY arg2
SET var1 = "hello"

;; creates variable named var1

ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
;; script execution begin here
SET arg1 = "a"

;; creates variable named arg1

MyFunction arg1 "b"
DISPLAY arg1
DISPLAY arg2

;; this line will cause an error

DISPLAY var1
STOP
All of the previous examples show a single return point from a function. Specifically, all of the preceding
functions return when there are no more command(s) in the function to perform. Multiple return points are
possible in more complex scripts by using the RETURN script command which returns script execution to the
command immediately after the function call.
;; declare our function
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction arg1
;; complicated operations
GOTO more
RETURN
:more
;; more complicated operations
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
The RETURN statement is not always required. In the preceding function, the second RETURN statement is
redundant because the ENDFUNCTION directive is recognized as the end of the function so the RETURN
command is implied. The script could be written as shown below:
;; declare our function
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction arg1
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;; complicated operations
GOTO more
RETURN
:more
;; more complicated operations
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Finally, the RETURN statement allows for a numeric return code to be passed back. Upon return to the calling
script, the return code may be tested using the IFERROR script commands and is saved in the %lasterror
variable. The following example shows how different return points from a function may be indicated to the
calling script.
;; declare our function
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction arg1
;; complicated operations
GOTO more
RETURN $ERROR_INVALID_FILE_NAME
:more
;; more complicated operations
RETURN $ERROR_FTP_CONNECT_FAILURE
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Testing a return code would look something like this.
;; call my functions
MyFunction1
IFERROR= $ERROR_INVALID_FILE_NAME GOTO from_Return1
IFERROR= $ERROR_FTP_CONNECT_FAILURE GOTO from_Return2

Related command(s): FUNCTION, ENDFUNCTION, BEGINFUNCTIONS, ENDFUNCTIONS, RETURN
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Script Commands
Script Commands Listed Alphabetically
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; or *

Comment line

:

Label marker

@

Suppress command and results from logging

!

Suppress command only from logging

ACTIVATELIC

Activate license

APPEND

Append one file to another

ARCHIVEDIR

Define Robo-FTP’s archive folder

ASK

Display a question in a Yes/No dialog box

AUDITDB

Control the auditing database

BEGINFUNCTIONS

Begin function declaration section in script file

BREAK

Set a script file breakpoint

BROWSE

Display a pop-up open file dialog box

CALL

Call another script file

CHAIN

Transfer to another script file

CONFIGLOAD

Load properties from an external configuration file (ini)

CONFIGSECTIONS

Load names of sections from an external configuration file (ini)

CONSOLE

Control output to console window

CONSOLEMSG

Write a message to the console window

COPY

Copy one file to another location

CREATEMAIL

Create an e-mail message

CRON

Script scheduling using crontab file

DASHBOARDMSG

Updates Robo-FTP Dashboard

DATEADD

Add days to a date variable

DATESUB

Subtract days from a date variable

DATETIMEADD

Add specified amount of time to the date time variable

DATETIMESUB

Subtract specified amount of time from the date time variable

DBCLOSE

Close and optionally delete a database file

DBGETRESULTS

Get results from a database query

DBQUERY

Issue a database query

DBREWIND

Reset results search to beginning

DBUSE

Create and/or open a database file

DEC

Decrement a variable by one

DELDIR

Delete an empty local folder

DELETE

Delete local file(s)

DIALNET

Initiate auto-dial connection via Dial-Up Networking

DIFF

Compare the current state of the local file system with the previous state
stored in a snapshot database

DIFFREWIND

Reset the sequential diff pointer back to be first difference found during the
most recent DIFF operation

DISCONNECT

Disconnect from an FTP site

DISPLAY

Display all or a specified variable

DOSCMD

Execute an internal MS-DOS command

ENDFUNCTION

End function declaration

ENDFUNCTIONS

End function declaration section in script file

EXEC

Execute an external program

EXIT

Quit Robo-FTP

EXPORT

Export configuration settings to a file

FILECOMPAREFROM

Compare file size and time/date stamp from FTP site

FILECOMPARETO

Compare file size and time/date stamp to FTP site

FTPCD

Change to a new directory on the FTP site

FTPCLIENT

Activate the Robo-FTP client applet

FTPCMD

Send a “raw” FTP command

FTPDELDIR

Delete a directory on the FTP site

FTPDELETE

Delete file(s) on the FTP site

FTPDIFF

Compare the current state of the remote file system with the previous state
stored in a snapshot database

FTPDIFFREWIND

Reset the sequential diff pointer back to be first difference found during the
most recent FTPDIFF operation

FTPGETDIFF

Sequentially report the each file system difference found during the most
recent FTPDIFF operation

FTPGETFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a remote file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

FTPGETREWIND

Reset the FTPGETFILE and/or GETSITEFILE counter to first file matching
the [ file name ] argument

FTPLIST

Write current FTP site directory listing to a file

FTPLOGOFF

Logoff FTP site

FTPLOGON

Logon FTP site

FTPMAKEDIR

Make a new directory on the FTP site

FTPPWD

Get current directory on an FTP site

FTPRENAME

Rename a file on the FTP site

FTPSETERROR

Store FTP result value for conditional branching

FTPTMPNAME

Set temporary upload file name

FTPTOJES

Enable access to JES queue on IBM host (e.g., MVS)

FUNCTION

Begin function declaration
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GETDIFF

Sequentially report the each file system difference found during the most
recent DIFF operation

GETFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a local file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

GETMAIL

Get an e-mail message

GETNEXTFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a local file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

GETPROPERTY

Read the value of an existing persistent name-value pair

GETREWIND

Reset the GETFILE and/or GETNEXTFILE counter to first file matching the
[ file name ] argument

GETSITEFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a remote file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

GO

(Re)run the currently selected script file from beginning

GOTO

Immediate jump to label

HTTPPOST

Post to HTTP/HTTPS site

IFDATE

Conditional branch upon file date comparison

IFDATETIME

Conditional branch upon file date time comparison

IFERROR

Conditional branch after testing result code

IFFILE

Conditional branch on file existence

IFNFILE

Conditional branch on file non-existence

IFNO

Conditional branch if ‘No’ is clicked in ASK dialog box

IFNSTRCMP

Conditional branch when two string variables are not equal

IFNSUBSTR

Conditional branch if sub-string is not found in string variable

IFNUM

Conditional branch upon numeric variable comparison

IFSIZE

Conditional branch upon file size comparison

IFSTRCMP

Conditional branch when two string variables are equal

IFSUBSTR

Conditional branch if sub-string is found in string variable

IFTIME

Conditional branch upon file time comparison

IFYES

Conditional branch if ‘Yes’ is clicked in ASK dialog box

IMPORT

Import Robo-FTP configuration settings from a file

INC

Increment a variable by one

KEYS

Create an array of keys from an existing array

LISTDIR

Write local folder listing to a file

LOG

Specify the script log file name

LOGMSG

Write a message to the script log file

LOGNTEVENT

Write a message to the NT application event log

LOOPCOUNT

Set maximum loop repetition

LOOPIF

Conditional branch used in conjunction with LOOPCOUNT

LOOPTO

Unconditional branch used in conjunction with LOOPCOUNT

LOWER

Convert string to lower case

MAILTO

Send an e-mail message (manually) via default e-mail client

MAKEDIR

Create a new local folder

MAKEFILENAME

Generate a unique, non-existent file name

MESSAGEBOX

Display text in message box

MINIMIZE

Minimize Robo-FTP window

MOVE

Move one file to another location

NATO

Specify a no activity time-out

PAUSE

Pause for specified length of time or until specified hour:minute

PERFORM

Execute script command contained in character string or Variable

PGPDECRYPT

Decrypt a PGP encrypted file

PGPENCRYPT

Encrypt a file using PGP

PGPIMPORT

Import a PGP key

PGPSIGN

Sign a file without encryption

PLAYSOUND

Play a sound (.wav) file

POSTVALUE

Add a value to a HTTP/HTTPS request

PREPAREPOST

Build a HTTP/HTTPS POST request

PRESSANYKEY

Suspend script execution pending a key press

PRINT

Print a file

PROMPT

Display message box with title and prompt, and accept user input

RCVFILE

Receive one or more files

READFILE

Read string variable value from text file

READXTBL

Read ASCII - EBCDIC translation table file

RENAME

Rename a file

RESTORE

Restore minimized Robo-FTP window to original size

RESUME

Resume execution of a script file stopped at a breakpoint

RETURN

Force return from a function

SENDFILE

Send one or more files

SENDMAIL

Send an e-mail message to one or more recipients

SESSIONLOG

Specify diagnostic log file name for secure (SSH/SSL) sessions

SET

Assign or concatenate string variable(s)

SETEVENT

Set signaled state on named Win32 event

SETEXTRACT

Extract delimited substring from a string

SETLEFT

Extract left substring

SETLEN

Assign length of specified string to a variable

SETMID

Extract mid substring

SETNUM

Assign or evaluate numeric variable(s)

SETPROPERTY

Save or update a persistent name-value pair

SETREPLACE

Replace a substring with another substring
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SETRIGHT

Extract right substring

SETSUBSTR

Find number of substrings in string

SRVNAME

Define service name and control interaction with Monitor

STAYALIVE

Specify time-out to maintain FTP site connection

STOP

Stops script processing or exit from the break state

SYNC

Synchronize local and FTP site files

TIMEZONE

Set time zone difference between Robo-FTP and FTP site

TMPNAME

Set temporary download file name

TRACELOG

Specify trace/diagnostic log file name

TRACEWIN

Open/close trace log window

UNZIP

Extract file(s) from a zip archive

UPPER

Convert string to upper case

WEBBROWSER

Display a web browser window

WORKINGDIR

Specify default working folder

WRITEFILE

Write character string or string variable value to text file

ZIP

Create or add to a zip archive

See also: Script File Command Syntax, Sample Script Files
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Script Commands Grouped by Function

CMS Encryption Commands
CMSDECRYPT

Decrypt a CMS encrypted file

CMSENCRYPT

Encrypt a file using CMS

Debugging Commands
BREAK

Set a script file breakpoint

GO

(Re)run the currently selected script file from beginning

RESUME

Resume execution of a script file stopped at a breakpoint

E-mail Commands
CREATEMAIL

Create an e-mail message

GETMAIL

Get an e-mail message

MAILTO

Send an e-mail message (manually) via default e-mail client

SENDMAIL

Send an e-mail message to one or more recipients

FTP Site Commands
FILECOMPAREFROM

Compare file size and time/date stamp from FTP site

FILECOMPARETO

Compare file size and time/date stamp to FTP site

FTPCD

Change to a new directory on the FTP site

FTPCMD

Send a “raw” FTP command

FTPDELDIR

Delete a directory on the FTP site

FTPDELETE

Delete file(s) on the FTP site

FTPDIFF

Compare the current state of the remote file system with the previous state
stored in a snapshot database

FTPDIFFREWIND

Reset the sequential diff pointer back to be first difference found during the
most recent FTPDIFF operation

FTPGETDIFF

Sequentially report the each file system difference found during the most
recent FTPDIFF operation

FTPGETFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a remote file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

FTPGETREWIND

Reset the FTPGETFILE and/or GETSITEFILE counter to first file matching
the [ file name ] argument

FTPLIST

Write current FTP site directory listing to a file

FTPMAKEDIR

Make a new directory on the FTP site

FTPPWD

Get current directory on an FTP site

FTPRENAME

Rename a file on the FTP site

FTPTMPNAME

Set temporary upload file name

FTPTOJES

Enable access to JES queue on IBM host (e.g., MVS)
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GETSITEFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a remote file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

RCVFILE

Download one or more files

TIMEZONE

Set timezone difference between Robo-FTP and FTP site

TMPNAME

Set temporary download file name

SENDFILE

Upload one or more files

SYNC

Synchronize local and FTP site files (upload + download)

Function Directives and Commands
BEGINFUNCTIONS

Begin function declaration section in script file

ENDFUNCTION

End function declaration

ENDFUNCTIONS

End function declaration section in script file

FUNCTION

Begin function declaration

RETURN

Return from a function

HTTP/HTTPS site Commands
HTTPPOST

Submit a HTTP/HTTPS POST request

POSTVALUE

Add a value to a HTTP/HTTPS request

PREPAREPOST

Build a HTTP/HTTPS POST request

Licensing Commands
ACTIVATELIC

Activate license

Link Connection/Establishment and Disconnect Commands
DIALNET

Initiate auto-dial connection via Dial-Up Networking

DISCONNECT

Disconnect from an FTP site

FTPLOGOFF

Logoff FTP site

FTPLOGON

Logon FTP site

STAYALIVE

Specify time-out to maintain FTP site connection

Local File Commands
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APPEND

Append one file to another

ARCHIVEDIR

Set folder to archive uploaded files

CONFIGLOAD

Load properties from an external configuration file (ini)

CONFIGSECTIONS

Load names of sections from an external configuration file (ini)

COPY

Copy one file to another location

DELDIR

Delete an empty local folder

DELETE

Delete local file(s)

DIFF

Compare the current state of the local file system with the previous state

stored in a snapshot database
DIFFREWIND

Reset the sequential diff pointer back to be first difference found during the
most recent DIFF operation

EXPORT

Export configuration settings to a file

GETDIFF

Sequentially report the each file system difference found during the most
recent DIFF operation

GETFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a local file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

GETNEXTFILE

Populates a set of variables with information about a local file or folder
specified by the [ file name ] argument

GETREWIND

Reset the GETFILE and/or GETNEXTFILE counter to first file matching the
[ file name ] argument

HASH

Computes a hash sum / message authentication code of a file or string

IMPORT

Import Robo-FTP configuration settings from a file

LISTDIR

Write local folder listing to a file

MAKEDIR

Create a new local folder

MAKEFILENAME

Generate a unique, non-existent file name

MOVE

Move one file to another location

PRINT

Send a file to a printer

READFILE

Read string variable value from text file

READXTBL

Read ASCII - EBCDIC translation table file

RENAME

Rename a file

UNZIP

Extract file(s) from a zip archive

WORKINGDIR

Specify default working folder

WRITEFILE

Write character string or string variable value to text file

ZIP

Create or add to a zip archive

Log File / Console Control Commands
CONSOLE

Control output to console window

CONSOLEMSG

Write a message to the console window

DASHBOARDMSG

Updates Robo-FTP Dashboard

LOG

Specify the script log file name

LOGMSG

Write a message to the script log file

LOGNTEVENT

Write a message to the NT application event log

SESSIONLOG

Specify diagnostic log file name for secure (SSH/SSL) sessions

SETEVENT

Set signaled state on a named Win32 event

SRVNAME

Define service name and control interaction with Monitor

TRACELOG

Specify trace/diagnostic log file name

PGP Encryption Commands
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PGPDECRYPT

Decrypt a PGP encrypted file

PGPENCRYPT

Encrypt a file using PGP

PGPIMPORT

Import a PGP key file set

PGPSIGN

Sign a file without encryption

Script File Branching Commands
FTPSETERROR

Store FTP result value for conditional branching

GOTO

Immediate jump to label

IFDATE

Conditional branch upon file date comparison

IFDATETIME

Conditional branch upon file date time comparison

IFERROR

Conditional branch after testing result code

IFFILE

Conditional branch on file existence

IFNFILE

Conditional branch on file non-existence

IFNO

Conditional branch if ‘No’ is clicked in ASK dialog box

IFNSTRCMP

Conditional branch when two string variables are not equal

IFNSUBSTR

Conditional branch if sub-string is not found in string variable

IFNUM

Conditional branch upon numeric variable comparison

IFSIZE

Conditional branch upon file size comparison

IFSTRCMP

Conditional branch when two string variables are equal

IFSUBSTR

Conditional branch if sub-string is found in string variable

IFTIME

Conditional branch upon file time comparison

IFYES

Conditional branch if ‘Yes’ is clicked in ASK dialog box

LOOPCOUNT

Set maximum loop repetition

LOOPIF

Conditional branch used in conjunction with LOOPCOUNT

LOOPTO

Unconditional branch used in conjunction with LOOPCOUNT

Script File Control Commands
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AUDITDB

Control the auditing database

CALL

Call another script file

CHAIN

Transfer to another script file

CRON

Script scheduling using crontab file

DISPLAY

Display all or a specified variable

DOSCMD

Execute an internal MS-DOS command

EXEC

Execute an external program

EXIT

Quit Robo-FTP

NATO

Specify a no activity time-out

PAUSE

Pause for specified length of time or until specified hour:minute

PERFORM

Execute script command contained in character string or variable

RETURN

Return from a called script file

STOP

Stops script processing or exit from the break state

SQL Database Commands
DBCLOSE

Close and optionally delete a database file

DBGETRESULTS

Get results from a database query

DBQUERY

Issue a database query

DBREWIND

Reset results search to beginning

DBUSE

Create and/or open a database file

Variable Commands
DATEADD

Add days to a date variable

DATESUB

Subtract days from a date variable

DATETIMEADD

Add specified amount of time to the date time variable

DATETIMESUB

Subtract specified amount of time from the date time variable

DEC

Decrement a variable by one

GETPROPERTY

Read the value of an existing persistent name-value pair

INC

Increment a variable by one

KEYS

Creates an array of keys from an existing array

LOWER

Convert string to lower case

SET

Assign or concatenate string variable(s)

SETEXTRACT

Extract delimited substring from a string

SETLEFT

Extract left substring

SETLEN

Assign length of specified string to a variable

SETMID

Extract mid substring

SETNUM

Assign or evaluate numeric variable(s)

SETPROPERTY

Save or update a persistent name-value pair

SETREPLACE

Replace a substring with another substring

SETRIGHT

Extract right substring

SETSUBSTR

Find number of substrings in string

UPPER

Convert string to upper case

User Interface Commands
ASK

Display a question in a Yes/No dialog box

BROWSE

Display a pop-up open file dialog box

FTPCLIENT

Activate the Robo-FTP client applet

MESSAGEBOX

Display text in message box

PLAYSOUND

Play a sound (.wav) file
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PRESSANYKEY

Suspend script execution pending a key press

PROMPT

Display message box with title and prompt, and accept user input

WEBBROWSER

Display a web browser window

Window Control Commands
MINIMIZE

Minimize Robo-FTP window

RESTORE

Restore minimized Robo-FTP window to original size

TRACEWIN

Open/close trace log window

See also: Script Command Syntax, Sample Script Files, Translating Command-Line FTP Instructions
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Command Result Codes

Each Robo-FTP script command returns a four-digit numeric result code when it completes to indicate
success or failure. When Robo-FTP is used interactively, or if you need to interpret a log file, it is not
necessary to know the specific numeric values because Robo-FTP translates all of these values to English
phrases in the form of status messages. When writing these messages to the log file, Robo-FTP includes the
numeric value in brackets at the end of the message to assist you in building error recovery into your script
files.
When writing a script file you may want to take advantage of the IFERROR command to test for specific result
codes. In this case, use these numeric values, or the corresponding predefined $ERROR_xxx variable (see
below), in the IFERROR command to test for a specific result.
Robo-FTP always returns a zero result code if a script command is completed successfully. Therefore a script
file checks for a non-zero result code to determine if an operation failed. If you choose to check for specific
result codes when a command fails, you have more flexibility in recovering from errors.
Robo-FTP defines a set of internal variables referred to as $ERROR constants. $ERROR constants allow you
to use descriptive variable names rather than a raw numeric result code value when using the IFERROR
command. This results in easier to understand script files.
The Robo-FTP $ERROR constants and corresponding numeric result codes are listed below:
$ERROR Constant Name
$ERROR_SUCCESS
$ERROR_INVALID_CMD_LINE
$ERROR_FILE_OPEN_ERROR
$ERROR_NO_MORE_VARS

Code
0
1001
1003
1008

$ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND
$ERROR_VAR_INVALID
$ERROR_NO_WILD_CARDS
$ERROR_COMMAND_INVALID
$ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED
$ERROR_INVALID_FILE_NAME
$ERROR_COPY_CANCELLED
$ERROR_FILE_NOT_RENAMED
$ERROR_FILE_NOT_DELETED
$ERROR_FILE_NOT_COPIED
$ERROR_IS_CONNECTED
$ERROR_NOT_CONNECTED
$ERROR_NO_MODEM_RESP
$ERROR_DIALOUT_ERROR
$ERROR_CONNECT_TIMEOUT

1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1018
1020
1021
1022
1024
1025
1027
1029
1030

$ERROR_INVALID_MODEM_CMD

1031

Description
No error occurred
Invalid Shortcut Target command line
Cannot open file
Variable value or name too large, or too many
variables assigned
Variable not found
Variable name invalid
File name wildcard characters not allowed
Missing, invalid, or unrecognized command
Cancel button clicked in Prompt dialog
Invalid file/path name
File copy canceled
File could not be renamed
File could not be deleted
File could not be copied
Line is already connected
Line not connected
Modem not responding
Connect error -- no carrier
Connect time-out expired (this may also occur
on dial commands)
Invalid/Unrecognized modem response
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$ERROR_BUSY_SIGNAL
$ERROR_ANSWER_ERROR
$ERROR_COMMAND_CANCELLED
$ERROR_CONN_CANCELLED
$ERROR_SEND_FILE_ERROR
$ERROR_XMT_ERROR
$ERROR_ASCII_SEND_FILE_CANCEL
$ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND
$ERROR_SEND_FILE_CANCELLED
$ERROR_FILE_NOT_FOUND
$ERROR_LINE_DROPPED
$ERROR_FILE_RCV_ERROR
$ERROR_NO_RELATIVE_PATHS
$ERROR_WRITE_ERROR
$ERROR_READ_ERROR
$ERROR_READ_EOF
$ERROR_AUTO_NAME_FAIL
$ERROR_MALLOC_FAILURE
$ERROR_RCV_FILE_CANCELLED
$ERROR_FILE_NAME_REQUIRED
$ERROR_PTR_FAILURE
$ERROR_PTR_CANCELLED
$ERROR_ASCII_RCV_FILE_CANCEL
$ERROR_CANNOT_RUN_SCRIPT
$ERROR_LOG_FILE_ERROR
$ERROR_LOG_NOT_OPEN
$ERROR_CANNOT_OPEN_SCRIPT
$ERROR_SCRIPT_EOF
$ERROR_UNKNOWN_COMMAND
$ERROR_INVALID_ARGUMENT
$ERROR_INVALID_LABEL
$ERROR_LABEL_NOT_FOUND
$ERROR_TOO_MANY_LABELS
$ERROR_DUPLICATE_LABEL
$ERROR_MAX_FIELDS
$ERROR_FILE_POS_ERROR
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT
$ERROR_CHAIN_FAILED
$ERROR_SCRIPT_READ_ERROR
$ERROR_NO_REGISTRY
$ERROR_HW_NOT_CFGD
$ERROR_EXEC_FAILED
$ERROR_CMD_NOT_SUPPORTED
$ERROR_CRONTAB_EMPTY

1034
1039
1041
1042
1046
1050
1051
1053
1054
1055
1057
1059
1062
1063
1069
1070
1074
1076
1077
1078
1080
1083
1087
1088
1089
1092
1096
1097
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1109
1113
1116
1120
1121
1123
1124
1125

$ERROR_INTEGRITY_CHECK_FAILED
$ERROR_WRITE_PERMISSION_DENIED

1126
1127

Line is busy
Unable to answer
Command canceled
Connect canceled
File read error, canceling transmission
File transmission error
ASCII send file operation canceled
No files found matching wildcard pattern
Transmission canceled
File not found
Line dropped, disconnecting...
File receive operation failed
Relative paths not allowed in command
File write error
File read error
End-of-file (EOF) detected on read
File auto-naming failed
No buffers available
Receive canceled
Command requires receive file name
Printing failed
Printing canceled
ASCII receive file operation canceled
Cannot run script
Cannot open script log file
Script log is file not open
Cannot open script file
Past end-of-file on script file
Unknown/Undefined script command
Invalid argument
Invalid label
Label not found
Maximum number of labels exceeded
Duplicate label found
More than 10 arguments not allowed
Cannot position script file
Time-out expired
Script file chain command failed
Error reading script file
Windows registry values not found
Hardware error
EXEC command failed
Command not supported with current
The cron event file contains no scheduling
condition(s)
The file checksums did not match
Requested file permission not available

$ERROR_READ_PERMISSION_DENIED"
$ERROR_PATH_IS_DIRECTORY
$ERROR_LOCAL_DIR_INVALID
$ERROR_PATH_IS_FILE
$ERROR_NO_TIMERS_AVAILABLE
$ERROR_OPTIMEDOUT
$ERROR_TRACE_LOG_NOT_OPEN
$ERROR_TRACE_LOG_ERROR
$ERROR_EVENT_LOGGING_ERROR
$ERROR_FTP_CONNECT_REFUSED
$ERROR_FTP_HOST_NOT_FOUND
$ERROR_FTP_CONNECT_FAILURE
$ERROR_FTP_IS_LOGGED_ON
$ERROR_FTP_CMD_FAILED
$ERROR_FTP_BAD_LOGON
$ERROR_FTP_NO_USER_NAME
$ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND
$ERROR_NO_SITE_DEFINED
$ERROR_NOT_IBM_MODE
$ERROR_NO_DIR_ACCESS

1128
1129
1130
1131
1134
1139
1145
1146
1147
1150
1151
1152
1153
1157
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167

$ERROR_NO_RELATIVE_PATH
$ERROR_BAD_CERTIFICATE
$ERROR_RAS_NOT_INSTALLED
$ERROR_RAS_CONNECTION_FAILED
$ERROR_AUTHORIZATION_FAILED
$ERROR_INVALID_MINIMIZED

1168
1169
1170
1172
1175
1176

$ERROR_NOT_ADMIN_USER
$ERROR_THREAD_ERROR
$ERROR_NO_ACTIVITY_TIMEOUT

1177
1180
1181

$ERROR_INVALID_FUNCTION_NAME
$ERROR_FUNCTION_FILE_ERROR
$ERROR_TOO_MANY_ARGUMENTS
$ERROR_BAD_ARGUMENT_LIST

1185
1186
1189
1190

$ERROR_TOO_MANY_FUNCTIONS

1192

$ERROR_MAX_RECURSIVE
$ERROR_EMAIL_CANNOT_CREATE
$ERROR_EMAIL_CANNOT_SEND
$ERROR_EMAIL_CANNOT_GET
$ERROR_EMAIL_NO_MESSAGES
$ERROR_SRVMONITOR_FAILED

1193
1200
1201
1202
1203
1210

$ERROR_NO_REST_CMD
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_NEWER

1220
1221

Requested file permission not available
Expected file got dir
Cannot access local directory
Expected dir got file
Cannot time-out /drop Option
Operation timed out
Trace log file not currently open
Error writing to trace log file
Error writing to NT event log
Connect refused by remote server
No route to server or DNS lookup failed
Connection to FTP site failed
FTP connection already established
FTP command issued via FTPCMD failed
Must specify user name and password
Cannot logon due to missing user name
No file found
No default FTP site defined
IBM host FTP features not enabled
Cannot access/create local folder or server
directory
Relative pathnames not allowed here
SSL certificate problem
Dial-Up Networking not installed
Dial-Up Networking connect failed
Authorization not found
Script command not permitted when console
window is minimized
Functionality restricted to Administrator users
Internal thread launch failure
No activity time-out expired during file send or
receive
Invalid function name
Function file creation error
Too many arguments passed to function
Number of function arguments do not match
declaration.
Too many functions defined or nesting calls too
deep (maximum depth 32)
Maximum recursion depth exceeded
Cannot create e-mail message
Cannot send e-mail message
Cannot get e-mail message
No messages on e-mail server
Unable to launch Monitor applet
(SrvMonitor.exe)
REST command not supported by FTP site
File on server is newer
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$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_OLDER
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGEREQ
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGER
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_SMALLER
$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_EMPTY
$ERROR_INVALID_COMPARISON
$ERROR_FILE_INFO_UNAVAIL
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_NEWER
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_LARGER
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_SMALLER
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_LARGEREQ
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_EMPTY
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME

1222
1223
1224
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241

$ERROR_OLE_COMPARISON_TRUE

1250

$ERROR_OLE_COMPARISON_FALSE

1251

$ERROR_OLE_CMD_ACCEPTED

1252

$ERROR_ZIP_DLL_MISSING
$ERROR_ZIP_FILE_CREATE
$ERROR_ZIP_FILE_CANCELLED
$ERROR_ZIP_FILE_EXTRACT
$ERROR_ZIP_FILE_EMPTY
$ERROR_SSHSSL_NOT_INSTALLED

1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260

$ERROR_PGP_NOT_INSTALLED

1270

$ERROR_PGP_KEYID_MISSING

1271

$ERROR_PGP_UNACCEPTABLE_FILE
$ERROR_PGP_UNRECOGNIZED_FILE
$ERROR_PGP_KEY_EXISTS
$ERROR_PGP_IMPORT_FAILED
$ERROR_PGP_NO_KEYRING_FILE
$ERROR_PGP_ENCRYPTION_FAILED
$ERROR_PGP_DECRYPTION_FAILED
$ERROR_PGP_INITIALIZATION_FAILED
$ERROR_PGP_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST
$ERROR_PGP_PASSPHRASE_BLANK

1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281

File on server is older
File on server same size or larger
File exists on server
File on server is larger
File on server is smaller
File does not exist on server
File exists on server but its length is 0
Invalid file statistics comparison
Local or server file data unavailable
Local file is newer
Local file is older
Local and FTP site files identical in size
Local file is larger
Local file is smaller
Local file same size or larger
Local file exists
Local file does not exist
Local file exists but length equals 0
Local and FTP site files have same date and
time
Comparison set via OLE interface evaluated
TRUE
Comparison set via OLE interface evaluated
FALSE
Statement or label submitted via OLE has been
accepted
Zip component is missing
Error updating or creating zip file
Zip file operation canceled
Zip file extraction error
Zip file is empty
SSH/SSL components not available; this is an
installation issue - verify that the SSH/SSL
components were chosen
PGP components not available; this is an
installation issue - verify that the PGP
components were chosen
User name, comment, and/or e-mail address
required to identify recipient of encrypted file
Cannot import PGP keys from this file
Key file is not in a recognized format
Key already exists in your keyring
PGP import operation failed
PGP keyring file cannot be created
PGP encryption operation failed or canceled
PGP decryption operation failed or canceled
PGP component failed to initialize
Key does not exist in your keyring
Passphrase not present

$ERROR_GNUPG_CMD_FAILED
$ERROR_PGP_KEYSPEC_AMBIGUOUS

1282
1283

$ERROR_PGP_SIGNATURE_NOT_FOUND
$ERROR_PGP_EXPORT_FAILED
$ERROR_PGP_SIGNATURE_MODIFIED
$ERROR_PGP_SIGNATURE_UNSUPPORTED_A
LGO
$ERROR_PGP_SIGNATURE_UNKNOWN_KEY
$ERROR_SNAPSHOT_CANCELLED

1284
1285
1287
1288

$ERROR_DIFF_CANCELLED
$ERROR_DB_NO_FILE_OPEN
$ERROR_DB_NO_QUERY_RESULTS
$ERROR_DB_ALL_RESULTS_RTND
$ERROR_DB_QUERY_FAILED
$ERROR_DB_QUERY_RESULT_NULL
$ERROR_DB_RAW_QUERY_RESULTS
$ERROR_DB_NATIVE_CONNECT

1291
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306

$ERROR_DB_UNSUPPORTED_RESULT
$ERROR_RSCMD_INITIATED_OKAY
$ERROR_RSCMD_IN_PROGRESS
$ERROR_RSCMD_FAILED
$ERROR_RSCMD_TIMEOUT
$ERROR_RSCMD_NO_RESPONSE

1307
1311
1312
1313
1315
1316

$ERROR_LICENSE_VIOLATION

2000

1289
1290

External GnuPG command failed or canceled
Key specification ambiguous, more than one
key matches
Cannot validate signature
PGP export operation failed
The signature file has been modified
The signature algorithm is not supported
The file was signed with an unknown key
Snapshot database creation canceled
(deprecated)
DIFF command canceled
No user database file currently open
No results available from previous query
All results returned from previous query
Query failed
Query result empty
Query result processing failed, raw result saved
ODBC Connection Failure, see tracelog for
details
Unsupported data type in query result
Non-blocking command initiated (deprecated)
Remote command in progress (deprecated)
Remote command failed (deprecated)
Remote command timed out (deprecated)
Server does not respond to command
(deprecated)
Product not licensed or license removed

The follow constants may be used to assist in writing more legible and self-documenting scripts:
Doing File Comparisons
$FILE_EMPTY
$FILE_LARGER
$FILE_SMALLER
$FILE_SAME_SIZE
$FILE_NEWER
$FILE_OLDER
$FILE_SAME_DATETIME

3000
3001
3002
3003
3004
3005
3006

Determining FTP Server Type (These constants are currently
$FTP_FTP
4000
$FTP_FTPS
4001
$FTP_FTPS_DATA
4002
$FTP_FTPS_IMP
4003
$FTP_SFTP
4004
$FTP_FTPS_CCC
4005

Other file exists but is empty
Other file is larger
Other file is smaller
Other file is same size
Other file is newer
Other file is older
Other file has same date/time
unused but reserved for future enhancements.)
FTP
FTPS (FTP + SSL) secure control channel only
FTPS (FTP + SSL) control
FTPS (implicit via port 990)
SFTP (FTP + SSH)
FTPS (FTP + SSL) secure data channel only
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Identifying Difference From DIFF/FTPDIFF Commands
$DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND
5001
$DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW
5002
$DIFF_FILE_SIZE
5003
$DIFF_FILE_DATETTIME
5004
$DIFF_DIRECTORY_NOT_FOUND
5005
$DIFF_DIRECTORY_IS_NEW
5006

Related command(s): IFERROR, FTPSETERROR
See also: %lasterror, %lasterrormsg
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File not found
File is new
File size has changed
File date/time stamp has changed
Directory was not found
Directory is new

All Script Commands
ACTIVATELIC - Activate license
Syntax:

ACTIVATELIC

[ serial number ]

Arguments:

[serial number ]

Variable or string defining a serial number.

Options:

none

Use this script command to activate the license.
For example, the following activates the serial number 123456789012.
ACTIVATELIC 123456789012
The serial number to activate may also be expressed in a variable as shown below.
SET var = "123456789012"
ACTIVATELIC var

Related command(s): IMPORT, EXPORT
See also: Robo-FTP License Activation, Moving to Another Computer
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APPEND - Append one local file to another
Syntax

APPEND

[ src file ] [ dest file ]

Arguments:

[ src name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ dest name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

/subdirs

When appending multiple files search sub directories for source
files.

/allowerrors

When appending multiple files continue to next file if one file has
an i/o error on append.

Options:

Use this script command to append the source file to the destination file.
For example, the following appends a file to an existing file named file2 in a different folder.
APPEND "c:\test\file" "c:\test2\file2"
If test2 is an existing folder, the following appends a file to a file of the same name in a different folder.
APPEND "c:\test\file" "c:\test2"
Otherwise, file is appended to a file named test2 in the root folder of drive C:.
If appending multiple files to one output file wild cards may be used in the source. Wildcards are not permitted
in the destination. The files are ordered by name when appended this way.
APPEND "c:\test\*" "c:\test2\file2"
In any case where the destination file does not previously exist, the APPEND command performs a COPY
function.
Related command(s): COPY, RENAME, MOVE, DELETE, DOSCMD, WRITEFILE, WORKINGDIR
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ARCHIVEDIR - Define Robo-FTP’s archive folder
Syntax:

ARCHIVEDIR

[ path name ]

Arguments:

[ path name ]

A variable or string to specify the path name of Robo-FTP’s archive
folder.

Options:

none

This script command defines the destination folder for archiving files after they are successfully uploaded using
the SENDFILE command with the /archive option.
Consider the following example where a file named "example.txt" is moved to a folder named "c:
\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\archive" if it is uploaded successfully:
;; archive "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\example.txt" after sending
ARCHIVEDIR "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\archive"
SENDFILE "example.txt" /archive
The archive folder remains defined for the duration of the current script execution so a script should only call
the ARCHIVEDIR command multiple times if the process logic requires using different archive destination
folders at different points during execution.
If the directory specified is not writable and its permission can be read the ARCHIVEDIR command will fail and
set %lasterror to $ERROR_WRITE_PERMISSION_DENIED
If the path is not a directory or does not exist it will fail and set %lasterror to $ERROR_LOCAL_DIR_INVALID
Related command(s): SENDFILE, MAKEDIR, WORKINGDIR
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ASK - Ask a yes/no question in a pop-up dialog box
Syntax:

ASK

[ message ] [ title ]

Arguments:

[ message ]

Variable or string defining a text message to display within a popup dialog box (up to 1000 characters).

[ title ]

Variable or string defining the window title displayed in the dialog
box.

/large

Select this option to display the dialog box in a larger 12 point font
rather than the default 8 point.

/local

By default, Robo-FTP displays a message box in the center of the
screen. Use this option if you wish the box to be centered relative
to the Robo-FTP window instead.

/nocrlf

Ignore embedded \n and/or \r carriage control.

Options:

This command not allowed when running as a Windows service or in a lock ed minimized window.
This script command displays a dialog box with Yes and No buttons. The window title and text within the
dialog are specified in the command. Control returns to next script command when you close the dialog by
clicking on one of the buttons. This command is useful to ask yes or no questions of an operator during the
course of a file transfer session. The ASK command is almost always used in conjunction with either the
IFYES or the IFNO command.
If Robo-FTP is running a script in an unlocked minimized window then the Robo-FTP window will be restored
when this command is performed.
Consider the following example of a script file that prompts if a file should be sent to an FTP site.
ASK "Send file now?" "Question"
IFNO GOTO do_not_send
SENDFILE file_name
:do_not_send
The dialog looks like the following.

Two embedded formatting or carriage control character sequences are recognized. A \n sequence is
interpreted as a carriage return and a \r sequence is interpreted as a line feed. Use of these carriage control
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sequences permit you to display multiple lines inside a dialog box. For example:
ASK " Line 1 \n\r Line 2 \n\r Question?"
Use of the option /nocrlf suppresses the recognition of the \n and \r sequences. This is useful if you are
displaying file names in the message box that may include either of these two sequences. For example:
ASK "Send c:\newfile\reports.dat now?" /nocrlf
The %crlf internal variable may be useful if you need to both format a multi-line message AND need to
suppress the \n and \r sequences.
SET long_msg = "Send c:\newfile\reports.dat now?" + %crlf + "I know you
want to."
ASK long_msg /nocrlf
The [ message ] argument can be quite long -- up to 1000 characters. When using extremely long messages,
we suggest that you precede the command with an @ modifier to suppress the echoing of the command to
the console window and log file to preserve readability. Use care also not to overflow the possible space in the
Windows dialog box that this script command will display by including too many embedded carriage control
sequences.
The /large and /local options may not be used together.

Related command(s): IFYES, IFNO, MESSAGEBOX, PROMPT, BROWSE, PLAYSOUND, CONSOLE,
CONSOLEMSG, MAILTO
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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AUDITDB - Control the auditing database
Syntax:

AUDITDB

[ file name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a database file name or DSN name; if
no path is defined the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/new

Reset the auditing database to an empty state.

/odbc

Use an ODBC Data Source Name (DSN) instead of a filename.

/pw=xx

Optional password to use with the /odbc option

/user=xx

Optional username to use with the /odbc option.

This script command is used to control the auditing database. The auditing database simplifies the process of
developing fault-tolerant Robo-FTP scripts. For example, if Robo-FTP terminates unexpectedly due to an
unscheduled system reboot, scripts that use an auditing database can be re-launched from the beginning and
they will not repeat certain tasks that were successfully completed by the previous instance.
When auditing is enabled and Robo-FTP encounters a task that could output a file, it queries the auditing
database for a record showing that the specific output was already successfully applied to this file. If a task
record is found that matches the file's name, size and modification timestamp then the task is skipped. If no
record is found, the task is executed and a record recording the task, file stats and result is added to the
database. This allows you to avoid problems that might be caused by performing the same task twice.
Call the AUDITDB command with a [ file name ] but no options to open an existing SQLite audit database file:
AUDITDB "daily_upload.sql"
Use the /new option to reset the auditing database to an empty state:
AUDITDB "daily_upload.sql" /new
Calling this command with no arguments or options will disable auditing:
AUDITDB
The following commands perform tasks that will be skipped if the auditing database is active and includes a
record indicated that the task was previously completed successfully: SENDFILE, RCVFILE, SYNC, COPY,
MOVE, APPEND, PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT, ZIP and UNZIP.
Note: If you are sending or receiving with the /localdate or /serverdate option that can change a file's
timestamp in a way that may impact auditing.
An audited task returns success when it is skipped due to a previous successful completion. This means you
can add auditing to existing command scripts without significant changes to the logic. Here is an example of a
command that performs a task that was skipped because a record was found in the the audit database that
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indicated the task had already completed successfully:
SENDFILE "readme.txt"
CMD:

SENDFILE "readme.txt"

*Sending file "C:\Program Files (x86)\Robo-FTP 3.8\readme.txt"
*Transaction already complete.
*Upload complete, 1 file sent.
The AUDITDB command uses the built-in SQLite database engine by default but the /odbc option allows you
to use another type of database engine to audit file transfers. Depending on your project requirements you
may prefer to use a high performance external database instead of the built-in SQLite option. See the Help
topic for the DBUSE command for details of how to use the /odbc option.
Use the TMPNAME and FTPTMPNAME commands together with AUDITDB to take full advantage of RoboFTP's transactional features.

Related command(s): TMPNAME, FTPTMPNAME, DBUSE, IFERROR
See also: Fault Tolerant Scripts, Using the built-in database engine, Alternate Default Path
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BEGINFUNCTIONS - Begin function declaration section
Syntax:

BEGINFUNCTIONS

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script directive is used to mark the beginning of a function declaration section in a command script. All
functions must be declared inside a function declaration section and all functions must be declared before they
are called. The ENDFUNCTIONS command is used to mark the end of a function declaration section.
Here is a example of a function declaration section containing two simple function definitions:
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; body of MyFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
FUNCTION YourFunction
;; body of YourFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Those functions declared above don't actually DO anything. The purpose of this example is merely to show
how a single function declaration section may contain multiple function definitions.
It is possible for a script to contain multiple function declaration sections but if an existing function is
subsequently redefined then the new definition replaces the original function definition. In other words, RoboFTP does not support function overloading.
IMPORTANT
To avoid confusion, it is probably best to declare all of your functions in a
single section at the beginning of your script file.

Related command(s): ENDFUNCTIONS, FUNCTION, ENDFUNCTION, RETURN
See also: Using Functions
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BREAK - Set a breakpoint location
Syntax:

BREAK

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This command is used to set “breakpoints” in command scripts for debugging purposes.
When debugging, place the BREAK command at strategic places in the flow of execution of a script file to be
debugged and script execution will be suspended when BREAK is encountered. When in debug mode, make
sure that the Enable Breakpoints in the Scripts menu is enabled.
After encountering BREAK, the Robo-FTP script processor suspends the script and Robo-FTP enters the
break state and control is returned to the console window. Here you can view variable values, for example, by
typing DISPLAY commands into the console command line, activate the FTP client applet to view the current
state of the FTP site, reassign variable values by typing SET or SETNUM, and then resume script execution
from the point of interruption.
Script execution may be resumed by typing the RESUME command into the console command line or by
clicking the Skip To Next Command (Ctrl + N) toolbar button.
When your script has been thoroughly tested, either edit your script and remove all the BREAK commands or
clear the Enable Breakpoints control in the Scripts menu and BREAK commands will be ignored.

Related command(s): GO, RESUME, STOP, PRESSANYKEY
See also: Interactive Debugging, Basic Logging
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BROWSE - Display a pop-up open file dialog box
Syntax:

BROWSE

[ variable ] [ title ] [ initdir ] [ filter ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable to store the file name or file name with full path selected
in the open file dialog box; if the variable does not previously exist,
it is created.

[ title ]

Optional variable or string defining a open file dialog box window
title. If not specified, neither [ initdir ] nor [ filter ] may be specified.

[ initdir ]

Optional variable or string defining the initial folder for the open file
dialog box. If not specified, [ filter ] may not be specified.

[ filter ]

Optional variable or string defining a filter to be used when
displaying files in the open file dialog box.

/folders

When this option is used, the command permits browsing for a
folder rather than an individual file.

/nopath

When this option is used only the file name is saved in [ variable ].
By default the full path and file name is returned.

Options:

This command not allowed when running as a Windows service or in a lock ed minimized window.
This script command displays a open file dialog box on your display that permits browsing for a user-selected
file or folder. The window title, starting folder, and a file name filter may be specified in the command. Control
returns to next script command when you close the dialog by clicking on the OK or Cancel buttons. This
command is useful to allow a user to make a select of a file to be processed by a running script.
If Robo-FTP is running a script in a unlocked minimized window then Robo-FTP window will be restored when
this command is performed.
The script file can detect if the Cancel button has been clicked by using the IFERROR command to test for
result code 1013 or the $ERROR variable $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED.
Consider the following example of a script file that displays the open file dialog box that is prompting you for
the name of next file to send to an FTP site.
BROWSE file_name "Select File To Upload"
IFERROR= $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED GOTO done
SENDFILE file_name
:done
The starting folder to display in the open file dialog box may be specified as shown below. If this parameter is
omitted then the default folder is the current working folder. Also note that if the starting folder parameter is
omitted then the [ filter ] parameter may not be specified.
SET folder = "C:\My Uploads"
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BROWSE file_name "Select File To Upload" folder
IFERROR= $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED GOTO next_step
SENDFILE file_name
:next_step
The chosen file name can be limited by specifying a [ filter ] which prevents the open file dialog box from
displaying any files that do not match the filter. A filter consists of a text description (e.g., Text Files) that is
displayed in the dialog box and a corresponding file wildcard designation (e.g., *.txt) separated by the pipe
character ‘|’ as shown below.
SET folder = "C:\My Uploads"
SET filter = "Text Files|*.txt"
BROWSE filename "Select File To Upload" folder filter
IFERROR= $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED GOTO top
SENDFILE file_name
Multiple filters are possible as shown below.
SET filter = "Text Files|*.txt|Log Files|*.log"
The /nopath option results in only the file name of a selected file being returned as shown below.
SET folder = "C:\My Uploads"
BROWSE file_name "Select File To Upload"
DISPLAY file_name
file_name = "C:\My Uploads\Data1.txt"
BROWSE file_name "Select File To Upload" /nopath
DISPLAY file_name
file_name = "Data1.txt"
The /folders option changes the behavior of the command to browse for a folder rather then an individual file as
shown below.
BROWSE folder_name "Select Folder" /folders

Related command(s): MESSAGEBOX, ASK, PROMPT, PLAYSOUND, WEBBROWSER, CONSOLE,
CONSOLEMSG, MAILTO, PRINT
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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CALL - Execute script file and return
Syntax:

CALL

[ file name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
the alternate default path is searched for a matching file; if no
matching file is found Robo-FTP searches for the file in the folder
of the calling script.

Options:

/argnames
&name=value&

Input arguments passed as name/value pairs. A variable with this
name and value will be available to the logic of the called script.
These variables go out of scope (become undefined) when the
called script returns unless their values are changed by the called
script.

/silent

Do not echo script commands or results to log file or Robo-FTP
window.

&value&

Up to nine unnamed values may be passed to the called script in
the same manner that they may be passed from the command
line into Robo-FTP when it is launched; the first argument is saved
in script variable %1, the second in %2, etc. up to %9. These
variables always go out of scope (become undefined) when the
called script returns.

/waitifrunning=xx

Do not begin processing the script if the same exact script file is
already running in another instance of Robo-FTP. Possible values
are abort, continue, infinite or a number of seconds to wait for
the previous instance to complete.

Use of this script command temporarily transfers control to another script file. Unlike the CHAIN command,
when the called script file exits, control returns to the original script file at the statement immediately following
the CALL statement. Any changes made to the Robo-FTP environment in a called script will persist after
returning to the original calling script. For example, if the working folder is changed the change will remain in
effect upon the return; and if a user-defined script variable named count is set to the value "5" in the called
script there will be a variable with the same name and value available to the original script after the called
script returns. It helps if you view called scripts as extensions to the original script rather than a separate
environment.
The following is an example of calling a script file and of the script file being called.
CALL "called_script.s"
Then the end of the called script file might contain the following:
DASHBOARDMSG "Now leaving called_script.s"
RETURN
Values may be passed to a called script using the double ampersand syntax. Any strings found between two
ampersand delimiters (ie &value&) are saved in sequence in internal variables named %1 through %9 which
are then accessible within the called script. The following example passes two values to the called script:
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CALL "called_script.s" &arg1& &arg2&
When the called script is running, it will find %1 = “arg1” and %2 = “arg2”. Since the variables %1 through %9
behave just like those passed into Robo-FTP via command line arguments it is possible to develop a single
command script that could be executed either by an external process or via a CALL from another Robo-FTP
script. The variables %1 through %9 go out of scope (are undefined) when the called script returns so
attempting to use them back in the original calling script will cause an error. Use a regular variable if you need
to pass values from the called script back to the calling script.
It is also possible to create local user-defined variables in a called script by using the /argnames option to
specify a name/value pair between two ampersand delimiters. The following example creates three such
variables in the called script:
CALL "called_script.s" /argnames &addr=ftp.mydomain.com& &usr=robo&
&pw=secret&
When the called script is running, it will find addr = “ftp.mydomain.com” and usr = “robo” and pw = "secret".
These internal variables go out of scope when the called script returns unless their value is changed by the
called script.
A variable may be passed as the "value" portion of a name/value pair passed via the /argnames option. In the
following example, the variable upload will be populated with the value of the variable source, unless there is
no variable named source in which case it will be populated with the string "source":
CALL "called_script.s" /argnames &upload=source&
Note: It not often necessary or even desirable to pass values in this way because variables set in the original
script will retain their value in the chained script.
Use /waitifrunning to prevent the simultaneous execution of the script specified in the file name argument.
The following example will not begin processing the automation script if another instance of Robo-FTP is
currently running the same script and that other script was also launched using either the /waitifrunning
option or the -r command line switch.
CALL "called_script.s" /waitifrunning=abort
In the following example the CALL command times out if the same script is running in another instance and it
does not complete within 30 seconds.
CALL "called_script.s" /waitifrunning=30
When the /waitifrunning=continue option is used, the script is run immediately without checking for
previous instances.
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Warning: If the WORKINGDIR command is used in the called script, we recommend that the current working
folder be saved into a variable on entry and restored on exit to prevent unintended consequences. See the help
topic for the %currentlocaldir internal variable for an example.

Related command(s): CHAIN, EXEC, RETURN
See also: Passing External Values Into Command Scripts, Alternate Default Path, Simultaneous Execution
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CHAIN - Transfer control to a new script file
Syntax:

CHAIN

[ file name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
the alternate default path is searched for a matching file.

Options:

&arg&

Up to nine arguments may be passed to the chained script in the
same manner that they may be passed from the command line
into Robo-FTP when it is launched; the first argument is saved in
script variable %1, the second in %2, etc. up to %9.

/waitifrunning=xx

Do not begin processing the script if the same exact script file is
already running in another instance of Robo-FTP. Possible values
are abort, continue, infinite or a number of seconds to wait for
the previous instance to complete.

Use of this script command transfers control to another script file. Unlike the CALL command, control does
not return to the original script file when execution of the chained script is complete. Any changes made to
the Robo-FTP environment in the original calling script will persist in the chained script. For example, if the
working folder is changed in the original script then the chained script will also use that same folder rather than
the default working folder; and if a user-defined script variable named count is set to the value "5" in the
original script there will be a variable with the same name and value in the chained script. It helps if you view
chained scripts as a appendage to the bottom of the original script, not as a separate environment.
Note: It is possible to simulate a separate environment by using the SET command by itself with no
arguments to unassign all current user-defined script variables but this does not reset the values of internal
variables. Consider using the EXEC command with the -s command line switch to launch another instance of
Robo-FTP if you require a separate pristine environment.
Arguments may be passed to a called script using the double ampersand syntax. Any strings found between
two ampersand delimiters (ie &value&) are saved in sequence in internal variables named %1 through %9
which are then accessible within the chained to script. The following example passes two arguments.
CHAIN "called_script.s" &arg1& &arg2&
When the new script is running, it will find %1 = “arg1” and %2 = “arg2”.
Note: It not often necessary or even desirable to pass arguments in this way because variables set in the
original script will retain their value in the chained script.
Consider the following example where a variable named which_one has been previously populated with a
value used to determine which of two script files are to be executed.
IFSTRCMP which_one "its2" GOTO chain_to2
DASHBOARDMSG "Launching script1.s"
CHAIN "script1.s"
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:chain to2
DASHBOARDMSG "Launching script2.s"
CHAIN "script2.s"
Use /waitifrunning to prevent the simultaneous execution of the script specified in the file name argument.
The following example will not begin processing the automation script if another instance of Robo-FTP is
currently running the same script and that other script was also launched using either the /waitifrunning
option or the -r command line switch.
CHAIN "script1.s" /waitifrunning=abort
In the following example the CHAIN command times out if the same script is running in another instance and it
does not complete within 30 seconds.
CHAIN "script1.s" /waitifrunning=30
When the /waitifrunning=continue option is used, the script is run immediately without checking for
previous instances.

Related command(s): CALL, EXEC
See also: Passing External Values Into Command Scripts, Alternate Default Path, Simultaneous Execution
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CMSDECRYPT - Decrypt a CMS encrypted file
Syntax:

CMSDECRYPT

[ source file ] [ target file ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ source file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of a valid CMS (PKCS #7)
file; this file may be encrypted, signed, or both encrypted and
signed. Wildcards are not permitted in [ source file ] or [ target
file ]

[ target file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the outputted file; if the
file exists, it will be overwritten. The target file may not be the same
as the source file.

/signature=x

required - a valid digital signature must exist

Options:
optional - if there is a signature it must be valid (default)
ignore - signatures are ignored
/
validatewith=<keys
pec>

This option is used to specify the SSL certificate which should be
used to validate the signature (if any) attached to the source file.
Either the email address or common name of the certificate can be
used, as displayed in the "View Certificate Details" dialog as found in
the SSL Certificates page of the Configurator. Alternately, the email
address and common name can be used together in the keyspec to
look up the certificate, as follows: "My common name
<myemail@example.com>".

This script command decrypts / verifies a CMS (PKCS #7) file that was previously encrypted / signed using
the CMSENCRYPT command. To decrypt a file you must have already imported the PKCS#12 SSL certificate
that corresponds to the X.509 SSL certificate that was used to encrypt the file. The certificate used for
decryption will be contained in a .pfx (PKCS #12) file. Such certificates are imported by using the Import
Certificate functionality in the Robo-FTP Configurator. To validate the signature of a file you must have already
used the Robo-FTP Configurator to import the SSL certificate provided by the signer, which will be given as an
X.509 certificate enclosed within a .cer or .pem file.
In the following example, the CMSDECRYPT command is used to decrypt and validate the signature of a file
which was previously signed by "Fictional Company A" and encrypted in the CMS format for recipient
"Fictional Company B". Because the /signature=required option is provided, if no signature is found inside the
CMS file, an error will occur. Note that in order for the recipient to successfully validate the signature in the
file, Fictional Company A's X.509 SSL certificate (e.g. file "fictional_company_a.cer") must have been
previously imported in the Configurator, as an SSL certificate ("for: encryption"). Additionally, for decryption to
succeed, the recipient's PKCS #12 certificate (e.g. from file "fictional_company_b.pfx") must have been
previously imported in the Configurator, as an SSL certificate ("for: decryption + signing"):
CMSDECRYPT "plaintext.signed_and_encrypted.cms" "plaintext.txt" /signature=required /
validatewith="Fictional Company A"
In the following example, the same conditions apply, but with one exception. Since the /signature=required
option has been changed to /signature=ignore, the file will be decrypted into the target file "plaintext.txt",
regardless of the existence or validity of any enclosed signature in the source file:
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CMSDECRYPT "plaintext.signed_and_encrypted.cms" "plaintext.txt" /signature=ignore
Return Values
These are the possible result codes returned by the CMSDECRYPT command:
$ERROR Constant Name
$ERROR_SUCCESS

0

Description
No error occurred

$ERROR_FILE_OPEN_ERROR

1003

Unable to create the output specified by the
[ target file ] argument

$ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND

1009

Script variable not set

$FILE_NOT_FOUND

1055

Unable to access the source specified by the
[ source file ] argument

$ERROR_INVALID_ARGUMENT

1100

Invalid argument

$ERROR_CMS_DECRYPTION_FAILED

1348

PGP decryption operation failed or canceled

$ERROR_CMS_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST

1280

Private decryption key not imported or
unavailable to current user

$ERROR_CMS_SIGNATURE_MODIFIED

1357

Signature not validated; the file contents have
changed since it was signed or the signer's
public key was not imported or is unavailable to
the current user

Related command(s): CMSENCRYPT
See also: SSL Certificates menu, Import Certificate
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Code

CMSENCRYPT - Encrypt a file using CMS
Syntax:

CMSENCRYPT

[ source file ] [ target file ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ source file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the file to encrypt with
CMS. Wildcards are not permitted in [ source file ] or [ target
file ].

[ target file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the newly created CMS
file; if the file existed, it will be overwritten. The target file must not be
the same as the source file.

/cipher=xx

Specify the encryption cipher. The possible values are: DES3,
AES192, AES256, CAMELLIA128, CAMELLIA192, CAMELLIA256

/
encryptfor=<keyspec
>

This option may be used to specify the recipients public key to
encrypt the file with.

/signwith=<keyspec>

This option may be used to specify the private key to sign the file
with.

Options:

This script command encrypts and/or digitally signs a file using the CMS format, which is also known as
PKCS #7. Files may be decrypted and/or verified using the Robo-FTP CMSDECRYPT script command.
To encrypt a file, you must first import the X.509 SSL certificate of the recipient into Robo-FTP. Keys are
imported by using the Import Certificate functionality in the Robo-FTP Configurator. All imported certificates are
displayed in the Configurator on the SSL Certificates menu.
To sign a file, you must first import a SSL PKCS#12 (.pfx) certificate. You must send the public X.509
certificate (.cer or .pem) that corresponds to the one found in the PKCS#12 (.pfx) file and send it to your
intended recipient. They will use the X.509 certificate to verify your signature.
The /encryptfor and /signwith options are used to specify the certificates used for encrypting and signing.
The values passed to these options must be at least partial matches to either the "common name" or "email"
fields as displayed in the SSL Certification Details dialog that appears after right clicking an SSL certificate in
the SSL Certificates menu and choosing View Certificate Details. Alternately, you can be more specific in
selecting the appropriate certificate by providing both the "common name" and the "email" fields together in
the k eyspec, as follows: "My common name <myemail@example.com>".
You must specify a certificate with one or both of /encryptfor and /signwith. If there are no certificates
specified with /encryptfor, the file will not be encrypted. If there are no certificates specified with /signwith,
the file will not be signed. If neither are specified the command will error out.
Use the /cipher option to select the cipher used by Robo-FTP to encrypt a file. If left unspecified, the default
cipher is AES256. The available ciphers are: DES3, AES192, AES256, CAMELLIA128, CAMELLIA192,
CAMELLIA256.
In the example below, a file is encrypted using a X.509 SSL certificate identified by a partial match on the
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"common name" field. Because no /signwith option is provided, the target file "datafile.txt.cms" does not
contain a digital signature.
CMSENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.cms" /encryptfor="Clark Kent"
In the following example, a file is encrypted using the same X.509 SSL certificate as above, and additionally,
signed with a SSL PKCS#12 certificate identified by a keyspec that matches the "email" field on the latter
certificate. The recipient will be able to use the signature to verify the sender.
CMSENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.cms" /encryptfor="Clark Kent" /
signwith="b.wayne@waynecorp.com"
In the following example, the file is encrypted and signed using the same certificates in the previous example,
but with both keyspecs containing the "common name" and "email" fields found in their respective certificates.
This provides for greater specificity when selecting the appropriate certificate:
CMSENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.cms" /encryptfor="Clark Kent
<c.kent@dailyplanet.com>" /signwith="Bruce Wayne <b.wayne@waynecorp.com>"
In the following example, the file is encrypted using the CAMELLIA256 cipher instead of the default AES256
cipher:
CMSENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.cms" /encryptfor="Clark Kent
<c.kent@dailyplanet.com>" /signwith="Bruce Wayne <b.wayne@waynecorp.com>" /
cipher=CAMELLIA256
In the following example, the file is not encrypted at all and only signed with the sender's X.509 SSL
certificate:
CMSENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.cms /signwith="Bruce Wayne"
Related command(s): CMSDECRYPT
See also: SSL Certificates menu, Import Certificate
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CONFIGLOAD - Load a section from a configuration file
Syntax:

CONFIGLOAD

[ file name ] [ section name ] [ variable name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining the configuration file to open.

[ section name ]

Variable or string defining the section of the configuration file to
read.

[ variable name ]

Optional name of a variable to assign results.

Options:

none

Use this script command to read in and store key/value pairs from a section in a configuration file. It creates
an associative array where the key and value for each array element is set to the key and value, respectively,
read from the configuration file.
This command is for work ing with external configuration files. This can not be used for reading values from
Robo-FTP's internal settings files.
For example, let's say you have the following configuration file in the current working directory named
"my_config.ini."
[My First Section]
a_setting = some value
another_setting = some other value
You can load the values from "My First Section" into a variable with the following command:
CONFIGLOAD "my_config.ini" "My First Section" my_properties
DISPLAY my_properties[*] ;; Set to the number of properties (2 in this
case)
DISPLAY my_properties[a_setting] ;; Set to 'some value'
DISPLAY my_properties[another_setting] ;; Set to 'some other value'
If a configuration file has settings at the top that are not under a section heading, Robo-FTP will create an
element in the array for that unnamed section and set it to an empty string. For example:
property_not_under_a_section = a value
[First Section]
first_property = some value
second_property = some other value
In this case, the following command will read the property from the unnamed section:
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CONFIGLOAD "my_config.ini" "" my_properties
DISPLAY my_properties[*] ;; Set to the number of properties (1 in this
case)
DISPLAY my_properties[property_not_under_a_section] ;; Set to a value'
This script command also supports an alternate syntax where, if the third command argument is omitted, then
a global variable is created for each key/value pair from the specified section in the configuration file.
This alternate syntax is not recommended for production use as there are potential risk s from creating global
variables based on the contents of an external file. This alternate syntax may be deprecated and removed in a
future release.
For example, let's say you have the following configuration file in the current working directory named
"my_config.ini."
[My First Section]
a_setting = some value
another_setting = some other value
You can load the values from "My First Section" from the configuration file into global variables with the
following command:
CONFIGLOAD "my_config.ini" "My First Section"
DISPLAY a_setting ;; Set to 'some value'
DISPLAY another_setting ;; Set to 'some other value'

Related command(s): CONFIGSECTIONS
See also: Working with External Configuration Files, Arrays
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CONFIGSECTIONS - Load a list of all sections in a configuration file
Syntax:

CONFIGSECTIONS

[ file name ] [ variable name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining the configuration file to open.

[ variable name ]

Variable to assign results.

Options:

none

Use this script command to read in and store the names of the sections in a configuration file. It creates a
zero-based array where each array element is set to the name of each section.
This command is for work ing with external configuration files. This can not be used for reading values from
Robo-FTP's internal settings files.
For example, let's say you have the following configuration file in the current working directory named
"my_config.ini."
[My First Section]
a_setting = some value
another_setting = some other value
[My Second Section]
a_setting = some value
another_setting = some other value
[My Third Section]
a_setting = some value
another_setting = some other value
You can load the section headings into a variable with the following command:
CONFIGSECTIONS "my_config.ini" my_sections
DISPLAY my_sections[*] ;; Set to the number of sections (3 in this case)
DISPLAY my_sections[0] ;; Set to 'My First Section'
DISPLAY my_sections[1] ;; Set to 'My Second Section'
DISPLAY my_sections[2] ;; Set to 'My Third Section'
If a configuration file has settings at the top that are not under a section heading, Robo-FTP will create an
element in the array for that unnamed section and set it to an empty string. For example:
property_not_under_a_section = a value
[First Section]
first_property = some value
second_property = some other value
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In this case, the same sample code will yield the following results:
CONFIGSECTIONS "my_config.ini" my_sections
DISPLAY my_sections[*] ;; Set to the number of sections (2 in this case)
DISPLAY my_sections[0] ;; Set to '' (an empty string)
DISPLAY my_sections[1] ;; Set to 'First Section'
Related command(s): CONFIGLOAD
See also: Working with External Configuration Files, Arrays
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CONSOLE - Control output to console window
Syntax:

CONSOLE

[ /option ]

Arguments:

none

Options:

/off

Turn off all output to the console window.

/on

Turn on output to console window.

When running scripts, it may be desirable to suppress the echoing of commands to the console window for all
or a part of script file execution. Use this command to turn off and on output to the console window as desired.
Even with output to the console window suppressed, output to the log file is not affected.
;; Suppress console output
CONSOLE /off

Related command(s): CONSOLEMSG, FTPCLIENT, TRACEWIN, WEBBROWSER, ASK, MESSAGEBOX,
PROMPT, BROWSE, PLAYSOUND, LOG
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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CONSOLEMSG - Write a message to the console window
Syntax:

CONSOLEMSG

[ message ]

Arguments:

[ message ]

Variable or string containing a message to write to the console
window.

Options:

None

This script command writes a message to the console window. This message does not appear in the script
log file.
This command overrides the /off status that may be set for console messages with the CONSOLE script
command.

Related command(s): DISPLAY, PRESSANYKEY, LOGMSG, LOGNTEVENT, DASHBOARDMSG,
MESSAGEBOX, PRINT, WRITEFILE, MAILTO, PLAYSOUND
See also: Interactive Debugging
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COPY - Copy one local file to another location
Syntax:

COPY

[ src file ] [ dest file ]

Arguments:

[ src name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ dest name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

/subdirs

Search sub-directories for files to copy

/flat

Don't copy sub-directory to destination when using /subdirs

/allowerrors

Continue to next file to be copied on error instead of simply
stopping and reporting error.

/link

hard link source files into destination instead of copying. This is
useful if you need to copy files to a different location on the same
drive but don't want to waste space by actually allocating two
copies of the file.

/emptydirs

Copy empty sub-directories to destination.

/copydirs

Copies the file to a destination directory that corresponds to the
directory path portion of the [ src name ] argument. Destination
directories are created if necessary. The final destination directory
is calculated relative to the current local working directory so this
option requires that the source file(s) be located either in the
working directory or a subdirectory of the working directory. This
option is commonly used when variables like %nextpath or %
difffilepath are passed to the [ file name ] argument.

Options:

Use this script command to copy the source file to the destination location.
For example, the following copies a file to a new folder and renames it.
COPY "c:\test\file" "c:\test2\file2"
If test2 is an existing folder, the following copies a file to the folder while retaining the original file name.
COPY "c:\test\file" "c:\test2"
Otherwise, file is copied to the root folder of drive C: and renamed to test2.
If test2 is an existing folder, the following copies all files in C:\test to C:\test2
COPY "c:\test\*" "c:\test2"
The following copies all files and directories in C:\test to C:\test2. It will create C:\test2 if it doesn't exist.
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COPY "c:\test" "c:\test2" /subdirs
In this example, the /copydirs option is used to preserve the source directory structure in the destination
folder:
:next
GETFILE "*" /subdirs
IFERROR GOTO exit
COPY %nextpath "c:\destination" /copydirs
GOTO next
:exit
Related command(s): MOVE, RENAME, MAKEFILENAME, APPEND, DELETE, DOSCMD, WORKINGDIR
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CREATEMAIL - Create an e-mail message
Syntax:

CREATEMAIL

[ from name ] [ from email ] [ subj ] [ body ] [ attach ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ from name ]

Variable or string defining the optional name of the sender; this
argument is required in the command even if you do not specify a
sender - in this case be sure to specify an empty string (e.g.,
"").

[ from email ]

Variable or string defining the e-mail address of the sender.

[ subj ]

Variable or string defining an optional subject line for the e-mail
message; this argument is required in the command even if you do
not have a subject line - in this case be sure to specify an empty
string (e.g., "").

[ body ]

Variable or string defining the body of the message.

[ attach ]

Variable or string defining the file name of an optional attachment
for the e-mail message; this argument is required in the command
even if you do not have an attachment - in this case be sure to
specify an empty string (e.g., "").

/nocrlf

Ignore embedded \n and/or \r carriage control

/htmlbody

Specify an HTML body for the email. Use this to create a pretty
message using HTML.

/embed

Embed content in the email to be linked to by the HTML body. The
/embed option creates embedded content that may be accessed
from the html body with incrementing urls starting with the form

Options:

cid:CID_0000000001@Robo-FTP
And counting up with each one added. This option may occur
more than once or it may contain a pipe separated list of files.
For new scripts, we recommend using the EMAIL script command instead, which supersedes both the
CREATEMAIL and SENDMAIL commands.
This command builds an e-mail message to be sent using the SENDMAIL command. The recipient of a
message is specified in the SENDMAIL command.
All of the arguments to this command are required; however the [ from name ], [ subj ], and [ attach ]
arguments may be empty strings.
The [ body ] variable provides for a simple message body. The message body cannot be longer than 2040
characters. Use an attachment file to send larger messages.
Carriage control within the message body (i.e., a \n to insert a line feed in the message and a \r to insert a
carriage return) is permitted unless the /nocrlf option is specified. Use of the option /nocrlf suppresses the
recognition of the \n and \r sequences. This is useful if you are e-mailing file names in the message body that
may include either of these two sequences. When using the /nocrlf option the %crlf internal variable is still
available for adding line breaks to your email body text.
Consider the following example where an e-mail message is created with an attachment.
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SET from = "Acme Widget Co. Sales"
SET email = "sales@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Thanks for your order!"
SET body = "An invoice is attached"
SET attach = "c:\sales\customer.inv"
CREATEMAIL from email subj body attach
The following example results in a message without an attachment.
SET from = "Acme Widget Co. Sales"
SET email = "sales@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Thanks for your order!"
SET body = "We appreciate your business."
CREATEMAIL from email subj body ""
The following example results in a two line message body.
SET body = "Line 1.\r\nLine 2."
Warning: By default, the MS Outlook mail reader "helps" format plain text messages by not displaying "extra"
line breaks. This can essentially ruin all the hard work you put into formatting emails sent by Robo-FTP. You
can defeat this feature by understanding what causes Outlook to remove line breaks. Outlook will not show
line breaks if a line goes over 40 characters in length unless the line ends with a period, question mark,
exclamation, tab, or at least three spaces or begins with a tab or at least two spaces. Obviously this is
subject to change if Microsoft changes Outlook.
Only a single file may be be attached but you can use the ZIP command to combine multiple source files into
a single archive and send that instead:
ZIP "attach.zip" "c:\web_dev\index.html" /create
ZIP "attach.zip" "c:\web_dev\style.css"
ZIP "attach.zip" "c:\web_dev\script.js"
ZIP "attach.zip" "c:\web_dev\logo.gif"
ZIP "attach.zip" "c:\web_dev\map.gif"
ZIP "attach.zip" "c:\web_dev\storefront.jpg"
SET body = "Hello Team,

" + %crlf + %crlf

SET body = body + "The current version of the web page is attached." + %
crlf + %crlf
SET body = body + "Regards,

" + %crlf + "John Smith (via Robo-FTP)"

CREATEMAIL "j.smith" "j.smith@example.com" "Home page" body "attach.zip"
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The CREATEMAIL command does not support using wildcards to specify an attachment. If you need to send
an attachment where the name of the file is not known ahead of time, you can accomplish this using the
GETFILE command, as in the following example.
GETFILE "C:\PATH\TO\FILES\*.txt" ;; returns the first file that matches the
criteria
CREATEMAIL "j.smith" "j.smith@example.com" "Home page" "Message body." %
nextpath
Important
To cut down on spam, some mail servers now require that the email address in the FROM line
match an existing mailbox on the server. If your mail server returns an error when you call the
SENDMAIL command, please check the FROM email address. Also, to fight botnets, some
Internet Service Providers are now blocking outbound traffic on port 25 by default so you may need
to contact your network administrator or ISP before using an external mail server.
Consider the following example for building an e-mail message that will contain embedded images:
SET email_subject = "Example"
SET html_body = '<html><body><img src="cid:CID_0000000002@Robo-FTP" />'
SET html_body &= '<img src="cid:CID_0000000001@Robo-FTP" /></body></html>"
SET text_body = "Contents for email clients that can't display HTML."
CREATEMAIL from_name from_email_address email_subject text_body "" /
htmlbody=html_body /embed="image_big.jpg" /embed="image_small.jpg"
In the example above, note that the src attribute for the img tags contain a number. This number must
correspond to the order that the images were given in the CREATEMAIL command. That is, the correct src
attribute for displaying the first image specified in the CREATEMAIL tag is: src="cid:CID_0000000001@RoboFTP". The correct src attribute for displaying the second image specified in the CREATEMAIL tag is:
src="cid:CID_0000000002@Robo-FTP".
Consider the following alternate syntax for adding a embedded images:
CREATEMAIL from_name from_email_address email_subject text_body "" /
htmlbody=html_body /embed="image_big.jpg|image_small.jpg"
In the example above, instead of specifying multiple images with multiple "/embed=" options, a single "/
embed=" option is used to specify multiple images, with each image separated by a "pipe" character (|). This
alternate syntax is functionally equivalent to the command in the first example, but is particularly useful for
scripts that build e-mails which contain a variable number of embedded images.
Related command(s): EMAIL, SENDMAIL, GETMAIL, MAILTO
See also: %crlf, Sending and Receiving E-mail, Sending SMS text messages
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CRON - Schedule script operations
Syntax

CRON

[ file name ]

Alt Syntax:

CRON

[ @ cond ] [ cmd ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
the alternate default path is searched for a matching file; this cron
event file contains one or more scheduling conditions; if omitted,
the default file is "crontab.txt" in Robo-FTP's working folder; see
Cron Event File Format.

[ @ cond ]

Variable or string specifying one of Robo-FTP's pre-defined
scheduling conditions; these conditions must begin with the '@'
symbol (e.g., @hourly).

[ cmd ]

Optional variable or string to be stored in the %nextcmd variable;
this permits a particular command to be performed when a predefined scheduling condition is matched; see Using the %
nextcmd Variable.

Options:

none

The CRON command may be used to create complex schedules. The CRON command, like the PAUSE
command, suspends script execution for a period of time. However, unlike PAUSE, the duration of the CRON
command's suspension is determined by either (1) an event condition string or by (2) an external schedule file.
You can use a schedule file to define complex schedules like “every Tuesday and Thursday at 11PM”, “once a
month at midnight of the 5th day”, “every 15 minutes on March 30”, etc. Robo-FTP includes the CronMaker
scheduling utility to help you build these types of schedule files. For an overview of Robo-FTP scheduling, see
Scheduling File Transfers With Robo-FTP.
Single event scheduling is achieved using one of the following scheduling condition strings:

@yearly

midnight Jan 1

@monthly

midnight on the first day of each month

@weekly

midnight each Sunday

@daily

midnight each day

@hourly

every hour at the top of the hour

@every2ho

midnight, 2am, 4am, 6am, 8am, 10am, etc.
u
r
s

@every4ho

midnight, 4am, 8am, noon, 4pm and 8pm
u
r
s

@every6ho

midnight, 6am, noon and 6pm
u
r
s

@every8ho

midnight, 8am and 4pm
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u
r
s
@twicedail

midnight and noon
y

@onhalfhou

30 minutes after the top of the hour
r

@everyhalf

top of the hour and 30 minutes after the hour
h
o
u
r

@every15m

top of the hour and 15, 30, 45 minutes after
i
n

@every5mi

top of the hour, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. minutes after
n

Consider the following example where Robo-FTP sends a file every 30 minutes.
:loop
;; note the use of both single and double quotation marks
CRON "@onhalfhour" 'SENDFILE "30minutes.dat"'
PERFORM %nextcmd
GOTO loop
More complex scheduling conditions may be achieved using a schedule contained in a CRON event file. This
file is named "crontab.txt" by default but you may change the name if necessary. The format of this file is
complex (see Cron Event File Format) so you should probably use the CronMaker utility provided with RoboFTP to create and modify schedule files.
If you are planning to run Robo-FTP as a service, consider the following example where Robo-FTP runs in a
continuous loop and executes a unique script file each weeknight at 11PM. The crontab.txt event file would
contain:
# run a script at 11PM every weekday
0 23 * * mon

CALL "Monday.s"

0 23 * * tue

CALL "Tuesday.s"

0 23 * * wed

CALL "Wednesday.s"

0 23 * * thu

CALL "Thursday.s"

0 23 * * fri

CALL "Friday.s"

The looping Robo-FTP script file would look like:
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:loop
CRON
PERFORM %nextcmd
GOTO loop
When the CRON command executes it will display a confirmation message to the console as to when the
next CRON event will trigger. Using the previous example, if today is Monday at 5PM, the CRON command
would confirm the next event to occur at 11PM later that day with the following message:
*CALL "Monday.s" will trigger at Wed May 30 23:00:00 2012
When no command string is specified, the CRON command is similar to the PAUSE command in that it
simply waits until there is a match in schedule time(s) before script execution is allowed to resume.
Important
If there are multiple trigger events in the crontab.txt file, be aware that CRON does not queue
events that may occur at the same time. For example, if you have two events that are scheduled
to trigger at 3:30PM, CRON will act only upon the first and the second will be ignored. If you need
to have multiple scripts run at the same time off of a single event trigger, you should make a
single corresponding script “smart” enough to use the CALL script command to run the other(s)
sequentially.
Note: The [ cmd ] argument may be used with either method of determining the duration of the suspension but,
if used with a schedule file, the argument is used to set %nextcmd instead of the equivalent value stored in the
file.

Related command(s): PAUSE, PERFORM, CALL, PRESANYKEY
See also: CronMaker Utility, Cron Event File Format, Using the %nextcmd Variable, Scheduling Script
Operations, Programming Service Scripts, Alternate Default Path
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DASHBOARDMSG - Command used to update Robo-FTP Dashboard
Syntax:

DASHBOARDMSG

[ message ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ message ]

A variable or string containing the message to write to the
“Messages” column of Robo-FTP Dashboard.

Options:

/status=good

This option will set the color under the “Status” column to green.

/status=warn

This option will set the color under the “Status” column to yellow.

/status=bad

This option will set the color under the “Status” column to red.

The DASHBOARDMSG script command is used to update the Robo-FTP Dashboard.
If the /status option is omitted the color under the Dashboard's “Status” column will not change; it will remain
the same.
The following example will change the message under the “Messages” column to “Running Script” but does
not change the status color.
DASHBOARDMSG "Running Script"
The following example will change the message under the “Messages” column to “Error occurred logging onto
FTP site” and it will also change the color in the “Status” column to red.
DASHBOARDMSG "Error occurred logging onto FTP site" /status=bad
PAUSE /for=2
GOTO send_err_email

Depending on the speed of your computer and the particular commands in your script, script execution may
proceed faster than the Messages column can update. Consider inserting a short PAUSE after a call to
DASHBOARDMSG if updating the Message column text is very important to your process.

Related command(s): DISPLAY, CONSOLEMSG, LOGMSG, LOGNTEVENT, MESSAGEBOX, PRINT,
WRITEFILE
See also: Robo-FTP Dashboard
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DATEADD - Add specified number of days to a date variable
Syntax:

DATEADD

[ variable ] [ amount ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable that was previously assigned a string value formatted as
a date in the style of mm-dd-yy.

[ amount ]

A variable or a numeric constant representing the number of days
to add to the date value stored in [ variable ].

Options:

none

This script command is used to calculate a new date by adding the specified number of days from the date
value stored in the [ variable ] argument. The date string value must be formatted in the same manner as the
%date internal variable.
Note: The %date internal variable should not be passed directly in the [ variable ] argument of this command.
To use the value of %date with DATEADD you must first assign its value to a user defined variable and then
pass that user defined variable to the [ variable ] argument.
Consider the example below where 14 days is added to a variable containing the current date.
SET today = %date
DATEADD today 14
DISPLAY today
The number of days to add may also be expressed in a variable as shown below.
SET today = %date
SETNUM x = 14
DATEADD today x
DISPLAY today
Dates before January 1st, 1970 ("01-01-70") are not supported.
Related command(s): DATESUB, IFDATE, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB, IFDATETIME
See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables, Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing
File Dates and Times
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DATESUB - Subtract specified number of days from a date variable
Syntax:

DATESUB

[ variable ] [ amount ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable that was previously assigned a string value formatted as
a date in the style of mm-dd-yy.

[ amount ]

A variable or a numeric constant representing the number of days
to subtract from the date value stored in [ variable ].

Options:

none

This script command is used to calculate a new date by subtracting the specified number of days from the
date value stored in the [ variable ] argument. The date string value must be formatted in the same manner as
the %date internal variable.
Note: The %date internal variable should not be passed directly in the [ variable ] argument of this command.
To use the value of %date with DATESUB you must first assign its value to a user defined variable and then
pass that user defined variable to the [ variable ] argument.
Consider the example below where 14 days is subtract from a variable containing the current date.
SET today = %date
DATESUB today 14
DISPLAY today
The number of days to subtract may also be expressed in a variable as shown below.
SET today = %date
SETNUM x = 14
DATESUB today x
DISPLAY today
Dates before January 1st, 1970 ("01-01-70") are not supported.
Related command(s): DATEADD, IFDATE, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB, IFDATETIME
See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables, Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing
File Dates and Times
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DATETIMEADD - Add specified amount to the date and time variable
Syntax:

DATETIMEADD

[ variable ] [ amount ] [ /unit ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable that was previously assigned a string value formatted as
a date and time in the style of Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013.

[ amount ]

A variable or a numeric constant representing the amount of time
to add to the date and time value stored in [ variable ].

[ /unit ]

The type of time units to add to the date and time value that is
stored in [ variable ]. Possible values are: /day /hour /minute and
/second.

Options:

none

This script command is used to calculate a new date and time value by adding a specified amount of time to
the date value stored in the [ variable ] argument. The date string value must be formatted in the same
manner as the %datetime internal variable.
Note: The %datetime internal variable should not be passed directly in the [ variable ] argument of this
command. To use the value of %datetime with DATETIMEADD you must first assign its value to a user
defined variable and then pass that user defined variable to the [ variable ] argument.
Consider the example below where 14 days is added to a variable containing the current date and time.
SET today = %datetime
DATETIMEADD today 14 /day
DISPLAY today
Consider the example below where 34 minutes is added to a variable containing the current date and time.
SET today = %datetime
DATETIMEADD today 34 /minute
DISPLAY today
The number of days to add may also be expressed in a variable as shown below.
SET today = %datetime
SETNUM x = 14
DATETIMEADD today x /day
DISPLAY today

Related command(s): DATETIMESUB, IFDATETIME, DATEADD, DATESUB, IFDATE, IFTIME
See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables, Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing
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File Dates and Times
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DATETIMESUB - Subtract specified amount from the date time variable
Syntax:

DATETIMESUB

[ variable ] [ amount ] [ /unit ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable that was previously assigned a string value formatted as
a date and time in the style of Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013.

[ amount ]

A variable or a numeric constant representing the amount of time
to subtract from the date and time value stored in [ variable ].

[ /unit ]

The type of time units to add to the date and time value that is
stored in [ variable ]. Possible values are: /day /hour /minute and
/second.

Options:

none

This script command is used to calculate a new date and time value by subtracting a specified amount of time
from the date value stored in the [ variable ] argument. The date string value must be formatted in the same
manner as the %datetime internal variable.
Note: The %datetime internal variable should not be passed directly in the [ variable ] argument of this
command. To use the value of %datetime with DATETIMESUB you must first assign its value to a user
defined variable and then pass that user defined variable to the [ variable ] argument.
Consider the example below where 14 days is subtracted from a variable containing the current date and time.
SET today = %datetime
DATETIMESUB today 14 /day
DISPLAY today
Consider the example below where 34 minutes is subtracted from a variable containing the current date and
time.
SET today = %datetime
DATETIMESUB today 34 /minute
DISPLAY today
The number of days to subtract may also be expressed in a variable as shown below.
SET today = %datetime
SETNUM x = 14
DATETIMESUB today x /day
DISPLAY today

Related command(s): DATETIMEADD, IFDATETIME, DATEADD, DATESUB, IFDATE
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See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables, Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing
File Dates and Times
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DBCLOSE - Close and optionally delete SQL database file
Syntax:

DBCLOSE

Arguments:

None

Options:

/delete

[ /options ]
Delete the SQLite database file after closing it.

This script command is used to close a SQLite database file or ODBC database connection previously opened
with the DBUSE command. This command also removes any %db_ColumnName variables created by prior
execution of the DBGETRESULTS script command.
When working with temporary SQLite database files the /delete option is available to delete the file after
closing it. This option may not be used to delete a System or User DSN used by an ODBC database
connection.

Related command(s): DBUSE, DBQUERY, DBGETRESULTS, DBREWIND
See also: Using the built-in database engine
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DBGETRESULTS - Get results from a SQL database query
Syntax:

DBGETRESULTS

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command is used to obtain the results of a previous SQL statement executed by the DBQUERY
command. Each time the DBGETRESULTS command is called, another row of the resultset is returned. This
command may be called repeatedly in a loop. When using the built-in SQLite database engine a maximum of
1000 rows are available. This row limit does not apply to ODBC connections made using a DSN. The
DBREWIND command is available to restart from the first row.
This command works by creating script variables of the form %db_ColumnName and %db[ColumnName]
with ColumnName corresponding to the name of each column in the resultset. These variables are assigned
the column values of the current row. The total number of column variables created is stored in a variable
named %dbqueryvariables. These variables can change from one call of DBGETRESULTS to the next when
using batched queries or certain stored procedures that return multiple result sets so each call to
DBGETRESULTS clears any previously returned variables.
For example, if a table in a given SQL database is created with two columns, one named “animal” and the
other “color”, then two %db_ColumnName variables will be created by the DBGETRESULTS command as
shown below:
DBGETRESULTS
DISPLAY %db_animal
DISPLAY %db_color
The following example calls the DBGETRESULTS command in a loop to process a multi-row resultset and
exits the loop when the error value $ERROR_DB_ALL_RESULTS_RTND is returned:
:loop
DBGETRESULTS
IFERROR= $ERROR_DB_ALL_RESULTS_RTND GOTO done
DISPLAY %db_animal
DISPLAY %db_color
DISPLAY %dbqueryvariables
GOTO loop
:done
When using a SQLite database, the DBGETRESULTS command may not recognize the results of a query
and/or may be unable to create corresponding %db_ColumnName variables. In such a case,
DBGETRESULTS returns the error value $ERROR_DB_RAW_QUERY_RESULTS and the raw results string is
assigned to the %dbqueryrawresult script variable. If you are expecting a differently formatted query result
then you can parse this string programmatically or, otherwise, use this variable for debugging purposes. This
does not apply to ODBC data sources.
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Calling the DBCLOSE or DBGETRESULTS command will remove the previously set %db_ColumnName and
%db[ColumnName] variables created by DBGETRESULTS. The DISPLAY command used without any
arguments will show a list of all currently declared script variables, including the %db_ColumnName variables
created by DBGETRESULTS. Like with other user-created variables, using the SET command with only name
of a %db_ColumnName variable and no values will cause that variable to be removed.
Related command(s): DBQUERY, DBREWIND, DBUSE, DBCLOSE
See also: Using the built-in database engine
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DBQUERY - Issue a SQL query
Syntax:

DBQUERY

[ query ]

Arguments:

[ query ]

Variable or string defining a SQL statement to execute.

Options:

/result=xx

Variable to store results for queries that return a scalar

This script command is used to execute SQL statements on the currently open database the results of which
may be processed using the DBGETRESULTS script command.
The built-in SQLite database engine will fail and return an $ERROR_DB_QUERY_FAILED error on queries that
return more than 1000 rows. This row limit does not apply to ODBC connections made using a DSN. Any
query returning columns with more than 4096 characters will fail with an
$ERROR_DB_UNSUPPORTED_RESULT error.
If this command is used to execute a SQL statement that returns multiple result sets only the first result set
will be available to Robo-FTP via the DBGETRESULTS command. Not all SQL statements return a result set
but, when using an SQLite database, the %dbqueryrows variable contains the number of rows returned in the
first set.
SQL Syntax
Basic SQL syntax often differs slightly by database vendor and features considered fundamental on one
database platform may be entirely absent on another. For example, with Microsoft SQL Server databases you
can write stored procedures that perform complicated calculations before modifying data or returning result
sets while SQLite databases have no comparable functionality but are compact, cross-platform and the source
code is in the public domain. The script examples below are only intended to explain the use of the
DBQUERY script command. It is beyond the scope of Robo-FTP documentation or technical support to offer
support or education related to SQL syntax. The development, formatting and testing of SQL statements are
exercises left to the script programmer. Consult your database documentation or local database administrator
for SQL statements and syntax supported by your particular database engine.
The most common SQL statements for modifying table data are SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, and DELETE.
Below are some examples using the DBQUERY command to execute SQL statements in the format
supported by the built-in SQLite database engine. The SQL CREATE TABLE statement below is used to make
a new database table named MyTable:
DBQUERY "create table MyTable (animal text primary key, color text);"
These two INSERT statements each add a row of data to our new table:
DBQUERY "insert into MyTable values ( 'frog', 'green' );"
DBQUERY "insert into MyTable values ( 'butterfly', 'blue' );"
This SELECT query returns the row from MyTable that has a value of "frog" in the "animal" column:
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DBQUERY "select * from MyTable where animal='frog';"
IFERROR= $ERROR_DB_QUERY_FAILED GOTO done
A good resource for learning more about the SQL syntax supported by the built-in SQLite database engine is
available at http://www.sqlite.org.
Queries That Return a Scalar
Some queries return a single scalar value. Common examples include aggregate functions like those that
return the count of rows in table.
In those cases, you can use the /result option to have Robo-FTP assign the return value of the query directly
to a variable without having to call DBGETRESULTS. For example:
SET my_query = "select count(*) from MyTable where animal='frog';"
DBQUERY my_query /result=num_of_frogs
DISPLAY num_of_frogs ;; Result assigned to variable num_of_frogs
This option allows you to submit queries that do not reset the current result set in memory from a previous
query. This is only available when using the SQL Native Client with an ODBC connection. To enable this
feature, you must create the following string value in the registry under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software
\ODBC\ODBC.ini\<dsn>.
MARS_Connection = Yes
Related command(s): DBGETRESULTS, DBUSE, DBCLOSE, DBREWIND
See also: Using the built-in database engine
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DBREWIND - Reset query results pointer to first row of results
Syntax:

DBREWIND

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command resets the query results row pointer back to the first row of the result set created by the
most recent execution of the DBQUERY script command. To be clear, this command resets the row pointer of
the result set currently available to be processed by the DBGETRESULTS command.

Related command(s): DBGETRESULTS, DBQUERY, DBUSE, DBCLOSE
See also: Using the built-in database engine
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DBUSE - Create and/or open a SQL database file
Syntax:

DBUSE

[ dbfile ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a database file name; if no path is
defined the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/new

Create the database file if it does not exist or empty it if it does
exist.

/odbc

Use an ODBC Data Source Name (DSN) instead of a filename.

/pw=xx

Optional password to use with the /odbc option.

/sqlce

Use a Microsoft SQL Server Compact edition sdf file instead of a
SQLite database file. This should not be combined with the /odbc
option.

/type=xx

Database connection type. This may be used instead of the /
odbc or /sqlce options. Possible values are: sqlite, odbc and
sqlce.

/user=xx

Optional username to use with the /odbc option.

This script command is used to open a database file or connection. Only one database may be open at any
time. Once the database file or connection is open you can use the DBQUERY script command to execute
SQL statements and the DBGETRESULTS command to process the results of those statements. Execute
the DBCLOSE command to stop using a database file or connection.
Database Files
Call the DBUSE command with no options to open an existing SQLite or SQL CE database file. Add the /new
option if the database file does not exist and you want a new file to be created. When a new file is created it is
just an empty database - you must create one or more tables in the database file via the DBQUERY script
command before data rows may be inserted. If a database file does exist then the /new option empties it.
Note: The built-in SQLite database engine is unable to process queries that return more than 1000 rows of
results.
ODBC Database Connections
Use the /odbc option to specify that the [ file name ] argument refers to the name of a ODBC User or System
Data Source Name (DSN.) File DSNs are not supported. You can create DSN records using the Data Sources
tool in the Administrative Tools folder under the Control Panel. This tool is named ODBC Data Source
Administrator in some versions of Windows. The exact steps for creating a DSN depends on the features of
your database's ODBC driver and is beyond the scope of this help topic. Please contact your local database
administrator to resolve DSN configuration issues.
Note: Robo-FTP is a 32 bit application. If you want to use a User or System DSN on a 64 bit version of
Windows you must use the 32-bit version of the ODBC Data Source Administrator by running %systemroot%
\sysWOW64\odbcad32.exe. Be sure to use the full path because the 64-bit version of the file is named %
systemroot%\system32\odbcad32.exe so it is quite easy to run the wrong version by mistake. The
name of your 32-bit DSN must be unique; your queries may fail if your computer also has a 64-bit DSN defined
that shares the same name.
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The /user and /pw options can optionally be combined with the /odbc option if you don't save database
access credentials in your DSN. Creating a single shared System DSN without stored credentials may be
preferable to creating separate User DSN records for each user account on a shared computer.

Related command(s): DBQUERY, DBGETRESULTS, DBCLOSE, DBREWIND, BROWSE
See also: Using the built-in database engine, Alternate Default Path
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DEC - Decrement a variable by one
Syntax:

DEC

[ variable ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable containing from one to six numeric characters.

Options:

None

The INC and DEC commands are used mainly for modifying looping variables and sequentially naming files.
For other purposes, use the SETNUM command instead.
This script command is used to decrement a variable by one. It is intended to be used mainly for looping and
sequentially naming files. If each character in the variable is not numeric (e.g., digits 0 - 9), then the command
fails.
Numeric strings used in the DEC (and INC) command are assumed to be a fixed length of one to six
characters and contain leading zeros. When the value of a variable goes negative, the value wraps (i.e., a two
character string is less than 00 after subtracting one then the value is set to 99; 0 wraps to 9; 000 wraps to
999; etc.)
Caution
This command is primarily intended to provide a mechanism for sequentially naming files, not as a
simple numeric function. So its behavior of wrapping from 00 to 99, for example, may not be
appropriate when doing simple arithmetic. The DEC command may be used for both purposes but
you need to remain aware of the command’s behavior.
If the variable is not previously assigned, the variable is created and set equal to 000.
Consider the example below where a variable is used to retrieve sequentially named files (using an
decrementing file extension - i.e., file.999, file.998, etc.) from an FTP site. Note: numeric values should be
assigned enclosed in quotation marks when strings with leading zeroes are desired.
SET basename = "file."
SETNUM counter = "000"
:loop
DEC counter
SET FileName = basename & counter
DISPLAY FileName
RCVFILE FileName
GOTO loop
In another use, consider the example below where a variable is used as a decrementing loop counter.
SETNUM counter = 10
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;; loop 10 times
:loop
DASHBOARDMSG "The current value is " + counter
PAUSE /for=1
DEC counter
IFNUM!= counter 0 GOTO loop

Related command(s): INC, IFNUM, SETNUM, SET
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DELDIR - Delete an empty local folder
Syntax:

DELDIR

[ folder name ]

Arguments:

[ folder name ]

Variable or string defining the local folder name to delete.

Options:

/recursive

Delete contents of a folder before trying to delete it.

This script command deletes a local folder. Consider the following example in which a folder is deleted on the
E: drive.
DELDIR "e:\newbie"
To delete a directory on an FTP site, use the FTPDELETE script command. Use the DELETE command to
delete a local file.

Related command(s): MAKEDIR, WORKINGDIR, LISTDIR
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DELETE - Delete local file(s)
Syntax:

DELETE

[ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is
defined, Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

Options:

/force

Delete files even if they have read-only permissions set.

This script command deletes the specified local file or files. This is an example of the DELETE command:
DELETE "file name"
Wildcard file names are allowed with the DELETE command. For example, the following command deletes all
files with an extension of .html from a local folder named c:\mysite.
DELETE "c:\mysite\*.html"

To delete file(s) on the FTP site, use the FTPDELETE script command. Use the DELDIR command to delete
an empty local directory.

Related command(s): COPY, APPEND, RENAME, WORKINGDIR
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DIALNET - Connect via RAS/Dial-Up Networking
Syntax:

DIALNET

[ name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ name ]

Variable or string defining the computer/phonebook entry name
that is to be dialed; the computer/phonebook entry name must
have been predefined during Dial-Up Networking set up; if the
computer/phonebook entry name is omitted, the default computer/
phonebook entry name defined during Robo-FTP configuration is
used.

Options:

/altnum=xx

Define an alternate phone number to be dialed if you wish to
override the pre-defined phone number.

/pw=xx

Define the password to use when logging on if one was not
defined at Robo-FTP configuration time.

/user=xx

Define the user name to use when logging on if one was not
defined at Robo-FTP configuration time.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for the dial-up connection to
complete.

This script command initiates a dial-up connection to a computer/phonebook entry name previously defined
using the Dial-Up Networking services of your computer. Use this command to establish dial-up FTP file
transfer sessions over the Internet.
Such connections are ended using the DISCONNECT script command.
The user name and password must be explicitly specified within the DIALNET command or specified as the
DIALNET defaults at Robo-FTP configuration time. The /user and /pw options are used to specify the desired
user name and password respectively if you elected not to use preconfigured defaults.
The /altnum may be used to override the phone number associated with computer/phonebook entry name.
The /timeout option should be used to make sure that control returns to Robo-FTP if an FTP site does not
respond.
Robo-FTP does not, under any circumstances, use the user name or password value specified for a given
connection when the Dial-Up Networking connection was created.
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP establishes a dial-up connection and then logs on to an FTP
site.
DIALNET "My Server Computer" /user=myuserid /pw=mysecret
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy
The following example would perform exactly the same as the previous one assuming that the user name and
password were set up as the defaults in the Robo-FTP Configurator. This example also implements a 60
second connection time-out.
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DIALNET "My Server Computer" /timeout=60
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP establishes a dial-up connection and then logs on to an FTP
site. Note: the /user option in the DIALNET command is missing -- the user name specified during Robo-FTP
configuration is used.
DIALNET "My Server Computer" /pw=mysecret
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy

Related command(s): DISCONNECT, FTPLOGON, FTPLOGOFF
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DIFF - Look for differences in the local PC file system
Syntax:

DIFF

[ path ] [ dbfile ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ path ]

Optional variable or string defining the starting local path from
which to begin looking for differences; if omitted, the current local
working folder is searched and [ dbfile ] defaults to
“snapshot_local.sql”.

[ dbfile ]

Optional variable or string specifying a snapshot database file. If
omitted, the default value is “snapshot_local.sql”. This argument
may only be specified if [ path ] is also specified. When [ dbfile ]
is specified without a full path the alternate default path is used.

/append

Add differences to the existing database instead of creating a new
list of differences. This is useful if your automation logic requires
deferring the next action until some minimum number of
differences are found.

/incldirs

Descend into sub-folders below the folder specified in the [ path ]
argument

/noupdate

Do not update the database with differences found.

/timeout=#

Number of seconds to wait for a difference to be found.

Options:

Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
The DIFF and GETDIFF commands work together to identify and process changes to local files.
The DIFF command detects changes in the portion of the file system specified by the [ path ] argument using
a small database file specified by the [ dbfile ] argument. This command adds a record to a "snapshot
database" for each file listed in directory listings provided by the local operating system. Empty folders and
files with the "hidden" or "system" attribute are ignored. The DIFF command then compares the new database
records that represent the current state of the file system to the old records that represent the previous state
of the file system and notes all differences. The differences are available to be processed, one at a time, by
the GETDIFF command.
If the file specified by the [ dbfile ] argument does not exist it will be created. The time required to create a new
database depends on how many files are present. Since new snapshot databases do not contain any rows
representing the previous state of the file system, all files added to a new database will be recorded as "new"
files. If you don't want GETDIFF to identify all files as new on the first execution of your command script then
you can run this command once in Robo-FTP's main console window to establish a baseline snapshot
database. This way, when you first run your command script, only file changes since the baseline will be
detected.
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Note: The fact that all files are considered "new" in a freshly created snapshot database can be exploited to
process folders with dynamic contents.
The total number of differences found in the local PC file system is saved in the %difffiles script variable.
Consider the following example which compares the state of the current working folder with the previous state
of the file system as preserved in the default “snapshot_local.sql” file and then only uploads the changed files:
DIFF "*"
:loop
GETDIFF
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
;; skip upload if the "change" is that file is gone!
IFNUM= %difffileid $DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND GOTO loop
SENDFILE %difffilepath
GOTO loop
:done
FTPDIFF is the equivalent command for detecting differences in the remote file system.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.

Related command(s): GETDIFF, DIFFREWIND, FTPGETDIFF, FILECOMEPAREFROM, SYNC
See also: Using the built-in database engine, Processing Dynamic Folders, Alternate Default Path
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DIFFREWIND - Reset file pointer for GETDIFF command
Syntax:

DIFFREWIND

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command is used to reset the file pointer to the first difference recorded in the snapshot database
populated by the GETDIFF command.
You might use this command to “rewind” to the beginning of a series of differences if you need to repeat some
process.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.

Related command(s): DIFF, GETDIFF
See also: FTPDIFFREWIND, Using the built-in database engine
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DISCONNECT - End a RAS / Dial-Up Connection
Syntax:

DISCONNECT

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command is used to disconnect (i.e., hang up) a RAS / Dial-Up connection established using the
DIALNET command.

Related command(s): DIALNET, FTPLOGOFF
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DISPLAY - Output value of all or a specified variable
Syntax:

DISPLAY

[ variable ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A previously defined variable (optional).

Options:

None

This script command is used to display the value of one specified variable or the values of all currently
assigned variables. The variable name(s) and associated value(s) are written to the main Robo-FTP console
window and to the Script Log file. Both internal variables and user defined variables are displayed.
Consider this example where the DISPLAY command outputs the value of the %lasterror internal variable if a
download attempt fails:
RCVFILE "readme.txt"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO continue
label

;; if no error jump to "continue"

DISPLAY %lasterror
DASHBOARDMSG "Download failed [" & %lasterror & "]"
STOP

When this command is executed without the [ variable ] argument the current value of all variables are
displayed. This feature may come in handy when debugging complicated command scripts.

Related command(s): SET, CONSOLEMSG, PRESSANYKEY, LOGMSG, DASHBOARDMSG,
LOGNTEVENT, MESSAGEBOX
See also: Interactive Debugging
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DOSCMD - Execute an internal MS-DOS command
Syntax:

DOSCMD

[ cmd ]

Arguments:

[ cmd ]

Variable or string defining an MS-DOS command such as dir,
copy, mkdir, etc. to be executed.

Options:

/timeout=x

Number of seconds to wait for the command to complete. When
no timeout is specified Robo-FTP will wait indefinitely.

This script command opens a DOS command console window and executes the command specified by the
[ cmd ] argument. Unlike the EXEC script command, you can use DOSCMD to run MS-DOS internal
commands. Robo-FTP script execution is suspended while the command is console is running. The command
console window closes automatically when the command specified by the [ cmd ] argument is finished
running.
Important
The Windows command console does not support UNC paths as the current local working
directory. If DOSCMD is executed while the Robo-FTP working directory is a UNC path the
console will default to the Windows installation directory. Use the WORKINGDIR command to
choose a different working folder before executing DOSCMD. Scripts that must call DOSCMD with
a network folder should map a drive (see Working with Network Drives) with EXEC and net use.
The /timeout option allows you to specify the maximum amount of time to wait for the command console
window to close. This option is useful for protecting your command script from unreliable external commands.
If you do not specify a timeout and the command hangs waiting for user input (ie: Abort, Retry, Fail?)
then Robo-FTP will also wait indefinitely. If the launched DOS command console window does not complete
execution prior to the end of the timeout period then Robo-FTP will close the DOS command console and
continue processing its script with the next line. A timeout does not necessarily close external programs
launched by the DOS command console.
Consider the following example that runs a batch file:
DOSCMD "DoSomething.bat"
Consider the following example that lists the contents of the current folder to a file:
DOSCMD "dir *.* > tempfile"
Consider the following example where a new folder is created and the contents of the current folder is copied
there:
DOSCMD "mkdir \newfolder"
DOSCMD "copy *.* \newfolder"
Consider the following example where single quote characters are used to delimit the string constant passed
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to the [ cmd ] argument so that the double-quote characters may be passed to the command console:
DOSCMD 'mkdir "new folder"'
Upon return, any exit code from the process launched with DOSCMD is saved in the %lasterror script variable
and can be tested with any of the IFERROR commands. For example:
DOSCMD "fc file1.txt file2.txt"
;; "fc" returns 2 if it cannot compare the specified files
IFERROR= 2 GOTO fc_error
Use the EXEC command to launch an external Windows application.

Related command(s): EXEC, CALL, CHAIN
See also: Script File Result Codes, Working with Network Drives
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EMAIL - Send an email
Syntax:

EMAIL

[ Message Body ]

Arguments:

[ Message Body ]

Variable or string defining the text body of an email message.

Options:

/server=xx

Select an email server configuration other than the default.

/host=xx

Override the email server configuration's smtp server defintion

/port=xx

Override the Server port

/user=xx

Override the User ID

/pw=xx

Overrride the Password

/ssl=xx

Override the TLS/SSL settings. /ssl=none for plain text, /
ssl=explicit for explicit TLS and /ssl=implicit for Implicit SSL. If the
port is 25 or 587 this should be none or explicit. If it 465 it should
be implicit. For any alternate non standard ports ask the mail
server administrator.

/from=xx

Override the from address. addresses must be of the form
display name <email@address>
the space before < is required.

/to=xx

Override the to address

/cc=xx

Override the CC To addresses. This option may contain multiple
addresses separated by a comma.

/bcc=xx

override the BCC To addresses. This option may contain multiple
addresses separated by a comma.

/subject=xx

override the Subject.

/attach=xx

add an attachment to the email. This option may occur more than
once to add multiple attachments or it can be passed a pipe
separated list of filenames.

/htmlbody=xx

Specify an HTML body for the email. Use this to create a pretty
message using HTML.

/embed=xx

Embed content in the email to be linked to by the HTML body. The
/embed option creates embedded content that may be accessed
from the html body with incrementing urls starting with the form
cid:CID_0000000001@Robo-FTP
And counting up with each one added. This option may occur
more than once or it may contain a pipe separated list of files.

This command builds an e-mail message and sends it using an email server configuration defined in the
configurator's Output Email menu. It can also override any of the settings found in there.
Warning: By default, the MS Outlook mail reader "helps" format plain text messages by not displaying "extra"
line breaks. This can essentially ruin all the hard work you put into formatting emails sent by Robo-FTP. You
can defeat this feature by understanding what causes Outlook to remove line breaks. Outlook will not show
line breaks if a line goes over 40 characters in length unless the line ends with a period, question mark,
exclamation, tab, or at least three spaces or begins with a tab or at least two spaces. Obviously this is
subject to change if Microsoft changes Outlook.
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The EMAIL command does not support using wildcards to specify an attach or embed argument. If you need
to send an attachment where the name of the file is not known ahead of time, you can accomplish this using
the GETFILE command, as in the following example.
GETFILE "C:\PATH\TO\FILES\*.txt" ;; returns the first file that matches the
criteria
EMAIL "Message body." /server="myemailconfig" /subject="Home page" /attach=
%nextpath /from="j.smith <j.smith@example.com>"
Important
To cut down on spam, some mail servers now require that the email address in the FROM line
match an existing mailbox on the server. If your mail server returns an error when you call the
EMAIL command, please check the FROM email address. Also, to fight botnets, some Internet
Service Providers are now blocking outbound traffic on port 25 by default so you may need to
contact your network administrator or ISP before using an external mail server. Check the tracelog
for more details on why an email server rejected an email.

Consider the following example for building an e-mail message that will contain embedded images:
SET email_subject = "Example"
SET html_body = '<html><body><img src="cid:CID_0000000002@Robo-FTP" />'
SET html_body &= '<img src="cid:CID_0000000001@Robo-FTP" /></body></html>"
SET text_body = "Contents for email clients that can't display HTML."
EMAIL text_body /server="myemailconfig" /subject="Embedded images syntax
1" /htmlbody=html_body /embed="image_big.jpg" /embed="image_small.jpg"
In the example above, note that the src attribute for the img tags contain a number. This number must
correspond to the order that the images were given in the EMAIL command. That is, the correct src attribute
for displaying the first image specified in the EMAIL tag is: src="cid:CID_0000000001@Robo-FTP". The
correct src attribute for displaying the second image specified in the EMAIL tag is:
src="cid:CID_0000000002@Robo-FTP".
Consider the following alternate syntax for adding a embedded images:
EMAIL text_body /server="myemailconfig" /subject="Embedded images syntax
1" /htmlbody=html_body /embed="image_big.jpg|image_small.jpg"
In the example above, instead of specifying multiple images with multiple "/embed=" options, a single "/
embed=" option is used to specify multiple images, with each image separated by a "pipe" character (|). This
alternate syntax is functionally equivalent to the command in the first example, but is particularly useful for
scripts that build e-mails which contain a variable number of embedded images.
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Related command(s): GETMAIL, MAILTO
See also: Sending and Receiving E-mail, Sending SMS text messages
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ENCODING - Set the server-side filename encoding
Syntax:

ENCODING

Alt Syntax:

ENCODING

Arguments:

[ encoding ]

Options:

none

[ encoding ]
Variable or string that specifies an encoding name.

This script command sets the server-side character encoding for file names. Some servers may not use a
standard character encoding scheme such as ASCII or UTF-8, and moreover, may not communicate the
encoding scheme that they use back to Robo-FTP. Therefore, when files are transferred to and from such
servers, the resulting file names may contain incorrect characters. If you encounter such a server and know or
can guess what encoding the server is using, you can use this command to ensure that the file names are
interpreted correctly.
When invoked without an argument, the ENCODING command resets the encoding to the default.
Consider the following example that specifies that the server is using the UTF-8 encoding:
ENCODING "UTF-8" ; effectively same as ENCODING
Consider the following example that specifies that the server is using the SJIS encoding:
ENCODING "SJIS"
Consider the following example that resets the encoding to the default:
ENCODING
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ENDFUNCTION - End function declaration
Syntax:

ENDFUNCTION

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script directive is used to mark the end a function declaration in the same way that the FUNCTION
command marks the beginning of a function declaration. Each function declaration must have only one
beginning and one ending.
You may define multiple functions in the function declaration section between the BEGINFUNCTIONS and
ENDFUNCTIONS commands but the individual function declarations must not be nested.
Here is a simple example of a function declaration section containing two function declarations:
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; body of MyFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
FUNCTION YourFunction
;; body of YourFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Those functions declared above don't actually DO anything. The purpose of this example is merely to show
how to begin and end a function definition within a function declaration section.

Related command(s): BEGINFUNCTIONS, ENDFUNCTIONS, FUNCTION, RETURN
See also: Using Functions
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ENDFUNCTIONS - End function declaration section
Syntax:

ENDFUNCTIONS

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script directive is used to mark the ending of a function declaration section in a command script. All
functions must be declared inside a function declaration section and all functions must be declared before they
are called. The BEGINFUNCTIONS command is used to mark the beginning of a function declaration section.
Here is a example of a function declaration section containing two simple function definitions:
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; body of MyFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
FUNCTION YourFunction
;; body of YourFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Those functions declared above don't actually DO anything. The purpose of this example is merely to show
how a single function declaration section may contain multiple function definitions.
It is possible for a script to contain multiple function declaration sections but if an existing function is
subsequently redefined then the new definition replaces the original function definition. In other words, RoboFTP does not support function overloading.
IMPORTANT
To avoid confusion, it is probably best to declare all of your functions in a
single section at the beginning of your script file.

Related command(s): BEGINFUNCTIONS, ENDFUNCTION, FUNCTION, RETURN
See also: Using Functions
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EXEC - Execute an external program
Syntax:

EXEC

[ exec name ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ exec name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name of an executable
program, including any program command line arguments; if no
path is defined Robo-FTP’s working folder is used; MS-DOS
internal commands such as dir are not supported.

Options:

/nowait

Continue script execution after starting external program.

/passargs

Any subsequent variables or strings following this option are
passed as arguments to the program to be run.

/passerror

Pass the result code from the last script command as an
argument to the executed program.

/timeout=x

Number of seconds to wait for the external program to complete.
When no timeout is specified Robo-FTP will wait indefinitely.

This script command executes a specified external program.
The /nowait option determines if the script file execution is suspended until the external program is complete
or continues to run. If this option is omitted, script file execution resumes when the program terminates.
The /passargs option allows you to pass any number of variable or string values from the script file to the
program to be executed as if they are specified on the Shortcut Target command line. Any variables or string
values that follow the /passargs delimiter within the EXEC command line are passed in this way. Consider the
following example.
SET program_name = "myprog.exe -abc"
SET flag = "-xyz"
EXEC program_name /passargs "-p2" flag
The effective command line to the program myprog.exe would be:
myprog.exe -abc -p2 -xyz
The exit value of the executed program is obtained by Robo-FTP when it terminates and it becomes the EXEC
command’s result code. This result code may be useful in subsequent conditional branching tests in the script
file.
If you need to use a file or folder path containing a space character, you can use single quote characters as a
string delimiter for the Robo-FTP command parser and the double-quote character as the delimiter for the
command passed to Windows, like this:
EXEC 'notepad.exe "c:\Program Files (x86)\Robo-FTP 3.8\Readme.txt"'
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The /passerror option permits an external program to deal specifically with a particular error condition that
may be beyond the scope of a Robo-FTP script file. The external program receives the command line
parameter in this format: /flerr=XXXX
The /timeout option allows you to specify the maximum amount of time to wait for the program to complete.
This option is useful for protecting your command script from an unreliable external program. If you do not
specify a timeout and the external program hangs without exiting then Robo-FTP will wait indefinitely. If the
launched program does not complete execution prior to the expiration of the timeout period Robo-FTP will
continue processing the command script with the next line after the EXEC command and also attempt to
terminate the launched program.
Important
If you use the EXEC command to launch additional instances of Robo-FTP
we strongly recommend adding Robo-FTP to the Path environment variable.
This makes it possible to pass only "Robo-FTP.exe" in the [ exec name ]
argument instead of passing the full installed path which in turn simplifies
both the process of migrating to future versions of Robo-FTP and of rollingback if necessary.

Related command(s): CALL, CHAIN, DOSCMD
See also: Script File Result Codes, Simultaneous Execution
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EXIT - Terminate Robo-FTP
Syntax:

EXIT

[ /options ]

Arguments:

None

Options:

/exitcode=nn

Define exit code value for Robo-FTP. Depending on the platform
this value may also be referred to as an Exit Status or errorlevel.
You can use this value to indicate success or failure to the
process that launched Robo-FTP.

/forced

Exit even if line is connected.

This script command ends script processing and terminates Robo-FTP. The action is the same as clicking the
Exit button on the Robo-FTP toolbar or pressing the Alt-F4 key.
Using the EXIT command in a script that is being run as a service will stop the service, however the service will
still be defined. To complete the removal of the service from the Windows Service Manager you must also stop
the service with the Robo-FTP Service Installer or Enterprise Dashboard. If you wish to design your service
so that it can be stopped cleanly on demand, see Shutting Down a Robo-FTP Service.
Caution
Be careful when scripts are run as the result of CRON or CALL commands, that you really mean
EXIT before calling EXIT. To exit a script without causing Robo-FTP to exit use the RETURN
command.
EXIT does not work on the COM interface; use RoboEndSession() instead.
The /exitcode=nn option allows you to define the program exit code passed back to the operating system or
calling process. A zero traditionally indicates success and a 1 reports failure but some systems use different
numbers to indicate different types of failures or higher numbers to indicate more severe failures.
The /forced option performs a forced quit that terminates any I/O in progress and disconnects the line prior to
exiting.

Related command(s): BREAK, RETURN, STOP
See also: Returning Error Codes from Scripts
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EXPORT - Export configuration settings to a local file
Syntax:

EXPORT

[ file name ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s install folder is used.

Options:

/inclpw

Include this option if you wish to export your encoded PGP
private passphrase along with the other Robo-FTP settings.
Generally it is NOT recommended to include your passphrase in
settings that you are distributing unless you are in control of all
locations where these settings may be distributed.

/pw=xx

Specify a password to protect the exported settings file. If this
option is used, the same password is required to import
settings.

This script command exports the current configuration settings to a file. Configuration data comes from the
system registry, the %installdir\ProgramData and the %installdir\UserData folders. The
exported settings file may be used in a subsequent IMPORT operation to restore a previous set of
configuration settings, to distribute identical settings to multiple computers or may be requested by technical
support to ascertain how Robo-FTP is configured.
Although a settings file may be exported with any valid [ file name ] Robo-FTP will only import files exported
in version 3.8 or later if they are named with the .sar file extension. Earlier versions of Robo-FTP expect
settings files to be named with .set as the file extension.
Settings may also be imported and exported using the Configurator Settings menu. This is the preferred
method.
Settings may be imported using the IMPORT script command, by the -g command line switch, or Import
Settings… command under the File menu.
Important
Specify the /inclpw option ONLY if you wish to export your encoded PGP private passphrase
along with the other Robo-FTP settings. Including your passwords is NOT recommended unless
you are in control of all locations where these settings may be distributed.

Related command(s): IMPORT, ACTIVATELIC
See also: Moving to Another Computer
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FILECOMPAREFROM - Compare remote file to local file
Syntax:

FILECOMPAREFROM [ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file name on the remote site.

Options:

/tz=xx

Timezone adjustment (in hours) between the local PC and the
remote site; value is expressed as a positive or negative integer;
used when local and server file’s time/date stamps are
compared. This option is functionally equivalent to calling the
TIMEZONE command so this adjustment persists after the
execution of the current line of script. This option is deprecated
in favor of the TIMEZONE command.

This command compares the size and date/time stamp of a specified file on the remote site with a file of the
same name in the current folder on the local PC.
The results of the comparison are saved in two internal script variables: size result is saved in %comparesize
and date/time result is saved in %comparedate. These variables may then be tested using the IFSIZE and
IFDATE commands respectively. (Do not use the IFERROR command.)
Consider the following example where a file on the FTP site is compared to a correspondingly named local file
and a conditional branch is taken if the files are the same size.
FILECOMPAREFROM "server_file"
IFSIZE $ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE GOTO save_this_file
If you are not using the TIMEZONE script command, you may specify the /tz option to account for differences
in timezones between Robo-FTP and the remote site. This is important for accurate file date and time stamp
comparisons. For example, if you are using Robo-FTP in the Central U.S. timezone and the remote site is
located in the Eastern U.S. timezone there may be a one-hour difference between the file system times of
Robo-FTP’s PC and the FTP site. To allow for this in the FILECOMPAREFROM command, the command
would look like the following which indicates that the FTP site is one hour ahead:
FILECOMPAREFROM "server_file" /tz=+1
IFDATE $ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER GOTO download_file
IFDATE $ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS GOTO download_file
Further, if the FTP site is located in the Pacific U.S. timezone there may be a two-hour difference the other
way between the file system times of Robo-FTP’s PC and the FTP site. To allow for this, the command would
look like the following which indicates that the FTP site is two hours behind:
FILECOMPAREFROM "server_file" /tz=-2
FILECOMPAREFROM populates the value of %comparesize as follows:
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$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE

1234

Local and FTP site files identical in size

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_LARGER

1235

Local file is larger

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_SMALLER

1236

Local file is smaller

$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS

1239

Local file does not exist

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_EMPTY

1240

Local file exists but length equals 0

FILECOMPAREFROM populates the value of %comparedate as follows:
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_NEWER

1232

Local file is newer

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER

1233

Local file is older

$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS

1239

Local file does not exist

$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME

1241

Local and FTP site files share same date/
time

Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some respond to HEAD requests
and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types like
APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte or
kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this command. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing
format that is currently unsupported.

Related command(s): IFSIZE, IFDATE, FILECOMPARETO, SYNC, FTPDIFF
See also: Comparing Local and FTP Site Files, FTPGETFILE, SENDFILE, RCVFILE
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FILECOMPARETO - Compare local file to remote file
Syntax:

FILECOMPARETO

[ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a local file or path name; if no path is
defined the current working folder is used.

Options:

/tz=xx

Timezone adjustment (in hours) between the local PC and the
remote site; value is expressed as a positive or negative integer;
used when local and server file’s time/date stamps are
compared. This option is functionally equivalent to calling the
TIMEZONE command so this adjustment persists after the
execution of the current line of script. This option is deprecated
in favor of the TIMEZONE command.

This command compares the size and date/time stamp of a specified local file with a file of the same name in
the current directory on a remote site.
The results of the comparison are saved in two internal script variables: size result is saved in %comparesize
and date/time result is saved in %comparedate. These variables may then be tested using the IFSIZE and
IFDATE commands respectively. (Do not use the IFERROR command.)
Consider the following example where a specified local file is compared to a correspondingly named file on the
site and a conditional branch is taken if the file on the remote site is larger than the local file.
FILECOMPARETO "local_file"
IFSIZE $ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGER GOTO save_this_file
If you are not using the TIMEZONE script command, you may specify the /tz option to account for differences
in timezones between Robo-FTP and the remote site. This is important for accurate file date and time stamp
comparisons. For example, if you are using Robo-FTP in the Central U.S. timezone and the site is located in
the Eastern U.S. timezone there may be a one-hour difference between the file system times of Robo-FTP’s
PC and the site. To allow for this in the FILECOMPARETO command, the command would look like the
following which indicates that the site is one hour ahead:
FILECOMPARETO "localfile" /tz=+1
IFDATE $ERROR_SRVR_FILE_OLDER GOTO upload_file
IFDATE $ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS GOTO upload_file
Further, if the remote site is located in the Pacific U.S. timezone there may be a two-hour difference the other
way between the file system times of Robo-FTP’s PC and the site. To allow for this, the command would look
like the following which indicates that the remote site is two hours behind:
FILECOMPARETO "localfile" /tz=-2
IFDATE $ERROR_SRVR_FILE_NEWER GOTO do_download
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FILECOMPARETO populates the value of %comparesize as follows:
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGER

1226

File on server is larger

$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_SMALLER

1226

File on server is smaller

$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS

1228

File does not exist on server

$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_EMPTY

1229

File exists on server but its length is 0

$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE

1234

Local and FTP site files identical in size

FILECOMPARETO populates the value of %comparedate as follows:
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_NEWER

1221

File on server is newer

$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_OLDER

1222

File on server is older

$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS

1228

File does not exist on server

$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME

1241

Local and FTP site files share same date/
time

Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to HEAD
requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types
like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte
or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this command. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing
format that is currently unsupported.

Related command(s): IFSIZE, IFDATE, FILECOMPAREFROM, SYNC, FTPDIFF
See also: Comparing Local and FTP Site Files, GETFILE, SENDFILE, RCVFILE
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FTPACCEPT - Accept one client connection
Syntax:

FTPACCEPT

[ site ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ home dir ]

Variable or string defining the default home directory for logged on
users. This may be overridden in either of the authentication
callbacks by setting the %ftpaccept_home variable

Options:

/on_passwd=cb

Define a callback function to validate password logons of form:
FUNCTION cb username password protocol
If the function returns and error the login is denied

/on_keyauth=cb

Define a callback function to validate password logons of form:
FUNCTION cb username publickey protocol
If the function returns and error the login is denied

/sslcert="Common
Name"

Specify the SSL server certificate to use from the SSL Certificates
store in the Configurator

/sshkey="Key Name"

Specify the SSH server key to use from the SSH Keys store in
the Configurator

/protocol=prot

SFTP, FTP, FTPS, FTPSImplicit, HTTP,or HTTPS

/bindaddr

IP address to listen to. Default is all addresses.

/timeout=n

How long without activity until a timeout.

/minpasv

The minimum passive FTP data channel port.

/maxpasv

The maximum passive FTP data channel port.

/sslciphers=

OpenSSL cipher list. The default is
"!EXPORT:!aNULL:!ADH:!LOW:!SSLv2:MEDIUM:HIGH:@STRENG
TH"

This script command allows a remote command to log on to the local machine.
Related command(s): FTPLOGON
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FTPCD - Change to a new directory on an FTP site
Syntax:

FTPCD

[ dir name ]

Arguments:

[ dir name ]

Variable or string defining the new directory name.

Options:

None

This script command sets the current remote directory and writes the path to the console window. Any time
Robo-FTP is connected to a remote site it has a current remote directory. By contrast, Robo-FTP always has
a current working folder on the local PC.
The path of the current remote directory is saved in a internal script variable named %currentsitedir.
This is an example of the FTPCD command:
FTPCD "/newdirectory"
DISPLAY %currentsitedir
Like FTPCD, the FTPPWD script command also populates %currentsitedir and writes the path to RoboFTP's main console window, but it does not change the current remote directory. The WORKINGDIR
command sets current local working folder and writes its path to the console window.

Related command(s): FTPPWD, FTPLIST, FTPMAKEDIR, FTPDELDIR, FTPDELETE, FTPRENAME,
WORKINGDIR
See Also: %currentsitedir, %currentlocaldir
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FTPCLIENT - Activate the Robo-FTP client applet
Syntax:

FTPCLIENT

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This command not supported when running in a minimized window or as a Windows service.
This script command suspends script processing and activates the Robo-FTP client applet. The action of this
command is the same as clicking on the Start Robo-FTP Client Applet on the Robo-FTP toolbar. You may
switch freely between the Robo-FTP client applet and the Robo-FTP script environment.
Each environment shares the same Internet session, so you may connect to or disconnect from an FTP site,
for example, from either a script file or from within the FTP client applet. The same set of configuration settings
apply to both environments.
The Robo-FTP client applet is useful to understand how a session with a particular FTP site takes place so
that it can be automated with a script file.

Related command(s): CONSOLE, TRACEWIN, WEBBROWSER, MESSAGEBOX, ASK, PROMPT,
PLAYSOUND, BROWSE, MAILTO, PRINT, CONSOLEMSG
See also: Using the Robo-FTP Client Applet, Interactive Debugging, Running Robo-FTP with Prompting
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FTPCMD - Send a "raw" FTP command
Syntax:

FTPCMD

[ cmd ] [ args ]

Arguments:

[ cmd ]

Variable or string defining the FTP command to be sent to the
server. Arguments to the FTP command, if any, may be within
this variable or string, or passed via [ args ].

[ args ]

Variable or string defining the arguments for the FTP command.

Options:

none

This command is not valid when connecting to a secure SSH site or an HTTP/HTTPS site.
This script command permits an FTP command (e.g., PWD, LIST) to be sent to the FTP site for execution.
Any FTP command with the exception of STOR and RETR may be sent using this command. When
connecting to a normal site you are typically much better off using the Robo-FTP script commands but
FTPCMD may help you create work arounds for non-standard servers.
Responses from the FTP site to a particular FTP may be a single line of text (e.g., PWD) or multiple lines of
text (e.g., LIST, HELP). Robo-FTP saves single line responses in an internal variable named %ftplastresult as
well as writing them to the log file (if open).
For multiple line responses, Robo-FTP creates a temporary file and the response is written to this file. The file
name is saved in an internal variable named %ftpresultsfile. If you need to retain the information in the
temporary file, you should immediately copy it to another file as shown below:
FTPCMD "LIST"
COPY %ftpresultsfile "save_this_file"
The last line of the response is also saved in %ftplastresult. In some cases, the %ftplastresult variable may
be used in conjunction with the FTPSETERROR script command in order to decode a specific FTP site reply.
The %ftpresultsfile variable may be used in conjunction with any Robo-FTP file oriented script command (e.g.,
READFILE, PRINT).
The STOR and RETR FTP commands may not be used with this script command - use SENDFILE and
RCVFILE instead respectively.
In this example, a command is sent to change file permissions on a Unix FTP Server:
SET parm1 = "site"
SET parm2 = "chmod 777 GL_410.csv"
FTPCMD parm1 parm2
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP requests the current working directory on the FTP site and
branches if the request fails. A typical server response might be: 257 ‘/’ is current directory.
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FTPCMD "PWD"
FTPSETERROR
IFERROR!= 257 GOTO no_cur_dir
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP attempts to delete a file on the FTP site and branches if the
proper access privileges are not assigned. A typical server response might be: 553 b1.c: Permission denied.
(Delete).
FTPCMD "DELE" "b1.c"
FTPSETERROR
IFERROR= 553 GOTO dele_failed
The previous command could also have been specified as shown below.
FTPCMD "DELE b1.c"
Use of the FTPSETERROR script command is not required. If you are not concerned with the specific FTP
site error, you may use Robo-FTP’s normal error handing as shown below.
FTPCMD "DELE" "b1.c"
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO dele_failed

Related command(s): FTPSETERROR, IFERROR, READFILE, PRINT
See also: Using the %ftplastresult variable
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FTPDELDIR - Delete a directory on an FTP site
Syntax:

FTPDELDIR

[ dir name ]

Arguments:

[ dir name ]

Variable or string defining the directory name to delete.

Options:

/delfiles

Delete all files from the FTP site in [ dir name ].

/incldirs

Delete all subfolders of [ dir name ] on FTP site.

When connected to a HTTP/HTTPS site, this command will only work with a DAV enabled web server. For
further details on DAV enabled web server, see http://www.webdav.org/specs/rfc2518.html. When connected
to a HTTP/HTTPS site, the FTPDELDIR command will delete non-empty directories.
This script command deletes a directory on a remote site. When connected to an FTP site you can only
delete empty folders. When connected to a HTTP/HTTPS site you can also delete non-empty folders.
This is an example of the FTPDELDIR command:
FTPDELDIR "olddirectory"
Consider the following example where all files and sub-folders found in olddirectory are deleted on the
remote site.
FTPDELDIR "olddirectory" /delfiles /incldirs
Note: If the /delfiles option were omitted in the preceding example, the FTPDELDIR command would report an
error if any of the sub-folders contained files because FTPDELDIR only deletes empty folders on FTP sites.
Wildcard characters are not permitted with the FTPDELDIR command.
To delete a local folder, use the DELDIR script command.

Related command(s): FTPCD, FTPDELETE, FTPMAKEDIR, FTPRENAME
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FTPDELETE - Delete a file on an FTP site
Syntax:

FTPDELETE

[ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining the file name(s) on the FTP site.

Options:

None

This script command deletes the specified file or files on the FTP site. This is an example of the FTPDELETE
command:
FTPDELETE "file name"
Wildcard file names are permitted with the FTPDELETE command except when connected to a HTTP/HTTPS
site. For example, the following command deletes all files with an extension of .txt from an server directory
named inbound.
FTPDELETE "/inbound/*.txt"
The FTPDELETE command can only be used to delete remote files. To delete a local file, use the DELETE
script command. Use the FTPDELDIR command to delete a remote directory.
Important
In SSH mode, FTPDELETE returns a success status if the file does not exist on the server. In
other modes, FTPDELETE returns an error indicating that the file cannot be deleted.

Related command(s): FTPDELDIR, FTPRENAME, FTPCMD
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FTPDIFF - Look for differences in the FTP site file system
Syntax:

FTPDIFF

[ path ] [ dbfile ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ path ]

Optional Variable or string defining the starting remote path from
which to begin searching for differences; if omitted, the current
remote folder is searched and [ dbfile ] defaults to
“snapshot_site.sql”.

[ dbfile ]

Optional Variable or string specifying a snapshot database file. If
omitted, the default value is “snapshot_site.sql”. This argument
may only be specified if [ path ] is also specified. When [ dbfile ]
is specified without a full path the alternate default path is used.

/append

Add differences to the existing database instead of creating a new
list of differences. This is useful if your automation logic requires
deferring the next action until some minimum number of
differences are found

/incldirs

Descend into sub-folders below the folder specified in the [ path ]
argument

/noupdate

Do not update the database with differences found.

/timeout=#

Number of seconds to wait for a difference to be found.

Options:

Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
The FTPDIFF and FTPGETDIFF commands work together to identify and process changes to files on a remote
server.
The FTPDIFF command detects changes in the portion of the file system specified by the [ path ] argument
using a small database file specified by the [ dbfile ] argument. This command adds a record to a "snapshot
database" for each file listed in directory listings provided by the remote site. Empty folders are ignored. The
FTPDIFF command then compares the new database records that represent the current state of the file
system to the old records that represent the previous state of the file system and notes all differences. The
differences are available to be processed, one at a time, by the FTPGETDIFF command.
If the file specified by the [ dbfile ] argument does not exist it will be created. The time required to create a new
database depends on how many files are present. Since new snapshot databases do not contain any rows
representing the previous state of the file system, all files added to a new database will be recorded as "new"
files. If you don't want FTPGETDIFF to identify all files as new on the first execution of your command script
then you can run this command once in Robo-FTP's main console window to establish a baseline snapshot
database. This way, when you first run your command script only file changes since the baseline will be
detected.
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Note: The fact that all files are considered "new" in a freshly created snapshot database can be exploited to
process folders with dynamic contents.
The total number of differences found in the remote site file system is saved in the %ftpdifffiles internal
variable.
Consider the following example which compares the state of the current remote folder with the previous state
of the remote file system as preserved in the default “snapshot_site.sql” file and then only downloads the
changed files:
FTPDIFF "*"
:loop
FTPGETDIFF
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
;; skip download if the "change" is that file is gone!
IFNUM= %ftpdifffileid $DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND GOTO loop
RCVFILE %ftpdifffilename
GOTO loop
:done
DIFF is the equivalent command for detecting differences in the local file system.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.
Important
When called without the optional [ dbfile ] argument, FTPDIFF stores its data in a database
called "snapshot_site.sql". If multiple scripts use this particular form of FTPDIFF, problems can
arise because this database may end up containing data for what would seem to be the wrong
directory or even the wrong site. Data will remain from any previous usage in a different script or
even a different context in the same script. This can cause problems when processing the
changed files with the associated FTPGETDIFF command. For example, a file could appear
new when it is not, or a file could appear to have been deleted when that was not the case.
Moreover, a script may function correctly on its own with its FTPDIFF usage, but when another
script is created much later that uses the FTPDIFF command in this way, one may find that
running the second script causes previously unseen issues with the first. To avoid these
conflicts, it is strongly recommended that (1) a [ dbfile ] argument should be provided for each
usage of FTPDIFF and FTPGETDIFF, and (2) that the [ dbfile ] filename itself should differ from
script to script.

Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
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format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to
HEAD requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing
types like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest
megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this
command. Contact technical support if you have an urgent need related to
a raw directory listing format that is currently unsupported.

Related command(s): FTPGETDIFF, FTPDIFFREWIND, DIFF, FILECOMEPAREFROM, SYNC
See also: Using the built-in database engine, Processing Dynamic Folders, Alternate Default Path
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FTPDIFFREWIND - Reset file pointer for FTPGETDIFF command
Syntax:

FTPDIFFREWIND

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command is used to reset the file pointer to the first difference recorded in the snapshot database
populated by the FTPGETDIFF command.
You might use this command to “rewind” to the beginning of a series of differences if you need to repeat some
process.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.

Related command(s): FTPDIFF, FTPGETDIFF
See also: DIFFREWIND, Using the built-in database engine
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FTPGETDIFF - Get specific changes within FTP site file system
Syntax:

FTPGETDIFF

[ dbfile ]

Arguments:

[ dbfile ]

Optional Variable or string specifying a snapshot database file. If
omitted, the default value is “snapshot_site.sql”. When [ dbfile ]
is specified without a full path the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/commitlast

Mark current difference "done" on the next call to FTPGETDIFF.

/incldirs

Allows returning new or deleted directories.

The FTPDIFF and FTPGETDIFF commands work together to identify and process changes to files on a remote
server.
The FTPGETDIFF command sets the values of five internal variables with details describing a change to a
single file on a remote site. These details are pulled from a snapshot database where they were inserted by a
previous call to the FTPDIFF command. Subsequent calls to FTPGETDIFF fetch the details of subsequent
changes from the database. The FTPGETDIFF command is typically used in a loop so that each detected
change is processed during one iteration of the loop. Depending on your needs, the processing may involve
one or more of the internal variables set by this command. It is possible for FTPGETDIFF to report file changes
in alphabetical order rather than folder hierarchical order depending on how the records are stored in the
snapshot database. This command returns $ERROR_READ_EOF when there are no more differences in the
database. The FTPDIFFREWIND command is available to reset the file pointer to the first change recorded in
the database.
If the [ dbfile ] argument is omitted, the default file name “snapshot_site.sql” file is used. An error occurs if the
snapshot database file does not exist.
The FTPGETDIFF command sets the values of the following variables that you can use in your script logic:

%
ftpdifffilei
d

Type of change detected

%
ftpdifffilet
ext

Text description of type of change detected

%
ftpdifffilen
ame

Name of changed file

%
ftpdifffilep
ath

Full path of changed file

%
ftpdiffnum

Sequential change number

The possible values of %ftpdifffileid and %ftpdifffiletext are:
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$DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND

5001

** File not found

$DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW

5002

** File is new

$DIFF_FILE_SIZE

5003

** File size changed

$DIFF_FILE_DATETTIME

5004

** File date/time stamp changed

$DIFF_DIRECTORY_NOT_F
OUND

5005

** File not found

$DIFF_DIRECTORY_IS_NE
W

5006

** File is new

With /incldirs:

Here is a simple example that shows how FTPGETDIFF might be used inside a loop to write a text file that
lists all the changes found by FTPDIFF:
FTPDIFF "*"
:loop
FTPGETDIFF
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
SET change = "File: " + %ftpdifffilepath + " " + %ftpdifffiletext
WRITEFILE "differences.txt" change /append
GOTO loop
:done
The following example loops through all changes and downloads only the new files from a remote site:
FTPDIFF "*"
:loop
FTPGETDIFF
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
IFNUM!= %ftpdifffileid $DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW GOTO loop
RCVFILE %ftpdifffilename
GOTO loop
:done
If you need to restart the loop, use the FTPDIFFREWIND command to reset the file pointer to the first
difference recorded in the snapshot database.
Normally, all current differences are marked "done" when FTPDIFF is called again. The /commitlast option
increases fault tolerance by causing FTPGETDIFF to mark the previously retrieved difference done. This way,
a difference should not be processed twice if loop processing is interrupted after FTPGETDIFF is called but
before the full loop iteration is complete.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
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FTPDIFF family of script commands.
Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to HEAD
requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types
like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte
or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this command. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing
format that is currently unsupported.

Related command(s): FTPDIFF, FTPDIFFREWIND, GETDIFF
See also: Processing Dynamic Folders, Using the built-in database engine, Alternate Default Path
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FTPGETFILE - Get properties of remote file(s)
Syntax:

FTPGETFILE

[ file name ] [ /options ]

Arguments
:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file name to look for; wildcard
characters are allowed.

Options:

/ignorecase

Test for file name matches after forcing the local and site files to be
lower case effectively making the match case-insensitive.

/incldirs

Search sub-folders for files matching the [ file name ] argument.

/newest

Return the one absolute newest file in the directory tree.

/oldest

Return the one absolute oldest file in the directory tree.

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if file size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seconds
=nn

Ignore any file if the size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for presence of the file, if the timeout
elapses before the file is found $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is
returned. If this option is omitted Robo-FTP looks for the file and
immediately returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND if no match is
found.

If you need to download a file please see the Help page for the RCVFILE script command.
Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This script command searches the current remote directory for the file specified in the [ file name ] argument. If
a matching file is found, a set of internal variables is populated which may then be used for various tasks like
checking the status of a specific file, processing a group of files with names matching a wildcard pattern or
executing a set of commands only when certain conditions exists. For example, a script might use the date
and size variables to choose which files in a folder should be transferred, deleted or ignored.
When a match is found, the file name is saved in the %sitefile variable; the %sitepath variable contains the
full remote path and filename, %sitefolder and %sitedir both contain the path as returned by the remote
server (without the filename); the date and time of the file are saved in the %sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime,
and %sitefiletime variables; and the size of the file, in bytes, is saved in the %sitefilesize variable.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ] argument. The /
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timeout option can be used to wait for the existence of an expected file. This is accomplished by periodically
polling the remote folder during the waiting period. If the file does not appear before the timeout expires
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is returned.
Use the FTPCD command to change the current directory before calling FTPGETFILE if the file you want to
find is not in the current directory or, alternatively, the /incldirs option may be use to find files in any
subdirectory of the current directory.
This command is functionally equivalent to the GETSITEFILE script command except for two important
differences. The first difference between FTPGETFILE and GETSITEFILE is their behavior when called
repetitively with a wildcard character in the [ file name ] argument. In this situation, each subsequent call to
FTPGETFILE automatically returns the next file in the list of all files matching the wildcard pattern. If there are
three files matching the pattern, the first three calls to FTPGETFILE each return a different set of internal
variable values and the fourth call results in a "No File Found" error.
The FTPGETREWIND command may be used to start over at the top of the list. In contrast, when
GETSITEFILE is called repetitively with a wildcard character in the [file name] argument it returns the same
set of values every time unless the /next option is specified.
Suppose Robo-FTP is connected to a remote site with a file named "ReadMe.txt" in the current directory. In
the following example, the first line will successfully populate %sitefile and the other internal variables but the
second line will cause a "No File Found" error.
FTPGETFILE "ReadMe.txt"
FTPGETFILE "ReadMe.txt" ;; No File Found error expected
The second line returns an error because subsequent calls to FTPGETFILE always return the next matching
file in the list of files matching the [ file name ] argument. Since there can never be two files in the same folder
with the same name, there can never be a next "ReadMe.txt" file. Because of this quirk it is safer to use
GETSITEFILE if you only need to check the existence, timestamp, or size of a single file with a known
filename.
Important
Do not use the FTPGETFILE command to construct a loop that moves or deletes files; such loops
may be built using GETSITEFILE without the /next option. Use the FTPDIFF command instead of
either FTPGETFILE or GETSITEFILE if your project requirements include processing dynamic
folders where files may be added, renamed, moved or deleted during processing.
Use of the /newest or /oldest options negates the auto-incrementing next behavior of the FTPGETFILE
command. When either of these options is used, Robo-FTP always returns the newest or oldest file
respectively. This behavior requires checking the date of every file in the folder so combining either option with
the /skip_changing or /skip_changing_seconds option will result in longer script execution times.
The FTPGETREWIND command may be used to start over at the top of the list of files that match the wildcard
pattern.
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The second difference between FTPGETFILE and GETSITEFILE involves the /incldirs option. If FTPGETFILE
is used with the /incldirs option it searches the current remote directory and any subdirectories. If a file
matching the [ file name ] argument is found then %sitefile, %sitefolder and all the other internal variable
values are populated as discussed above. If GETSITEFILE is used with the /incldirs option it searches only
the current remote directory. If a matching file name is found then the %sitefile variable is populated and the %
sitefolder variable is empty; but if a sub-folder name matches the [ file name ] argument then the %sitefolder
variable is populated and the %sitefile variable is empty.
To understand this second difference, suppose Robo-FTP is connected to a remote site and the root directory
contains a file named one.txt and a sub-folder named /sub and further suppose that sub-folder contains a file
named two.txt and its own sub-folder named /deep which contains a file named three.txt as follows:
one.txt
/sub/two.txt
/sub/deep/three.txt
The chart below shows the results of calling FTPGETFILE in the root folder with various arguments and
options. (Assuming FTPGETREWIND is executed between calls to FTPGETFILE.)
Command syntax

Error

%sitefile

%sitefolder

FTPGETFILE "one.txt"

No

one.txt

/

FTPGETFILE "sub" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

FTPGETFILE "two.txt" /incldirs

No

two.txt

/sub/

FTPGETFILE "deep" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

FTPGETFILE "three.txt" /incldirs

No

three.txt

/sub/deep/

Contrast the results of FTPGETFILE above with the results of GETSITEFILE below:
Command syntax

Error

%sitefile

%sitefolder

GETSITEFILE "one.txt"

No

one.txt

empty

GETSITEFILE "sub" /incldirs

No

empty

sub

GETSITEFILE "two.txt" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

GETSITEFILE "deep" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

GETSITEFILE "three.txt" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

Note: The platform of the remote server controls which path-separator character appears in the %sitefolder
internal variable.
Consider the following example where FTPGETFILE uses the "*" wildcard to match all the files in the current
remote directory and then download each of them.
:fetch_file
FTPGETFILE "*"
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO no_more_files
RCVFILE %sitefile
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IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO rcv_error
GOTO fetch_file
:no_more_files
[ ... ]
:rcv_error
[ ... ]
The date and time of files found with FTPGETFILE are saved to three internal variables named %sitefiledate,
%sitefiledatetime, and %sitefiletime. Consider the following example that cycles through all files on the
remote site until it finds one created after a specified date.
:fetch_file
FTPGETFILE "*"
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO no_more_files
SET filedatetime = "file date is " & %sitefiledatetime
DISPLAY filedatetime
IFDATE< "07-31-10" GOTO fetch_file
MESSAGEBOX "Found a file named " & %sitefile & " created on or after July
31, 2010!"
STOP
:no_more_files
MESSAGEBOX "All files were created before July 31, 2010!"
STOP
The following example causes Robo-FTP to wait indefinitely, polling the remote site periodically until the
network connection is disrupted or a file with a name matching *.rdy is found. Script execution resumes on
the next line when either of these events occurs.
FTPGETFILE "*.rdy" /timeout=0
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO network_error
MESSAGEBOX "Found a file named " & %sitefile
STOP
:network_error
MESSAGEBOX "No file found.

Connection to remote site was lost!"

STOP

Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
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requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to HEAD
requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types
like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte
or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this command. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a directory listing
format that is currently unsupported.
GETFILE is the equivalent function for getting details about local files.
Important
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ]
argument. This is not the same error as $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND. Please be sure to test for
the correct error code.

Related command(s): GETSITEFILE, FTPGETREWIND, GETFILE, GETNEXTFILE, GETREWIND,
FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: Using the %sitefile and %sitedir Variables, Using the %sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime, %sitefilesize,
and %sitefiletime Variables, Using Wildcards
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FTPGETREWIND - Reset file pointer for FTPGETFILE command
Syntax:

FTPGETREWIND

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command is used to reset the file pointer to the first file in the list of wildcard matches found by
either the FTPGETFILE or GETSITEFILE command.
You might use this command to “rewind” to the beginning of a series of files if you need to repeat some
process.
The file pointer is also automatically rewound by a successful execution of the FTPLOGOFF command.

Related command(s): FTPGETFILE, GETSITEFILE
See also: GETREWIND
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FTPLIST - List current FTP site directory to a file
Syntax:

FTPLIST

[ file name ] [ wildcards ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a file name to write the
directory listing to; if no path is defined Robo-FTP writes to a file
named "sitelist.txt" in the working folder.

[ wildcards ]

Optional variable or string defining a wildcard pattern to apply to
the directory listing. The [ file name ] option must be present if
this optional argument is to be recognized. Wildcards are not
permitted when connected to a SFTP, HTTP, or HTTPS site.

This script command creates a file containing a directory listing from the current folder on the current remote
site. If [ file name ] is not specified, Robo-FTP creates a file in the working folder named "sitelist.txt". The
directory listing written to this file is exactly as it is returned from the remote server so it is similar to what
might be produced using the MLSD or LIST commands in a command line FTP client. If the remote server
returns nothing an error occurs and the directory listing file will not be written or overwritten. An error will also
be returned if a wildcard is specified in the second argument and the server returns a listing but no files match
the wildcard.
Some servers return an error instead of an empty list when no files are present. If you are developing a
command script for a server with this behavior, you could use the FTPSETERROR command to help
determine if there was really an error or if there are simply no files in the current remote folder.
Important
The FTPLIST command is provided for auditing and tech support purposes
only. Do not build scripts or other processes that depend on the parsing the
output file created by FTPLIST. Instead you should use the FTPGETFILE or
GETSITEFILE commands when designing a system that responds
dynamically to the existence of remote files. The snapshot database
generated by the FTPDIFF command might also be useful if you simply need
to detect changes.
If you need a directory listing of a folder other than the current site directory, you’d need to first change
directories. For example:
FTPCD "new_dir"
FTPLIST "listing of new_dir.txt"
Here’s a sample listing from an FTP server hosted on a Unix system. The actual format will vary from site to
site depending on the server.
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drwxr-x---

2 roboftp

System

0 Jan 29 20:44 .

drwxr-x---

2 roboftp

System

0 Jan 29 20:44 ..

-rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System

-rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System

62976 Jan 29 20:44 bszip.dll
651 Jan 29 20:44 crontab.txt

-rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System 413184 Jan 29 20:44 cryptotw.dll

-rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System

-rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System

32768 Jan 29 20:44 feedback.exe
17 Jan 29 20:44 welcome.txt

If you want a partial listing controlled by a wildcard pattern (e.g., all .txt files), use the following form of the
command and the listing received will be as shown.
FTPLIST "listing of new_dir.txt" "*.txt"
rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System

651 Jan 29 20:44 crontab.txt

rwxr-x---

1 roboftp

System

17 Jan 29 20:44 welcome.txt

Note: It is not uncommon for an HTTP and HTTPS site to refuse directory listings, in these cases the FTPLIST
command may fail. Some servers return content that is not actually a raw directory listing.
Use the LISTDIR script command to get a listing of a local folder.

Related command(s): FTPCD, FTPMAKEDIR, FTPDELDIR, FTPPWD, LISTDIR
See also: %servertype, %currentsitedir
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FTPLOGOFF - Disconnect from a remote site
Syntax:

FTPLOGOFF

Arguments:

none

Options:

/nowait

Return without waiting for a response from the FTP site after
issuing a QUIT command.

/wait

Wait for a response from the FTP site after issuing a QUIT
command. This is the default action so explicitly specifying this
option is not necessary. This command will eventually return
when the connection times out, even if no response is received.
(The option is still recognized to maintain backward compatibility
with existing Robo-FTP scripts that may have included this
option.)

This script command terminates a connection to an FTP site.
The following commands produce identical results:
FTPLOGOFF
-andFTPLOGOFF /wait
In the unlikely event that FTPLOGOFF fails to successfully disconnect from an FTP site, you might try adding
the /nowait option to see if the results are any different.

Related command(s): FTPLOGON, FTPCMD, STOP, EXIT
See also: Using the Robo-FTP Client Applet
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FTPLOGON - Connect to a remote site
Syntax:

FTPLOGON

[ site ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ site ]

Variable or string defining the Managed Site name, URL or IP
address of remote server; if [ site ] is omitted, the default
Managed Site record is used; site names are not case-sensitive.

Options:

/acct=xx

Define account to use when logging on to an FTP site.

/allowerrors

Some poorly configured servers return errors when Robo-FTP tries
to verify the existence of a directory. This option enables you to
ignore those errors. This option applies only to SFTP, HTTP, and
HTTPS connections.

/clientcert

Specify this option if you are connecting to an SSL server and you
wish to provide a client certificate to the site used and this site
wasn’t preconfigured to use client certificates. This is optional if
the SSL server automatically requests that Robo-FTP send its
certificate. If you know that a particular site requires a client
certificate, it is a good idea to specify this option because it is
possible that the server will not request the certificate which will
cause the connection to fail.

/compression=n

Sets the data compression level. The value must be between 0 9. The default is 0 (not used).

/dynamicdirs

Specify this option when connecting an FTP site that presents
different (dynamic) directory listings to a client depending on
which directory is active. This option may always be present if
you are in doubt - there may be a minor decrease in performance
since Robo-FTP may request directory listings more often.

/disable=xx

Don't send the sepecified raw FTP command. This option can
seriously degrade performance; use it only when the remote site
has a severe negative reaction to a a particular raw FTP protocol
command. This option may be used multiple times. See also /
nocwd and /nolist below.

/httpauth=xx

Some web servers require authentication before allowing access
to certain resources. Allowed values are: none, auto, basic,
digest, and ntlm. You must provide credentials for NTLM
authentication so this option is not appropriate for a "single signon" solution.

/ibm

Enable IBM Host Features mode.

/keyauth

Specify this option if you are connecting to an SSH server and
you wish to enable key authentication. This is optional if the SSH
server only requires password authentication. This option requires
a private key to be previously defined using the Robo-FTP
Configurator.

/keypw=xx

Password to use with the key specified by the /privatekey
option.

/listtype=n

Specify this option to instruct Robo-FTP to issue alternate forms
of the LIST command. See details below.

/maxport=nn

Highest permissible port number to use with the PORT command
for active mode data transfers.

/minport=nn

Lowest permissible port number to use with the PORT command
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for active mode data transfers.
/myipaddr=xx

IP address to use with the PORT command for active mode data
transfers.

/nocwd

Prevents sending the CWD verb during the connection. This
option cannot be used with /allowerrors.

/nolist

Do not allow Robo-FTP to request directory listings. This option
is mostly useful on HTTP connections where requesting a
directory listing could jeopardize the transaction state. Don't use
this unless you know you need it because it limits Robo-FTP's
functionality.

/pasv=x

Enable or disable passive mode for FTP data transfers. Passive
mode is enabled by default so one would normally only use this
command to disable passive mode with the following syntax: /
pasv=false Robo-FTP uses active mode for data transfers when
passive mode is disabled.

/pasvport=nn

Outgoing data connection port to use when connecting using
passive mode.

/port=nn

FTP port to connect to.

/precisetime

Some servers do not provide complete time date information in
directory listings. This option attempts to use protocol dependent
alternative methods to retrieve complete UTC time/date stamps for
each file. Not all servers support this option and its use will
adversely affect performance, due to secondary requests made for
each file found in any directory listing.

/privatekey=x

Specify the private key to use for secure authentication. When
connecting to an SSL site this option may be paired with the /
clientcert option.

/proxy=xx

Define the name or IP address of a proxy server (/gw= is also
accepted).

/proxyport=nn

Proxy server port to connect to (/gwport= is also accepted).

/proxypw=xx

Define password to use when logging on to a proxy server (/
gwpw= is also accepted).

/proxytype=xx

Supported types include: FTPACCT, FTPOPEN, FTPSITE,
FTPUSER, SimpleRelay, SOCKS4, SOCKS4a, SOCKS5,
WindowsIE, and WebStandard. For more information, see the
help topic named Proxy Server Settings.

/proxyuser=xx

Define user name to use when logging on to a proxy server (/
gwuser= is also accepted).

/pw=xx

Define password to use when logging on to an FTP site.

/restrictipaddr=x

Specify this option to restrict the data connection to the same IP
address used for the control connection (as opposed to allowing a
connection to whatever IP address is returned in reply to PASV
command from the Server). This option is enabled by default so
one would normally only use this to allow connecting to a different
address with the following syntax:
/restrictipaddr=false This option only applies to passive mode
data transfers.

/retrycount
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How many times to retry an action before giving up and returning

an error. Default is zero.
/retrydelay

How many seconds to wait before retrying. Defaults to 1 second.

/savehost[=xx]

Creates or updates a Managed Site definition. If /savehost is
used without specifying a xx then the value of the [ site ]
argument is also used as the name of the new Managed Site
record.

/servertype=xx

Select the FTP site type from the list below.

/sslmethod=xx

Specifies sending an SSL Client HELLO conforming to the given
SSL/TLS version. Supported SSL methods include: sslv2, sslv23,
sslv3, tlsv1, tlsv11, and tlsv12. If this option is not provided, the
method defaults to sslv23.

/sslciphers=xx

Specifies the ciphers allowed by the client. If this option is not
provided, the default is
"ALL:!EXPORT:!LOW:!aNULL:!eNULL:!SSLv2"Specifies the
ciphers allowed by the client. If this option is not provided, the
default is "ALL:!EXPORT:!LOW:!aNULL:!eNULL:!SSLv2"

/sslminversion=xx

Specifies the minimum version of SSL allowed by the client.
Supported versions include sslv2, sslv3, tlsv1, tlsv11, and tlsv12. If
this option is not provided, the minimum version defaults to sslv3.

/sslmaxversion=xx

Specifies the maximum version of SSL allowed by the client.
Supported versions include: sslv2, sslv3, tlsv1, tlsv11, and tlsv12.
If this option is not provided, the minimum version defaults to no
maximum version.

/ssloptions=xx

Specifies a list of OpenSSL options to enable. Each option should
be separated by a | (pipe) character. If not otherwise specified, a
default value of SSL_OP_ALL is assumed. See Advanced SSL
Options for the complete list of available options.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for logon to complete. The specified
number also serves as the default timeout for network activity on
the connection. The default period is 30 seconds.

/trust=xx

Action to take when an untrusted certificate is received from an
SSL secured server or when an unknown SSH server identifies
itself during key authentication. The default action if this option is
not specified is DENY.

/user=xx

Define user name to use when logging on to an FTP site.

This script command logs on to a remote server. If the [ site ] argument matches the name of a Managed Site
record created in the Configurator, the server address, username, password and other parameters associated
with that record are used. If the [ site ] argument does not match a Managed Site record, Robo-FTP interprets
[ site ] as a server network address. [ site ] names are not case-sensitive.
The /user, /pw, /port, and /acct options may be used to override the predefined user name and/or password
associated with an existing site, or may be used with a site that has not been previously defined. Not all sites
utilize the /acct option.
The /servertype option (/type also recognized for backward compatibility with pre-v2.0 versions) may be used
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to override the predefined site type, or may be used with a site that has not been previously defined. The
possible choices are:

FTP

Normal FTP (the default)

SFTP

FTP + SSH

FTPS

FTP + SSL (control and data channels both encrypted)

FTPSCONTROL

FTP + SSL (control channel encrypted only)

FTPSCCC

FTP + SSL (data channel encrypted only)

FTPSIMP

FTP + SSL (implicit mode)

HTTP

HTTP

HTTPS

HTTP + SSL

The /trust option controls whether the connection is allowed when credentials presented by a secure site are
not trusted. The possible values are:

DENY

The connection to the remote site fails if the server's SSL
certificate is not trusted or the SSH server is unknown. This is the
default action.

ALLOW

The connection to the remote site is allowed if the server's SSL
certificate is not trusted or the SSH server's key is unknown.

ALL

The connection to the remote site is allowed if the server's SSL
certificate is not trusted or the SSH server's key is unknown. The
server's credentials are saved as a file and the site will not be
considered unknown or untrusted if it presents the same
credentials during future connections.

The /clientcert option may be used to force an SSL connection to send a client certificate when it may not
have been pre-configured to do so. The /keyauth option may be used to enable SSH private key
authentication when connecting to this site.
When access to a remote site is controlled by a proxy server, the /proxy, /proxyuser, /proxyport, and /
proxypw options may be used to define or override a predefined proxy (gateway) server name, user name,
port, and/or password. When connecting to an HTTP/HTTPS site Robo-FTP uses the WindowsIE /proxytype
by default.
Some servers require an alternate form of the LIST command to return directory contents:
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/listtype=1

This option forces Robo-FTP to issue alternate “LIST .” (vs. simply “LIST”)
when requesting directory listings from an FTP site.

/listtype=2

This option forces Robo-FTP to issue alternate “NLST” (vs. simply “LIST”)
when requesting directory listings from an FTP site. In this later case, the
server does not return any information about its files (e.g. file size and
date/time) so the associated internal variables (e.g. %sitefiledate and %
sitefiletime) cannot be properly populated. Also some features of RoboFTP (such as requesting the most recent file on the server) are not

supported when /listtype=2 is used.
/listtype=3

This option causes Robo-FTP to issue "LIST" even when the remote FTP
site supports the "MLSD" command.

/listtype=4

This option causes Robo-FTP to use the "MLSD" command when
requesting directory listings from an FTP site.
Important

The /listtype option cannot be directly configured for the FTP client applet or pre-configured as a
default option for a specific site. However, a manual setting value does exist for this option.
Access the online Knowledge Base at http://www.robo-ftp.com for more information.)
The /ibm option enables IBM Host Features for the FTP session if the logon is successful. IBM Host Features
mode permits JES queue options to be selected and allows EBCDIC transfer mode for the SENDFILE,
RCVFILE, and SYNC script commands.
The /pasv=false option disables passive mode operation for the FTP session if the logon is successful.
Passive mode operation may be required to list directories, and send and receive files with certain FTP sites.
Using this option overrides the settings for a given site that may have been set when it was configured with the
Robo-FTP Configurator. Consequentially, passive mode can also be enabled for a managed site previously
configured to use active mode by using the /pasv=true option (or simply /pasv) to override that setting.
In FTP and FTPS modes with passive mode operation, the /restrictipaddr=false allows the data connection
to be on a different IP address than the control connection. This option may be required to connect to some
servers.
The /httpauth option is useful when connecting to a restricted web resource. The following authentication
methods are available:

none

No authentication sent.

auto

Tries first without any authentication. If the attempt fails, the
resource is re-requested using Digest authentication, then NTLM,
then Basic.

basic

Sends base64 encoded username and password.

digest

Primarily used with WebDAV servers, this type sends one
challenge/response and password is never sent in clear text.

ntlm

NTLM mode sends sequence of challenges/responses with the
(proxy) server but without ever sending plaintext password over
insecure network.

Any logon, either with this script command or with the Logon button within the Robo-FTP client applet, serves
as a general logon for either or both script and applet operation within Robo-FTP.
The [ site ] argument can use take either an IP address or URL.
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FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com"
-orFTPLOGON "20.178.128.17"
The [ site ] argument can also take the name of a Managed Site. In this case, the server address, username,
password, and other connection details are obtained from the Managed Site definition maintained by the
Configurator.
FTPLOGON "The Robo-FTP Site"
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP attempts to connect with a previously undefined FTP site.
FTPLOGON "ftp.new.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP attempts to connect with an SSL server and accept the FTP
site’s certificate, regardless of whether or not that certificate has been previously trusted.
FTPLOGON "ftp.secure.com" /servertype=FTPS /trust=ALLOW /user=Tom /
pw=secret
Finally, consider the following example where Robo-FTP attempts to connect with the default Managed Site
and specifies a different password that overrides the password listed on the property sheet for the Managed
Site.
FTPLOGON /pw=adv50095
The /retry_count and /retry_delay options are used to have Robo-FTP retry actions that fail. If retry count is
greater than zero and an error is returned from the protocol stack that is not known to be permanent Robo-FTP
will disconnect and pause for retry delay seconds before logging back on and changing the working directory
on the new connection to be the same as it was then retrying the action that failed previously.
The best way to ensure the security of a password for a server is to provide it through a site definition in the
Configurator's Managed Sites page. This is also the easiest way of handling passwords that contain certain
special characters. Otherwise, when providing a password directly in the FTPLOGON command with the /pw
option, some care must be taken when the password contains special characters that may otherwise be
misinterpreted by the script parser itself. For example, if a password contains a space, the password should
be surrounded with double quotes, like so:
FTPLOGON "ftp.example.com" /user=x /pw="this pw has spaces"
If the password itself contains double quotes, you can surround it by single quotes instead:
FTPLOGON "ftp.example.com" /user=x /pw='this "pw" has double quotes too'
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Related command(s): FTPLOGOFF
See also: Using the Robo-FTP Client Applet
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FTPMAKEDIR - Create a new directory on an FTP site
Syntax:

FTPMAKEDIR

[ dir name ]

Arguments:

[ dir name ]

Variable or string defining the directory name to create.

Options:

None

When connected to a HTTP/HTTPS site, this command will only work with a DAV enabled web server. For
further details on DAV enabled web server, see http://www.webdav.org/specs/rfc2518.html.
This script command creates a new directory on an FTP site. This is an example of the FTPMAKEDIR
command:
FTPMAKEDIR "newdirectory"
To create a local folder, use the MAKEDIR script command.

Related command(s): FTPCD, FTPDELETE, FTPRENAME, FTPLIST
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FTPPWD - Get current directory on an FTP site
Syntax:

FTPPWD

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command gets the current directory on the remote site. The directory path is echoed to the console
window, to the log file, and saved in a internal script variable named %currentsitedir.
Use the FTPCD script command to set the current remote site directory and the WORKINGDIR command to
set the current local directory.

Related command(s): FTPCD, FTPLIST, FTPMAKEDIR, FTPDELDIR, FTPDELETE, FTPRENAME,
WORKINGDIR
See also: %currentsitedir, %currentlocaldir
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FTPRENAME - Rename a file on an FTP site
Syntax:

FTPRENAME

[ file name1 ] [ file name2 ]

Arguments:

[ file name1 ]

Variable or string defining the existing server file name.

[ file name2 ]

Variable or string defining the new server file name.

Options:

None

When connected to a HTTP/HTTPS site, this command will only work with a DAV enabled web server. For
further details on DAV enabled web server, see http://www.webdav.org/specs/rfc2518.html.
This script command renames a file on the remote site from [ file name1] to [ file name2].
This is an example of the FTPRENAME command:
FTPRENAME "oldname" "newname"
This command may also be used to move a file to another folder on the remote site, for example:
FTPRENAME "OctSales.xls" "/sales/2010/oct/sales.xls"
Wildcard characters are not permitted with the FTPRENAME command.
To rename a local file, use the RENAME script command.

Related command(s): FTPCMD, FTPDELETE, FTPMAKEDIR, RENAME, MOVE
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FTPSETERROR - Store Server Response for Conditional Branching
Syntax:

FTPSETERROR

[ msg ]

Arguments:

[ msg ]

Optional variable or string formatted as a server response code; if
this argument is omitted the current value of %ftplastresult is
used.

Options:

None

This script command populates the %lasterror internal variable with the numeric portion of a server response.
This allows you to use the IFERROR command to conditionally branch based on a server's specific response
code. If the optional [ msg ] argument is omitted the %ftplastresult internal variable provides the default server
response value. You may also find this command's optional msg argument handy for testing any error
handling logic you may have added to your command scripts.
FTPSETERROR may also be used together with the FTPCMD command when connecting to a remote site
that requires non-standard or overloaded raw protocol commands.
Each time Robo-FTP sends a command to the server, the remote site replies with a message in the following
format:
[nnn] [text]
where [nnn] is a numeric value in the range of 100 to 599 and [text] is English description of the result. The
following is an example of an FTP site reply:
226 Transfer complete.
Numeric values in the server reply fall into one of the following five categories:
1nn Positive Preliminary reply
2nn Positive Completion reply
3nn Positive Intermediate reply
4nn Transient Negative Completion reply
5nn Permanent Negative Completion reply
The %ftplastresult internal variable contains the most recent server reply. More information on FTP site reply
codes may be found in Section 4.2 of the RFC 959 FTP specification.
Suppose you are writing a script that uploads files to a remote site with limited disk space and you want to
react to the specific error 552 Disk Quota Exceeded in a different manner than all other types of upload
failures. The following command script segment would branch to the "try_other_account" label if this
specific reply was received from the server:
SENDFILE "Q3sales.dat"
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FTPSETERROR
IFERROR= 552 GOTO try_other_account
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO upload_success
DASHBOARDMSG "File upload failed [" + %lasterror + "] " + %ftplastresult
Knowledge of server reply codes is not mandatory when writing Robo-FTP command scripts. Standard server
responses are automatically recognized as either success or failure, which is sufficient for most scenarios. In
rare cases where the specific type of success or failure is important to your logic, the FTPSETERROR
command allows branching to handle specific response codes.

Related command(s): IFERROR, FTPCMD
See also: Using the %lasterror Variable, Using the %ftplastresult Variables, Internal Script Variables,
Interactive Debugging
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FTPSNAPSHOT - Update current state from remote site file system
Syntax:

FTPSNAPSHOT

[ path ] [ dbfile ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ path ]

Optional Variable or string defining the starting remote path from
which to match files; if omitted, the current remote folder is
searched and [ dbfile ] defaults to “snapshot_site.sql”.

[ dbfile ]

Optional Variable or string specifying a snapshot database file. If
omitted, the default value is “snapshot_site.sql”. This argument
may only be specified if [ path ] is also specified. When [ dbfile ]
is specified without a full path the alternate default path is used.

/subdirs

Descend into sub-folders below the folder specified in the [ path ]
argument

/noupdate

Do not update the database with differences found.

/isitem

Used to indicate that [path] (without wildcards) should be treated
not as a directory to search but as an individual item to snapshot
into the database.

Options:

Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This commands is for advanced users only. If you don't understand what it does you probably don't need it. It
provides for advanced manipulation of the FTPDIFF database. It is used to update the current state in the
database so that future differences for matching items will come from the current state rather than from the
last time differences were checked.
The total number of differences found in the remote site file system is saved in the %ftpsnapshotfiles internal
variable.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.
Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to
HEAD requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing
types like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest
megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this
command. Contact technical support if you have an urgent need related to
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a raw directory listing format that is currently unsupported.

Related command(s): FTPGETDIFF, FTPDIFFREWIND, DIFF, FILECOMEPAREFROM, SYNC
See also: Using the built-in database engine, Processing Dynamic Folders, Alternate Default Path
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FTPTMPNAME - Set temporary upload file name
Syntax:

FTPTMPNAME

[ prefix ] [ suffix ]

Arguments:

[ prefix ]

Optional variable or string specifying a prefix.

[ suffix ]

Optional variable or string specifying a suffix.

Options:

None

The FTPTMPNAME command simplifies the process of uploading files to a temporary location and then
moving them to their intended destination only if the transfer is successful. This type of behavior is often
required in projects that utilize multiple levels of process automation or need extra fault tolerance because an
interrupted upload can leave a partial file on the remote server.
The [ prefix ] argument allows you to specify a string that will be automatically prepended to file names as the
files are uploaded. The prefix is automatically removed once the upload has successfully completed. If you do
not want to add a prefix then you must pass an empty string to this argument.
FTPTMPNAME "PARTIAL_" ""
SENDFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named PARTIAL_data.xml

FTPTMPNAME "/temp/" ""
SENDFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named /temp/data.xml

The [ suffix ] argument allows you to specify a string that will be automatically appended to file names as the
files are uploaded. The suffix is automatically removed once the upload has successfully completed. If you do
not want to add a suffix then you must pass an empty string to this argument.
FTPTMPNAME "" ".part"
SENDFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named data.xml.part

You can even use both [ prefix ] and [ suffix ] together:
FTPTMPNAME "/temp/" ".part"
SENDFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named /temp/data.xml.part

On some servers, file names beginning with a period are hidden. If the server you are connecting to has this
feature, you can hide temporary partial files.
FTPTMPNAME "." ".part"
SENDFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named .data.xml.part

Call the FTPTMPNAME command omitting both the [ prefix ] and [ suffix ] to disable temporary names.
FTPTMPNAME

;; disable temp names
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Related command(s): TMPNAME, SENDFILE, AUDITDB
See also: Fault Tolerant Scripts
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FTPTOJES - Enable access to JES queue on IBM host
Syntax:

FTPTOJES

[ /options ]

Arguments:

None

Options:

/on

Turn JES queue access on.

/off

Turn JES queue access off.

This command is not valid with HTTP/HTTPS sites.
This script command may be used when using Robo-FTP with an IBM host server (e.g., an MVS system) to
access the JES job queue. Typically the JES job queue is used to submit batch jobs to be run on the host
and to receive files back after the jobs have been run.
When the /on option is used, Robo-FTP sends a SITE FILETYPE=JES command to the host.
Use the /off option to return to normal FTP file transfers. This sends a SITE FILETYPE=SEQ to the host.
Robo-FTP must have the IBM Host Features mode set for the FTPTOJES command to be successful.

Related command(s): FTPLOGON, READXTBL
See also: IBM Host Features mode
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FUNCTION - Begin a function declaration
Syntax:

FUNCTION

[ func name ] [ arg1 … arg9 ]

Arguments:

[ func name ]

Variable or string specifying a previously declared function name.

[ arg1 … arg9 ]

Up to nine variables that are assigned when the function is
called.

Options:

None

This script directive is used within the function declaration section of a script file to define a function named
[ func name ] and enable it to be called during execution of the script file. You may define multiple functions in
the function declaration section (between the BEGINFUNCTIONS and ENDFUNCTIONS commands) but the
individual function declarations must not be nested.
Function names may be whatever the script developer chooses as long as the names do not conflict with
script command identifiers.
Up to 32 input arguments may be passed to a function. Argument names may be whatever the script
developer chooses as long as the names do not conflict with script command identifiers.
Function input arguments go out of scope (become undefined) when the function returns. The only exception
to this behavior is when a function input argument has the exact same name as an existing variable. In this
case, the argument will continue to behave as a global variable and if its value is changed inside the function
that change will persist after the function returns.
It is possible for a script to contain multiple function declaration sections but if an existing function is
subsequently redefined, then the new definition replaces the original function definition. In other words, RoboFTP does not support function overloading.
Consider the following example of a function declaration section containing a single function. The example
also contains a line after the function declaration section that calls the function.
;; declaration for the function named "MyFunction"
BEGINFUNCTIONS
;; an example function
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; function body is here
DISPLAY %date
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
MyFunction ;; call function here
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Please see the Using Functions topic under the Script Programming section for manual for additional
examples and discussion of functions.

Related command(s): BEGINFUNCTIONS, ENDFUNCTION, ENDFUNCTIONS, RETURN
See also: Using Functions
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GETDIFF - Get specific changes within local PC file system
Syntax:

GETDIFF

[ dbfile ]

Arguments:

[ dbfile ]

Optional Variable or string specifying a snapshot database file. If
omitted, the default value is “snapshot_local.sql”. When [ dbfile ]
is specified without a full path the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/commitlast

Mark current difference "done" on the next call to GETDIFF.

/incldirs

Allows returning new or deleted directories.

The DIFF and GETDIFF commands work together to identify and process changes to local files.
The GETDIFF command sets the values of five internal variables with details describing a change to a single
local file. These details are pulled from a snapshot database where they were inserted by a previous call to
the DIFF command. Subsequent calls to GETDIFF fetch the details of subsequent changes from the
database. The GETDIFF command is typically used in a loop so that each detected change is processed
during one iteration of the loop. Depending on your needs, the processing may involve one or more of the
internal variables set by this command. It is possible for GETDIFF to report file changes in alphabetical order
rather than folder hierarchical order depending on how the records are stored in the snapshot database. This
command returns $ERROR_READ_EOF when there are no more differences in the database. The
DIFFREWIND command is available to reset the file pointer to the first change recorded in the database.
If the [ dbfile ] argument is omitted, the default file name “snapshot_local.sql” file is used. An error occurs if the
snapshot database file does not exist.
The GETDIFF command sets the values of the following variables that you can use in your script logic:

%difffileid

Type of change detected

%
difffiletext

Text description of type of change detected

%
difffilena
me

Name of changed file

%
difffilepat
h

Full path of changed file

%diffnum

Sequential change number

The possible values of %difffileid and %difffiletext are:
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$DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND

5001

** File not found

$DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW

5002

** File is new

$DIFF_FILE_SIZE

5003

** File size changed

$DIFF_FILE_DATETTIME

5004

** File date/time stamp changed

With /incldirs:
$DIFF_DIRECTORY_NOT_F
OUND

5005

** File not found

$DIFF_DIRECTORY_IS_NE
W

5006

** File is new

Here is a simple example that shows how GETDIFF might be used inside a loop to write a text file that lists all
the changes found by DIFF:
DIFF "*"
:loop
GETDIFF
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
SET change = "File: " + %difffilepath + " " + %difffiletext
WRITEFILE "differences.txt" change /append
GOTO loop
:done
The following example loops through all changes and uploads only the new files to a remote site:
DIFF "*"
:loop
GETDIFF
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
IFNUM!= %difffileid $DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW GOTO loop
SENDFILE %difffilepath
GOTO loop
:done
If you need to restart the loop, use the DIFFREWIND command to reset the file pointer to the first difference
recorded in the snapshot database.
Normally, all current differences are marked "done" when DIFF is called again. The /commitlast option
increases fault tolerance by causing GETDIFF to mark the previously retrieved difference done. This way, a
difference should not be processed twice if loop processing is interrupted after GETDIFF is called but before
the full loop iteration is complete.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.
Related command(s): DIFF, DIFFREWIND, FTPGETDIFF
See also: Processing Dynamic Folders, Using the built-in database engine, Alternate Default Path
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GETFILE - Get properties of local file(s)
Syntax:

GETFILE

[ file name ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name to look for; wildcard
characters allowed; if no path is defined

Options:

/incldirs

Search sub-folders for files matching the [ file name ] argument.

/newest

Return the one absolute newest file in the directory tree.

/oldest

Return the one absolute oldest file in the directory tree.

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if file size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seconds
=nn

Ignore any file if the size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for presence of the file, if the timeout
elapses before the file is found $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is
returned. If this option is omitted Robo-FTP looks for the file and
immediately returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND if no match is
found.

If you need to download a file please see the Help page for the RCVFILE script command.
Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This script command searches the current local directory for the file specified in the [ file name ] argument. If a
matching file is found, a set of internal variables is populated which may then be used for various tasks like
checking the status of a specific file, processing a group of files with names matching a wildcard pattern or
executing a set of commands only when certain conditions exists. For example, a script might use the date
and size variables to choose which files in a folder should be transferred, deleted or ignored.
When a match is found, the file name is saved in the %nextfile variable; the %nextpath variable contains the
full local path and filename; the %nextfolder variable contains the path without the filename; the date and time
of the file are saved in the %nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, and %nextfiletime variables; and the size of
the file, in bytes, is saved in the %nextfilesize variable.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
GETFILE ignores flies that are exclusively locked by other applications or that are inaccessible due to security
permissions. This command also ignores all files with the "hidden" or "system" file system attribute. You can
use the DOS attrib.exe program to change these attributes. GETFILE will not ignore a hidden file if you
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specify that file's name explicitly.
;; In this example, myfile.txt has the "hidden" file system attribute set
GETFILE "*.txt" ;; This will ignore "myfile.txt"
GETFILE "myfile.txt" ;; This will find myfile.txt
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ] argument. The /
timeout option can be used to wait for the existence of an expected file. This is accomplished by periodically
polling the folder during the waiting period. If the file does not appear before the timeout expires
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is returned.
Use the WORKINGDIR command to change the current directory before calling GETFILE if the file you want to
find in not in the current directory or, alternatively, the /incldirs option may be used to find files in any
subdirectory of the current directory.
This command is functionally equivalent to the GETNEXTFILE script command except for two important
differences. The first difference between GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE is their behavior when called repetitively
with a wildcard character in the [ file name ] argument. In this situation, each subsequent call to GETFILE
automatically returns the next file in the list of all files matching the wildcard pattern. If there are three files
matching the pattern, the first three calls to GETFILE each return a different set of internal variable values and
the fourth call results in a "No File Found" error.
The GETREWIND command may be used to start over at the top of the list. In contrast, when GETNEXFILE is
called repetitively with a wildcard character in the [file name] argument it returns the same set of values every
time unless the /next option is specified.
Suppose a file named "ReadMe.txt" exists in the current local directory. In the following example, the first line
will successfully populate %nextfile and the other internal variables but the second line will cause a "No File
Found" error.
GETFILE "ReadMe.txt"
GETFILE "ReadMe.txt"

;; No File Found error expected

The second line returns an error because subsequent calls to GETFILE always return the next matching file in
the list of files matching the [ file name ] argument. Since there can never be two files in the same folder with
the same name, there can never be a next "ReadMe.txt" file. Because of this quirk it is safer to use
GETNEXTFILE if you only need to check the existence, timestamp, or size of a single file with a known
filename.
Important
Do not use the GETFILE command to construct a loop that moves or deletes files; such loops
may be built using GETNEXTFILE without the /next option. Use the DIFF command instead of
either GETFILE or GETNEXTFILE if your project requirements include processing dynamic folders
where files may be added, renamed, moved or deleted during processing.
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Use of the /newest or /oldest options negates the auto-incrementing next behavior of the GETFILE command.
When either of these options is used, Robo-FTP always returns the newest or oldest file respectively. This
behavior requires checking the date of every file in the folder so combining either option with the /
skip_changing or /skip_changing_seconds option will result in longer script execution times.
The GETREWIND command may be used to start over at the top of the list of files and folders that match the
wildcard pattern.
The second difference between GETFILE and GETNEXTFILE involves the /incldirs option. If GETFILE is used
with the /incldirs option it searches the current local directory and any subdirectories. If a file matching the
[ file name ] argument is found then %nextfile, %nextfolder and all the other internal variable values are
populated as discussed above. If GETNEXTFILE is used with the /incldirs option it searches only the current
local directory. If a matching file name is found then the %nextfile variable is populated and the %nextfolder
variable is empty; but if a sub-folder name matches the [ file name ] argument then the %nextfolder variable is
populated and the %nextfile variable is empty.
To understand this second difference, suppose the current local directory contains a file named one.txt and a
sub-folder named /sub and further suppose that sub-folder contains a file named two.txt and its own sub-folder
named /deep which contains a file named three.txt as follows:
one.txt
/sub/two.txt
/sub/deep/three.txt
The chart below shows the results of calling GETFILE with various arguments and options. (Assuming
GETREWIND is executed between calls to GETFILE.)
Command syntax

Error

%nextfile

%nextfolder

GETFILE "one.txt"

No

one.txt

<work ing>

GETFILE "sub" /incldirs

Yes

empty

emtpy

GETFILE "two.txt" /incldirs

No

two.txt

<work ing>\sub

GETFILE "deep" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

GETFILE "three.txt" /incldirs

No

three.txt

<work ing>\sub\deep

Contrast the results of GETFILE above with the results of GETNEXTFILE below:
Command syntax

Error

%nextfile

%nextfolder

GETNEXTFILE "one.txt"

No

one.txt

empty

GETNEXTFILE "sub" /incldirs

No

empty

sub

GETNEXTFILE "two.txt" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

GETNEXTFILE "deep" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

GETNEXTFILE "three.txt" /incldirs

Yes

empty

empty

Consider the following example where GETFILE uses the "*" wildcard to match all the files in the current
directory and then upload each of them.
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:fetch_file
GETFILE "*"
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO no_more_files
SENDFILE %nextfile
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO send_error
GOTO fetch_file
:no_more_files
[ ... ]
:send_error
[ ... ]

The last modified date and time of files found with GETFILE are saved to three internal variables named %
nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, and %nextfiletime. Consider the following example that cycles through all
files in the current directory and any subdirectories until it finds one created after a specified date.
:fetch_file
GETFILE "*" /incldirs
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO no_more_files
IFDATE< %nextfiledate "07-31-11" GOTO fetch_file
MESSAGEBOX "File " & %nextfile & " created on or after July 31, 2011!"
STOP
:no_more_files
MESSAGEBOX "All files were created before July 31, 2011!"
STOP
The following example sets the /timeout option to zero which causes Robo-FTP to wait indefinitely, polling the
current local directory periodically until a file with a name matching *.rdy is found. Script execution resumes
on the next line when a matching file is found.
GETFILE "*.rdy" /timeout=0
MESSAGEBOX "Found a file named " & %nextfile
STOP
If you only need to confirm the existence of a specific local file with a known filename you may wish to use
the IFFILE or IFNFILE command instead.
FTPGETFILE is the equivalent function for getting details about a remote file.
Important
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This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ]
argument. This is not the same error as $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND. Please be sure to test for
the correct error code.

Related command(s): GETREWIND, GETNEXTFILE, FTPGETFILE, FTPGETREWIND, GETSITEFILE,
FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: Using the %nextfile, %nextpath, and %nextfolder Variables, Using the %nextfiledate, %
nextfiledatetime, %nextfilesize, and %nextfiletime Variables, Using Wildcards
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GETFILEARRAY - Get list of matching local file(s)
Syntax:

GETFILEARRAY

Arguments:

filename

Variable or string defining a file or path name to look for; wildcard
characters allowed; if no path is defined

varname

the array name to populate.

/subdirs

Search sub-folders for files matching the [ file name ] argument.

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if file size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seconds
=nn

Ignore any file if the size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for presence of the file, if the timeout
elapses before the file is found $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is
returned. If this option is omitted Robo-FTP looks for the file and
immediately returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND if no match is
found.

Options:

filename varname [ /options ]

If you need to download a file please see the Help page for the RCVFILE script command.
Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This script command searches the current local directory for the file specified in the [ file name ] argument. If
any matching files are found, the full path to that file is added to the array arrayname[*].
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
GETFILEARRAY ignores flies that are exclusively locked by other applications or that are inaccessible due to
security permissions. This command also ignores all files with the "hidden" or "system" file system attribute.
You can use the DOS attrib.exe program to change these attributes. GETFILEARRAY will not ignore a
hidden file if you specify that file's name explicitly.
;; In this example, myfile.txt has the "hidden" file system attribute set
GETFILEARRAY "*.txt" ;; This will ignore "myfile.txt"
GETFILEARRAY "myfile.txt" ;; This will find myfile.txt
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ] argument. The /
timeout option can be used to wait for the existence of an expected file. This is accomplished by periodically
polling the folder during the waiting period. If the file does not appear before the timeout expires
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is returned.
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Use the WORKINGDIR command to change the current directory before calling GETFILE if the file you want to
find in not in the current directory or, alternatively, the /subdirs option may be used to find files in any
subdirectory of the current directory.
This command is especially with directories containing very large numbers of files. Each call to GETNEXTFILE
or GETFILE with wildcards must iterate over previously checked file on each call. So for very large directories
or directory trees it is much faster to do something like...
GETFILEARRAY "*" var
SET counter = 0
SET size = var[*]
IFNUM= size 0 GOTO loop_done

;; skip loop if array is empty

:top_of_loop
GETNEXTFILE var[counter]
IFERROR GOTO next
IFSTRCMP %nextfile "" GOTO dir
!DISPLAY %nextfile
!DISPLAY %nextfolder
!DISPLAY %nextpath
PAUSE /for=1
GOTO next
:dir
IFSTRCMP %nextfolder "" GOTO error
!DISPLAY %nextfile
!DISPLAY %nextfolder
!DISPLAY %nextpath
PAUSE /for=1
:next
SET counter = counter + 1
IFNUM< counter size GOTO top_of_loop
:loop_done
Important
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ]
argument. This is not the same error as $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND. Please be sure to test for
the correct error code.

Related command(s): GETREWIND, GETNEXTFILE, FTPGETFILE, FTPGETREWIND, GETSITEFILE,
FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: Using the %nextfile, %nextpath, and %nextfolder Variables, Using the %nextfiledate, %
nextfiledatetime, %nextfilesize, and %nextfiletime Variables, Using Wildcards, Using Arrays
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FTPGETFILEARRAY - Get list of matching remote file(s)
Syntax:

FTPGETFILEARRAY

Arguments:

filename

Variable or string defining a file or path name to look for; wildcard
characters allowed; If not path is defined it searches the current
directory for all files

varname

the array name to populate.

/subdirs

Search sub-folders for files matching the [ file name ] argument.

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if file size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seconds
=nn

Ignore any file if the size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for presence of the file, if the timeout
elapses before the file is found $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is
returned. If this option is omitted Robo-FTP looks for the file and
immediately returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND if no match is
found.

Options:

filename varname [ /options ]

If you need to download a file please see the Help page for the RCVFILE script command.
Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This script command searches the current remote directory for the file specified in the [ file name ] argument. If
any matching files are found, the full path to that file is added to the array arrayname[*].
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
GETFILEARRAY returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ] argument. The /
timeout option can be used to wait for the existence of an expected file. This is accomplished by periodically
polling the folder during the waiting period. If the file does not appear before the timeout expires
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is returned.
Use the FTPCD command to change the current directory before calling FTPGETFILEARRAY if the file you
want to find files not in the current directory or, alternatively, the /subdirs option may be used to find files in
any subdirectory of the current directory.
This command is especially with directories containing very large numbers of files. Each call to GETSITEFILE
or FTPGETTFILE with wildcards must iterate over previously checked files on each call. So for very large
directories or directory trees it is much faster to do something like...
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FTPGETFILEARRAY "*" var
SET counter = 0
SET size = var[*]
IFNUM= size 0 GOTO loop_done

;; skip loop if array is empty

:top_of_loop
GETSITEFILE var[counter]
IFERROR GOTO next
IFSTRCMP %sitefile "" GOTO dir
!DISPLAY %sitefile
!DISPLAY %sitefolder
!DISPLAY %sitepath
PAUSE /for=1
GOTO next
:dir
IFSTRCMP %sitefolder "" GOTO error
!DISPLAY %sitefile
!DISPLAY %sitefolder
!DISPLAY %sitepath
PAUSE /for=1
:next
SET counter = counter + 1
IFNUM< counter size GOTO top_of_loop
:loop_done
Important
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ]
argument. This is not the same error as $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND. Please be sure to test for
the correct error code.

Related command(s): GETSITEFILE, FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: Using the %sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime, %sitefilesize, and %sitefiletime Variables, Using
Wildcards, Using Arrays
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GETMAIL - Get an e-mail message
Syntax:

GETMAIL

[ server ] [ subj ] [ mail file ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ server ]

Variable or string defining the server URL or IP address (e.g.,
pop3.mail.server or 209.198.128.17) of the POP mail server; the
server port is always set to 110.

[ subj ]

Variable or string for the message subject line; [ subj ] must be a
variable initialized to an empty string to get the first available
message (the subject line of the message is returned by way of
this variable); or [ subj ] must be a variable or string initialized to
an non-empty value specifying the subject line of a specific
message to look for on the server (searches are all inclusive and
case-sensitive).

[ mail file ]

Variable or string defining the optional file name to which the
received message is written; if [ mail file ] is an empty string then
the message is discarded.

/nodelete

Do not delete the message from the server (leave on server).

/pw=xx

Define the password to use when logging on to the incoming mail
server.

/timeout=nn

Time-out, in seconds, to wait for message to be received (if
omitted the time-out is set to 30 seconds).

/user=xx

Define the user name to use when logging on to the mail server.

/view

View the message in a pop-up window.

Options:

This command either gets the first e-mail message available on the specified POP server or searches all
messages for one with a matching subject line. Received messages may optionally be viewed and/or saved to
a file for processing by another e-mail client or application. The file contains the full e-mail message, including
headers and any attachments, in .eml format. Attachments may be MIME encoded.
When the [ subj ] variable is set to an empty string when calling GETMAIL, Robo-FTP gets the next available
message on the server. When using GETMAIL in this way, it is recommended to use a dedicated mailbox to
prevent Robo-FTP from possibly obtaining non-relevant messages. Upon return, the [ subj ] variable will contain
the subject line of the message downloaded. Use of the /nodelete option is not advised since GETMAIL will
return the same message over and over again unless it is deleted from the server by another user or process.
When searching for a specific message, the [ subj ] variable must be initialized to the desired subject line prior
to calling GETMAIL. Messages not matching the subject line comparison are left undisturbed on the server. If
you only wish to check for the presense of a specific message (and leave it on the server too), use the /
nodelete option.
Consider the following example in which the first available e-mail message is received but not saved to a file,
and the message is deleted from the server after it is received.
SET server = "pop3.mail.server"
SET subj = ""
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;; subj argument MUST be a variable since subject line
;; found in the message is returned
GETMAIL server subj "" /user=pop3id /pw=pop3pw
In the following example, the first available e-mail message is obtained and written to a uniquely named file.
SET server = "pop3.mail.server"
SET subj = ""
MAKEFILENAME file "eml" "c:\email messages" "mail"
GETMAIL server subj file /user=pop3id /pw=pop3pw
In the following example, e-mail messages on the server are searched for a specific subject. If found, the
message is downloaded, saved to a file, but is left on the server.
SET server = "pop3.mail.server"
MAKEFILENAME file "eml" "c:\email messages" "mail"
;; when subj (variable or string)is not empty, search for this
;; subject line in available messages (nothing is returned)
GETMAIL server "this one" file /user=pop3id /pw=pop3pw /nodelete
In the preceding example, the same message would be returned if GETMAIL was executed again since /
nodelete was specified.

Related command(s): CREATEMAIL, MAILTO, SENDMAIL
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GETNEXTFILE - Get properties of local file(s) or folder(s)
Syntax:

GETNEXTFILE

[ file name ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name to look for; wildcard
characters allowed; if no path is defined Robo-FTP’s working folder
is used.

Options:

/incldirs

Return the names of sub-folders that match the [ file name ]
argument.(Formerly this was the /subdirs option.)

/newest

Get the newest file in the directory (cannot be combined with /
next option).

/next

Get the next file or folder name in a local folder; omit this option to
obtain the first file from a given local folder; if you wish to obtain
subsequent files from this same folder, use this option until you
find the desired file or no more files are found (see Important
below). This option cannot be combined with the /timeout option.

/oldest

Get the oldest file in the folder.

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seconds=
nn

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for presence of the file, if the time
elapses before the file is found $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is
returned. If this option is omitted Robo-FTP looks for the file and
immediately returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND if no match is
found. This option cannot be combined with the /next option.

If you need to download a file please see the help page for the RCVFILE script command.
Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This script command searches the current local directory for the file or folder with the name specified in the
[ file name ] argument. If a matching file is found, a set of internal variables is populated which may then be
used for various tasks like checking the status of a specific file, processing a group of files with names
matching a wildcard pattern or executing a set of commands only when certain conditions exists. For
example, a script might use the date and size variables to choose which files in a folder should be transferred,
deleted or ignored.
When the matching item is a folder its saved in the %nextfolder and %nextdir variables. If the matching item
is a file, the name is saved in the %nextfile variable and its full path name is saved in the %nextpath variable.
The date and time of the file are also saved in the %nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, and %nextfiletime
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variables. The size of the file, in bytes, is saved in the %nextfilesize variable.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
GETNEXTFILE ignores flies that are exclusively locked by other applications or that are inaccessible due to
security permissions. This command also ignores all files with the "hidden" or "system" file system attribute.
You can use the DOS attrib.exe program to change these attributes. GETNEXTFILE will not ignore a hidden
file if you specify that file's name explicitly.
;; In this example, myfile.txt has the "hidden" file system attribute set
GETNEXTFILE "*.txt" ;; This will ignore "myfile.txt"
GETNEXTFILE "myfile.txt" ;; This will find myfile.txt
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ] argument. The /
timeout option can be used to wait for the existence of an expected file. This is accomplished by periodically
polling the folder during the waiting period. If the file does not appear before the timeout expires
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is returned. The polling feature associated with the /timeout option can be used
to implement the hot send behavior whereby Robo-FTP automatically uploads files when they are placed in a
specific folder.
Use the WORKINGDIR command to change the current directory before calling GETNEXTFILE if the file or
folder you want to find in not in the current directory.
The /next option, when used in a loop, allows command scripts to iterate through the entire contents of a
directory and process all files and sub-folders matching the wildcard pattern. Although both files and subfolders may be returned, there is no guaranteed sort order. Without the /next option, repeated calls to
GETNEXTFILE will return the same file or sub-folder that first matched the [file name ] argument unless it was
deleted or renamed after the previous call. Use of the /next option together with the /timeout option is not
supported.
Important
If your script logic deletes files or moves them out of the current folder you may use
GETNEXTFILE in a loop without the /next option. The /next option should only be used on static
folders. Using the /next option in a folder where files may be added, renamed, moved, or deleted
may result in some files being skipped and other files processed multiple times because each
successive /next moves one ordinal position in the directory listing. Please use the DIFF
command instead of either GETFILE or GETNEXTFILE if you project requirements include
processing dynamic folders where files may be added, renamed, moved or deleted during
processing.
The GETREWIND command may be used to start over at the top of the list of files and folders that match the
wildcard pattern.
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP waits indefinitely for any file with a .txt or .rtf extension to be
created in its working folder.
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GETNEXTFILE "*.txt|*.rtf" /timeout=0
When a file with a matching name exists, its name is saved in the %nextfile variable, its path and name is
saved in the %nextpath variable, and script execution resumes. If no such file exists, Robo-FTP waits for the
file to appear.
Consider the following example where all the files in a specified sub-folder of the current working folder are sent
to an FTP site.
:label
GETNEXTFILE "upload_dir\*" /timeout=2
IFERROR= $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT GOTO sent_last_file
SENDFILE %nextpath /type=BIN
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO xmt_error
DELETE %nextpath
GOTO label
:sent_last_file
Consider the following example in which the file and folder names in the current local folder are identified and
displayed by using the /next option.
GETNEXTFILE "*" /incldirs
:loop
IFSTRCMP %nextfile "" GOTO dir
!DISPLAY %nextfile
!DISPLAY %nextfolder
!DISPLAY %nextpath
PAUSE /for=1
GOTO next
:dir
IFSTRCMP %nextfolder "" GOTO error
!DISPLAY %nextfile
!DISPLAY %nextfolder
!DISPLAY %nextpath
PAUSE /for=1
:next
GETNEXTFILE "*" /next /incldirs
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO finish
GOTO loop
:error
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MESSAGEBOX "This shouldn't ever appear..."
STOP
:finish
MESSAGEBOX "Shown all files!"
The /newest and /oldest options are normally used with a wildcard [ file name ] to obtain the name of the
newest or oldest file present. This behavior requires checking the date of every file in the folder so combining
either option with the /skip_changing or /skip_changing_seconds option will result in longer script execution
times. Use of the /newest and /oldest options with the /next option is not supported.
Consider the following example where all files are sent to an FTP site beginning with the newest. Since each
file is deleted after it is uploaded, a different file will be newest on each loop iteration.
:next_file
GETNEXTFILE "*" /newest
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO label
SENDFILE %nextfile
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO label
DELETE %nextfile
GOTO next_file
:label
The /incldirs option may be used if you wish local folder names to be returned along with regular file names as
they are found. When a folder is found, it is saved in the %nextfolder variable and the %nextfile variable is
set to an empty string. The /oldest and /newest options have no affect on the folder names returned by the
GETNEXTFILE command. Consider the following example that shows how folder files are distinguished from
other files.
:look_for_folder
GETNEXTFILE "*" /incldirs /next
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO error
IFNSTRCMP %nextfile "" GOTO look_for_folder
; both %nextfile and %nextfolder will not be empty at same time
DISPLAY %nextfolder
GOTO look_for_folder
:error
The date and time of the file obtained with the command is saved to three internal variables named %
nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, and %nextfiletime. This permits you to directly compare the file’s date
and time to values of your choosing. Consider the following example that shows how a file newer than a
specified date may be found.
:not_new
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GETNEXTFILE "*" /next
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO error
SET filedate = "file date is " & %nextfiledate
DISPLAY filedate
IFDATE< "06-30-12" GOTO not_new
MESSAGEBOX "found file created after June 30, 2012"
STOP
:error
When connected to HTTP/HTTPS sites you may encounter situations where the name of a resource on the
remote site contains characters that are reserved, unsafe, or otherwise unprintable. In these situations, web
servers allow you to "percent encode" the required character by replacing it with a percent sign and the two
digit hexadecimal representation of the character's position in the ASCII character set.
If you only need to confirm the existence of a specific local file with a known filename you may wish to use
the IFFILE or IFNFILE command instead.
GETSITEFILE is the equivalent function for getting details about remote files and folders.
Important
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ]
argument. This is not the same error as $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND. Please be sure to test for
the correct error code.

Related command(s): GETFILE, GETREWIND, FTPGETFILE, FTPGETREWIND, GETSITEFILE,
FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: The Hot Send Feature, Using the %nextfile, %nextpath, and %nextfolder Variables, Using the %
nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, %nextfilesize, and %nextfiletime Variables, Using Wildcards
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GETPROPERTY - Read the value of an existing name-value pair
Syntax:

GETPROPERT
Y

[ name ] = [ variable ]

Arguments:

[ name ]

Variable or string defining a named property

[ variable ]

A variable to store the property value retrieved from the Robo-FTP
settings; the variable is created if it did not previously exist.

Options:

none

This command copies the value of a persistent name-value pair into a script variable. A name-value pair with a
matching [ name ] must have previously been created by the SETPROPERTY command, but not necessarily
in the current instance of Robo-FTP. Passing an undeclared variable or a non-existent property name to the
[ name ] argument will result in an error.
In this example properties are used to compose an automatic email message:
GETPROPERTY "LastDownloadName" dl_name
GETPROPERTY "LastDownloadDate" dl_date
SET body = "The last file downloaded was " + dl_name + "."
SET body = body + "

It was transferred on " + dl_date + ".

" + %crlf

GETPROPERTY "EmailNotifyAddress" email
SET subj = "Automatic download report (do not reply)"
CREATEMAIL "" email subj body ""
SENDMAIL "120.33.13.10" "Joe Blow" "joeb@smithco.com"
This example shows logic to gracefully detect and recover from an attempt to read the value of an undefined
name-value pair:
GETPROPERTY "FileCount" files
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO nextstep
;; we reach this row if "FileCount" property did not already exist
SETPROPERTY "FileCount" 0
SETNUM files = 0
:nextstep
The READFILE and WRITEFILE commands are are also available for handling persistent data; especially data
that is too long to save in properties.

Related command(s): SET, SETPROPERTY, READFILE
See also: User Settings vs. Shared Settings
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GETREWIND - Reset file pointer for GETFILE command
Syntax:

GETREWIND

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command is used to reset the file pointer to the first file in the list of wildcard matches found by
either the GETFILE or GETNEXTFILE command.
You might use this command to “rewind” to the beginning of a series of files if you need to repeat some
process.

Related command(s): GETFILE, GETNEXTFILE
See also: FTPGETREWIND
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GETSITEFILE - Get properties of remote file(s) or folder(s)
Syntax:

GETSITEFILE

[ file name ] [ /options ]

Alt Syntax:

GETSERVERFILE

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file name to look for; wildcard
characters are allowed

Options:

/ignorecase

Test for file name matches after forcing the local and site files to
be lower case effectively making the match case-insensitive.

/incldirs

Return the names of sub-folders that match the [ file name ]
argument. (Formerly this was the /subdirs option.)

/newest

Get the newest file in the directory (cannot be combined with /
next option).

/next

Get the next file in the directory; omit this option to obtain the first
file from a given site directory; if you wish to obtain subsequent
files from this same directory, use this option until you find the
desired file or no more files are found (see Important below). This
option cannot be combined with the /timeout option.

/oldest

Get the oldest file in the directory (cannot be combined with /next
option).

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for one second.

/
Ignore any file if its size is not stable for the specified number of
skip_changing_seconds= seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.
nn
/timeout=nn

Time-out in seconds to wait for presence of the file, if the time
elapses before the file is found $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is
returned. If this option is omitted Robo-FTP looks for the file and
immediately returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND if no match is
found. This option cannot be combined with the /next option.

If you need to download a file please see the help page for the RCVFILE script command.
Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This script command searches the current remote directory for the file or folder with the name specified in the
[ file name ] argument. If a matching file is found, a set of internal variables is populated which may then be
used for various tasks like checking the status of a specific file, processing a group of files with names
matching a wildcard pattern or executing a set of commands only when certain conditions exists. For
example, a script might use the date and size variables to choose which files in a folder should be transferred,
deleted or ignored.
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When the matching item is a folder then the folder's name is saved in the %sitefolder and %sitedir variables.
If the matching item is a file, the name is saved in %sitefile and the %sitepath variable contains the full
remote path and filename. The date and time of the file are saved in the %sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime,
and %sitefiletime variables. The size of the file, in bytes, is saved in the %sitefilesize variable.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ] argument. The /
timeout option can be used to wait for the existence of an expected file. This is accomplished by periodically
polling the remote folder during the waiting period. If the file does not appear before the timeout expires
$ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT is returned. The polling feature associated with the /timeout option can be used
to implement the hot receive behavior whereby Robo-FTP automatically downloads files as they are added to a
remote site.
Use the FTPCD command to change the current directory before calling GETSITEFILE if the file you want to
find is not in the current directory.
The /next option, when used in a loop, allows command scripts to iterate through the entire contents of a
directory and process all files and sub-folders matching the wildcard pattern. The matches are not returned in
a guaranteed sort order. Without the /next option, repeated calls to GETSITEFILE will return the same file or
sub-folder that first matched the [ file name ] argument unless it was deleted or renamed after the previous
call. Use of the /next option together with the /timeout option is not supported.
Important
If your script logic deletes files or moves them out of the current folder you may use GETSITEFILE
in a loop without the /next option. The /next option should only be used on static folders. Using
the /next option in a folder where files may be added, renamed, moved, or deleted may result in
some files being skipped and other files processed multiple times because each successive /next
moves one ordinal position in the directory listing. Please use the FTPDIFF command instead of
either FTPGETFILE or GETSITEFILE if you project requirements include processing dynamic
folders where files may be added, renamed, moved or deleted during processing.
The FTPGETREWIND command may be used to start over at the top of the list of files that match the wildcard
pattern.
Consider the following example where Robo-FTP waits indefinitely for any file with a .rdy extension to appear
on the site.
GETSITEFILE "*.rdy" /timeout=0
Once a matching file appears on the remote site, the file name is saved in the %sitefile variable and script
execution resumes.
Consider the following example where all the files in the current directory are retrieved from a remote site.
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GETSITEFILE "*" /timeout=2
IFERROR= $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT GOTO rcvd_last_file
RCVFILE %sitefile
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO rcv_error
:label
GETSITEFILE "*" /next
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO rcvd_last_file
RCVFILE %sitefile
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO rcv_error
GOTO label
:rcvd_last_file
The /newest and /oldest options are normally used with a wildcard [ file name ] to obtain the name of the
newest or oldest file present. This behavior requires checking the date of every file in the folder so combining
either option with the /skip_changing or /skip_changing_seconds option will result in longer script execution
times. Use of the /newest and /oldest options with the /next option is not supported.
Consider the following example where all files are retrieved from a remote site beginning with the oldest.
:next_file
GETSITEFILE "*" /oldest
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO label
RCVFILE %sitefile
FTPDELETE %sitefile
GOTO next_file
:label
If you wish to monitor a site directory other than the current directory, you must issue an FTP CWD command
first to change to this directory. Consider the following example where the current directory is changed before
looking for any file with a .txt or .rtf extension.
FTPCD "newdir/test"
GETSITEFILE "*.txt|*.rtf" /timeout=2
The /incldirs option may be used if you wish remote site directory names to be returned along with regular file
names as they are found. When a directory is found, it is saved in the %sitedir variable and the %sitefile
variable is set to an empty string. The /oldest and /newest options have no affect on the directory names
returned by the GETSITEFILE command. Consider the following example that shows how directory files are
distinguished from other files.
:look_for_directory
GETSITEFILE "*" /incldirs
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IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO error
IFNSTRCMP %serverfile "" GOTO look_for_directory
;; something was found so either %sitefile or %sitedir
;; will be populated and the other will be an empty string
DISPLAY %sitedir
GOTO look_for_directory
:error
To descend into the directory returned by GETSITEFILE, you’d use the following command.
FTPCD %sitedir
The date and time of the file obtained with the command is saved to three internal variables named %
sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime, and %sitefiletime. This permits you to directly compare the file’s date and
time to values of your choosing. Consider the following example that shows how a file created on a specified
date after a specified time may be found.
:not_new
GETSITEFILE "*" /next
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO error
SET filedatetime = "file date is " & %sitefiledatetime
DISPLAY filedatetime
IFDATE!= "06-30-12" GOTO not_new
IFTIME< "12.00.00" GOTO not_new
MESSAGEBOX "found file created after 12PM on June 30, 2012"
STOP
:error
When connected to HTTP/HTTPS sites you may encounter situations where the name of a resource on the
remote site contains characters that are reserved, unsafe, or otherwise unprintable. In these situations, web
servers allow you to "percent encode" the required character by replacing it with a percent sign and the two
digit hexadecimal representation of the character's position in the ASCII character set.
Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to HEAD
requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types
like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte
or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this command. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing
format that is currently unsupported.
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GETNEXTFILE is the equivalent function for getting details about local files and folders.
Important
This command returns $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND when no file matches the [ file name ]
argument. This is not the same error as $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND. Please be sure to test for
the correct error code.

Related command(s): FTPGETFILE, FTPGETREWIND, GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE, GETREWIND,
FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: The Hot Receive Feature, Using the %sitefile and %sitedir Variables, Using the %sitefiledate, %
sitefiledatetime, %sitefilesize, and %sitefiletime Variables, Using Wildcards
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GO - Rerun the currently defined script file
Syntax:

GO

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This command is intended to be used from the console command line during debugging to (re)run the currently
selected script file. This command has the same effect as clicking the Rerun Script File (Ctrl + R) button on
the toolbar.
The GO command is not supported as a command within a script file itself - it is only for use from the console
command line during script debugging.

Related command(s): BREAK, RESUME, STOP
See also: Interactive Debugging, Basic Logging
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GOTO - Conditional branch to script file label
Syntax:

GOTO

[ label ]

Arguments:

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file.

Options:

None

This command directs the flow of execution within a script file to the specified label. Even though script file
labels begin with a colon, the colon is omitted in the GOTO and other branching commands. For example:
SETNUM download_count = 000
:loop
RCVFILE "*" /delete
INC download_count
DASHBOARDMSG "Downloads attempted: " + download_count
GOTO loop

Related command(s): LOOPIF
See also: Labels In Script Files
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HTTPPOST - Post to HTTP/HTTPS site
Syntax:

HTTPPOST

[ target resource ] [ input source ] [ output target ]

Arguments:

[ target resource ]

Variable or string defining the target resource name to POST to.

[ input source ]

Variable or string providing HTTP Request body contents.

[ output target ]

Variable or string providing location to store HTTP Response
body contents.

/intype=xx

Input source type: string, file, or prepared. The default is file.

/outtype=xx

Output source type: string or file. The default is file.

/contenttype=xx

HTTP Content-Type header, default: "text/plain; charset=utf-8"
This option is ignored when /intype=prepared.

/header=xx

add an arbitrary header to the post request ex:
/header='SOAPAction: "urn:cdc:iisb:2011:connectivityTest"'
To specify multiple headers, use this argument multiple times.

Options:

This script command will perform a POST transaction on a HTTP/HTTPS site. Most common web forms use
POST transactions.
This is an example of the HTTPPOST command:
HTTPPOST "example.php" "infile.txt" "outfile.txt"
Consider the following example where your input source is a string rather than a file name:
HTTPPOST "example.php" "this is the request body" "outfile.txt" /
intype=string
Consider the following example where you would like the response body to be stored in a variable rather than a
file:
HTTPPOST "example.php" "infile.txt" outvar /outtype=string
Consider the following example where your request body’s content is iso8859-1 encoded xml:
HTTPPOST "/rootdir/example.php" "infile.xml" "outfile.xml" /
contenttype="text/xml; charset=iso8859-1"

You may wish to build your HTTP POST Request programmatically in a script rather than using a static string
or text file. To accomplish this task, build the Request body using the PREPAREPOST and POSTVALUE
script commands and then submit it with HTTPPOST using the /intype=prepared option.
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Wildcard characters are not permitted with the HTTPPOST command.
Use the RCVFILE script command to submit web forms that rely on the HTTP GET verb.

Related command(s): PREPAREPOST, POSTVALUE
See also: HTTP Considerations
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HASH - Generate a Message Authentication Code
Syntax:

HASH

[ file name ] [ variable ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ input source ]

A variable or string to specify the file name to read or in memory
string data to hash

[ variable ]

A variable to store resulting Message Authentication Code; The
variable is created if it did not previously exist.

/hashstring

Treat the input source as raw data rather than as a file to read from.

/type=xx

The hash algorithm to be used. This must be one of md5, crc, sha1,
sha256, sha384, sha512. The default is md5.

/encoding=[hex|
base64]

This specifies the output encoding for the generated hash. The
default is hex and should not be changed unless you are sure you
need base64.

Options:

This script command generates a Message Authentication Code. This code can be used to verify data has not
been altered. If the hash for a file changes then the contents of the file changed. Some servers have signature
files of the form <filename>.md5 or <filename>.sha1 for <filename> that allow you to verify the copy of the file
you have has not been altered.
RCVFILE %sitefile
SET hashfile = %sitefile & ".md5"
RCVFILE hashfile
READFILE hashfile realhash
HASH %sitefile genhash
IFNSTRCMPI realhash genhash GOTO file_altered
Related command(s): RCVFILE, IFSTRCMP
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IFDATE - Conditional branch upon date comparison
Form 1
Syntax:

IFDATExx

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFDATE=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE<

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE>

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE<=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE>=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE!=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

[ date1 ]

Variable or string defining a date in the format of mm.dd.yy

[ date2 ]

Variable or string defining a date in the format of mm.dd.yy

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the date
condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none

Form 2
Syntax:

IFDATE

[ result_code ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ result_code ]

Variable or string defining a date condition to test against the internal %
comparedate variable. See Comparing Local and Server Files for
details.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the date
condition is satisfied.

Options:

none

Form 3
Syntax:

IFDATExx

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFDATE=

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE<

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE>

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE<=

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE>=

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATE!=

[ date ] GOTO [ label ]

[ date ]

Variable or string defining a date in the format of mm.dd.yy to compare
against the date stamp of the file obtained with the most recently
executed GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE, GETSITEFILE, or FTPGETFILE
script command.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the date
condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none
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Form1 of this command is used to compare two specified date strings in the format of mm.dd.yy.
Form 2 of this command is used in conjunction with the FILECOMPARETO and FILECOMPAREFROM script
commands to test the results of a date/time stamp comparison of a local file and a file on the FTP site.
Form 3 of this command is used in conjunction with the most recently executed GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE,
GETSITEFILE, or FTPGETFILE command to compare the date of the file with a specified date string.
When specifying a date, leading zeroes are required. The following are examples of valid date strings.
01-30-12

January 30, 2012

12-25-99

December 25, 1999

Syntactically, no space is permitted to the left of the ‘!’, '=', '<' or '>' symbols, and a space is required to the
right of these symbols.
Example of Form 1
The following conditional branch is taken if the current date is past June 30, 2013.
IFDATE> %date "06-30-13" GOTO later_date
Example of Form 2
Possible result codes stored in %comparedate for the FILECOMPARETO command are listed below.
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_NEWER

1221

File on server is newer

$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_OLDER

1222

File on server is older

$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS

1228

File does not exist on server

$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME

1241

Local and FTP site files share same date/
time

Possible result codes stored in %comparedate for the FILECOMPAREFROM command are listed below.
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_NEWER

1232

Local file is newer

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER

1233

Local file is older

$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS

1239

Local file does not exist

$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME

1241

Local and FTP site files share same date/
time

In the following example, the conditional branch is taken if a local file is older than the corresponding file on the
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FTP site.
FILECOMPAREFROM "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\thisfile"
IFDATE $ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER GOTO found it
Example of Form 3
The following conditional branch is taken if a local file just obtained with the GETNEXTFILE command has a
date stamp after June 30, 2013.
GETNEXTFILE "*.txt"
IFDATE> "06-30-13" GOTO good_file

Related command(s): IFDATETIME, IFTIME, FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM, GETNEXTFILE,
GETFILE, GETSITEFILE, FTPGETFILE, DATEADD, DATESUB
See also: Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing File Dates and Times, Using the %date, %datetime,
and %time Variables
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IFDATETIME - Conditional branch upon date time comparison
Syntax:

IFDATETIMExx

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFDATETIME=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATETIME<

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATETIME>

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATETIME<=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATETIME>=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFDATETIME!=

[ date1 ] [ date2 ] GOTO [ label ]

[ date1 ]

Variable or string containing the formatted date and time string in the
format of Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013.

[ date2 ]

Variable or string containing the formatted date and time string in the
format of Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
date condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none

This command is used to compare two specified date and time strings in the format of Sat Feb 16 11.00.22
2013.
When specifying a date, leading zeroes are required. The following are examples of valid date strings.
Sun Jan 30 11.43.02 2000

January 30, 2000 11:43:02 AM

Sat Dec 25 18.12.37 1999

December 25, 1999 6:12:37 PM

Syntactically, no space is permitted to the left of the ‘!’, '=', '<' or '>' symbols, and a space is required to the
right of these symbols.
The following conditional branch is taken if the current date is past June 21, 2013 12:00:00 AM.
IFDATETIME> %datetime "Fri Jun 21 12.00.00 2013" GOTO later date

Related command(s): IFDATE, IFTIME, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB, FILECOMPARETO,
FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing File Dates and Times, Using the %date, %datetime,
and %time Variables
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IFERROR - Test result code and conditionally branch to label
Syntax:

IFERRORxx

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFERROR

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

IFERROR=

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

IFERROR<

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

IFERROR>

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

IFERROR<=

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

IFERROR>=

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

IFERROR!=

[ rcode ] GOTO [ label ]

[ rcode ]

Optional numeric value or $ERROR variable associated with result
codes returned by script commands upon completion; any
successful operation returns a value of 0.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
conditional test is successful.

Arguments:

Options:

none

This script command checks the result of the previously executed command to see if IFERRORxx [ rcode ] is
true. If so, the script file branches to [ label ], otherwise execution continues with the next command. The
following variations of the IFERROR command are supported:
IFERROR=

(equal to)

IFERROR<

(less than)

IFERROR>

(greater than)

IFERROR<=

(less than or equal to)

IFERROR!=

(not equal to)

IFERROR or IFERROR>=

(greater than or equal to)

Syntactically, no space is permitted to the left of the ‘!’, '=', '<' or '>' symbols, and a space is required to the
right of these symbols.
Consider the following example where execution branches to the :next label if the result code is greater than
1046:
IFERROR> 1046 GOTO next
In the following example execution branches to the :halt_error label if the result code indicates any error
(non-zero result):
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO halt_error
The [ rcode ] may be omitted if you do not wish to test for a specific error condition. A value equal or greater
than 1 is assumed, which results in testing for any error condition. The next example is functionally equivalent
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to the previous example:
IFERROR GOTO halt_error
The usefulness of the IFERROR command extends beyond simple error handling. In the following example, we
construct a simple download loop by using IFERROR to catch a specific result code returned by the
FTPGETFILE command that indicates there are no more files. In this case we are determining when to exit the
loop rather than reacting to an error condition:
:fetch_file
FTPGETFILE "*"
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO no_more_files
RCVFILE %sitefile
GOTO fetch_file
:no_more_files

Related command(s): LOOPIF, GOTO
See also: Simple Error Handling Example, Script File Result Codes, %lasterror, Fault Tolerant Scripts
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IFFILE - Conditional branch to label if file exists
Syntax:

IFFILE

[ file name ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
specified file exists.

Options:

none

This script command checks for the existence of the specified local file and branches to [ label ] if the file
exists. Robo-FTP attempts to open the local file to ascertain if it exists or not, so make sure that you have the
proper privileges to access the file. Wildcard characters are not permitted in the [ file name ] argument.
For example:
IFFILE "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\thisfile" GOTO found it
DASHBOARDMSG "File not found."
GOTO done
:found_it
DASHBOARDMSG "File was found, uploading now ..."
SENDFILE "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\thisfile"
:done
FTPLOGOFF
STOP

The IFFILE command is only for use with local files. A combination of the FTPCD, GETSITEFILE and
IFERROR commands is required to branch script execution based on the existence of a specific remote file,
for example:
FTPCD "/root/subfolder"
GETSITEFILE "thisfile"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO found_it
DASHBOARDMSG "File not found."
GOTO done
:found_it
DASHBOARDMSG "File was found, downloading now ..."
RCVFILE "thisfile"
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:done
FTPLOGOFF
STOP

Related command(s): IFNFILE, DELETE, WRITEFILE, READFILE, WORKINGDIR, BROWSE
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IFNFILE - Branch to label if file does not exist
Syntax:

IFNFILE

[ file name ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined,
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
specified file does not exist.

Options:

none

This script command checks for the existence of the specified local file and branches to [ label ] if the file does
not exist. Robo-FTP attempts to open the local file to ascertain if it exists or not, so make sure that you have
the proper privileges to access the file. Wildcard characters are not permitted in the [ file name ]
argument.
For example:
IFNFILE "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\thisfile" GOTO not found
DASHBOARDMSG "File was found, uploading now ..."
SENDFILE "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\thisfile"
GOTO done
:not found
DASHBOARDMSG "File not found."
:done
FTPLOGOFF
STOP

The IFNFILE command is only for use with local files. A combination of the FTPCD, GETSITEFILE and
IFERROR commands is required to branch script execution based on the non-existence of a specific remote
file, for example:
FTPCD "/root/subfolder"
GETSITEFILE "thisfile"
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO not_found
DASHBOARDMSG "File was found, downloading now ..."
RCVFILE "thisfile"
GOTO done
:not_found
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DASHBOARDMSG "File not found."
:done
FTPLOGOFF
STOP

Related command(s): IFFILE, DELETE, WRITEFILE, READFILE, WORKINGDIR, BROWSE
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IFNO - Conditional branch if ‘No’ is clicked in ASK dialog box
Syntax:

IFNO

GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file.

Options:

None

This command not supported when running in a minimized window or as a Windows service.
This script command is used in conjunction with the ASK command. If you click the ‘No’ button in the ASK
dialog box, this command branches to [ label ].
For example:
ASK "Yes or No?"
IFNO GOTO answer_is_no
MESSAGEBOX "You chose 'yes'"
GOTO done
:answer_is_no
PLAYSOUND "C:\Windows\Media\chord.wav"
MESSAGEBOX "You chose 'no'"

Related command(s): ASK, IFYES, PROMPT, MESSAGEBOX, BROWSE, PLAYSOUND, GOTO,
CONSOLE, CONSOLEMSG
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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IFNSTRCMP - Branch to label if two strings do not match
Syntax:

IFNSTRCMP

[ string1 ] [ string2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Alt Syntax:

IFNSTRCMPI

[ string1 ] [ string2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ string1 ]

Variable or string defining first string to compare.

[ string2 ]

Variable or string defining second string to compare.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the two
strings do not match.

Options:

none

This script command compares two strings and branches to [ label ] if they are not exactly the same.
Use the alternate IFNSTRCMPI command to perform the same comparison but to ignore case during the
comparison. Unlike the UPPER and LOWER commands, IFNSTRCMPI does not change the case of the
strings.
Consider the following example in which the script file accepts a string from a user prompt and branches to a
label if the string is not what is expected.
PROMPT serial_number "Enter serial number"
IFNSTRCMP serial_number "010101" GOTO invalidnumber

Related command(s): IFSTRCMP, IFSUBSTR, IFNSUBSTR, UPPER, LOWER
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IFNSUBSTR - Branch to label if a substring not found in a master string
Syntax:

IFNSUBSTR

[ string ] [ substring ] GOTO [ label ]

Alt Syntax:

IFNSUBSTRI

[ string ] [ substring ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ string ]

Variable or string defining master string.

[ substring ]

Variable or string defining substring to find.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
substring is not contained within the master string.

Options:

none

This script command attempts to locate a substring with a specified master string and branches to [ label ] if it
is not found.
Use the alternate IFNSUBSTRI command to perform the same comparison but to ignore case during the
comparison. Unlike the UPPER and LOWER commands, IFNSUBSTRI does not change the case of the
strings.
Consider the following simple example that results in a branch to the specified label.
SET master_string = "abcdefg"
SET substring = "xyz"
IFNSUBSTR master_string substring GOTO substring_not_found

Related command(s): IFSTRCMP, IFNSTRCMP, IFSUBSTR, UPPER, LOWER
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IFNUM - Conditional branch upon numeric variable comparison
Syntax:

IFNUMxx

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFNUM=

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFNUM<

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFNUM>

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFNUM<=

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFNUM>=

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFNUM!=

[ num1 ] [ num2 ] GOTO [ label ]

[ num1 ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the first numeric value to
compare against.

[ num2 ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the second numeric value
to compare against.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
numeric condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none

This command is used to compare two variables, strings that contain numeric values (e.g., contain only digits
0 - 9), or numeric constants. The command results in a syntax error if either value is non-numeric.
For example, the following conditional branch is taken if the numeric variable x is equal to 1000.
SETNUM x = 1000
IFNUM= x 1000 GOTO EqualValue
The following conditional branch is taken if the numeric variable x is larger than 1000. (Numeric strings are
used instead of numeric constants simply as an example of allowed syntax.)
SETNUM x = "2300"
IFNUM> x "1000" GOTO LargerValue
Syntactically, no space is permitted to the left of the ‘!’, '=', '<' or '>' symbols, and a space is required to the
right of these symbols.

Related command(s): DEC, INC, SETNUM
See also: Performing Variable Arithmetic and Numeric Comparisons
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IFREGEX - Branch to label if a regular express matched in a master string
Syntax:

IF[N]REGEX

Alt Syntax:

IF[N]REGEXI

[ string ] [ pattern ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ string ]

Variable or string defining master string.

[ pattern ]

Variable or string defining a regular expression pattern to match.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
substring is not contained within the master string.

Options:

none

This script command attempts to match a regular expression with a specified master string and branches to
[ label ] if it is matched or if using the IFNREGEX variant it branches if it is not matched.
Use the alternate IFREGEXI or IFNREGEXI command to perform the same comparison but to ignore case
during the comparison. It also updates the %regex variables. %regex will be equal to the number of matched
sub expressions while the %regex[0] will be set to the match found. The sub-expressions can be accessed
with %regex[n] where n is the sub-expression.
Consider the following simple example with one sub-expression that results in a branch to the specified label.
SET master_string = "abcdefg"
SET pattern = "a(.)c"
IFREGEX master_string pattern GOTO pattern_matched
After the branch to the pattern_matched label the following variables will be set in this case:
Variable
%regex
%regex[0]
%regex[1]

Value
1
abc
b

Related command(s): IFSTRCMP, IFNSTRCMP, IFSUBSTR, UPPER, LOWER
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IFSIZE - Conditional branch upon file size comparison
Form 1
Syntax:

IFSIZE

[ cond ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ cond ]

Variable or string defining a size condition to test against the internal %
comparesize variable.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
specified file exists.

Options:

none

Form 2
Syntax:

IFSIZExx

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFSIZE=

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

IFSIZE<

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

IFSIZE>

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

IFSIZE<=

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

IFSIZE>=

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

IFSIZE!=

[ size ] GOTO [ label ]

[ size ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining a numeric value to
compare against the size of the file obtained with the most recently
executed GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE, GETSITEFILE, or FTPGETFILE
script command.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the date
condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none

Form 1 of this command is used in conjunction with the FILECOMPARETO and FILECOMPAREFROM script
commands to test the results of a size comparison of a local file and a file on the FTP site.
Form 2 of this command is used in conjunction with the most recently executed GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE,
GETSITEFILE, or FTPGETFILE command to compare the size of the file with a specified numeric value.
Description for Form 1
Possible result codes stored in %comparesize for the FILECOMPARETO command are listed below:
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGER

1226

File on server is larger

$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_SMALLER

1226

File on server is smaller

$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS

1228

File does not exist on server

$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_EMPTY

1229

File exists on server but its length is 0

$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE

1234

Local and FTP site files identical in size
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Possible result codes stored in %comparesize for the FILECOMPAREFROM command are listed below:
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE

1234

Local and FTP site files identical in size

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_LARGER

1235

Local file is larger

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_SMALLER

1236

Local file is smaller

$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS

1239

Local file does not exist

$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_EMPTY

1240

Local file exists but length equals 0

For example, the following conditional branch is taken if no file on the FTP site is found with the same name
as a specified local file:
FILECOMPARETO "thatfile"
IFSIZE $ERROR NO SRVR FILE EXISTS GOTO no file
Description for Form 2
The following conditional branch is taken if a local file just obtained with the GETNEXTFILE command has a
size larger than 1000 bytes.
GETNEXTFILE "*.txt"
IFSIZE> 1000 GOTO good file
Syntactically, no space is permitted to the left of the ‘!’, '=', '<' or '>' symbols, and a space is required to the
right of these symbols.

Related command(s): IFNUM, IFFILE, FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM, GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE,
GETSITEFILE, FTPGETFILE
See also: Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing File Dates and Times
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IFSTRCMP - Branch to label if two strings match
Syntax:

IFSTRCMP

[ string1 ] [ string2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Alt Syntax:

IFSTRCMPI

[ string1 ] [ string2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ string1 ]

Variable or string defining first string to compare.

[ string2 ]

Variable or string defining second string to compare.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the two
strings match.

Options:

none

This script command compares two strings and branches to [ label ] if they are exactly the same.
Use the alternate IFSTRCMPI command to perform the same comparison but to ignore case during the
comparison. Unlike the UPPER and LOWER commands, IFSTRCMPI does not change the case of the
strings.
Consider the following example in which the script file accepts a string from an operator and compares it to
see if it is valid.
PROMPT user_id "Enter your User ID"
IFSTRCMP user_id "BANK11" GOTO valid_user
Note: The functionality of IFSTRCMP and IFSTRCMPI were erroneously reversed in previously releases of
Robo-FTP but their current operation is as described in this document.

Related command(s): IFNSTRCMP, IFSUBSTR, IFNSUBSTR, UPPER, LOWER
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IFSUBSTR - Branch to label if a substring found in a master string
Syntax:

IFSUBSTR

[ string ] [ substring ] GOTO [ label ]

Alt Syntax:

IFSUBSTRI

[ string ] [ substring ] GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ string ]

Variable or string defining master string.

[ substring ]

Variable or string defining substring to find.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
substring is contained within the master string.

Options:

none

This script command attempts to locate a substring with a specified master string and branches to [ label ] if it
is found.
Use the alternate IFSUBSTRI command to perform the same comparison but to ignore case during the
comparison. Unlike the UPPER and LOWER commands, IFSUBSTRI does not change the case of the
strings.
Consider the following simple example that results in a branch to the specified label.
SET master_string = "abcdefg"
SET substring = "cde"
IFSUBSTR master_string substring GOTO substring_found

Note: The functionality of IFSUBSTR and IFSUBSTRI were erroneously reversed in previously releases of
Robo-FTP but their current operation is as described in this document.

Related command(s): IFSTRCMP, IFNSTRCMP, IFNSUBSTR, UPPER, LOWER
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IFTIME - Conditional branch upon time comparison
Form 1
Syntax:

IFTIMExx

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFTIME=

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME<

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME>

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME<=

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME>=

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME!=

[ time1 ] [ time2 ] GOTO [ label ]

[ time1 ]

Variable or string defining a time in the format of hh.mm.ss or hh.mm.

[ time2 ]

Variable or string defining a time in the format of hh.mm.ss or hh.mm.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the time
condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none

Form 2
Syntax:

IFTIMExx

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

Forms:

IFTIME=

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME<

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME>

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME<=

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME>=

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

IFTIME!=

[ time ] GOTO [ label ]

[ time ]

Variable or string defining a time in the format of hh.mm.ss or hh.mm
to compare against the time stamp of the file obtained with the most
recently executed GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE, GETSITEFILE, or
FTPGETFILE script command.

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the time
condition is satisfied.

Arguments:

Options:

none

Form1 of this command is used to compare two specified time strings in format of hh.mm.ss
or hh.mm.
Form 2 of this command is used in conjunction with the most recently executed GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE,
GETSITEFILE, or FTPGETFILE command to compare the time of the file with a specified time string.
The time must be expressed in military time (hours 00 through 23), and leading zeroes are required. When
times are compared, seconds are always ignored. The following are examples of valid time strings.
01.30.00
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1:30AM

17.30

5:30PM

12.15

12:15PM

Example of Form 1
The following conditional branch is taken if the current time is later than 11AM.
IFTIME> %time "11.00.00" GOTO later time
Example of Form 2
The following conditional branch is taken if a local file just obtained with the GETNEXTFILE command has a
time stamp is older than 5:30PM.
GETNEXTFILE "*.txt"
IFTIME< "17.30" GOTO old file
Syntactically, no space is permitted to the left of the ‘!’, '=', '<' or '>' symbols, and a space is required to the
right of these symbols.

Related command(s): IFDATETIME, IFDATE, GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE, GETSITEFILE, FTPGETFILE,
DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB, FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM
See also: Comparing Local and Remote Files, Comparing File Dates and Times, Using the %date, %datetime,
and %time Variables
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IFYES - Conditional branch if ‘Yes’ is clicked in ASK dialog box
Syntax:

IFYES

GOTO [ label ]

Arguments:

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file.

Options:

none

This command not supported when running in a minimized window or as a Windows service.
This script command is used in conjunction with the ASK command. If you click the ‘Yes’ button in the ASK
dialog box, this command branches to [ label ].
For example:
ASK "Yes or No?"
IFYES GOTO answer_is_yes
MESSAGEBOX "OK, maybe next time."
GOTO done
:answer_is_yes
PLAYSOUND "C:\Windows\Media\ding.wav"
MESSAGEBOX "Yay, I knew you would say 'yes'!"

Related command(s): ASK, IFNO, PROMPT, MESSAGEBOX, BROWSE, PLAYSOUND, GOTO, CONSOLE,
CONSOLEMSG
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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IMPORT - Import configuration settings from a local file
Syntax:

IMPORT

[ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined RoboFTP’s install folder is used.

Options:

/pw=xx

Specify a password to unlock a password-protected settings file. This
option is only necessary if the setting file was originally exported with a
password.

This script command imports a set of configuration settings from the specified file and adds them to the
current configuration. Current settings are overwritten, except those relating to the software license. The import
operation may be used to restore a previous set of configuration settings or to install settings from a single
prototype machine onto multiple other Robo-FTP installations. If the settings file contains compressed files
from the %installdir\ProgramData and the %installdir\UserData directories they will also be
inflated and restored.
Robo-FTP will only import files exported in version 3.8 or later if they are named with the .sar file extension.
Earlier versions of Robo-FTP expect settings files to be named with .set as the file extension. As a general
rule, the current version of Robo-FTP is able to import settings files created in older versions but older versions
cannot import files created in newer versions.
When settings are imported to an existing installation of Robo-FTP neither the licensee name (registry value:
License) nor the serial number (registry value: SerialNumber) are imported if they already exist.
Other methods to import settings include:
Configurator Settings menu Import/Export buttons
Launching Robo-FTP with the -g command line switch
Pulling them directly from the system registry by using command line switches when launching the
Configurator.
Settings are exported using the EXPORT command or via Export Settings… command under the File menu.

Related command(s): EXPORT, ACTIVATELIC, BROWSE
See also: Moving to Another Computer, Configurator command line switches
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INC - Increment a variable by one
Syntax:

INC

[ variable ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable containing from one to six numeric characters.

Options:

none

The INC and DEC commands are used mainly for modifying looping variables and sequentially naming files.
For other purposes, use the SETNUM command instead.
This script command is used to increment a variable by one. It is intended to be used mainly for looping and
sequentially naming files. If each character in the variable is not numeric (e.g., digits 0 - 9), then the command
fails.
Numeric strings used in the INC (and DEC) command are assumed to be a fixed length of one to six
characters and contain leading zeros. When the extent of a variable is exceeded, the value wraps (i.e., a two
character string is greater than 99 after adding one then the value wraps to 00; 9 wraps to 0; 999 wraps to 000;
etc.)
Caution
This command is primarily intended to provide a mechanism for sequentially naming files, not as a
simple numeric function. So its behavior of wrapping from 99 to 00, for example, may not be
appropriate when doing simple arithmetic. The INC command may be used for both purposes but
you need to remain aware of the command’s behavior.
If the variable is not previously assigned, the variable is created and is set equal to 000.
Consider the example below where a variable is used to retrieve sequentially named files (using an
incrementing file extension - i.e., file.001, file.002, etc.) from an FTP site. Note: numeric values should be
assigned enclosed in quotation marks when strings with leading zeroes are desired.
SET basename = "file."
SETNUM counter = "000"
:loop
INC counter
SET FileName = basename & counter
DISPLAY FileName
RCVFILE FileName
GOTO loop
In another use, consider the example below where a variable is used as a loop counter. In this case, the
leading zero is required even as a loop counter in order for counter to become greater than 9.
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SETNUM counter = 01
;; loop 20 times
:loop
DASHBOARDMSG "The current value is " + counter
PAUSE /for=1
INC counter
IFNUM< counter 20 GOTO loop
In this example, we discover what happens when a value more than six characters long is passed as the
argument:
SET too_long = 0000001
CMD:

SET too_long = 0000001

INC too_long
CMD:

INC too_long

*Invalid argument(s). [1100]

Related command(s): DEC, IFNUM, SETNUM, SET
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KEYS - creates an array of keys from an existing array
Syntax:

KEYS

Arguments:

[ existing array ] An existing array variable.
[ new array ]

[ existing array ] [*] [ new array ]
Array variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is
created.

This script command creates a new array variable with a zero-based numeric index based on an existing array
variable. The elements of the new array are the index values of the existing array. This command is useful
when you need to programmatically iterate through elements of an existing array but one or more of the
existing array's indices are non-numeric.
The following example shows the relationship between the existing array and the new array created by the
KEYS command.
SET site["address"] = "ftp.acme.com"
index

;; create array with non-numeric

DISPLAY site[*]

;; site[] has one element

DISPLAY site["address"]
"ftp.acme.com"

;; the value of the first site[] element is

KEYS site[*] siteIdx
array

;; create new siteIdx[] array based on existing

DISPLAY siteIdx[*]

;; siteIdx[] also has one element

DISPLAY siteIdx[0]
"address"

;; the value of the first siteIdx[] element is

DISPLAY site[siteIdx[0]] ;; this row displays "ftp.acme.com"
The following example shows how to use a counter to loop through each element of an index array created by
the KEYS command.
SET site["address"] = "ftp.acme.com"
SET site["username"] = "MyLogin"
SET site["password"] = "secret"
KEYS site[*] siteIdx
password
SET size = siteIdx[*]

;; siteIdx[] now contains values: address, username,
;; size now = 3

IFNUM= size 0 GOTO loop_done

;; skip to end if array is empty

SETNUM counter = 0000
:top_of_loop
DISPLAY site[siteIdx[counter]]
INC counter
IFNUM< counter size GOTO top_of_loop
FTPLOGON site["address"] /user=site["username"] /pw=site["password"]
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:loop_done
STOP
Note: The ordinal sequence in which the non-numeric array items were added to the existing array does not
necessarily determine the numeric ordering of elements in the array created by the KEYS command.

See also: Arrays
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LISTDIR - List local folder to a file
Syntax:

LISTDIR

[ dir name ] [ file name ]

Arguments:

[ dir name ]

Optional variable or string defining a folder path name to list; if no path is
defined Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a file name to write the folder listing
to; if no path is defined Robo-FTP writes to a file named "dirlist.txt" in
the working folder.

This script command produces a file containing a folder listing of either Robo-FTP's current local working folder
or of the folder specified in the [ dir name ] argument, if specified. When the [ file name ] argument is not
specified, Robo-FTP creates a file in the working folder named "dirlist.txt".
The folder format written to this file is the same as might be produced using the dir command in a DOS
window. Hidden files are not included in the listing but you can use the DOS attrib.exe program to remove the
hidden attribute. The user that launched Robo-FTP must have the necessary Windows permissions to actually
create the output file.
Consider the following example where a listing file of a folder is created and sent to a remote site:
LISTDIR "\uploads\*"
SENDFILE "dirlist.txt"
Note: To get a listing of the current directory on a remote site, use the FTPLIST script command.

Related command(s): FTPLIST, MAKEDIR, WORKINGDIR, WRITEFILE, READFILE
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LOG - Control the script log file
Syntax:

LOG

[ file name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is
defined the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/all

Write all logging messages, overrides the “@” and “!” logging
suppression prefixes.

/append

Specify that log data is to be appended to preexisting [ file name ] (if
any); if the file does not exist, it will be created. This option does not
work with the /new option.

/backups=x

This option is used together with the /maxsize option to specify the
number of backup files to cycle through. If /maxsize is used without
this option only one backup is used.

/maxsize=xx

Specify the maximum size of the log file (in Kilobytes).

/new

Specify that a new log file name is to be created (based on the current
date and time) when this command is executed and whenever an
existing log file reaches the maximum size (if a size has been
specified).

/off

Turn script file logging off.

/on

Turn script file logging on (assuming that [ file name ] has been
previously defined on an earlier call to LOG or a log file has been
previously defined under the Logging menu of the Robo-FTP
Configurator).

If the [ file name ] argument is present, this script command creates a new script log file by this name. It is
also implied that script logging is to be turned on. The script log file records all commands and status
messages that occur during a file transfer session. This file is useful when troubleshooting unexpected script
behavior.
The /new option instructs Robo-FTP to create a new log file name using the current date and time. Such a file
will be created when the command is executed and, if the /maxsize option is also specified, whenever the log
file exceeds this maximum size. The [ file name ] argument must be present, but it can be an empty string.
Robo-FTP takes the base file name first (i.e., the part of the file name before any extension) then appends the
current date and time and then adds the extension at the end. If no extension is originally specified, Robo-FTP
appends .log to the final file name.
LOG "mylog.txt" /new
;; creates log file = mylog Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.txt
LOG "mylog" /new
;; creates log file = mylog Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.log
LOG "mylog.xx.log" /new
;; creates log file = mylog Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.xx.log
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LOG "" /new
;; creates log file = Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.log
When the /new option is used the name of any newly created log file is available in the %currentlogfile script
variable.
The /maxsize option limits the maximum size that a log file can grow to. The size is specified in kilobytes.
When the maximum size is reached, Robo-FTP handles this condition in one of two ways. If /new is also
specified, the current log file is simply closed and a new file is created using the convention described above.
If /new is not present, Robo-FTP renames the current log file to <filename>.1 so it can be saved as a
backup and then creates a new log file using the original file name. Every subsequent time that the log file is
filled to /maxsize kilobytes it is renamed <filename>.<number> with the number portion of the log file's
name incrementing sequentially until it reaches the value specified in the /backups option at which point it
cycles back to 1. If the /backups option is omitted only one backup file will be created. This behavior is
explained in the comments of the following examples:
LOG "mylog.txt" /maxsize=100
;; when the log file mylog.txt reaches 100 KB:
;; rename it mylog.txt.1 and then create a new mylog.txt file
;; when the second mylog.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename mylog.txt to mylog.txt.1 (overwriting the existing mylog.txt.1
file)
;; then create a new mylog.txt file
LOG "mylog.txt" /maxsize=100 /backups=3
;; when the log file mylog.txt reaches 100 KB:
;; rename it mylog.txt.1 and then create a new mylog.txt file
;; when the second mylog.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename it mylog.txt.2 and then create a new mylog.txt file
;; when the third mylog.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename it mylog.txt.3 and then create a new mylog.txt file
;; when the fourth mylog.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename mylog.txt to mylog.txt.1 (overwriting the existing mylog.txt.1
file)
;; then create a new mylog.txt file
The /append option instructs Robo-FTP to append new log data to a previously existing file specified by [ file
name ]. If [ file name ] does not exist, it will be created. The /append option may not be combined with /new
option.
In the following example the %date internal variable is used together with the /append option in a manner than
ensures all activity for each day is recorded in a single log file.
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SET LogName = %date + ".log"
LOG LogName /append
;; creates one log per day named MM-DD-YY.log
If [ file name ] is omitted, the /on and /off options control logging to a previously defined log file. When logging
is turned on, new log messages are appended to the existing log file. For example:
LOG /off

Related command(s): LOGMSG, SESSIONLOG, TRACELOG
See also: Suppressing Log Output, %currentlogfile, Interactive Debugging, Basic Logging, Advanced Logging,
Alternate Default Path
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LOGMSG - Write a message to the script log file
Syntax:

LOGMSG

[ message ]

Arguments:

[ message ]

Variable or string containing a message to write to the script log file.

Options:

none

This script command writes a message to the script log file. Messages written in this manner are highlighted
(as are error messages) with a preceding arrow indicator to make them easier to locate when scanning a log
file.
Consider the following example.
LOGMSG "What a good thing!"
This command would produce an entry in the log file similar to the following.
Thu Oct 04 11:41:09 -- Line 5:

LOGMSG "What a good thing!"

Thu Oct 04 11:41:18

=> What a good thing!

Related command(s): DISPLAY, CONSOLEMSG, LOGNTEVENT, DASHBOARDMSG, LOG, MESSAGEBOX,
PRINT, WRITEFILE
See also: Interactive Debugging
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LOGNTEVENT - Write a message to the NT application event log
Syntax:

LOGNTEVENT

[ message ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ message ]

Variable or string containing a message to write to the NT application
event log.

Options:

/type=xx

Specifies the type of event being logged. If omitted, the default value
if 1 (Error event) is used.

This script command writes a message to the NT application event log.
The /type option allows the event type to be specified. The permitted event types are listed below.
1 - Error event
2 - Warning event
3 - Information event
4 - Success Audit event
5 - Failure Audit event
Consider the following example.
LOGNTEVENT "This goes to the event log" /type=3
IMPORTANT
This command is not functional in scripts run in the security context of an
account with insufficient privileges to write to the event log.

Related command(s): DISPLAY, LOGMSG, CONSOLEMSG, DASHBOARDMSG, MESSAGEBOX, PRINT,
WRITEFILE, MAILTO
See also: Interactive Debugging
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LOOPCOUNT - Define loop counter
Syntax:

LOOPCOUNT

[ count ]

Arguments:

[ count ]

Numeric count value

Options:

none

This script command sets the number of times a command sequence is repeated. This command is
commonly used together with the LOOPIF command to create a "retry loop" for failure-prone operations but
may also be used with the LOOPTO command to repeat a series of commands a specific number of times. A
single LOOPCOUNT counter value is shared by all instances of LOOPTO and LOOPIF that appear in a
command script. The LOOPCOUNT command may be called multiple times if necessary to reset the counter.
Note: Robo-FTP returns an error and clears any existing LOOPCOUNT value when the [ count ] argument is
set to zero.
Consider the following where the SENDFILE command is repeated up to five times or until it is successful.
After five failures a email is sent:
LOOPCOUNT 5
:upload
SENDFILE "data.csv" /delete
LOOPIF GOTO upload ELSE GOTO done
;; fall through after five failures
SET email_body = "The upload failed FIVE times!

"

SET email_body &= %crlf & "Is something unplugged?"
CREATEMAIL "Robo-FTP" "robot@mydomain.com" "Upload failed" email_body "" /
nocrlf
SENDMAIL "smtp.mydomain.com" "" "it@mydomain.com"
:done
EXIT
Consider the following example in which the variable file name is displayed three times (for no meaningful
reason).
LOOPCOUNT 3
SET file name = "test file"
:many_tries
DISPLAY file name
LOOPTO many_tries
:done
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Related command(s): LOOPIF, LOOPTO, GOTO, IFERROR
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LOOPIF - Test result code and conditionally branch using looping
Syntax:

LOOPIF

GOTO [ label1 ] else GOTO [ label2 ]

Arguments:

[ label1 ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
conditional test fails.

[ label2 ]

A valid label within the current script file which is branched to if the
conditional test is successful.

Options:

none

This script command performs two or three-way conditional branching based on the result of the previous
command and the current value of the LOOPCOUNT counter. The previous operation is considered to have
failed when the %lasterror variable contains a non-zero value. The LOOPCOUNT counter value is decremented
each time LOOPIF jumps to [ label 1] or any time the LOOPTO command is executed.
This command is most commonly used in three-way mode to implement a "retry loop" that attempts a failed
operation several times but eventually fails rather than looping indefinitely. This type of automatic retry loop is
especially desirable in command scripts that depend on access to external network resources.
Three-way Branching
When the LOOPCOUNT counter value is greater than zero, the LOOPIF command jumps to [ label1 ] if the
previous command failed or to [ label2 ] if the previous command succeeded. If the value of the LOOPCOUNT
counter is zero then neither branch is taken and control falls through to the command immediately below the
LOOPIF command.
Consider the following where the DIALNET command is repeated up to three times or until it is successful. An
email is sent if DIALNET fails three times.
LOOPCOUNT 3
:retry_dial
DIALNET "My Connection"
LOOPIF GOTO retry_dial ELSE GOTO connected
;; dialing failed three times
SET email_body = "Unable to establish dialup connection."
CREATEMAIL "Robo-FTP" "robot@mydomain.com" "Upload failed" email_body ""
SENDMAIL "smtp.mydomain.com" "" "it@mydomain.com"
EXIT
:connected
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy
SENDFILE "*"
FTPLOGOFF
DISCONNECT
EXIT
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Two-way Branching
When LOOPCOUNT is unassigned or explicitly set to zero the LOOPIF command branches to [ label1 ] if the
previous command failed or to [ label2 ] if the previous command succeeded. Unlike the three-way branching
described above, the number of times the previous command failed does not alter this branching behavior.
Consider the following where the DIALNET command is repeated until it is successful:
LOOPCOUNT 0

;; error expected

:retry_dial
DIALNET "My Connection"
LOOPIF GOTO retry_dial ELSE GOTO connected
:connected
The example above is functionally equivalent to more common implementation shown in the example below:
:retry_dial
DIALNET "My Connection"
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO retry_dial
:connected
Note: A single LOOPCOUNT counter value is shared by all instances of LOOPTO and LOOPIF that appear in
a command script. The LOOPCOUNT command may be called multiple times if necessary to reset the
counter.

Related command(s): LOOPCOUNT, LOOPTO, GOTO, IFERROR
See also: Fault Tolerant Scripts
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LOOPTO - Conditional branch to label using looping
Syntax:

LOOPTO

[ label ]

Arguments:

[ label ]

A valid label within the current script file to which execution jumps to
unless the specified number of loops have been reached.

Options:

none

The LOOPTO command jumps execution to [ label ] if the counter set by the LOOPCOUNT command is
greater than zero. Each jump decrements the LOOPCOUNT counter. When the counter reaches zero,
execution falls through to the next line in the script. This function is useful any time that you need to execute
a command (or sequence of commands) multiple times.
A single LOOPCOUNT counter value is shared by all instances of LOOPTO and LOOPIF that appear in a
command script. The LOOPCOUNT command may be called multiple times if necessary to reset the counter.
Consider the following example in which the value of the filename variable is displayed three times (for no
meaningful reason).
LOOPCOUNT 3
SET filename = "test file"
:many_tries
DISPLAY filename
LOOPTO many_tries
:done

Consider the following example which implements an automatic retry loop. This example retries a failed
download a file up to a maximum of five times:
LOOPCOUNT 5

;; set max number of retries

:download
FTPLOGOFF

;; close any existing remote connection

PAUSE /for=10
FTPLOGON "ftp.mydomain.com" /user="UserID" /pw="secret"
RCVFILE "daily.dat"

;; download this file

IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO done ;; exit loop on success
LOOPTO download
DASHBOARDMSG "Unable to download file after 5 tries"
:done
FTPLOGOFF
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Note: This command makes your code easier for others to read but you could just as well implement the
same behavior using the SETNUM, INC, and IFNUM commands to build a retry loop based on the value of a
user-defined numeric variable.

Related command(s): LOOPCOUNT, LOOPIF, GOTO
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LOWER - Convert string to lower case
Syntax:

LOWER

[ variable ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable containing letter to convert to lower case

Options:

none

This script command is used to convert letters to lower case.
This example shows two string conversions, first to lower case and then to upper case:
SET word = "Hello"
;; word is now "Hello"
LOWER word
;; word is now "hello"
UPPER word
;; word is now "HELLO"

Related command(s): SET, UPPER, IFSTRCMP, IFSUBSTR
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MAILTO - Send an e-mail message via default e-mail client
Syntax:

MAILTO

[ to name ] [ subject ] [ body ]

Arguments:

[ to name]

Variable or string defining the e-mail address of recipient; to enter the
destination e-mail address within your e-mail client, specify an empty
string or issue MAILTO with no arguments

[ subject ]

Variable or string defining the subject line for the message; to enter a
subject line within your e-mail client, specify an empty string or issue
MAILTO with only the [ to name ] argument

[ body ]

Variable or string defining the body of the message; to enter the body
within your e-mail client, specify an empty string or issue MAILTO with
only the [ to name ] and [ subject ] arguments

This command may be used obtain an e-mail address, subject line, and/or message body under script control
and then invoke the external system default e-mail client. The client is launched and Robo-FTP script
continues.
The arguments are optional but if used must be in order shown above. Supply empty string(s) as necessary if
you wish to supply a subject, for example, without an e-mail address.
Line breaks may be embedded in [ body ] with the ‘\n’ character sequence. Not all e-mail clients, however,
recognize line breaks and may substitute a space character.
Consider the following example where the default e-mail client is launched with an e-mail address, subject line,
and message body.
SET email = "sales@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Thanks for your order!"
SET body = "We appreciate your business."
MAILTO email subj body
Consider the following example where only a multi-line message body is specified.
SET body = "Your password is:\n\n4ikk3433"
MAILTO "" "" body

Related command(s): CREATEMAIL, SENDMAIL, GETMAIL
See also: Sending and Receiving E-mail, Sending SMS text messages, Running Robo-FTP with Prompting
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MAKEDIR - Create a new local folder
Syntax:

MAKEDIR

[ folder name ]

Alt Syntax:

NEWDIR

[ folder name ]

Arguments:

[ folder name ]

Variable or string defining the folder name to create.

Options:

none

This script command creates a new local folder. Consider the following example in which a folder is created on
the E: drive.
MAKEDIR "e:\newbie"
Folders may be created only one level at a time. For example, if you wanted to create a new subfolder under a
new folder named e:\newbie, it would require two MAKEDIR commands as shown below:
MAKEDIR "e:\newbie\subfolder"

;; WRONG!

;; do it this way:
MAKEDIR "e:\newbie"
MAKEDIR "e:\newbie\subfolder"
To create a directory on an FTP site, use the FTPMAKEDIR script command.

Related command(s): FTPMAKEDIR, DELDIR, WORKINGDIR, LISTDIR, MAKEFILENAME, DOSCMD
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MAKEFILENAME - Create a unique, non-existent file name
Syntax:

MAKEFILENAME

[ file name ] [ ext ] [ dir ] [ prefix ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

A variable where the new file name is saved.

[ ext ]

A variable or string defining the file name extension (if [ ext ], [ dir ],
and [ base ] options are omitted, .tmp is used as the default
extension).

[ dir ]

A variable or string defining the target folder for the file (if [ dir ] and
[ base ] are omitted, the current working folder is used).

[prefix]

A variable or string defining the desired file name prefix; a four digit
number will be appended to the prefix to make it unique (if omitted
robo is used).

Options:

none

This script command creates a unique name for a non-existent file and saves it in a specified script variable.
This variable may be used in any Robo-FTP command that needs a uniquely named file. The file is not created
until it is used in a command.
It is not required to specify [ ext ], [ dir ], or [ base ], however the arguments are position dependent, so [ base
] requires both [ ext ] and [ dir ] to be present, and [ dir ] requires [ ext ].
The file name returned by this command will not exist at the time the command is run, but there is no
guarantee that a file of this name will not be created by some other program, so choose a naming combination
that is unlikely to be used by any other program and use the file immediately after the name is generated.
Consider the following example in which only the [ file name ] variable is present. The file name created would
resemble c:\program files\robo-ftp X.X\roboXXXX.tmp, where X.X is the version of Robo-FTP and XXXX
would be 0001, 0002, etc. depending on whether there is a previously existing file or not.
;; create a unique file name in current working folder
MAKEFILENAME newfile
Below is an example where all four arguments are present.
;; create a file named "c:\temp\mailXXXX.eml"
MAKEFILENAME newfile "eml" "c:\temp" "mail"

Related command(s): RENAME, COPY, WRITEFILE, MAKEDIR, WORKINGDIR, LISTDIR
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MESSAGEBOX - Display a text message in a pop-up dialog box
Syntax:

MESSAGEBOX

[ message ] [ title ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ message ]

Variable or string defining a text message to display within a pop-up
dialog box (up to 1000 characters).

[ title ]

Optional variable or string defining the window title displayed in the
dialog box.

/large

Select this option to display the dialog box in a larger 12 point font
rather than the default 8 point.

/local

By default, Robo-FTP displays a message box in the center of the
screen. Use this option if you wish the box to be centered relative to
the Robo-FTP window instead.

/nocrlf

Ignore embedded \n and/or \r carriage control.

Options:

This command not allowed when running as a Windows service or in a lock ed minimized window.
This script command displays a dialog box on your display. The window title and text within the dialog are
specified in the command. Control returns to next script command when you close the dialog by clicking on
the OK button. This command is useful to display important messages while a script is running.
If Robo-FTP is running a script in a unlocked minimized window then Robo-FTP window will be restored when
this command is performed.
Consider the following example.
MESSAGEBOX

"This is a whiz-bang message box!"

Two embedded formatting or carriage control character sequences are recognized. A \n sequence is
interpreted as a carriage return and a \r sequence is interpreted as a line feed. Use of this carriage control
sequences permit you to display multiple lines inside a dialog box. For example:
MESSAGEBOX " Line 1 \n\r Line 2 \n\r Line 3 "
The /nocrlf option suppresses the recognition of the \n and \r sequences. This is useful if you are displaying
file names in the message box that may include either of these two sequences. For example:
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MESSAGEBOX "Sending c:\newfile\reports.dat" /nocrlf
The %crlf internal variable may be useful if you need to both format a multi-line message AND need to
suppress the \n and \r sequences.
SET long_msg = "Sending c:\newfile\reports.dat" + %crlf + "This is fun!"
MESSAGEBOX long_msg "Upload Attempt" /nocrlf
SENDFILE "c:\newfile\reports.dat"
The [ message ] argument can be quite long -- up to 1000 characters. When using extremely long messages,
we suggest that you precede the command with an @ modifier to suppress the echoing of the command to
the console window and log file to preserve readability. Use care also not to overflow the possible space in the
Windows dialog box that this script command will display by including too many embedded carriage control
sequences.
The /large and /local options may not be used together.

Related command(s): PROMPT, ASK, BROWSE, PLAYSOUND, CONSOLE, DISPLAY, CONSOLEMSG,
LOGMSG, LOGNTEVENT, PRINT, WRITEFILE, PRESSANYKEY, MAILTO
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting, Interactive Debugging
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MINIMIZE - Minimize Robo-FTP window
Syntax:

MINIMIZE

[ options ]

Arguments:

none

Options:

/hide

Hide the window so that it doesn’t appear on the taskbar.

/lock

Lock Robo-FTP minimized; its icon appears on the taskbar but the
window cannot be restored or maximized.

This command not supported when running in a minimized window or as a Windows service.
This script command minimizes the Robo-FTP window. Console output is suppressed until the window is
restored.
Use of the /lock option minimizes the window such that it cannot be restored or maximized so be sure that
this is what you want to do since it cannot be undone.

Related command(s): RESTORE, TRACEWIN, FTPCLIENT, WEBBROWSER
See also: -m command line switch
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MOVE - Move one local file to another location
Syntax:

MOVE

[ src file ] [ dest file ]

Arguments:

[ src name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined RoboFTP’s working folder is used.

[ dest name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined RoboFTP’s working folder is used.

/subdirs

Search sub-directories for files matching wildcards in src_name and if all
files in a directory are moved delete the now empty source directory

/emptydirs

Move empty directories as well.

/flat

Move all files found to the destination directory without sub-directories.
Empty directories in the source location are deleted. If multiple files in
the source tree have the same name this can result in loss of
information as only the last one moved will still exist at the end.

/allowerrors

Continue trying to move files after one fails to move.

/copydirs

When moving a file copy the files sub directories relative to the current
working directory to the destination.

Options:

This script command moves the source file (copies and deletes) to the destination location.
The following is a valid command and will work correctly assuming C:\test\file exists and C:\test2 exists and
is a directory.
MOVE "c:\test\file" "c:\test2\file"
If test2 is an existing folder, the following moves a file to the folder while retaining the original file name.
MOVE "c:\test\file" "c:\test2"
Otherwise, file is moved to the root folder of drive C: and renamed to test2.
The following moves all files and folders in C:\test to C:\test2. Effectively this renames test to test2.
MOVE "c:\test" "c:\test2" /subdirs /emptydirs
The following moves all files and folders in C:\test to C:\test2\test. Effectively this renames C:\test to C:\test2
\test.
MOVE "c:\test" "c:\test2\" /subdirs /emptydirs
After that command is complete there will be no folder C:\test left and c:\test2 will contain all the files and
folders that used to reside in C:\test.
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The following moves all files and folders in C:\test to C:\test2 but leaves C:\test existing after it is complete.
MOVE "c:\test\*" "c:\test2" /subdirs /emptydirs
If you omit the path name portion of an argument, Robo-FTP assumes that the file is (or will be located) in the
working folder. For example, the following moves a file from the current working folder:
MOVE "file" "c:\test2\file"
Use the FTPRENAME command to move files on a remote site.

Related command(s): RENAME, FTPRENAME, MAKEFILENAME, COPY, APPEND, DELETE, DOSCMD,
WORKINGDIR
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NATO - Specify a no activity time-out
Syntax:

NATO

[ timeout ]

Arguments:

[ timeout ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining a numeric time-out value.

Options:

none

Beginning with v2.0, the no activity time-out is set to 30 seconds by default. In previous versions the time-out
was infinite (set to 0).
This script command specifies a communications time-out period in seconds. This period is used for
communications with both remote servers and with the local system. The IFERROR command can be used to
detect $ERROR_NO_ACTIVITY_TIMEOUT and attempt to recover a file transfer or other activity that failed
abnormally.
Should a no activity time-out occur in a script command that communicates with a remote server, it probably
indicates a serious error with the connection. In most cases, your script should issue a FTPLOGOFF and
then FTPLOGON before attempting another file transfer. It may be necessary to attempt a to log on multiple
times before it will succeed after a no activity time-out occurs.
Consider the following example in which the no activity time-out is set to 60 seconds.
NATO 60
SENDFILE "testfile"
IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_ACTIVITY_TIMEOUT GOTO try_reconnect
As mentioned above, a time-out can also occur on local operations. Some script commands subject to timeout include: DIALNET, DOSCMD, EXEC, PGPDECRYPT, PGPENCRYPT, WEBBROWSER, UNZIP and ZIP.
A time-out may also occur in any command that changes files or accepts wildcards in addition to file names.
Local time-outs like these are very rare and often indicate that a file was locked, modified or removed by a
external process while Robo-FTP still needed it. If you experience this type of time-out, please check the
Debug Log for possible troubleshooting hints.

Related command(s): STAYALIVE, FTPLOGON /timeout option, SENDFILE /timeout option, RCVFILE /
timeout option
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PAUSE - Time delay script execution
Syntax:

PAUSE

[ options ]

Arguments:

none

Options:

/for=xx

Delay execution for xx seconds.

/until=hh:mm

Delay execution until this time-of-day expressed in 24 hour military time
(hours 00 to 23.)

This script command suspends the execution of a script file for a specified number of seconds or until a
specific time-of-day. More extensive scheduling capabilities are offered with the CRON script command.
For an overview of Robo-FTP scheduling, see Scheduling File Transfers With Robo-FTP.
The PAUSE command is best suited for use in a script file associated with a one-time event, where you start
the script running and it waits until the specified time to continue processing. A simple service script could
combine the PAUSE and GOTO commands to create a basic loop to repeat the event.
Consider the following example in which script execution is delayed until 5:00PM.
PAUSE /until=17:00

Related command(s): CRON, PRESSANYKEY
See also: Scheduling Script Operations, Scheduling File Transfers, Programming Service Scripts
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PERFORM - Execute a specified script command
Syntax:

PERFORM

[ command ]

Arguments:

[ command ]

Variable or string defining a valid Robo-FTP script command to be
executed immediately.

Options:

none

This script command takes a variable or string argument and executes it as if it were an inline script
command. This command is handy for tasks like running a command with a dynamically constructed list of
options, passing script commands as command-line arguments or executing raw commands provided by
users via the PROMPT command.
Consider the following example of a script file that accepts commands that you type when prompted by RoboFTP. You would type the STOP command to end script execution.
:loop
PROMPT var "Enter Command" "Robo-FTP Prompt Window"
PERFORM var
GOTO loop
Consider the following example of a Windows command line that executes Robo-FTP and passes the
WORKINGDIR script command as an argument on the command line.
"c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\robo-ftp.exe" -p1 "WORKINGDIR 'e:\source
folder\output'"
That will cause Robo-FTP to start with a variable named %1 that is pre-populated with the value "WORKINGDIR
'e:\source folder\output' so the variable may subsequently be used with the PERFORM command:
PERFORM %1
Notice that the Windows command line in the example above includes both single and double quote
characters. The internal pair of single quotes are required around the folder path value passed to the
WORKINGDIR command because it contains an internal space character that would otherwise cause a
parsing issue.
Related command(s): EXEC, PROMPT, CALL, CHAIN
See also Passing External Values Into Command Scripts
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PGPDECRYPT - Decrypt a PGP encrypted file
Syntax:

PGPDECRYPT

Arguments:

[ source file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the PGP encrypted file to
decrypt; this file may or may not be ASCII armored. Wildcards are
not permitted in [ source file ] or [ target file ]

[ target file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the decrypted file; if the
file exists, it will be overwritten. If an empty string is provided (i.e., “”)
then the decrypted file is written to the original file name saved when
the file was encrypted. The target file may not be the same as the
source file.

/pw=xx

String or variable defining the passphrase associated with the PGP
private key used for decryption. You may omit this option if you
saved the passphrase in the Configurator.

/signature=x

required - a valid digital signature must exist

Options:

[ source file ] [ target file ] [ options ]

optional - if there is a signature it must be valid (default)
ignore - signatures are ignored

This script command decrypts a file that was previously encrypted using PGP encryption and populates the %
pgpdecryptfile variable with the name of the output file name. To decrypt a file you must have already imported
the private key that matches the public key that was used to encrypt the file. Keys are imported with the
PGPIMPORT script command or by using the Import Key functionality in the Robo-FTP Configurator. This
command may by used to decrypt a file encrypted using the PGPENCRYPT script command or any external
PGP or GPG encryption application.
The /pw option specifying the passphrase is required unless you saved the passphrase for the key in the
Configurator.
Important
When you use the Configurator to create new PGP keys you may optionally choose to save the
passphrase. If you choose this option, the password is saved in an encrypted format in the
Windows registry along with Robo-FTP's other settings. Later, when you use these keys for
encryption or decryption, the passphrase will not appear in the console window nor will it be
written to any log file. If you choose not to save the passphrase (or if you use externally generated
PGP keys) then you will probably need to specify the passphrase in clear-text in a script file.
Therefore, saving the passphrase when you create the key is the most secure option.
In the following example, the private key for decryption is the only private key in Robo-FTP and the passphrase
was saved when the key was generated or imported.
PGPDECRYPT "encrypted.txt.pgp" "decrypted.txt"
You can also write the decrypted file to a different folder as shown below.
PGPDECRYPT "encrypted.txt.pgp" "c:\new\decrypted.txt"
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If you did not save the passphrase when generating or importing the key then you will need to provide it using
the /pw option as shown below.
PGPDECRYPT "encrypted.txt.pgp" "decrypted.txt" /pw="my passphrase is very
nice"
The original file name is often embedded within a PGP encrypted file. Robo-FTP allows an encrypted file to be
decrypted and saved using its original name in the current work ing folder by using the following syntax (Note:
the empty quotes are used to pass no name to the [ target file ] argument).
PGPDECRYPT "encrypted.txt.pgp" ""
When no name is specified in the [ target file ] argument, use the %pgpdecryptfile variable to perform
subsequent operations on the resulting decrypted file. In the following example we decrypt the file using its
original name and then rename it by adding the current timestamp to the original name. The encrypted source
file is then deleted:
PGPDECRYPT "unknown.pgp" "" /pw="secret!!!"
SET new_name = %datetime + "_" + %pgpdecryptfile
RENAME %pgpdecryptfile new_name
DELETE "unknown.pgp"
Hint: If Robo-FTP is unable to find the correct private key for decryption, ask the person who encrypted the file
for the Key ID of the public key that they used for encryption. The Key ID must match the value shown on the
PGP Keys menu in the Configurator. Some PGP software only displays an 8 character Key ID so in those
cases you'll compare with the last 8 digits of the value shown in the Configurator. For a more precise
comparison you can right-click the grid row and choose "Show Key Fingerprint" from the pop-up context
menu.
Note: When the TMPFILE command is active, the output [ target file ] created by this command will have a
different name until the decryption process is successfully completed.
Validating a digital signature requires access to the public key that matches the private key that was used to
create the signature. Robo-FTP can only validate signatures when a copy of the PGP public key has been
imported on the PGP menu in the Configurator. The /signature=required option may be used to force the
PGPDECRYPT command to fail if the digital signature cannot be validated.
PGPDECRYPT "encrypted.txt.pgp" "decrypted.txt" /signature=required

Return Values
These are the possible result codes returned by the PGPDECRYPT command:
$ERROR Constant Name

Code

Description
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$ERROR_SUCCESS

0

No error occurred

$ERROR_FILE_OPEN_ERROR

1003

Unable to create the output specified by the
[ target file ] argument

$ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND

1009

Script variable not set

$FILE_NOT_FOUND

1055

Unable to access the source specified by the
[ source file ] argument

$ERROR_INVALID_ARGUMENT

1100

Invalid argument

$ERROR_PGP_DECRYPTION_FAILED

1278

PGP decryption operation failed or canceled

$ERROR_PGP_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST

1280

Private decryption key not imported or
unavailable to current user

$ERROR_PGP_PASSPHRASE_BLANK

1281

Private decryption key passphrase not specified
or is invalid

$ERROR_PGP_SIGNATURE_INVALID

1284

Signature not validated; the file contents have
changed since it was signed or the signer's
public key was not imported or is unavailable to
the current user

Related command(s): PGPENCRYPT, PGPIMPORT, PGPSIGN, UNZIP, TMPNAME
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Configure PGP Menu
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PGPENCRYPT - Encrypt a file using PGP
Syntax:

PGPENCRYPT

[ source file ] [ target file ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ source file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the file to encrypt with
PGP. Wildcards are not permitted in [ source file ] or [ target
file ].

[ target file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the newly encrypted file;
if the file existed, it will be overwritten. The target file must not be the
same as the source file.

/armor

Select this option to ASCII armor the [ target file ].

/cipher=xx

Specify the encryption cipher. The possible values are: AES,
AES192, AES256, IDEA, CAST5, Blowfish, Twofish, and 3DES

/compat

Creates an output file compatible with older implementations of PGP
but cannot create a file over 2GB in size. This option may not be
combined with the /cipher option.

/pw=xx

This option is used together with the /sign option. The purpose of
this option is to specify the passphrase associated with the private
key that will be used to digitally sign the output file. This option is
not required for keys created in the Configurator using the "save
passphrase" feature.

/compress=true|false

This option can be used to control PGP compression. The default
option is true so this would usually be used in the form of /
compress=false to disable compression.

/textmode

Set a flag indicating file is text allowing platforms with differing line
endings to convert upon decryption.

/
encryptfor=<keyspec
>

This option may be used to specify recipients public key(s) to
encrypt the file with. You may encrypt with multiple public keys
either by using /encryptfor more than once or you may separate key
specifiers with the pipe symbol '|'.

/sign

Select this option to digitally sign the output file using the default
private key. If the default private key was not created in the
Configurator using the "save passphrase" feature you will need to
also use the /pw=xx option to specify the private key passphrase.

/signwith=<keyspec>

This option may be used to specify private key(s) to sign the file
with. You may sign with multiple secret keys either by using /
signwith more than once or you may separate key specifiers with the
pipe symbol '|'. Specifying multiple signing keys can only be done
using keys with the password saved in the configurator.

Options:

Deprecated:

The following options still work but are deprecated.
/signuser=xx

This option is used together with the /sign option. The purpose of
this option is to specify the signer's private key. This option is
required if you have more than one private key stored in the
Configurator and you wish to sign a file with a private key other than
the default private key. The value passed must be at least a partial
match to one, and only one, private key as listed in the Key Name or
Key ID column on the Manage Keys form.

/user=xx

The /user option is required to specify the public PGP key of the
recipient of the encrypted file. The value passed must match one,
and only one, public key as listed in either the Key Name or Key ID
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column on the Manage Keys form. To encrypt a file with multiple
public keys use the pipe character "|" to separate each key identifier
string or simply repeat this option once for each public key.
This script command encrypts and/or digitally signs a file using PGP. Files may be decrypted and/or verified
using the Robo-FTP PGPDECRYPT script command or any other PGP or GPG encryption application.
To encrypt a file, you must first import the public key of the recipient into Robo-FTP. Keys are imported by
way of the PGPIMPORT script command or by using the Import Key functionality in the Robo-FTP
Configurator. Imported keys are displayed in the Configurator on the Configure PGP menu
To sign a file, you must first create or import a pgp key pair. Keys are imported by way of the PGPIMPORT
script command or by using the Import Key functionality in the Robo-FTP Configurator. They can be created
using the Create Key functionality in the Robo-FTP Configurator. You must then export the public key from the
key pair and send it to your intended recipient. They will use the public key to verify your signature.
The /encryptfor and /signwith options are used to specify the keys used for encrypting and signing. The
values passed to these options must be at least partial matches to one of the three values that are displayed
in the Key Name column on the Manage Keys grid. The Key Name column is a composite value formatted as:
name (comment) <email>.
You must specify a key with one or both of /encryptfor and /signwith. If there are no encryption keys
specified the file will not be encrypted. If there are no signing keys specified the file will not be signed. If
neither are specified the command will error out.
The /encryptfor and /signwith options also accept a match or partial match of the Key ID column. A partial
match from the Key ID column must be exactly 8 sequential characters.
Use the /armor option if you wish the resulting file to be in ASCII armored format.
Use the /cipher option to select the cipher used by Robo-FTP to encrypt a file. The default CAST5 cipher
should be fine for most situations but some providers may require (or exclude) a particular cipher. The available
ciphers are: AES, AES192, AES256, IDEA, CAST5, Blowfish, Twofish, and 3DES. The /compat option may
not be used with /cipher because /compat always uses the IDEA cipher.
Use the /sign option if you wish the resulting file to be digitally signed with the default private key stored in the
Configurator. If you have more than one private key stored in the Configurator and you wish to sign a file with a
key other than the default private key, you must specify which key you wish to use with the /signwith option.
Use the /textmode option if you wish the resulting file to be a text mode format.
Use the /compress=false option if you wish to disable compression of the output. This is mostly used when
only signing a file so that it will remain readable without first calling PGPDECRYPT on it to extract the original
file and verify the signature.
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When signing a file, you must specify your passphrase either within the command itself using the /pw option
or by previously saving it in the Robo-FTP Configurator.
Important
When you use the Configurator to create new PGP keys you may optionally choose to save the
passphrase. If you choose this option, the password is saved in an encrypted format in the
Windows registry along with Robo-FTP's other settings. Later, when you use these keys for
encryption or decryption, the passphrase will not appear in the console window nor will it be
written to any log file. If you choose not to save the passphrase (or if you use externally generated
PGP keys) then you will probably need to specify the passphrase in clear-text in a script file.
Therefore, saving the passphrase when you create the key is the most secure option.
It is typical for encrypted files to have an extension of .pgp, .gpg, or .asc (if ascii armored). In most of the
examples below, we add one of these extensions at the end of the original file to create the name of the
encrypted version of the file. We recommend that you adopt these conventions as well.
Original File Name: "datafile.txt"
Encrypted File Name: "datafile.txt.pgp"
For ASCII armored files (see below):
Original File Name: "datafile.txt"
Encrypted File Name: "datafile.txt.asc"
In the example below, a file is encrypted using a public key identified by a partial match on the Key Name
column.
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.pgp" /encryptfor="Richard Tracy"
In the following example, a file is encrypted using a public key identified by an exact match on the Key ID
column.
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.pgp" /encryptfor="A7743F3F33AC30A7"
Two public keys are used for encryption when the /encryptfor option is specified twice or when the pipe
character is used to separate the key identification string. Both lines below produce the same result.
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.pgp" /encryptfor="Richard Tracy" /
encryptfor="Mike Hammer"
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.pgp" /encryptfor="Richard Tracy|
Mike Hammer"
The following example encrypts a file and specifies the output format to be ASCII armored. (The .asc extension
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is typically used for these types of files.)
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.asc" /encryptfor="Richard Tracy" /
armor
The following example encrypts a file for Richard Tracy and digitally signs it using a specified private key (John
Doe).
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.pgp" /encryptfor="Richard" /
signwith="John Doe" /pw="John Doe's passphrase"
Hint: If the recipient is unable to decrypt the file ask them for the Key ID of the public key that they expected
you to use for encryption. The Key ID must match the value shown on the PGP Keys menu in the
Configurator. Some PGP software only displays an 8 character Key ID so in those cases you'll compare with
the last 8 digits of the value shown in the Configurator. For a more precise comparison you can right-click the
grid row and choose "Show Key Fingerprint" from the pop-up context menu.
Note: When the TMPNAME command is active, the output [ target file ] created by this command will have a
different name until the encryption process is successfully completed.

Related command(s): PGPDECRYPT, PGPIMPORT, ZIP, TMPNAME
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Configure PGP Menu, Compatibility with older versions of PGP
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PGPIMPORT - Import a PGP key
Syntax:

PGPIMPORT

[ key file ] [ keyring ]

Arguments:

[ key file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of an exported key to import.

[ keyring ]

Optional variable or string defining the location of an alternate GPG style
keyring to import into. This option is deprecated and may be removed in
a future version.

/delete

Delete the key file after successful import

Options:

This script command imports a PGP key file (*.gpg; *.pgp; *.asc) or keyring file (*.pkr; *.skr; *.pubkr) exported
from Robo-FTP or from another PGP encryption package.
The following example imports a key present in Robo-FTP’s working folder.
PGPIMPORT "export_key.pgp"
The following example imports a key into a keyring present in the specified folder.
PGPIMPORT "export_key.pgp" "c:\gnupg"
Importing using wildcards
The PGPIMPORT command supports using wildcards to specify the key file. This can be used, for example,
to automatically import all keys in a particular directory.
** Import all key files that end in ".pgp" and delete the files after
successful import
PGPIMPORT "*.pgp" /delete
PGP key files may also be both imported and exported using the Configurator. It is important to backup your
PGP keys whenever you import a new one.

Related command(s): PGPDECRYPT, PGPENCRYPT, BROWSE
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Configure PGP Menu
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PGPSIGN - (Deprecated)Digital signature without encryption
Syntax:

PGPSIGN(Deprecate
d)

[ src file ] [ target file ] [ options ]

Arguments:

[ src file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the file to sign. Wildcard
characters are not permitted in [ src file ] or [ target file ].

[ target file ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the newly signed file; if
the file existed, it will be overwritten.

/armor

Select this option to ASCII armor the [ target file ].

/compat

Use format compatible with very old versions of PGP Desktop.

/pw=xx

Specify the passphrase associated with the private key that will be
used to digitally sign the output file.

/textmode

Select this option if you wish to have [ target file ] saved in a text
mode format.

/user=xx

The /user option is required to specify the private key used for
signing.

Options:

This script command has been deprecated in favor of the PGPENCRYPT command which can now sign and/or
encrypt.
This script command uses your PGP private key to create an output file that has a digital signature but is not
encrypted. Use the PGPENCRYPT command if you need to create a file that is both signed and encrypted. A
digital signature verifies the identify of the signer and confirms that the contents of the file have not changed
since it was signed. The signature may be verified and original file extracted using your public key with the
PGPDECRYPT script command or any other PGP or GPG encryption application.
A list of keys available for creating a digitally signed file is displayed in the Configurator on the Configure PGP
menu by opening the "Manage Keys" form and then switching to the Private Keys tab.
The /user option is required to specify the private key used for signing. The value passed to this option must
be at least a partial match to the values appearing either in the Key Name or the Key ID column on the
"Manage Keys" form. A partial match of the Key ID column must be exactly 8 sequential characters. To sign a
file with multiple private keys use the pipe character "|" to separate each key identifier string or simply repeat
this option once for each private key.
Use the /pw option to provide the passphrase associated with the private key used for signing unless the
password was previously saved in the Robo-FTP Configurator.
Use the /armor option if you wish the resulting file to be in ASCII armored format.
Use the /textmode option if you wish the resulting file to be a text mode format.
Important
When you use the Configurator to create new PGP keys you may optionally choose to save the
passphrase. If you choose this option, the password is saved in an encrypted format in the
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Windows registry along with Robo-FTP's other settings. Later, when you use these keys for
signing, encryption or decryption the passphrase will not appear in the console window nor will it
be written to any log file. If you choose not to save the passphrase (or if you use externally
generated PGP keys) then you will probably need to specify the passphrase in clear-text in a
script file. Therefore, saving the passphrase when you create the key is the most secure option.
In the example below, a file is signed using a private key identified by a partial match on the Key Name
column.
PGPSIGN "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.signed" /user="Richard Tracy"
In the following example, a file is signed using a private key identified by an exact match on the Key ID
column.
PGPSIGN "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.signed" /user="A7743F3F33AC30A7"
Two private keys are used for signing when the /user option is specified twice or when the pipe character is
used to separate the key identification string. Both lines below produce the same result.
PGPSIGN "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.signed" /user="Richard Tracy" /
user="Mike Hammer"
PGPSIGN "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.signed" /user="Richard Tracy|Mike
Hammer"
The following example signs a file and specifies the output format to be ASCII armored.
PGPENCRYPT "datafile.txt" "datafile.txt.signed" /user="Richard Tracy" /
armor
Hint: If the recipient is unable to verify the signature on the file ask them for the Key ID of the public key that
they expected you to use for signing. The Key ID must match the value shown on the PGP Keys menu in the
Configurator. Some PGP software only displays an 8 character Key ID so in those cases you'll compare with
the last 8 digits of the value shown in the Configurator. For a more precise comparison you can right-click the
grid row and choose "Show Key Fingerprint" from the pop-up context menu.
Note: When the TMPFILE command is active, the output [ target file ] created by this command will have a
different name until the encryption process is successfully completed.

Related command(s): PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Configure PGP Menu
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PLAYSOUND - Play a sound file
Syntax:

PLAYSOUND

[ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

Options:

none

Play the specified sound (.wav) file. This may useful to indicate the completion of different events.

Related command(s): MESSAGEBOX, ASK, CONSOLEMSG, PRESSANYKEY, MAILTO, BROWSE,
CONSOLE
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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POSTVALUE - Add a value to a post transaction
Syntax:

POSTVALUE

[ name ] [ value ] [options]

Arguments:

[ name ]

The post field name / identifier

[ value ]

The field value or file.

/file

Specifies that the [ value ] argument represents the name of a file to
POST.

/contenttype

Specifies the content type of the file specified in the [ value ] argument
above. This option is only relevant when combined with the with the /file
option and when the POST Request's content-type was prepared as
"multipart/form-data".

Options:

This script command adds one name/value pair to a Request body previously created with the
PREPAREPOST command. You will typically call this command once for each field you wish to populate on a
web form. Requests prepared with these commands are typically submitted to web forms via the HTTPPOST
command.
The POSTVALUE command may only be used after you first issue the PREPAREPOST command to create
the Request body and specify the content-type. This example adds a name/value pair to a previously prepared
Request:
POSTVALUE "FirstName" "John"
The /file option puts the file specified in the [ value ] argument into the POST Request. The following example
adds a file named "report.zip" to the Request body:
POSTVALUE "Userfile" "report.zip" /file /contenttype="application/
zip"
The /contenttype option allows you to specify the content type of the file being uploaded. The terms "MIME
type" or "Internet media type" are sometimes used as synonyms for content type and refer to an individual file.
It is possible to upload multiple files of of different types in a single Request. Despite the similar name, file
content types serve a different purpose than the HTTP Content-Type header argument required by the
PREPAREPOST command.

Related command(s): PREPAREPOST, HTTPPOST
See also: HTTP Considerations
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PREPAREPOST - Prepare a http post transaction
Syntax:

PREPAREPOS
T

[ content-type ]

Arguments:

[ content-type ]

HTTP Content-Type header. Supported types are "multipart/formdata" and
"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"

Options:

none

This script command helps you programmatically build an HTTP/HTTPS POST Request body for automating
the submission of the most common type of web forms. Requests prepared with this command are typically
submitted via the HTTPPOST command.
The default value of [ content-type ] is "multipart/form-data" which is the more complex but more
capable of the available options. This is the only content type able to POST to web forms that upload files.
The value specified in the [ content-type ] argument replaces the value of the /contenttype option on the
HTTPPOST command.
After using this command to create the Request, use the POSTVALUE script command to add name/value
pairs to the prepared POST data. Finally you submit the Request using the HTTPPOST command with the /
intype=prepared option. The Robo-FTP.com online Knowledge Base contains an example script that
illustrates this process.

Related command(s): POSTVALUE, HTTPPOST
See also: HTTP Considerations
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PRESSANYKEY - Suspend script execution pending a key press
Syntax:

PRESSANYKEY

Arguments:

none

Options:

none

Suspend script execution pending the pressing of any key on the system keyboard.

Related command(s): PAUSE, CONSOLEMSG, DISPLAY, MESSAGEBOX, PROMPT, BREAK,
PLAYSOUND
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting, Interactive Debugging
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PRINT - Print a file
Syntax:

PRINT

[ file name ] [ ptr name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined RoboFTP’s working folder is used.

[ ptr name ]

Variable or string defining the destination printer (e.g., HP LaserJet 4).

Options:

None

This command sends the specified file to a printer. Printing files other than text files is not recommended.
Script file execution resumes when the file has been completely accepted by Print Manager.
The [ ptr name] used in the PRINT command is different depending on whether the target printer is locally
attached or attached via a network.
To determine the [ ptr name ] of a local printer, click on Start | Control Panel | Printers and Faxes. You will
see a display similar to the following:

This shows two printers by the names of HP LaserJet4 and HP LaserJet 4000 available to your system. HP
LaserJet4 is a local printer (and the current default printer designated by the check mark) and HP LaserJet
4000 is a shared (i.e., network) printer (designated by the “wire node” printer icon).
The PRINT command is shown below prints to the local printer:
PRINT "myfile" "HP LaserJet 4"
Determining the [ ptr name ] of a shared network printer is more complicated. With shared printers, the name
is a combination of the hosting computer, and the printer name and is in the form \\<hosting computer>
\<printer name>.
Under Windows XP, for example, click on Start | Control Panel | Printers and Faxes, then right click on the
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shared HP LaserJet 4000 printer and select Properties, and finally click the Sharing tab. You will see
something like the following:

The [ ptr name ] to use is a combination of the computer name where the printer is physically attached (i.e.,
CHAMPLIN) and the name of the printer shown in the Share Name field. In this case the corresponding
command to print to a shared printer would be:
PRINT "myfile" "\\CHAMPLIN\HPLaserJ"

Related command(s): WRITEFILE, WORKINGDIR, BROWSE, LOGMSG, DASHBOARDMSG, PLAYSOUND,
MAILTO
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PROMPT - Display a text message in a pop-up dialog box
Syntax:

PROMPT

[ variable ] [ message ] [ title ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable to store characters typed in the prompt dialog; if the variable
does not previously exist, it is created.

[ message ]

Variable or string defining a text message to display within a pop-up
dialog box; this message is limited to up to three lines of text
approximately 50 characters each.

[ title ]

Variable or string defining the window title displayed in the dialog box.

/history=xx

When the /history=on option is used the last ten responses you type
are saved for instant recall. (This history is shared with console
command mode.) This option is not permitted with the /password
option. When the /history=off option is used, no history will be saved

/large

Select this option to display the dialog box in a larger 12 point font
rather than the default 8 point.

/local

By default, Robo-FTP displays a message box in the center of the
screen. Use this option if you wish the box to be centered relative to the
Robo-FTP window instead.

/nocrlf

Ignore embedded \n and/or \r carriage control.

/password

Select this option if you are prompting for a password and you do not
want what is typed to be readable. This option is not permitted along
with the /history option.

Options:

This command not allowed when running as a Windows service or in a lock ed minimized window.
This script command displays a dialog box on your display. The window title and text within the dialog are
specified in the command. Control returns to next script command when you close the dialog by clicking on
the OK or Cancel buttons. This command is useful to prompt for file names or other information that is not
static during the course of a file transfer session.
If Robo-FTP is running a script in a unlocked minimized window then Robo-FTP window will be restored when
this command is performed.
The script file can detect if the Cancel button has been clicked by using IFERROR to test for result code 1013
or the $ERROR variable $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED.
Consider the following example of a script file that prompts you for the name of next file to send to an FTP
site.
PROMPT file_name "Enter File name:" "Prompt Window"
IFERROR= $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED GOTO done
SENDFILE file_name
:done
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The prompt dialog looks like the following:

Up to three lines of text may be displayed as a prompt. Use \n and/or \r carriage control characters to format
the text display. Any \n characters after the two are discarded.
The /nocrlf option suppresses the recognition of the \n and \r sequences. This is useful if you are displaying
file names in the message box that may include either of these two sequences. For example:
PROMPT new_name "Enter new name for file c:\newfile\reports.dat" "Rename
File" /nocrlf
The %crlf internal variable may be useful if you need to both format a multi-line message AND need to
suppress the \n and \r sequences.
SET long_msg = "Enter new name for file c:\newfile\reports.dat" + %crlf +
"Make it good!"
PROMPT new_name long_msg "Rename File" /nocrlf
IFERROR= $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED GOTO next_step
RENAME "c:\newfile\reports.dat" new_name
:next_step
The /large and /local options may not be used together.
Related command(s): MESSAGEBOX, ASK, BROWSE, PLAYSOUND, CONSOLE, CONSOLEMSG,
PRESSANYKEY, MAILTO
See also: Running Robo-FTP With Prompting
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RCVFILE - Receive one or more files
Syntax:
Arguments:

Options:
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RCVFILE

[ file name ] [ /options ]

RCVFILE

[ file name ] /as [ new name ] [ /options ]

[ file name ]

Robo-FTP will request the specified filename, which must be provided
as either a variable or string, from the current remote directory on the
server. If you wish to request the file from some location other than the
current remote directory, use the /from option. If you would prefer that
the downloaded file be assigned a filename that is different from the
one on the server, use the /as option.

[ new name ]

Variable or string defining the file or path name for the local copy of
[ file name] as it is received.

/allowerrors

This option prevents RCVFILE from failing when doing a multi-file
download (i.e., using wildcards) when a local and/or FTP site file I/O
error occurs (e.g., a file is read-only or file access is denied). The
command continues and the total number of I/O errors are saved in
the %downloaderrors variable. This option may not be used together
with the /integrity option.

/as

This option is used to specify a new name for the downloaded file that
is different from the original server-side file name. This option may not
be combined with the /ap option.

/copydirs

Receives file(s) to a local directory that corresponds to the remote
directory path portion of the [ file name ] argument. Remote directories
are created if necessary. The destination directory is calculated
relative to the current remote working directory so this option requires
the received file(s) be located either in the remote working directory or
a subdirectory thereof. This option is commonly used when variables
like %sitepath or %ftpdifffilepath are passed to the [ file name ]
argument. This option may not be used with the /flat option. The
SYNC command is available to synchronize local and remote folders
en mass.

/delete

Delete [ file name ] from the FTP site after it has been successfully
received; directories are not deleted.

/emptydirs

Normally RCVFILE with the /subdirs option will not create empty local
folders if there are no files in the corresponding directory on the FTP
site. You can alter this behavior and allow empty folders to be created
by including this option. This option is permitted only with the /subdirs
option.

/flat

Normally RCVFILE with the /subdirs option will duplicate all or part of
the FTP site directory structure on the local PC as it transfers files it
finds as it traverses subdirectories on the FTP site. Specify this option
if you wish all files found on the FTP site to be written to the current
local working folder . No new local folders will be created. Beware that
files found with duplicate names are overwritten.

/from

Receives file(s) from the provided remote directory instead of from the
current remote working directory. Relative remote directories such as
"../" can also be used.

/iflarger

Do not overwrite the local file if it is smaller than, or the same size as,
the file being received from an FTP site.

/ifnewer

Do not overwrite the local file if the file date and time is newer than, or
the same as, the file being received from an FTP server.

/ifnotexist

Do not overwrite a local file of the same name if it already exists.

/ifnsamesz

Do not overwrite a local file of the same name if it already exists and it
is exactly the same size as the file on the FTP site.

/integrity=xx

Use file integrity checking as the files are downloaded (FTP and
FTPS servers only). This option may not be used together with the /
allowerrors option.

/localdate

After downloading the server file, change the server file’s last modified
date to match the date and time of the corresponding local file.

/lower

Convert file / path name to lower case before locating it on the server
for retrieval.

/maxrate=xx

Specify the approximate maximum download rate (in Kbps) to limit the
bandwidth used by Robo-FTP when receiving file(s). The rate specified
here (if non-zero) overrides the default transfer rate that may have been
specified when defining a site using the Robo-FTP Configurator.

/nostatus

Do not display receive file status dialog box; use of this option may
improve file transfer performance.

/nounderscores

Replace underscore characters embedded in file names found on the
FTP site with space characters before saving the file on the local PC
(see /nospaces option on the SENDFILE command).

/resume

Attempt to restart a file transfer from the point of interruption; use this
option if the transfer of a large file fails and you wish to resume the
transfer from the point of interruption rather than retrieving the entire
file. This option cannot be used with any of the overwrite control
options (e.g., /iflarger, /ifnotexist).

/resumeany

This option is deprecated. It is now the same as /resume.

/serverdate

When saving the local file, change the file’s last modified date to
match the date and time of the corresponding file on the server.

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seco
nds=xx

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/subdirs

Descend into all directories beneath current or specified server
directory, and retrieve the files therein; the corresponding folder
structure is created on the local PC if it does not exist.

/timeout=xx

Specifies a communications time-out period in seconds; when xx is 0,
there is no time-out.

/type=xx

The type of FTP file transfer to perform: ASCII, BIN, or EBCDIC; if this
option is omitted type BIN is used unless Robo-FTP is connected to
a Managed Site, in which case the site's Default Transfer Mode is
used.

/tz=xx

Set the number of hours to add or subtract to the timestamp of server
files when comparing them to local files with the /ifnewer or /
serverdate options. This value is expressed as a positive or negative
integer. This option is unnecessary if the remote site supports the /
precisetime option of the FTPLOGON command. This option is
functionally equivalent to calling the TIMEZONE command so this
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adjustment persists after the execution of the current line of script.
This option is deprecated in favor of the TIMEZONE command.
/upper

Convert file / path name to upper case before locating it on the server
for retrieval.

When connecting to a HTTP/HTTPS site, only the following options are valid with the RCVFILE command: /
allowerrors, /as, /delete, /lower, /nounderscores, /timeout=xx, /upper
The RCVFILE command requests that specified file(s) be sent by the FTP site to Robo-FTP. Upon completion
of the command, the %downloadcount script variable contains the total number of files downloaded and the
%downloadsize script variable contains the size in bytes of the most recent file downloaded. If the /
allowerrors option is specified, the count of any file I/O errors is recorded in the %downloaderrors variable.
When connected to HTTP/HTTPS sites you may encounter situations where the name of a resource on the
remote site contains characters that are reserved, unsafe, or otherwise unprintable. In these situations, web
servers allow you to "percent encode" the required character by replacing it with a percent sign and the two
digit hexadecimal representation of the character's position in the ASCII character set.
The following command requests a file named “file name” be sent from the current FTP site directory to be
saved as a file with the same name in Robo-FTP’s working folder:
RCVFILE "file name"
When relative path names are specified, as in the following command, a file is retrieved from the current FTP
site directory and is saved in the local folder specified by the relative path. In the following example, a file
named "file name" is downloaded from the FTP site and saved with the same name in a local folder
named “localdir” relative to Robo-FTP’s current working folder.
RCVFILE "localdir\file name"
If you wish to obtain files from a different remote directory, use the FTPCD command to navigate the folders on
the site accordingly before issuing the RCVFILE command. For example, the following command requests a
file named “file name” be sent from a remote directory named “serverdir” to be saved in Robo-FTP
working folder:
FTPCD "serverdir"
RCVFILE "filename"
If the remote site has no files matching the “file name” argument $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND will be
returned unless the the “file name” argument contains a wildcard pattern in which case
$ERROR_FILE_RCV_ERROR will be returned.
The /as option allows you to request a certain file be sent by an FTP site that is saved as a different file name
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on the local system. Consider the following example.
RCVFILE "serverfile" /as "localfile" /type=BIN
The /from option allows you to receive a file or files from a provided remote directory, removing the need to
call FTPCD beforehand. In the following example, the /from option is used to download a file from "/remote/
sub/dir" and places it in "local/sub/dir":
RCVFILE "local/sub/dir/file.txt" /from="remote/sub/dir/file.txt"
The /from option cannot be combined with the /subdirs or /as options. However, the /from option can also be
used to achieve the same functionality as the /as option in providing a local filename:
RCVFILE "local/sub/dir/localname.txt" /from="remote/sub/dir/file.txt"
Wildcards are supported by /from, in which case the wildcard pattern in [ file name ] must exactly match the
wildcard pattern passed to /from. Consider this example, where the /from option is used to download all .txt
files from a remote directory, placing them in the given local directory:
RCVFILE "local/*.txt" /from="remote/sub/dir/*.txt"
The /iflarger, /ifnsamesz, /ifnewer, and /ifnotexist options may be used to control the overwriting of local
files. These options are all mutually exclusive. When using the /ifnewer option, the determination of the
newest file is based on a comparison of the time and date each file was last written to. The file write time
comparison is based only on the hour and minute.
Important
FTP sites hosted on Unix systems often return dates without times for any files that were last
modified six (6) or more months prior to the current date. When connected to this type of FTP
site, Robo-FTP assumes 12:00 AM since the actual time is not available for comparison
purposes.
For the /iflarger, /ifnewer, and other /if... options, when multiple files are specified by a file mask (for
example, "*.txt"), and some, but not all, files are successfully transferred, then no error will occur. If no files
meet the criteria, then an $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND [1053] error will occur. If only a single file is specified
for transfer, but the file is not transmitted due to the criteria not being met, then one of the following errors will
occur, according to the particular option used:
$ERROR
Cod Option for which it occurs
Constant Name e
$ERROR_LOCAL 123 /iflarger
_FILE_LARGERE7
Q
$ERROR_LOCAL 123 /ifnewer
_FILE_NEWER 2
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$ERROR_LOCAL 123 /ifnotexist
_FILE_EXISTS 8
$ERROR_FILES_123 /ifnsamesz
SAME_SIZE
4
If you are not using the TIMEZONE script command, you may specify the /tz option with the /ifnewer option
to account for differences in time zones between Robo-FTP and the remote server. This is important for
accurate file date and time stamp comparisons. For example, if you are in the Central U.S. time zone and the
remote server is located in the Eastern U.S. time zone then files created at the exact same moment will
appear one hour older on the remote server. The syntax for subtracting one hour from the server time is as
follows:
RCVFILE "serverfile" /ifnewer /tz=-1
Further, if the FTP site is located in the Pacific U.S. time zone there is a two-hour difference the other way
between the file system times of Robo-FTP’s PC and the FTP site. To allow for this, the following syntax adds
two hours to the server time:
RCVFILE "serverfile" /ifnewer /tz=+2
The /integrity option enables file integrity checking to be used during the download. When using file integrity
checking, the checksum is calculated for both the server file and the local file, using the algorithm specified.
These checksums are then compared to verify the integrity of the file. If these do not match then an error is
returned. The /integrity option is only supported by FTP and FTPS servers that support the specified file
hashing algorithm, and will not work on SFTP, HTTP, or any other type of server. This option and the /
allowerrors option are mutually exclusive. The possible algorithms are:

none

integrity checking not done

CRC

64-bit hash

MD5

128-bit hash

SHA1

160-bit hash

SHA256

256-bit hash

SHA512

512-bit hash

Consider the following example where all files are download from the server with file integrity checking using
the SHA256 algorithm.
RCVFILE "*" /integrity=SHA256
IFERROR= $ERROR_INTEGRITY_CHECKING_FAILED GOTO integrity_error
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO other_download_error
DASHBOARDMSG "Download completed with no errors"
The /resume option implements the FTP restart (or resume) feature. When this option is specified, Robo-FTP
assumes that an attempt is being made to resume a broken transfer on the specified file. Robo-FTP attempts
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to coordinate with the FTP site regarding the size and last modified date of the file to determine if the transfer
can be resumed from the point of interruption. If so, only the unsent portion of the file is retrieved and appended
to the incomplete portion received previously. If Robo-FTP determines that it is not safe to resume a transfer,
the entire file is retransmitted. Not all FTP servers support resuming an interrupted transfer.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
The /lower and /upper options cause Robo-FTP to convert directory and/or file name(s) specified by [ file
name ] and [ new file ] to lower or upper case, respectively, before attempting to locate them on the FTP site
for retrieval.
The /maxrate option causes Robo-FTP to limit the bandwidth used when downloading a file. The value,
specified in Kbps, is an upper limit and the actual throughput will be something less than but close to the
value specifed (assuming the connection is capable of sustaining a download at roughly the rate specified).
This option overrides (if the rate specified is non-zero) any global transfer rate for the given FTP site that may
may been specifed when the site was defined using the Robo-FTP Configurator. For example, to limit a
download to 100Kbps, you’d specify the following command:
RCVFILE "serverfile" /maxrate=100
The /type option specifies the type of file transfer to perform. If this option is used while connected to a
Managed Site, the specified value overrides the site's Default Transfer Mode. EBCDIC file transfer mode is not
permitted unless IBM Host Features mode is enabled and should only be attempted after verifying /type=ascii
produces unsatisfactory results with a given site. When connected to an SFTP site, using /type=ascii results
in line feed (Unix line ending) being converted to carriage return/line feed (DOS line ending.) This is only useful
when the remote system uses Unix-style line endings. The %servertype internal variable may help determine if
this option is appropriate for your connection.
To receive files from an FTP site where the file name is unknown, or to receive all the files on the FTP site, use
wildcards or use the GETSITEFILE command in conjunction with RCVFILE.
Use of the /nostatus option may improve file transfer throughput especially if you are receiving many small
files and/or there are a large number of files in the FTP site directory. Use of this option suppresses the
sending of an FTP LIST command for each file prior to retrieving it which can significantly reduce network
traffic. Locally the only affect of using this option is the suppression of the file progress bar and cancel button
which appear in the receive file status dialog box.
The /delete option automatically deletes the file on the FTP site after it has been successfully retrieved.
The /serverdate option instructs Robo-FTP to update the last modified date and time of the local file to match
the date and time reported by the FTP site for the corresponding file that was just downloaded. The time of the
file will be accurate to the minute (the seconds field is not updated). If the FTP site is hosted on a Unix
system, the time saved for the local file is accurate only for files updated on the FTP site within the current
year since the file time of older files is not available to Robo-FTP. The date of the last modification is always
accurate. This option permits more accurate synchronization of local files and their counterparts on the FTP
site, but should not be used if the actual date/time of the local file’s download is signficant.
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The /localdate option instructs Robo-FTP to update the last modified date and time of the server file to match
the date and time of the corresponding local file that was just downloaded. The time of the file will be accurate
to the minute (the seconds field is not updated). If the FTP site is hosted on a Unix system, the time saved for
the server file is accurate only for files updated on the FTP site within the current year since the file time of
older files is not available to Robo-FTP. The date of the last modification is always accurate. This option
permits more accurate synchronization of server files and their counterparts on the local machine, but should
not be used if the original date/time of the server file is signficant.
Using wildcard characters and the /subdirs option, a script may retrieve the entire contents of an FTP site
directory and all subdirectories, and have a corresponding folder structure reproduced on the local PC. In the
following example, all files with an extension of .xml or .txt in the current FTP site directory and all
subdirectories are downloaded.
RCVFILE "*.xml|*.txt" /subdirs

Important
When using the /subdirs option, the [ file name ] argument must be a file mask containing wildcards
in order to successfully send files found in subdirectories.

Consider the following example where all the files in the current FTP site directory and all subdirectories are
downloaded and then deleted from the FTP site after a successful transfer.
RCVFILE "*" /subdirs /delete
Important
For the /subdirs option to perform properly with wildcards, it is important that the contents of the
FTP site directory structure not change (i.e., new files added or files deleted) while the RCVFILE
command is active.
Important
Relative path names are not permitted in the RCVFILE command when the /subdirs option is
present. For example, "*.xml" is permitted, but "Site/*.xml" is not.
Important
The success of wildcard matching depends on Robo-FTP's ability to automatically read and
understand the directory listings returned by the remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not
return listings in a supported format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP
GET requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some respond to HEAD requests and are
partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types like APACHE_DEFAULT include file
sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing format that is
currently unsupported.
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The /emptydirs and /flat options modify the default behavior of RCVFILE with the /subdirs option. With /
emptydirs, empty directories found on the FTP site are not duplicated on the local PC. With /flat, all files
found in directories and subdirectories on the FTP site are written to the current local working folder.
If the name of a remote file contains illegal filesystem characters (for example: \ / : * ? " < > |), all such
characters are replaced by a space character in the name of the local file.
Note: When the TMPFILE command is active, the files downloaded by this command will have a different
name until the transfer process is successfully completed.

Related command(s): SENDFILE, SYNC, TMPNAME, WORKINGDIR
See also: Using the %sitefile and %sitedir Variables, Using the %downloaderrors and %uploaderrors
Variables, Using Wildcards
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READFILE - Read string from text file
Syntax:

READFILE

[ file name ] [ variable ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

A variable or string to specify the file name to read; if no Path is
defined Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ variable ]

A variable to store characters read from the file; the variable is
created if it did not previously exist.

/allowall

Do not strip unprintable characters; these characters are replaced
with a space character.

/length=xx

Maximum number of characters to read; if not specified a default of 1
MB (1048576) characters is used.

/record=xx

The specific record number to read; records are delimited by
carriage-return/line-feed pairs.

/record=next

Read the next sequential record; records are delimited by carriagereturn/line-feed pairs.

/record=last

Read the last record in the file and set the value of the %
recordcount internal variable.

/termchr=any

Stop reading the record on a carriage-return only, line-feed only, or a
carriage-return/line-feed pair sequence.

/termchr=lf

Terminate the read when a line-feed is received; this changes the
default of a carriage-return/line-feed pair (crlf). Useful for text files
containing UNIX-style line endings, as commonly found on UNIX,
Linux, and Mac OS X systems.

/termchr=cr

Terminate the read when a carriage return is received; this changes
the default of a carriage-return/line-feed pair (crlf). Useful for text files
containing line endings as found on classic Macintosh systems (preOS X).

/termchr=crlf

Terminate the read when a carriage-return/line-feed pair is received.
When the /termchr option is not explicitly provided, this crlf setting is
used by default. Useful for text files containing Windows/DOS-style
line endings.

/termchr=none

Do not use either a line-feed or carriage-return as a read terminating
character; any unprintable characters read are replaced by a space
character.

Options:

/termseq="xxx"

Terminate the read when the specified termination sequence is read.

This script command reads characters from a specified text file. This command is oriented toward reading
complete records of printable characters from a file with each record terminated by a carriage-return/line-feed
(CR/LF). The carriage-return/line-feed are not returned in the [ variable ] string.
The scope of this command (and the WRITEFILE command) is not to provide full function file I/O to your script
files but rather to provide temporary storage for small amounts of information for use by a script file or an
external program. Use the GETPROPERTY to command to read smaller amounts of information used only
within Robo-FTP scripts.
Each read is bound by one of the following: a terminating character, a terminating sequence (/termseq) or the
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end of the file. If READFILE does not find any of these boundary conditions after the /length value characters
it returns an error and [ variable ] is set to an empty string. The /length option defaults to 1 MB (1048576) but
may be set to any value your available memory allows.
Fixed length records that are not bound by carriage-return/line-feed can be read by using the /length=xx and /
termchr=none options.
The record number used in association with the /record=next option is only incremented when there is a
match if found and the read completes successfully.
When the /record=xx option is used to read beyond the first record of the file, keep in mind the terminating
options in the READFILE command apply to subsequent records. Record numbering begins at one. For
example, if you are using the /termseq="end" option to stop reading when the string end is read, all
records, except the last, must end with this pattern. If the file contains any data between the last record
terminating sequence and the end of the file then that data is the last record in the file.
The /record=next option allows a file to be read sequentially as long as the specified file name is constant namely, only one file can be read at a time using this option.
To rewind a file (or resume reading from the first record), issue the READFILE command without any
arguments (returns no data), specify a different file name or specify /record=1.
The /record=last option reads the last row and sets the value of the %recordcount internal variable to the
total number of records in the file. If you use this option, don't forget to rewind before attempting additional
reads from the current input file.
Robo-FTP removes any unprintable characters read before they are saved in the specified variable. If the loss
of unprintable characters alters the resulting string in an undesirable way by altering character position, for
example, you may use the /allowall option. When this option is used, the relative character position of the
string is preserved by replacing the unprintable characters with a space character. The fill character defaults to
a space.
Consider the following examples:
;; "rewind" the file pointer
READFILE
;; read the first record of a file
READFILE "datafile.txt" first_record
;; read until a line-feed is found
READFILE "datafile.txt" file_record /termchr=lf
;; read the third record of a file
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READFILE "datafile.txt" third_record /record=3
The next example combines multiple commands to retrieve the next-to-last record in a file:
READFILE

;; "rewind" the file pointer (to be safe)

READFILE "datafile.txt" rec /record=last

;; count the records

SETNUM NextToLast = %recordcount - 1
READFILE ;; rewind since the count moved it to the end
READFILE

"datafile.txt" rec /record=NextToLast

;; finally got it!

The READFILE command may be used inside a loop to process every row in a file. The loop in the following
example reads a text file that contains a list of named files that must each be uploaded to a remote server.
FTPLOGON "partner.business.com" /user="MyUserID" /pw="secret"
READFILE

;; "rewind" the file pointer (fail-safe)

:begin
READFILE "c:\automatic\UploadList.dat" rec /record=next
IFERROR GOTO done

;; break out of loop when no more files in list

SENDFILE rec

;; upload file

GOTO begin

;; loop back to get next file name

:done
FTPLOGOFF
DELETE "c:\automatic\UploadList.dat"
Note: There is a corresponding loop example on the Help topic page for the WRITEFILE command.

Related command(s): WRITEFILE, WORKINGDIR, COPY, RENAME, DELETE, APPEND, SEARCHFILE
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READXTBL - Read custom ASCII - EBCDIC translation table file
Syntax:

READXTBL

[ file name ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is
defined Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

This script command reads the specified file and replaces Robo-FTP’s default ASCII to EBCDIC and EBCDIC
to ASCII translation tables with a custom table.
These tables are used when IBM Host Features mode and EBCDIC file transfer mode have been selected. In
most cases the default tables will provide an acceptable translation, but in some cases one or more
characters may not translate correctly.
A file named ‘xlat.tbl’ is provided with Robo-FTP which contains the default translations used by Robo-FTP.
This file may be used with the NewXlat translation table patch utility provided with Robo-FTP to create custom
translation table(s).

Related command(s): SENDFILE, RCVFILE, FTPTOJES
See also: ASCII-EBCDIC Translations, IBM Host Features mode, NewXlat Utility
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RENAME - Rename a local file
Syntax:

RENAME

[ file name1 ] [ file name2 ]

Arguments:

[ file name1 ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used.

[ file name2 ]

Variable or string defining a file name.

Options:

None

This script command renames a local file from [ file name1] to [ file name 2]. This is an example of the
RENAME command:
RENAME "oldname" "newname"
This command does not support wildcards but you may be able to use the DOSCMD command to
accomplish a multi-file rename:
SET temp = 'ren "*.txt" "*.old"'
single quotes

;; note use of double quotes within

DOSCMD temp
To rename a file on the FTP site, use the FTPRENAME script command.
Related command(s): FTPRENAME, MAKEFILENAME, WORKINGDIR, DOSCMD, COPY, MOVE, APPEND,
DELETE
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RESTORE - Restore minimized Robo-FTP window to original size
Syntax:

RESTORE

Arguments:

none

Options:

none

This script command restores the Robo-FTP window to its original size after the MINIMIZE command is
executed or if Robo-FTP was originally loaded to run minimized.

Related command(s): MINIMIZE, TRACEWIN, FTPCLIENT, WEBBROWSER
See also: Command Line Switches
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RESUME - Resume script execution from a breakpoint
Syntax:

RESUME

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This command is intended to be used from the console command line during debugging to resume script
execution with the next statement following a BREAK command. This command has the same effect as
clicking the Skip To Next Command (Ctrl + N) button on the toolbar.
The RESUME command is not supported as a command within a script file itself - it is only for use from the
console command line during script debugging.

Related command(s): BREAK, GO, STOP
See also: Interactive Debugging, Basic Logging
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RETURN - Return from a called script file or function
Syntax:

RETURN

[ retcode ]

Arguments:

[ retcode ]

Optional Variable or numeric value specifying a function return code
(valid only within a function body).

[ lasterrormsg ]

Optional Variable or string specifying message to store in built-in %
lasterrormsg variable

Options:

None

This script command is used to exit from a called script file or from a function, and resume script execution at
the next command from the point of the call.
If the RETURN command appears in either a script that was not called from another script, or in a script that
was chained from another script then its behavior is identical to the STOP script command and, like the STOP
command, will cause the program to terminate in certain situations. Please consult the help topic about the
STOP command for details.
Use of the RETURN command is not always required. For example, it is not required in the following case.
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; body of MyFunction
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
When there are no more script commands in a function to execute, the RETURN command is assumed as
shown below.
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; body of MyFunction
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
This also applies to called script files. At the end of file of a called script file, a RETURN is assumed.
When used to return from a function, an optional parameter permits there to be a return code from the function.
The returned value may be tested using any of the IFERROR script commands and is saved in the %lasterror
script variable. The return code must be numeric and the default value is zero or $ERROR_SUCCESS. A second
optional parameter permits the function to return a human-readable error message that will be saved in the %
lasterrormsg script variable.
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The following is an example of using the IFERROR script command to test for a function return code equal to
1. If this error is found, the script displays the human-readable error message.
FUNCTION MyFunction
;; body of MyFunction
RETURN 1 "This is the human readable error message."
ENDFUNCTION
;; call the function
MyFunction
IFERROR= 1 GOTO function_ok
EXIT
:function_ok
DISPLAY %lasterrormsg
In complicated called script files or functions, multiple return points may be desired. For example, the
RETURN command is used to provide alternate points of exit in the rather silly function below:
BEGINFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION MyFunction afile
:top
RCVFILE afile
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO success
;; return on error
RETURN
:success
MESSAGEBOX "a file received"
ASK "Receive again?" "Question"
IFYES GOTO top
;; user clicked 'No'
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS

Related command(s): CALL, FUNCTION, ENDFUNCTION, BEGINFUNCTIONS, ENDFUNCTIONS, STOP, EXIT
See also: Using Functions, Using the %lasterrormsg Variable, Using the %lasterror Variable, Returning Error
Codes from Scripts
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SEARCHFILE - Search a text file for matching records and extract them into an
array
Syntax:

SEARCHFILE

f i l ename sear ch var name [ / r egex / i gnor ecase]

Arguments:

filename

Variable or string specifying a file to search

search

Variable or string specifying a pattern to look for.

varname

Variable name to store the results in.

/regex

Optional argument enabling search pattern to support regular
expressions

/ignorecase

Search ignores case.

Options:

This script command is used to search a file for matches to search string. This command can serve one of 2
purposes. When used without /regex it can tell you how many times a string occurs in a file which will be
stored as a number in varname. When used with the /regex option it becomes much more powerful and can be
used to extract all matching records from a file into an array. In this case varname takes the following form.
Variable
varname
varname[n]

Value
number of matches
n is the 0 based match ( so the first match is varname[0] and the last is
varname[n -1] )
n is the 0 based submatch for the first match. Submatches are covered in
Regular Expressions

varname[0][n]

Suppose you wanted to get all the error messages out of a Robo-FTP script log file...
[2015-12-23 12:37:02.274000|info]Robo-FTP v3.10.0.43 SN: 021141000309
[2015-12-23 12:37:02.278000|info]Copyright © 2015 Serengeti Systems Incorporated.
[2015-12-23 12:37:02.280000|info]ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
[2015-12-23 12:37:04.729000|info]CMD:

display mine

[2015-12-23 12:37:04.730000|error]*Variable(s) not assigned or not present. [1009]
[2015-12-23 12:37:06.390000|info]CMD:

exit

[2015-12-23 12:37:06.391000|info]*Exit Robo-FTP.
You could use
SEARCHFILE "Robo-FTP_Script.log" "^.*\|error](.*)$" errors /regex
After which
Variable
errors
errors[0]
errors[0][0]

Value
1
[2015-12-23 12:37:04.730000|error]*Variable(s) not assigned or not present. [1009]
*Variable(s) not assigned or not present. [1009]

Related command(s): READFILE
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See also: Regular Expressions
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SENDFILE - Send one or more files
Syntax:
Arguments:

Options:

SENDFILE

[ file name ] [ /options ]

SENDFILE

[ file name ] [ /as | /ap ] [ new name ] [ /options ]

[ file name ]

Variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is defined
Robo-FTP’s working folder is used; wildcard characters are permitted
in the file name itself (not the path name portion) as long as the file
name conforms to the 8.3 file naming convention.

[ new name ]

Variable or string defining the name for [ file name ] on an FTP site;
[ new name ] should be a file name only (no path is allowed); [ new
name ] is only permitted immediately following the /as or /ap options.

/allowerrors

This option prevents SENDFILE from failing when doing a multi-file
upload (i.e., using wildcards) when a local and/or FTP site file I/O
error occurs (e.g., a file is read-only or file access is denied). The
command continues and the total number of I/O errors are saved in
the %uploaderrors variable.

/as

Specify a different file name on the FTP site for the file being sent;
this option cannot be used with wildcard characters in [ file name ].

/ap

Append [ file name ] to [ new name ] on the remote system; if [ new
file ] does not exist on the remote site, it is automatically created;
this option cannot be used with wildcard characters in either [ file
name ] or [ new name ]; nor is the /resume or any of the /if… options
permitted to be combined with this option. The /ap option differs
from /append in that it requires the [ new name ] argument and
allows [ file name ] to be appended to a file of a different name on the
remote site.

/append

Append [ file name ] to a file of the same name on the remote
system; if the file does not exist on the remote site, it is automatically
created; this option cannot be used with wildcard characters in [ file
name ]; nor is the /resume or any of the /if… options permitted to be
combined with this option. The /append option differs from /ap in that
it does not require the [ new name ] argument and [ file name ] is
always appended to a file of the same name on the remote site.

/archive

Move the file to the designated archive folder after a successful
transmission.

/blocksize=xx

Change the maximum default block size used to read files from disk
and the corresponding block size used for passing upload data to the
Winsock API. The default value is 32,000 bytes. You may choose to
increase or decrease this block size by way of experimentation to
modify upload performance. The maximum block size is 819,200
bytes.

/copydirs

Sends file(s) to a directory on the remote site that corresponds to the
local directory path portion of the [ file name ] argument. Remote
directories are created if necessary. The destination directory is
calculated relative to the current local working directory so this option
requires the sent file(s) be located either in the working directory or a
subdirectory of the working directory. This option is commonly used
when variables like %nextpath or %difffilepath are passed to the
[ file name ] argument. This option may not be used with the /flat
option. The SYNC command is available to synchronize local and
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remote folders.
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/delete

Delete [ file name ] after it has been successfully sent; local folders
are not deleted.

/emptydirs

Normally SENDFILE with the /subdirs will not create directories on
the the FTP site if there are no files in a corresponding local folder.
You can alter this behavior and allow empty directories to be created
by including this option. This option is permitted only with the /subdirs
option.

/flat

Normally SENDFILE with the /subdirs option will duplicate all or part
of the local PC folder structure on the FTP site as it transfers files it
finds as it traverses local folders and subfolders. Specify this option if
you wish all files found on the local PC to be written to the current
directory on the FTP site. No new FTP site directories will be created.
Beware that files found with duplicate names are overwritten.

/ifarchive

Only send local file(s) that have the archive (backup) file attribute set.
This attribute is reset if the file(s) are sent to the FTP site
successfully.

/iflarger

Do not overwrite the file on the FTP site if it is smaller than, or the
same size as, the file being sent from the local PC.

/ifnewer

Do not overwrite the file on the FTP site if the file date and time is
newer than, or the same as, the file being sent from the local PC.

/ifnotexist

Do not overwrite a file of the same name on the FTP site if it already
exists.

/ifnsamesz

Do not overwrite a file of the same name on the FTP site if it already
exists and it is exactly the same size as the file being sent from the
local PC.

/integrity=xx

Use file integrity checking as the files are uploaded (FTP and FTPS
servers only).

/localdate

When saving the server file, change the file’s last modified date to
match the date and time of the corresponding local file.

/lower

Convert file or path name to lower case before saving it on the server.

/maxrate=xx

Specify the approximate maximum upload rate (in Kbps) to limit the
bandwidth used by Robo-FTP when sending file(s). The rate specified
here (if non-zero) overrides the default transfer rate that may have
been specified when defining a site using the Robo-FTP Configurator.

/nospaces

Replace space characters embedded in local file names with
underscore characters before storing the file on the FTP site (for
compatibility with FTP sites hosted on Unix servers) (see the /
nounderscores option on the RCVFILE command).

/nostatus

Do not display send file status dialog box.

/resume

Attempt to restart a file transfer from the point of interruption; use this
option if the transfer of a large file fails and you wish to resume the
transfer from the point of interruption rather than resending the entire
file. This option cannot be used with any of the overwrite control
options (e.g., /iflarger, /ifnotexist).

/resumeany

This option is deprecated. It is now the same as /resume.

/serverdate

After sending a local file to the FTP site, change the local file’s last
modified date to match the date and time of the corresponding file on

the FTP site.
/skip_changing

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seco
nds=xx

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/subdirs

Descend into all folders beneath the current or specified local folder
and send the files therein; the corresponding directory structure is
created on the FTP site if it does not exist.

/timeout=xx

Specifies a communications time-out period in seconds; when xx is 0,
there is no time-out.

/type=xx

The type of FTP file transfer to perform: ASCII, BIN, or EBCDIC; if this
option is omitted type BIN is used unless Robo-FTP is connected to
a Managed Site, in which case the site's Default Transfer Mode is
used.

/tz=xx

Set the number of hours to add or subtract to the timestamp of server
files when comparing them to local files with the /ifnewer or /
serverdate options. This value is expressed as a positive or negative
integer. This option is unnecessary if the remote site supports the /
precisetime option of the FTPLOGON command. This option is
functionally equivalent to calling the TIMEZONE command so this
adjustment persists after the execution of the current line of script.
This option is deprecated in favor of the TIMEZONE command.

/upper

Convert file / path name to upper case before saving it on the server.

When connecting to a HTTP/HTTPS site, only the following options are valid with the SENDFILE command: /
allowerrors, /archive, /as, /delete, /lower, /nospaces, /timeout=xx, /upper
This script command uploads one or more files to an FTP site. Upon completion of the command, the %
uploadcount script variable contains the total number of files uploaded and the %uploadsize script variable
contains the size in bytes of the most recent file uploaded. If the /allowerrors option is specified, the count of
any file I/O errors is recorded in the %uploaderrors variable.
When uploading, the remote site automatically creates a file with the same name as the original. This behavior
may be modified. When the /as option is used, the uploaded file is saved using the specified name; when the /
ap or /append option is used the uploaded file is appended to an existing file of the same or a different name.
For example, the following command sends a file named “file name” from Robo-FTP’s current working folder
to the current directory on the remote site:
SENDFILE "file name"
The following command sends a file named “file name” from Robo-FTP’s current working folder to the
current directory on the remote site and attempts to append it to an existing file on the remote site named
“new_file name.”
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SENDFILE "file name" /ap "new_file_name"
When relative path names are specified, as in the following command, a file is sent from the specified local
folder relative to the Robo-FTP current working folder and is stored in the current directory on the FTP site. In
the following example, a file named "file name" is uploaded from a local folder named “localdir” relative
to Robo-FTP’s current working folder and saved as "file name" in the current FTP site directory.
SENDFILE "localdir\file name"
Multiple files may be sent by using wildcard characters (*, ?) in the [ file name ] argument. Local files with the
"hidden" or "system" attribute are ignored when SENDFILE searches for wildcard pattern matches. If
necessary, execute the DOS attrib.exe command to change file attributes before using a wildcard pattern.
Consider the following example in which all the files in a local directory are uploaded to a remote site:
SENDFILE "c:\My Data\*" /timeout=30
Important
Automatic transmission of multiple files may also be accomplished using the GETNEXTFILE
command and a conditional looping structure within a script file.

The /archive option automatically moves a local file to an archive folder defined using the ARCHIVEDIR script
command after it has been successfully sent. If a file by the same name exists in the archive folder, it is
overwritten. Do not confuse this with the /ifarchive option which is used to send only local file(s) that have the
archive (backup) file attribute set.
The /copydirs option modifies the destination archive folder in the same manner that it modifies the
destination folder on the remote server.
The /delete option automatically deletes a local file after it has been successfully sent. The /subdirs option
may be used to send the entire contents of a local folder and all subfolders, and have a corresponding
directory structure reproduced on the FTP site. In the following example, all files with an extension of .html or
.htm all subfolders of the current working folder are uploaded to the remote site.
SENDFILE "*.html|*.htm" /subdirs
Important
When using the /subdirs option, the [ file name ] argument must be a file mask containing wildcards in
order to successfully send files found in subdirectories.

Consider the following example where all the files in a specified folder and all subfolders are uploaded and then
deleted after being sent successfully.
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SENDFILE "c:\My Data\*" /subdirs /delete
Important
For the /subdirs option to perform properly with wildcards, it is important that the contents of the
local PC folder structure not change (i.e., new files added or files deleted) while the SENDFILE
command is active.
Important
Relative path names are not permitted in the SENDFILE command when the /subdirs option is
present. For example, "c:\My Data\*" is permitted, but "My Data\*" is not.
The /emptydirs and /flat options modify the default behavior of SENDFILE with the /subdirs option. With /
emptydirs, empty directories found on the local PC are not duplicated on the FTP site. With /flat, all files
found in folders and subfolders on the local PC are written to the current directory on the FTP site.
The following example command results in a local file being sent and saved as a different file name on an FTP
site.
SENDFILE "c:\My Data\test" /as "test001" /timeout=30
There are two forms of the SENDFILE command that may be used to append data to a file on an FTP sites
(including FTPS and SFTP sites.) The form using the /append option results in a file being appended to a file
of the same name on the FTP site. The form using the /ap option may be used to append to a file with different
name on the FTP site. If the file does not exist on the FTP site in either case, the file is created. The following
examples show both syntax.
;; append to an FTP site file named "test"
SENDFILE "c:\My Data\test" /append
;; append to an FTP site file named "newtest"
SENDFILE "c:\My Data\test" /ap "newtest" /timeout=30
The /iflarger, /ifnsamesz, /ifnewer, and /ifnotexist options may be used to control if FTP site files are to be
overwritten when sent by Robo-FTP. These options are mutually exclusive. When using the /ifnewer option,
the determination of the newest file is based on a comparison of the time and date each file was last written to.
The file write time comparison is based only on the hour and minute.
Important
If the server is unable to provide information about the size or last modified time of a given file, or if that
functionality is disabled via FTPLOGON's /disable= option, then the /iflarger or /ifnewer options will
be ignored, since there is insufficient data to determine if the local file is, in fact, larger or newer than
the one on the server. In such a case, the SENDFILE command will send the file regardless of
whether the criteria is met.
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Important
FTP sites hosted on Unix systems often return dates without times for any files that were last
modified six (6) or more months prior to the current date. When connected to this type of FTP
site, Robo-FTP assumes 12:00 AM since the actual time is not available for comparison
purposes.
For the /iflarger, /ifnewer, and other /if... options, when multiple files are specified by a file mask (for
example, "*.txt"), and some, but not all, files are successfully transferred, then no error will occur. If no files
meet the criteria, then an $ERROR_NO_FILES_FOUND [1053] error will occur. If only a single file is specified
for transfer, but the file is not transmitted due to the criteria not being met, then one of the following errors will
occur, according to the particular option used:
$ERROR
Cod Option for which it occurs
Constant Name e
$ERROR_SRVR_122 /iflarger
FILE_LARGERE 3
Q
$ERROR_SRVR_122 /ifnewer
FILE_NEWER
1
$ERROR_SRVR_122 /ifnotexist
FILE_EXISTS
4
$ERROR_FILES_123 /ifnsamesz
SAME_SIZE
4
$ERROR_NO_FI 105 /ifarchive
LES_FOUND
3
If you are not using the TIMEZONE script command, you may specify the /tz option with the /ifnewer option
to account for differences in time zones between Robo-FTP and the remote server. This is important for
accurate file date and time stamp comparisons. For example, if you are in the Central U.S. time zone and the
remote server is located in the Eastern U.S. time zone then files created at the exact same moment will
appear one hour older on the remote server. The syntax for subtracting one hour from the server time is as
follows:
SENDFILE "serverfile" /ifnewer /tz=-1
Further, if the FTP site is located in the Pacific U.S. time zone there is a two-hour difference the other way
between the file system times of Robo-FTP’s PC and the FTP site. To allow for this, the following syntax adds
two hours to the server time:
SENDFILE "serverfile" /ifnewer /tz=+2
The /integrity option enables file integrity checking to be used during the upload. When using file integrity
checking, the checksum is calculated for both the server file and the local file, using the algorithm specified.
These checksums are then compared to verify the integrity of the file. If these do not match then an error is
returned. The /integrity option is only supported by FTP and FTPS servers that support the specified file
hashing algorithm, and will not work on SFTP, HTTP, or any other type of server. The possible algorithms are:
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none

integrity checking not done

CRC

64-bit hash

MD5

128-bit hash

SHA1

160-bit hash

SHA256

256-bit hash

SHA512

512-bit hash

Consider the following example where all files from the current working directory are upload to the server with
file integrity checking using the SHA256 algorithm.
SENDFILE "*" /integrity=SHA256
IFERROR= $ERROR_INTEGRITY_CHECKING_FAILED GOTO integrity_error
The /resume option implements the FTP restart (or resume) feature. When this option is specified Robo-FTP
assumes that an attempt is being made to resume a broken transfer on the specified file. Robo-FTP attempts
to coordinate with the FTP site regarding the size and last modified date of the file to determine if the transfer
can be resumed from the point of interruption. If so, only the unsent portion of the file is sent and appended to
the incomplete portion currently saved on the FTP site. If Robo-FTP determines that it is not safe to resume a
transfer, the entire file is retransmitted. Not all FTP servers support resuming an interrupted transfer. In this
case, the SENDFILE command will fail and set %lasterror to $ERROR_CMD_NOT_SUPPORTED.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
The /nospaces option causes Robo-FTP to convert space characters found in local folder and file names to
underscores before creating corresponding directories on the FTP site and when sending files. This resolves
an incompatibility in file naming between Windows and Unix (Unix does not allow spaces in file names). For
example, the following command would result in a file named my_test_file.txt being stored on the FTP site.
SENDFILE "c:\my test file" /nospaces
The /lower and /upper options cause Robo-FTP to convert local folder and file name(s) specified by [ file
name ] and [ new file ] to lower or upper case, respectively, before creating corresponding directories on the
FTP site and when sending files.
The /maxrate option causes Robo-FTP to limit the bandwidth used when uploading a file. The value, specified
in Kbps, is an upper limit and the actual throughput will be something less than but close to the value specifed
(assuming the connection is capable of sustaining an upload at roughly the rate specified). This option
overrides (if the rate specified is non-zero) any global transfer rate for the given FTP site that may may been
specifed when the site was defined using the Robo-FTP Configurator. For example, to limit an upload to
100Kbps, you’d specify the following command:
SENDFILE "c:\my test file" /maxrate=100
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The /serverdate option instructs Robo-FTP to update the last modified date and time of the local file to match
the date and time reported by the FTP site for the corresponding file that was just uploaded. The time of the
file will be accurate to the minute (the seconds field is not updated). This option permits more accurate
synchronization of local files and their counterparts on the FTP site, but should not be used if the original date/
time of the local file is signficant.
The /localdate option instructs Robo-FTP to update the last modified date and time of the server file to match
the date and time of the corresponding local file that was just uploaded. The time of the file will be accurate to
the minute (the seconds field is not updated). This option permits more accurate synchronization of server files
and their counterparts on the local machine, but should not be used if the original date/time of the server file is
signficant.
The /blocksize option changes the default read size of the SENDFILE command from 32,000 bytes to the
specified value. In the following example, the block size is changed to 64,000 bytes. A higher or lower number
may improve throughput performance based on experimentation in your network.
SENDFILE "c:\my test file" /blocksize=64000
The /type option specifies the type of file transfer to perform. If this option is used while connected to a
Managed Site, the specified value overrides the site's Default Transfer Mode. EBCDIC file transfer mode is not
permitted unless IBM Host Features mode is enabled and should only be attempted after verifying /type=ascii
produces unsatisfactory results with a given site. When connected to an SFTP site, using /type=ascii results
in carriage return/line feed (DOS line ending) being converted to line feed (Unix line ending.) This is only useful
when the remote system uses Unix-style line endings. The %servertype internal variable may help determine if
this option is appropriate for your connection.
Note: When the FTPTMPNAME command is active, the files uploaded by this command will have a different
name until the transfer process is successfully completed.

Related command(s): RCVFILE, SYNC, FTPTMPNAME, WORKINGDIR
See also: Using the %nextfile, %nextfolder, and %nextpath Variables, Using the %downloaderrors and %
uploaderrors Variables, Using Wildcards
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SENDMAIL - Send e-mail message to one or more recipients
Syntax:

SENDMAIL

[ server ] [ to name ] [ to email ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ server ]

Variable or string defining the server URL or IP address (e.g.,
smtp.mail.server or 209.198.128.17) of a SMTP mail server; the server
port is always set to 25

[ to name ]

Variable or string defining a comma delimited list of "friendly names"
that correspond to the email address(es) listed in the [ to email ]
argument; you must provide this argument even if you do not need to
specify friendly names - in this case an empty string (e.g., "") is
sufficient.

[ to email ]

Variable or string defining a comma delimited list of emails addresses to
receive this message.

/bcc=xx

Variable or string defining a comma delimited list of emails addresses to
receive a BCC of this message.

/cc=xx

Variable or string defining a comma delimited list of emails addresses to
receive a CC of this message.

/port=nn

Use an alternate SMTP port instead of the default port 25. Many mail
servers now accept SSL protected messages on port 587.

/pw=xx

Define optional password to use when logging on to the mail server (omit
if not required by the SMTP server)

/ssl

Require explicit mode SSL (or TLS) encryption to be used when
delivering the message to the remote server. The message will not be
delivered unless the STARTTLS command succeeds. This option will
often be used together with the /port option but cannot be combined with
the /sslimp option.

/sslimp

Attempt an implicit SSL connection to the mail server. SMTP servers
that use implicit SSL connections often use port 465. If you telnet to the
SMTP port and get a scrambled, unreadable, or binary response it may
be accepting only implicit SSL connections. This option cannot be
combined with the /ssl option.

/stoponerror

When sending to multiple recipients, use this option to stop sending to
any additional e-mail addresses when there is any error on the current
message.

/timeout=nn

Time-out, in seconds, to wait for message to be sent (if omitted the
time-out is set to 30 seconds)

/user=xx

Define optional user name to use when logging on to the mail server
(omit if not required by the SMTP server)

Options:

For new scripts, we recommend using the EMAIL script command instead, which supersedes both the
CREATEMAIL and SENDMAIL commands.
This command sends an e-mail message previously created with the CREATEMAIL command via a SMTP email server to one or more recipients. All of the arguments to this command are required, however [ to name ]
may be an empty string.
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The same message is sent each time SENDMAIL is called unless CREATEMAIL is called again to change
the message.
Consider the following example where an e-mail message is created and then sent to one recipient.
;; create the message
SET from = "Acme Widget Co. Sales"
SET email = "sales@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Thanks for your order!"
SET body = "We appreciate your business."
SET attach = ""
CREATEMAIL from email subj body attach
;; send the message
SENDMAIL "120.33.13.10" "Joe Blow" "joeb@smithco.com"
Consider the following example where authentication is required on the SMTP server (not all mail servers will
require authentication.)
SET server = "smtp.mail.server"
SET to = "Ray Johnson"
SET email = "rjj@laugh-in.com"
SENDMAIL server to email /user=smtpid /pw=smtppw
Consider the following example where the same message is sent directly to three recipients and /cc copied to
two others.
SET server = "smtp.mail.server"
SET to = "Ray Johnson,Dick Martin,Dan Rowan"
SET email = "rjj@laugh-in.com,dm@laugh-in.com,dr@laugh-in.com"
SET email_cc = "joeb@smithco.com,sales@acme-widget.com"
SENDMAIL server to email /cc=email_cc
It is possible to send friendly names in the /cc or /bcc list with this format:
FriendlyName<EmailAddress> For example:
SET server = "smtp.mail.server"
SET to = "Ray Johnson"
SET email = "rjj@laugh-in.com"
SET email_cc = "Joe Blow<joeb@smithco.com>,Dan Rowan<dr@laugh-in.com>"
SENDMAIL server to email /cc=email_cc
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Important
To cut down on spam, some mail servers now require that the email address in the FROM line
match an existing mailbox on the server. If your mail server returns an error when you call the
SENDMAIL command, please check the FROM email address. Also, to fight botnets, some
Internet Service Providers are now blocking outbound traffic on port 25 by default so you may need
to contact your network administrator or ISP before using an external mail server
Here is an example using the /ssl and /port options together:
SENDMAIL "mail.domain.com" "" "joeb@smithco.com" /user="joeb" /
pw="secret" /port=587 /ssl
If you encounter errors when using this command you may be able to discover the cause by examining the
Trace Log and looking for problems in the SMTP conversation between Robo-FTP and your email server. Also,
because malware infections are so often to send spam, your virus scanner may block Robo-FTP's ability to
send email. This possibility is worth exploring if Robo-FTP reports that the SMTP connection or socket was
closed unexpectedly.

Related command(s): CREATEMAIL, GETMAIL, MAILTO
See also: Sending and Receiving E-mail, Sending SMS text messages
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SESSIONLOG - (Deprecated) Control the session log file
Syntax:

SESSIONLOG

[ file name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is
defined the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/delete

Delete an existing default session log file. This file is normally
concatenated to and can grow quite large if not deleted before

/off

Turn session logging off.

/on

Turn session logging on (assuming that [ file name ] has been
previously defined on an earlier call to SESSIONLOG or a log file has
been previously defined under the Logging menu of the Robo-FTP
Configurator).

The sessionlog command is deprecated and may be removed from a future will release. It currently has no
effect unless you enable the old protocol stack using the -y command line switch
If the [ file name ] argument is present, this script command creates a new session log file by this name. It is
also implied that logging is to be turned on. The session log file records diagnostic messages that may be
helpful in debugging secure (SSH/SSL) file transfer failures. Information about normal (non-secure) file transfer
sessions does not appear in this file.
The following command specifies a secure session log file and enables logging if it isn’t already enabled.
SESSIONLOG "new_session.log"
The following command specifies a secure session log file, deletes the currently defined file (if any) and
enables logging if it isn’t already enabled.
SESSIONLOG "new_session.log" /delete
If [ file name ] is omitted, the /on and /off options control logging to a previously defined log file. When logging
is turned on, new log messages are appended to the existing log file. For example:
SESSIONLOG /on
If this command is issued when connected to a secure FTP site, any changes to the session log file will take
place after logging off and back on again.

Related command(s): LOG, TRACELOG, TRACEWIN
See also: Interactive Debugging, Basic Logging, Advanced Logging, Alternate Default Path
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SET - Assign or concatenate string variable(s)
Syntax:

SET

[ variable ] = [ value ] [ & value2 ] [ & value3 ] [ & value4 ]

Alt Syntax:

SET

[ variable ] [ &= value ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ value ]

Variable or string defining the value to assign to [ variable ] or the first
concatenation string when followed with the concatenation operator.

&

The catenation operator; + is also recognized. The surrounding spaces
are required.

[ value2 ]

Variable or string defining the optional second string to concatenate to
[ value ] with result stored in [ variable ].

[ value3 ]

Variable or string defining the optional third string to concatenate to
[ value ] & [ value2 ] with result stored in [ variable ].

[ value4 ]

Variable or string defining the optional fourth string to concatenate to
[ value ] & [ value2 ] & [ value3 ] with result stored in [ variable ].

[ &= value ]

Variable or string value to concatenate to [ variable ] with result stored in
[ variable ] when the alternate concatenation syntax is used.

Options:

none

This script command assigns a string value to a variable or concatenates up to four strings and assigns the
resulting string to a variable. The SET command differs from the SETNUM command in that SETNUM limits
the value to contain only numeric digits (e.g., 0 - 9).
Important
Using the SET command with only the [ variable ] argument and no values will cause that
variable to be unassigned. Using the SET command by itself with no arguments unassigns all
current user-defined script variables but does not reset the values of internal variables.
Here are a few ways the SET command may be used:
;; assign a string to a variable
SET new_string = "this is a new string"
;; assign a previously assigned variable to a variable
SET another_string = new_string
;; concatenate two strings
SET helloworld = "hello " & "world"
Important
The spaces on either side of the concatenate operators & or + are required.
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;; concatenate four variables
SET var1 = "Robo-FTP "
SET var2 = "is "
SET var3 = "the "
SET var4 = "greatest."
SET truth = var1 & var2 & var3 & var4
;; concatenate two strings (alternate syntax)
SET hello_world = "hello "
SET hello_world &= "world"
Consider the following example where the sysdrive user-defined script variable is set to the %SystemDrive
% Windows environment variable.
SET sysdrive = %SystemDrive%
Note: Windows environment variables cannot be modified directly.

Related command(s): SETLEFT, SETRIGHT, SETMID, SETLEN, SETEXTRACT, SETSUBSTR,
SETREPLACE, SETNUM, DEC, INC
See also: Script File Variables
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SETEVENT - Set signaled state on named Win32 event
Syntax:

SETEVENT

[ named event ]

Arguments:

[ named event ]

An existing event in the format "<namespace>\<event name>"

Options:

none

This script command sets the signaled state of an existing Windows event object. This is useful for developers
of external applications that need to communicate or otherwise synchronize with Robo-FTP.
Suppose your external application used the CreateObject Windows API function to make an object named
Job01 in the Global namespace. The SETEVENT command changes the object's state to signaled like this:
SETEVENT "Global\Job01"
If your external application was paused using a Windows API function like WaitForSingleObject it could
resume its activity when Robo-FTP sets the Job01 event object's state to signaled.
Other techniques for communicating with an external process include controlling Robo-FTP via its COM
interface, modifying a text file with the WRITEFILE command, updating a database table with DBQUERY and
setting an errorlevel number with the EXIT command's /exitcode option.

Related command(s): EXIT, WRITEFILE, DBQUERY
See also: Using COM to Control Robo-FTP
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SETEXTRACT - Extract delimited substring from a string
Syntax:

SETEXTRACT

[ variable ] = [ string ] [ delim ] [ num ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is
created.

[ string ]

Variable or string defining the value from which the substring is to be
extracted.

[ delim ]

Variable or string defining the delimiter that separates sub-strings
within [ string ].

[ num ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the occurrence of
delimited substring to extract.

Options:

none

This script command extracts the specified occurrence [ num ] of a delimited substring (excluding the
delimiters themselves) from [ string ] and saves the result in [ variable ]. Occurrence numbering begins at 1.
The [delim] argument may be one or more characters in length. Special characters like tab are allowed in the
delimiter.
The beginning and end of [ string ] are seen as delimiters.
This example rearranges the %date internal variable to form a file name based on yesterday's date:
SET yesterday = %date

;; get today's date

DATESUB yesterday 1

;; subtract 1 day

;; Date format is mm-dd-yy so "-" is delimiter
SETEXTRACT month = yesterday "-" 1
SETEXTRACT day = yesterday "-" 2
SETEXTRACT year = yesterday "-" 3
;; Build name string ex: 20110704.dat for July 4, 2011
SET MyFile = "20" + year + month + day + ".dat"
RCVFILE MyFile

;; download file

Consider the following example which extracts the extension from a filename of unknown length:
;; file name could be:
;; file.ext
;; file.file1.ext
;; file.file1.file2.ext
SETSUBSTR depth = filename "."
SETNUM depth = depth + 1
SETEXTRACT extension = filename "." depth
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;; extension now contains "ext"
This example writes the Script Log file to file named after the current date that is created in a sub-folder named
according to the current script:
SETSUBSTR slash_count = %currentscript "\"
SETNUM segment = slash_count + 1
SETEXTRACT script_file = %currentscript "\" segment
SET fldr = %installdir + "\ProgramData\Logs\" + script_file
MAKEDIR fldr
SET LogName = fldr + "\" + %date + "script.log"
LOG LogName /append
Note: The %currentscript internal variable is empty except when a script is actually running so the previous
example will not worked if typed directly into the main console window.

Related command(s): SETSUBSTR, IFSUBSTR, SET, SETRIGHT, SETLEFT, SETLEN, SETMID,
SETREPLACE
See also: READFILE, Build File Name with Current Date
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SETLEFT - Extract left substring
Syntax:

SETLEFT

[ variable ] = [ value ] [ cnt ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ value ]

Variable or string defining the value from which the substring is to be
extracted.

[ cnt ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the length of the
substring; this value must resolve to a numeric value less than or equal
to the length of [ value ].

/split

Save the unextracted portion of the string back in [ value ].

Options:

This script command extracts the leftmost [ cnt ] characters from [ value ] and saves the result in [ variable ].
If the /split option is specified, the unextracted portion of [ value ] is assigned back to [ value ] replacing the
original value.
Consider the following example.
;; assign a variable to a string
SET string = "this is a string"
;; extract the leftmost 4 characters
SETLEFT substring = string 4
;; another example of syntax to extract the leftmost 4 characters
SETNUM len = 4
SETLEFT substring = string len
The resulting substring variable contains the value "this". The original string variable is unchanged.
Consider the same example using the /split option.
;; assign a variable to a string
SET string = "this is a string"
;; extract the leftmost 4 characters
SETLEFT substring = string 4 /split
The resulting substring variable contains the value "this" and the original string variable becomes " is a
string".

Related command(s): SETRIGHT, SETMID, SETLEN, SETEXTRACT, SETSUBSTR, SET, SETREPLACE
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SETLEN - Assign length of specified string to a variable
Syntax:

SETLEN

[ variable ] = [ string ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ string ]

Variable or string to get the length of.

Options:

none

This script command obtains the length of [ string ] and saves the result in [ variable ].
Consider the following example.
;; assign a variable to a string
SET string = "this is a string"
;; get the length of the string
SETLEN len = string
;; len will be equal to 16

Related command(s): SET, SETEXTRACT, SETRIGHT, SETLEFT, SETMID, SETSUBSTR, SETREPLACE
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SETMID - Extract mid substring
Syntax:

SETMID

[ variable ] = [ value ] [ cnt ] [ at ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ value ]

Variable or string defining the value from which the substring is to be
extracted.

[ cnt ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the length of the substring;
this value must resolve to a numeric value less than or equal to the
length of [ value ].

[ at ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the position in [ value ]
where the substring extraction is to begin; the first character in a string
is at position 1.

Options:

none

This script command extracts [ cnt ] characters from within [ value ] beginning with character number [ at ] and
saves the result in [ variable ].
Consider the following example.
;; assign a variable to a string
SET string = "this is a string"
;; extract 2 characters from mid-string starting at character #6
SETMID substring = string 2 6
;; another example of syntax to extract 2 characters from mid-string
starting at character #6
SETNUM len = 2
SETNUM startat = 6
SETMID substring = string len startat
The resulting substring variable contains the value "is".

Related command(s): SETRIGHT, SETLEFT, SETLEN, SETEXTRACT, SETSUBSTR, SET, SETREPLACE
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SETNUM - Assign or evaluate numeric variable(s)
Syntax:

SETNUM

[ variable ] = [ num1 ] [ op ] [ num2 ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ num1 ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the numeric value to
assign to [ variable ] or the first value to evaluate arithmetically with
[ value2 ] based on the numeric operator defined by [ op ].

[ op ]

The arithmetic operator: + (addition), - (subtraction), x (multiplication), /
(division), & (bitwise-AND), | (bitwise-OR), or % (modulo).

[ num2 ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the second value to
evaluate arithmetically with [ value1 ] based on the numeric operator
defined by [ op ].

Options:

none

This script command performs basic integer arithmetic on variables or strings containing numeric values (e.g.,
digits 0 - 9) or numeric constants, and assigns the resulting numeric value to a variable. The command results
in a syntax error if either [ num1 ] or [ num2 ] are non-numeric. The SETNUM command differs from the SET
command in that SET does not limit the variable to contain only numeric digits (e.g., 0 - 9). Leading and
trailing space characters are automatically removed.
Consider the following examples.
;; assign a numeric constant to a variable
SETNUM num = 100
;; assign a previously assigned variable to a variable
SETNUM num = other_num
;; add two variables
SETNUM num = var1 + var2
;; add two numeric constants
SETNUM num = 100 + 100
;; following syntax is equivalent
SETNUM num = "100" + "100"
;; add/subtract/multiply/divide constant and a variable
SETNUM num = other_num + 100
SETNUM num = other_num - 100
SETNUM num = other_num x 100
SETNUM num = other_num / 100
;; determine if the value of a variable is even or odd
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SETNUM num = other_num % 2

;; if even then num will be 0, if odd then 1
Important

The multiplication operator is ‘x’ (lower-case letter x) and not the expected ‘*’ (asterisk) character.
This is because script file comments can begin with an asterisk.
If a numeric variable is to be used in file naming, or other string related operations, where a known string length
(with leading zeroes) is desired, the SETNUM command (and INC and DEC commands) may be used as
shown below.
;; leading zeroes are preserved when enclosed in quotes
SETNUM num = "001"
INC num
;; after incrementing, the result is "002"
DEC num
;; after decrementing, the result returns to "001"
Note: leading zeroes are lost if any other arithmetic operation is performed and saved to the num variable.

Related command(s): DEC, INC, IFNUM, SET
See also: Performing Variable Arithmetic and Numeric Comparisons
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SETPROPERTY - Save or update a persistent name-value pair
Syntax:

SETPROPERT
Y

[ name ] [ value ]

Arguments:

[ name ]

Variable or string defining a named property

[ value ]

Variable or string defining the value to associate with [ name ]

Options:

none

This script command creates or updates a persistent name-value pair that is saved in the Robo-FTP settings.
The property [ value ] may be retrieved by passing the same property [ name ] to the GETPROPERTY
command. Property values may be retrieved by any current or subsequent instance of Robo-FTP with access
to the same settings context. Use of an undeclared variable for either argument will result in an error.
Consider the following example that sets properties to keep track of the last successful download:
:loop
FTPLOGON "ftp.mydomain.com" /user="UserID" /pw="secret"
GETSITEFILE "*.bak"
RCVFILE %sitefile
IFERROR GOTO done
SETPROPERTY "LastDownloadName" %sitefile
SETPROPERTY "LastDownloadDate" %datetime
:done
FTPLOGOFF
PAUSE /for=300

;; sleep 5 minutes

GOTO loop
In this example, user-supplied logon credentials are saved as properties for later use:
PROMPT user "Enter your Username"
SETPROPERTY "LogonID" user
PROMPT pass "Enter your Password"
SETPROPERTY "LogonPW" pass
When Robo-FTP is launched by a Windows user account that lacks administrative privileges the name-value
pair created or updated by the SETPROPERTY command is only available when Robo-FTP is launched by
that specific Windows account. In contrast, when properties are set in an instance of Robo-FTP launched by
an administrator, the saved value is available to any other users of the computer that have not configured their
own conflicting value. When a conflict arises between the current user's configured settings and the shared
system settings, Robo-FTP is controlled by the current user's settings.
The WRITEFILE and READFILE commands are are also available for handling persistent data; especially data
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that is too long to save in properties.

Related command(s): SET, GETPROPERTY, WRITEFILE
See also: User Settings vs. Shared Settings
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SETREPLACE - Replace a substring with another substring
Syntax:

SETREPLACE

[ variable ] = [ source ] [ old substring ] [ new substring ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ source ]

Variable or string containing the full original source string.

[ old substring ]

Variable or string defining the substring or pattern to be replaced.

[ new substring ] Variable or string defining the replacement value.
Options:

/ignorecase

Ignore character case in source string when scanning for matching
substrings.

/regex

old substring is treated as a regular expression and new substring as
regular expressions replacement pattern.

/startswith

old substring is only replaced if it is at the beginning of source. May not
be used with /regex

This script command scans the [ source ] string and replaces all instances of the [ old substring ] with [ new
substring ] and saves the result in [ variable ].
Consider the following example.
SET string = "This is a string."
SETREPLACE mine = string " a " " my "
The resulting mine variable contains the value "This is my string.". The original string variable is
unchanged.
Consider the following example using regular expressions.
SET string = "This is a string."
SETREPLACE mine = string "this is a (.*)" "This was a \1" /regex
The resulting mine variable contains the value "This was a string.". The original string variable is
unchanged.
Consider this example that compares what happens when you add the /startswith option:
SET string = "Testing Testing Testing"
SETREPLACE result1 = string "Testing" "Replacement"
SETREPLACE result2 = string "Testing" "Replacement" /startswith
The variable result1 will contain "Replacement Replacement Replacement" whereas result2 will only
have the first word changed and will contain "Replacement Testing Testing".
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Consider the following example assuming the existence of a file "C:\original\location\file.txt"
GETNEXTFILE "C:\original\location\*.txt"
SETREPLACE newfile = %nextpath "C:\original\location" "\\server
\destination" /startswith /ignorecase
MOVE %nextpath newfile
moves "C:\original\location\file.txt" to "\\server\location\file.txt"
Related command(s): SETLEFT, SETMID, SETRIGHT, SETLEN, SETEXTRACT, SETSUBSTR, SET,
IFREGEX
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SETRIGHT - Extract right substring
Syntax:

SETRIGHT

[ variable ] = [ value ] [ cnt ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ value ]

Variable or string defining the value from which the substring is to be
extracted.

[ cnt ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the length of the substring;
this value must resolve to a numeric value less than or equal to the
length of [ value ].

/split

Save the unextracted portion of the string back in [ value ].

Options:

This script command extracts the rightmost [ cnt ] characters from [ value ] and saves the result in [ variable ].
If the /split option is specified, the unextracted portion of [ value ] is assigned back to [ value ] replacing the
original value.
Consider the following example.
;; assign a variable to a string
SET string = "this is a string"
;; extract the rightmost 6 characters
SETRIGHT substring = string 6
;; another example of syntax to extract the rightmost 6 characters
SETNUM len = 6
SETRIGHT substring = string len
The resulting substring variable contains the value "string". The original string variable is unchanged.
Consider the same example using the /split option to remove a 4 character extension from a file's name.
;; We start with a file name in standard DOS 8.3 format
SET filename = "ReadMe.txt"
;; extract the rightmost 4 characters
SETRIGHT extension = filename 4 /split
The resulting extension variable contains the value ".txt" and the remaining original "ReadMe" is stored in
the filename variable. Use the SETEXTRACT command to parse filenames that have variable length
extensions.
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Related command(s): SETLEFT, SETMID, SETLEN, SETEXTRACT, SETSUBSTR, SET, SETREPLACE
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SETSUBSTR - Find number of substrings in string
Syntax:

SETSUBSTR

[ variable ] = [ string ] [ substr ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

Variable to assign; if the variable does not previously exist it is created.

[ string ]

Variable or string defining the value of string from which to obtain the
delimiter count.

[ substr ]

Variable or string defining the delimiter string to search for within [ string
]. A delimiter can be one or more characters in length.

Options:

None

This script command searches [ string ] for occurences of [ substr ] and saves the number of occurences
found in [ variable ].
The following example uses SETSUBSTR to determine if a filename has no extension:
SET filename = "MyData"
SETSUBSTR dots = filename "."
IFNUM= dots 0 GOTO no_extension
The following example finds the number of file name segments:
SET filename = "data.temporary.sbc.xml"
;; find how many "." occur
SETSUBSTR dots = filename "."
;; the number of segments is one more than the number of dots
SETNUM segments = dots + 1
The SETSUBSTR command can be used to detect and remove unwanted characters (see: Rename files
during download) from the names of files to be downloaded. The SETEXTRACT and SETRIGHT commands are
also useful for parsing a filenames.

Related command(s): SETEXTRACT, IFSUBSTR, SET, SETRIGHT, SETLEFT, SETLEN, SETMID,
SETREPLACE
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SNAPSHOT - Update current state from local file system
Syntax:

SNAPSHOT

[ path ] [ dbfile ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ path ]

Optional Variable or string defining the starting remote path from
which to match files; if omitted, the current remote folder is
searched and [ dbfile ] defaults to “snapshot_site.sql”.

[ dbfile ]

Optional Variable or string specifying a snapshot database file. If
omitted, the default value is “snapshot_site.sql”. This argument
may only be specified if [ path ] is also specified. When [ dbfile ]
is specified without a full path the alternate default path is used.

/subdirs

Descend into sub-folders below the folder specified in the [ path ]
argument

/noupdate

Do not update the database with differences found.

/isitem

Used to indicate that [path] (without wildcards) should be treated
not as a directory to search but as an individual item to snapshot
into the database.

Options:

Note
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for monitoring for files and iterating over directory
structures on local and remote servers. There is significant overlap in capabilities between these
commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command better suited
to a particular task than the others. Please see the chapter Monitoring for Files and Iterating over
Directory Structures for a description of these commands and recommendations for which
commands to use in a particular situation.
This commands is for advanced users only. If you don't understand what it does you probably don't need it. It
provides for advanced manipulation of the DIFF database. It is used to update the current state in the database
so that future differences for matching items will come from the current state rather than from the last time
differences were checked.
The total number of differences found in the remote site file system is saved in the %snapshotfiles internal
variable.
Note: Snapshot database files are small SQLite database files created by Robo-FTP to support the DIFF and
FTPDIFF family of script commands.
Important
The success of this command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to
automatically read and understand the directory listings returned by the
remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET
requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some servers respond to
HEAD requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing
types like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest
megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible with this
command. Contact technical support if you have an urgent need related to
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a raw directory listing format that is currently unsupported.

Related command(s): GETDIFF, DIFFREWIND, DIFF, FILECOMEPAREFROM, SYNC
See also: Using the built-in database engine, Processing Dynamic Folders, Alternate Default Path
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SRVNAME - Define service name and control interaction with SrvMonitor
Syntax:

SRVNAME

[ name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ path ]

Optional variable or string defining the service name of this Robo-FTP
instance for identification by the Monitor applet.

Options:

/launch

Launch Monitor after defining a service name.

/off

Turn monitoring off.

This command defines the name of the current Robo-FTP session so that it can be identified when Monitor (a
Windows desktop tray applet) is started. This command is provided as an alternative to the -t command line
switch.
Monitor is a separate utility permitting running Robo-FTP session(s) to be monitored by any user when RoboFTP has been launched as a Windows service or when it is otherwise running hidden in the background. See
Monitoring a Robo-FTP Service for more information.
If Robo-FTP has been installed a Windows service by Service Installer then use of this command is not
necessary unless you wish to disable monitoring via the /off option. When launched by Service Installer, the
identification string used by Monitor is set to the service name specified when the service is created.
The following command defines a service name and enables Robo-FTP interaction with Monitor. The name
specified will appear in Monitor windows and/or menus to identify this instance of Robo-FTP.
SRVNAME "MyRobo-FTP"
The following command defines a service name and automatically launches Monitor. This option is not
allowed if Robo-FTP is running as a Windows service.
SRVNAME "MyRobo-FTP" /launch
The following command disables Robo-FTP interaction with Monitor. Interaction may be restored by (re)
issuing the previous command.
SRVNAME /off

Related command(s): DASHBOARDMSG
See also: Monitor, Installing Robo-FTP as a Service, Creating Dashboard Services
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STAYALIVE - Specify time-out to maintain FTP site connection
Syntax:

STAYALIVE

[ timeout ]

Arguments:

[ timeout ]

Variable, string, or numeric constant defining the number of seconds
delay between sending NOOP commands to the server. This value must
be 30 seconds or greater.

Options:

None

This command is not valid when connecting a secure SSH site.
This script command specifies a time-out value of 30 or greater, in seconds, used to maintain a connection
with an FTP site through periods of inactivity.
Typical FTP sites will terminate a session after 300 seconds of inactivity. If you wish to maintain a connection,
specify a non-zero time-out with this command and Robo-FTP will send an FTP NOOP (no operation)
command at the specified interval to maintain a connection with an FTP site. To disable the stay alive timer,
set [ timeout ] to zero.
The stay alive time-out is disabled (i.e., set to 0) by default and is not supported in SFTP mode.
Consider the following example in which the stay alive NOOP is sent every 60 seconds.
STAYALIVE 60
Note
Robo-FTP sends the FTP ‘NOOP’ command to the server to maintain the connection. Not all
servers permit or may be configured to refuse ‘NOOP’, so STAYALIVE may not operate on some
servers.

Related command(s): NATO, FTPLOGON /timeout option, SENDFILE /timeout option, RCVFILE /timeout
option
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STOP - Terminate script file execution
Syntax:

STOP

Arguments:

None

Options:

None

This script command ends script processing . The action is the same as clicking the Stop button on the RoboFTP toolbar or pressing the (Esc) key while a script file is executing.
The STOP command closes the Robo-FTP application if it is executed while the program is running as a
Windows service, exactly like the EXIT command.
Caution
The STOP command should not normally be used in scripts that are to run by the CRON or CALL
commands; the RETURN command is appropriate for these situations.
STOP may also be used to stop running a script when it is in the break state (as the result of using the
BREAK script command during debugging).

Related command(s): BREAK, EXIT, GO, RESUME, RETURN
See also: Interactive Debugging
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SYNC - Synchronize local folder(s) with an FTP site
Syntax:

Arguments:

Options:

SYNC

[ /options ]

SYNC

[ local path ] [ /options ]

SYNC

[ local path ] [ server dir ] [ /options ]

[ local path ]

An optional variable or string defining a local folder or a path name
containing a wildcard pattern that defines the beginning point on the
local PC from which to begin synchronization; if this parameter is
omitted Robo-FTP’s working folder is the starting point.

[ server dir ]

An optional variable or string defining the FTP site directory to
synchronize; [ server dir ] is only permitted when [ local path ] is
specified and may be a directory name only (no file names or wildcard
patterns permitted).

/activelist

Force Robo-FTP to obtain an updated listing of the remote folder prior
to processing each file on the remote site. Without this option, RoboFTP maximizes the speed of the synchronization process by
obtaining directory listings only when absolutely necessary. The /
activelist option may significantly increase the time required to
complete a SYNC operation so it should be used only if files on the
remote site are likely to change during the synchronization process.

/allowerrors

Normally SYNC will stop if a local file system or FTP site file I/O error
occurs (e.g. a file is write-protected); specify this option if you want
SYNC to ignore such errors and synchronize all the files it possibly
can.

/delete=xx

This is the SYNC command’s orphan control option; “orphans” are
defined as files that exist on either the local PC or the FTP site, but
not both; this option takes three forms: /delete=local, /
delete=server, or /delete=both; unless /delete is specified,
orphans are sent to the opposite system; use this option to control
the deletion of orphans if you do not wish to include them in the
synchronization process; the /delete and /skip options may be
combined to create a one-way mirroring effect.

/emptydirs

Normally SYNC will not create directories on the the FTP site nor
empty folders on the local PC if there are no files in the corresponding
folder or directory on the remote system. You can alter this behavior
and allow empty directories and folders to be created by including this
option.

/integrity=xx

Use file integrity checking as the files are synchronized (FTP and
FTPS servers only).

/localdate

Always preserve the date and time stamp of the local file. This option
overrides the default behavior of preserving the local date on uploads
and the server date on downloads.

/lower

Convert file / path name to lower case before comparing file names
and before uploading files to the FTP site.

/nospaces

Replace space characters embedded in local file names with
underscores, and replace underscore characters embedded in file
names found on the FTP site with space characters, when file names
are compared, and then possibly uploaded or downloaded
respectively.
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/serverdate

Always preserve the date and time stamp of the server file. This option
overrides the default behavior of preserving the local date on uploads
and the server date on downloads.

/skip=xx

Do not synchronize changes from the specified location. The
supported values are: /skip=local and / skip=server;

/skip_changing

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for one second.

/
skip_changing_seco
nds=xx

Ignore any file if its size is not stable for the specified number of
seconds. Values between 1 and 60 are allowed.

/subdirs

Descend into all folders beneath the current or specified local folder
and contiue synchronization on all files therein; the corresponding
directory structure is created on the FTP site if it does not exist when
files are uploaded and vice versa when files are downloaded.

/type=xx

The type of FTP file transfer to perform: ASCII, BIN, or EBCDIC; if this
option is omitted type BIN is used unless Robo-FTP is connected to
a Managed Site, in which case the site's Default Transfer Mode is
used.

/tz=xx

Set the number of hours to add or subtract to the timestamp of server
files when comparing them to local files. This value is expressed as a
positive or negative integer. This option is unnecessary if the remote
site supports the /precisetime option of the FTPLOGON command.
This option is functionally equivalent to calling the TIMEZONE
command so this adjustment persists after the execution of the
current line of script. This option is deprecated in favor of the
TIMEZONE command.

/upper

Convert file / path name to upper case before comparing or saving it
on the FTP site.

/verbose

Include transfer details (e.g., file sizes, transfer times) in the log file
and console window for each file transferred during the
synchronization process. By default this information is suppressed
and only summary information is output.

Beginning with v2.0, the behavior of the SYNC command has been changed. Much of the console window and
log file output during the synchronization process has been eliminated by default (old behavior restored using
the /verbose option). Furthermore, the performance of the synchronization process has been significantly
improved by caching FTP site directory information by default (old behavior restored using the /activelist
option).
This script command synchronizes files between the local PC and the FTP site. By synchronization we mean
a process whereby individual files stored on the local PC and the FTP site are identical in content and also
have the same date/time stamp. Upon completion of the command, the %synccount script variable contains
the total number of files transferred during synchronization.
Important
Synchronization can be a time-consuming process especially if the /activelist option is used and
if there are many files in the local folder and/or on the FTP site.
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To accomplish this, Robo-FTP begins by scanning the specified local folder and comparing file names against
those presently on the FTP site. If a file name is the same, Robo-FTP then compares the two files’ date/time
stamps. If they are the same or the local file is older, Robo-FTP moves on to the next file. If the local file is
newer or does not exist on the FTP site, Robo-FTP uploads the file to the FTP site and, once the file is
successfully saved on the FTP site, Robo-FTP attempts to modify the date and time of the server's copy of the
file to match the date and time of the local file. (This is the same thing that the /localdate does on the
SENDFILE command.) Robo-FTP continues with all files in the [ local path ], and in subfolders (if /subdirs is
specified), until all files are compared. If /serverdate is used then after the file is uploaded Robo-FTP obtains
the date/time stamp of the remote file and sets the local file to match. (This is the same thing that the /
serverdate does on the SENDFILE command.)
Next, Robo-FTP does the opposite. It scans the FTP site beginning in the current directory (or in [ server dir ] if
specified) and when a matching file name is found, the two files’ date/time stamps are compared. If they are
the same or the file on the FTP site is older, Robo-FTP moves on to the next file. If the file on the FTP site is
newer or does not exist locally, Robo-FTP downloads the file to the local PC and changes the local PC file’s
date/time stamp to match the file on the FTP site. (This is the same thing that the /serverdate does on the
RCVFILE command.) Robo-FTP continues with all files in the FTP site directory, and in subdirectories (if /
subdirs is specified), until all files are compared. If /localdate is used then after the file is downloaded RoboFTP obtains the date/time stamp of the local file and attempts to change the server file to match. (This is the
same thing that the /localdate does on the RCVFILE command.)
Once these two operation are complete, the files in the designated paths on the local PC and the FTP site are
synchronized, they are the same and share the same date/time stamps.
When synchronizing you may want to consider what to do when there is a file on the local PC that is not on
the FTP site and vice versa. Such files are referred to as “orphans”. Normally, Robo-FTP simply transfers the
orphan to the opposite system. This is not always what you want to do. The /delete option instructs RoboFTP to delete orphans locally, on the FTP site, or in both places.
Use the /skip option to perform a one-way synchronization. The supported values are: /skip=local and /
skip=server. The /delete and /skip options may be combined for a one-way mirroring effect. To do a one-way
mirror from the local machine to the server:
SYNC /skip=server /delete=server
The following example synchronizes Robo-FTP’s working folder with the current directory on the FTP site:
SYNC
The following example synchronizes Robo-FTP’s working folder with the current directory on the FTP site and
ignores any file I/O errors (e.g., a file is write-protected or in use by another process) that may occur:
SYNC /allowerrors
The following example synchronizes a specific local folder with the current directory on the FTP site:
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SYNC "c:\My Data"
The following example uses a wildcard to synchronize files with the same file extension from a specific local
folder with the current directory on the FTP site:
SYNC "c:\My Data\*.html"
Important
The success of wildcard matching depends on Robo-FTP's ability to automatically read and
understand the directory listings returned by the remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not
return listings in a supported format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP
GET requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some respond to HEAD requests and are
partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing types like APACHE_DEFAULT include file
sizes rounded to the nearest megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a raw directory listing format that is
currently unsupported.
The following example synchronizes files from a specific local folder with the specific directory on the FTP site:
SYNC "c:\My Data" "server_dir"
The following example descends into local subfolders (and corresponding server subdirectories) as well as
deleting orphans on both sides:
SYNC "c:\My Data" /subdirs /delete=both
The /integrity option enables file integrity checking to be used during the synchronization. When using file
integrity checking, the checksum is calculated for both the server file and the local file, using the algorithm
specified. These checksums are then compared to verify the integrity of the file. If these do not match then an
error is returned. The /integrity option is only supported by FTP and FTPS servers that support the specified
file hashing algorithm, and will not work on SFTP, HTTP, or any other type of server. The possible algorithms
are:

none

integrity checking not done

CRC

64-bit hash

MD5

128-bit hash

SHA1

160-bit hash

SHA256

256-bit hash

SHA512

512-bit hash

Consider the following example where all files are synchronized with file integrity checking using the SHA256
algorithm.
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SYNC "*" /integrity=SHA256
IFERROR= $ERROR_INTEGRITY_CHECKING_FAILED GOTO integrity_error
If you are not using the TIMEZONE script command, the /tz option may be used to account for differences in
time zones between Robo-FTP and the remote server. This is important for accurate file date and time stamp
comparisons. For example, if you are in the Central U.S. time zone and the remote server is located in the
Eastern U.S. time zone then files created at the exact same moment will appear one hour older on the remote
server. The syntax for subtracting one hour from the server time is as follows:
SYNC "c:\My Data" /tz=-1
Further, if the remote server is located in the Pacific U.S. time zone there is a two-hour difference the other
way between local time and the remote server. To allow for this, the following syntax adds two hours to the
server time:
SYNC "c:\My Data" /tz=+2
When file date/time stamps are compared, the determination of the newest file is based on the last modified
date and time. If the remote server does not return seconds in the time the comparison is based only on the
hour and minute
Important
FTP sites hosted on Unix systems often return dates without times for any files that were last
modified six (6) or more months prior to the current date. When connected to this type of FTP
site, Robo-FTP assumes 12:00 AM since the actual time is not available for comparison
purposes.
The /skip_changing and /skip_changing_seconds options are useful when there is a chance that a file
being processed by Robo-FTP is also being modified by some other process.
The /nospaces option causes Robo-FTP to convert space characters found in the local folder and file names
to underscores before comparisons are performed and before creating corresponding directories on the FTP
site and uploading files. This resolves an incompatibility in file naming between Windows and Unix since Unix
does not allow space characters in file names.
The /lower and /upper options cause Robo-FTP to convert local folder and file name(s) specified by [ file
name ] and [ new file ] to lower or upper case, respectively, before comparisons are performed and before
creating corresponding directories on the FTP site and when uploading files.
The /type option specifies the type of file transfer to perform. If this option is used while connected to a
Managed Site, the specified value overrides the site's Default Transfer Mode. EBCDIC file transfer mode is not
permitted unless IBM Host Features mode is enabled and should only be attempted after verifying /type=ascii
produces unsatisfactory results with a given site.
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Important
If you cancel a SYNC command while it is in progress, most likely it will be necessary to log off
and log back on the FTP site to resume any further file transfers.

Related command(s): RCVFILE, SENDFILE, WORKINGDIR
See also: FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM, FTPDIFF, Using Wildcards
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TIMEZONE - Declare time zone offset
Syntax:

TIMEZONE

[ tz ]

Arguments:

[ tz ]

Optional Variable or numeric value specifying the number of hours that
must be added to or subtracted from the current server time to match
the local time on your PC. When this argument is omitted the time zone
offset defaults to zero.

Options:

None

In versions prior to v2.0, this behavior was performed using the /tz option on various commands. The /tz
option is still supported but the TIMEZONE command now the recommended method for time zone
management.
Use the TIMEZONE command to account for differences in time zones between Robo-FTP and the remote site
by adding (or subtracting) the number of hours specified in the [ tz ] argument. This is important for accurate
file date/time comparisons that occur in commands like SYNC, FILECOMPARETO and GETSITEFILE. It is
also important for the SENDFILE and RCVFILE commands when they are used with options like /ifnewer.
This option is unnecessary if the /precisetime option of the FTPLOGON command is used (and the remote
site supports it) because it causes files to automatically be compared in UTC (GMT) format.
If you are using Robo-FTP in the Central U.S. time zone and connect to remote site in London, England that
reports file date/time stamps in GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) then there is a six-hour difference between the
local file system and the remote site. If two files were created at exactly the same moment, one in Central
time and and the other in GMT then the file in GMT would have a timestamp 6 hours older. So, if you were in
Central time, you could use the following command to subtract 6 hours from all file times reported by the
remote server:
TIMEZONE -6
If you are using Robo-FTP in the Central U.S. time zone and a FTP site returns dates based on the Eastern
U.S. time zone then there is a one-hour difference between the local file system and the remote site. You
could use the following command to subtract 1 hour from all files times reported by the server:
TIMEZONE -1
Finally, assuming the Robo-FTP PC is still in Central time, if a FTP site returns dates based on the Pacific
time zone then there is a two-hour difference the other way. Use the following syntax to add two hours to all
times reported by the server:
TIMEZONE +2
Variables can also be used:
SET tz = "+2"
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TIMEZONE tz
You can reset the time zone offset by calling TIMEZONE without the [ tz ] argument:
TIMEZONE
Note: The time zone offset is ignored when Robo-FTP is able to communicate with a remote server using
methods that, by definition, always return time in UTC format. For example, FTP and FTPS sites that support
the MLSD raw FTP command.

Related command(s): SYNC, FILECOMPAREFROM, FILECOMPARETO, SENDFILE, RCVFILE
See also: Timezone Differences
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TMPNAME - Set temporary download file name
Syntax:

TMPNAME

[ prefix ] [ suffix ]

Arguments:

[ prefix ]

Optional variable or string specifying a prefix.

[ suffix ]

Optional variable or string specifying a suffix.

Options:

None

The TMPNAME command simplifies the process of outputting files to a temporary location and then moving
them to their intended destination only if the transfer is successful. This type of behavior is often required in
projects that utilize multiple levels of process automation or need extra fault tolerance because an interrupted
download can leave a partial file on your computer.
The [ prefix ] argument allows you to specify a string that will be automatically prepended to file names as the
files are downloaded. The prefix is automatically removed once the download has successfully completed. If
you do not want to add a prefix then you must pass an empty string to this argument.
TMPNAME "PARTIAL_" ""
RCVFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named PARTIAL_data.xml

TMPNAME "c:\temp\" ""
RCVFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named c:\temp\data.xml

The [ suffix ] argument allows you to specify a string that will be automatically appended to file names as the
files are downloaded. The suffix is automatically removed once the download has successfully completed. If
you do not want to add a suffix then you must pass an empty string to this argument.
TMPNAME "" ".part"
RCVFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named data.xml.part

You can even use both [ prefix ] and [ suffix ] together:
TMPNAME "c:\temp\" ".part"
RCVFILE "data.xml"

;; temp file is named c:\temp\data.xml.part

Call the TMPNAME command omitting both the [ prefix ] and [ suffix ] to disable temporary names.
TMPNAME

;; disable temp names

Note: When the TMPNAME command is active it affects downloaded files as well as output files created by
the PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT, ZIP and UNZIP commands.

Related command(s): FTPTMPNAME, RCVFILE, AUDITDB
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See also: Fault Tolerant Scripts
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TRACELOG - Control the trace log file
Syntax:

TRACELOG

[ file name ] | [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

Optional variable or string defining a file or path name; if no path is
defined the alternate default path is used.

Options:

/append

Specify that trace data is to be appended to preexisting [ file name ] (if
any); if the file does not exist, it will be created. This option does not
work with the /new option.

/backups=x

This option is used together with the /maxsize option to specify the
number of backup files to cycle through. If /maxsize is used without this
option only one backup is used.

/debug

Enables extended debugging messages.

/maxsize=xx

Specify the maximum size of the trace log file (in Kilobytes).

/new

Specify that a new trace log file name is to be created (based on the
current date and time) when this command is executed and whenever an
existing trace log file reaches the maximum size (if a size has been
specified).

/off

Turn trace logging off.

/on

Turn trace logging on (assuming that [ file name ] has been previously
defined on an earlier call to TRACELOG or a log file has been previously
defined under the Logging menu of the Robo-FTP Configurator).

If the [ file name ] argument is present, this script command creates a new trace log file by this name. It is
also implied that logging is to be turned on. The trace log file records trace and diagnostic messages that may
be helpful in troubleshooting file transfer failures.
The /new option instructs Robo-FTP to create a new trace log file name using the current date and time. Such
a file will be created when the command is executed and, if the /maxsize option is also specified, whenever
the trace log file exceeds this maximum size. The [ file name ] argument must be present, but it can be an
empty string. Robo-FTP takes the base file name first (i.e., the part of the file name before any extension) then
appends the current date and time and then adds the extension at the end. If no extension is originally
specified, Robo-FTP appends .log to the final file name.
TRACELOG "trace.txt" /new
;; creates trace log file = trace Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.txt
TRACELOG "trace" /new
;; creates trace log file = trace Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.log
TRACELOG "trace.xx.log" /new
;; creates trace log file = trace Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.xx.log
TRACELOG "" /new
;; creates trace log file = Sat Oct 30 15.38.43 2010.log
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When the /new option is used the name of any newly created log file is available in the %currenttracelogfile
script variable.
The /maxsize option limits the maximum size that a trace log file can grow. The size is specified in kilobytes.
When the maximum size is reached, Robo-FTP handles this condition in one of two ways. If /new is also
specified, the current trace log file is simply closed and a new file is created using the convention described
above. If /new is not present, Robo-FTP renames the current log file to <filename>.1 so it can be saved as
a backup and then creates a new log file using the original file name. Every subsequent time that the trace log
file is filled to /maxsize kilobytes it is renamed <filename>.<number> with the number portion of the log
file's name incrementing sequentially until it reaches the value specified in the /backups option at which point
it cycles back to 1. If the /backups option is omitted only one backup file will be created. This behavior is
explained in the comments of the following examples:
TRACELOG "trace.txt" /maxsize=100
;; when the log file trace.txt reaches 100 KB:
;; rename it trace.txt.1 and then create a new trace.txt file
;; when the second trace.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename trace.txt to trace.txt.1 (overwriting the existing trace.txt.1
file)
;; then create a new trace.txt file
TRACELOG "trace.txt" /maxsize=100 /backups=3
;; when the log file trace.txt reaches 100 KB:
;; rename it trace.txt.1 and then create a new trace.txt file
;; when the second trace.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename it trace.txt.2 and then create a new trace.txt file
;; when the third trace.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename it trace.txt.3 and then create a new trace.txt file
;; when the fourth trace.txt file reaches 100 KB,
;; rename trace.txt to trace.txt.1 (overwriting the existing trace.txt.1
file)
;; then create a new trace.txt file

The /append option instructs Robo-FTP to append new trace data to a previously existing file specified by
[ file name ]. If [ file name ] does not exist, it will be created. The /append option may not be combined with
the /new option.
If [ file name ] is omitted, the /on and /off options control logging to a previously defined log file. When logging
is turned on, new log messages are appended to the existing log file. For example:
TRACELOG /off
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Related command(s): LOG, SESSIONLOG, TRACEWIN
See also: Trace Window, %currenttracelogfile, Interactive Debugging, Basic Logging, Advanced Logging,
Troubleshooting, Alternate Default Path
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TRACEWIN - Activate/Deactivate trace window
Syntax:

TRACEWIN

[ /options ]

Arguments:

None

Options:

/off

Deactivate and remove trace window.

/on

Activate and display trace window.

When testing script commands, it is often helpful to activate the Robo-FTP Trace Window. The contents of
this window mirror what is written to the trace log file. For example, FTP results are echoed to the trace
window giving you an immediate, visual record of what is occurring during the FTP session.
The contents of the trace window can be copied to the Clipboard by accessing the System menu (by clicking
on the icon in the upper left corner of the window) and then selecting Copy to Clipboard. This is useful if you
need to save the contents of the trace window for later examination.

Related command(s): TRACELOG, FTPCLIENT, CONSOLE, CONSOLEMSG, WEBBROWSER
See also: Trace Window, Interactive Debugging, Troubleshooting
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UNZIP - Extract file(s) from a zip archive
Syntax:

UNZIP

[ zip name ] [ path ] [ file ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ zip name ]

A variable or string defining the name of a zip archive file; if .zip
extension is omitted, Robo-FTP adds it automatically; if no folder is
specified, Robo-FTP creates or opens the archive in its working folder.

[ path ]

A variable or string defining the path to the target folder to where files are
to be extracted. Any folder specified must actually exist. You may pass
an empty string but you may not simply omit the [ path ] argument. The
current working folder is assumed if an empty string is specified.

[ file ]

A variable or string defining the file name(s) to be extracted. Wildcards
are allowed.

/flat

Extract all files into the folder specified by the [ path ] argument,
ignoring any internal folder structure of the original zip archive file.
WARNING: Use of this option will result in loss of data if two files in the
zip archive have the same name.

/pw=xx

Define password used when the zip archive was created.

/skipexisting

Do not extract files from the archive that already exist in the target path.

/skipolder

Do not extract files from the archive that are older than, or have the
same date and time as existing files in the target path.

/subdirs

Extract files with associated folder names stored in the archive; this
option must be selected if files are zipped into the archive using full path
names (path information) are to be extracted.

Options:

This script command extracts file(s) from an existing zip archive file. Upon completion of the command, the %
unzipcount internal script variable contains the total number of files unzipped by this command.
Consider the following example which passes an empty string to the [ path ] argument so the file will be
extracted to Robo-FTP’s current local working folder.
UNZIP "zipfile" "" "mydata.xml"
The example below extracts all the .jpg and .jpeg files in the specified archive to Robo-FTP’s working folder.
(Files saved with path information will not be extracted unless the /subdirs option is specified.)
UNZIP "zipfile" "" "*.jpg|*.jpeg"
The example below extracts all the .xml files in the specified archive to Robo-FTP’s working folder and into
subfolders that may have been saved in the archive. Relative path names of any files found in the archive are
restored.
UNZIP "zipfile" "" "*.xml" /subdirs
The example below extracts a file named index.html from a password protected archive and saves it in a
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target folder named c:\mysite.
UNZIP "zipfile" "c:\mysite" "index.html" /pw=mysecret
The example below extracts all newer files in the specified archive to the specified target folder.
UNZIP "c:\temp\archive.zip" "c:\my files" "*" /skipolder
If you have multiple file to unzip, the example below shows a loop that gathers zip files, one by one, from the
current folder and extracts all files in the specified archive to the specified target folder.
:loop
GETNEXTFILE "*.zip" /timeout=10
;; branch if no more zip files
IFERROR $ERROR_WAIT_TIMED_OUT GOTO no_file
UNZIP %nextfile "c:\myfiles" "*"
GOTO loop
:no_file
Note: When the TMPFILE command is active, the output [ file ] created by this command will have a different
name until the extraction process is successfully completed.

Related command(s): ZIP, PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT, TMPNAME
See also: Data Compression
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UPPER - Convert string to upper case
Syntax:

UPPER

[ variable ]

Arguments:

[ variable ]

A variable containing letter to convert to upper case

Options:

none

This script command is used to convert letters in a variable to upper case.
This example shows two string conversions, first to upper case and then to lower case:
SET word = "Hello"
;; word is now "Hello"
UPPER word
;; word is now "HELLO"
LOWER word
;; word is now "hello"

Related command(s): SET, LOWER, IFSTRCMP, IFSUBSTR
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WEBBROWSER - Display a web browser window
Syntax:

WEBBROWSER

[ resource ]

Arguments:

[ resource ]

A fully formed URL or a resource on the currently connected
remote HTTP or HTTPS site.

Options:

None

This script command opens a new Robo-FTP web browser window to the web page specified in the
[ resource ] argument.
If Robo-FTP is not currently connected to an HTTP or HTTPS site the [ resource ] argument must specify a
complete URL as follows:
WEBBROWSER "www.robo-ftp.com/download"
If Robo-FTP is connected to an HTTP or HTTPS site the [ resource ] argument may be relative to the current
remote path. The following example produces the exact same result as the previous example:
FTPLOGON "www.robo-ftp.com" /servertype=HTTP
WEBBROWSER "download"
If a web browser window is opened during a HTTP or HTTPS session that previously started using the
FTPLOGON command any cookies set during the session are available to the browser.

Related command(s): FTPLOGON, FTPCLIENT, CONSOLE, TRACEWIN, PROMPT, ASK, MESSAGEBOX,
PLAYSOUND, BROWSE
See also: Running Robo-FTP with Prompting
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WORKINGDIR - Change local default (working) folder
Syntax:

WORKINGDIR

[ folder name ]

Alt Syntax:

CHGDIR

[ folder name ]

CD

[ folder name ]

Arguments:

[ path name ]

A variable or string to specify the path name of Robo-FTP’s default
folder.

Options:

/create

Create the destination folder if it does not yet exist.

/verify=x

Verify permissions for selected working directory; options are /
verify="read" which returns an error if Robo-FTP does not have read
permission on the specified directory; /verify="write" which returns
an error if Robo-FTP does not have write permission on the specified
directory.

This script command sets the default local folder for all file-oriented script commands. If a file name without a
full path is used in any script command then Robo-FTP assumes the file is located in the current working
folder.
Calling this command without the [ path name ] argument causes the path of the current working folder to be
echoed to the console window.
Robo-FTP always has a current working folder on the local PC. Robo-FTP only has a current remote folder
while actually connected to a remote site. Use the FTPCD script command to set the current directory on a
remote site.
The current working folder is always maintained in the %currentlocaldir variable.
Consider the following example.
;; read record in "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\example.txt"
WORKINGDIR "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X"
READFILE "example.txt" first_record
If a partial path is specified, it and the previous working folder are used to define the new working folder.
;; current working folder is "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X"
WORKINGDIR "test"
;; new working folder is now "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\test"
If two periods “..” are specified, the new working folder is set one folder above the previous working folder.
;; current working folder is "c:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X"
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WORKINGDIR ".."
;; new working folder is now "c:\Program Files"
Important
This command overrides the Working Directory folder selected on the Files menu in the Robo-FTP
Configurator.
The directory change made by WORKINGDIR is global within the Robo-FTP script environment. If
WORKINGDIR is called in a function or a called script, we recommend that the current working
folder be saved on entry and restored on exit to prevent unintended consequences. See the help
topic for the %currentlocaldir internal variable for an example.
The directory change made by WORKINGDIR will be overwritten if you subsequently use
FTPLOGON to connect to a Managed Site that specifies a different Initial Working Directory.

The [ path name ] argument accepts the built-in internal variables and also user-defined variables.
;; set working folder to Robo-FTP installation folder:
WORKINGDIR %installdir
;; the current instance of Robo-FTP can definitely write to this folder:
WORKINGDIR %programdatadir
;; a user-defined variable with a dynamic value for the folder name:
SET source = "c:\outbound\" + %date
WORKINGDIR source
Suppose your script may be executed an unknown number of times each day and the files that it processes
are in a folder named with today's date. The /create option will attempt to create the destination folder if it
does not already exist. This way, you don't need to add script logic to handle the condition that today's folder
does not yet exist.
SET source = "c:\outbound\" + %date
WORKINGDIR source /create

Related command(s): FTPCD, FTPPWD, MAKEDIR, DELDIR, LISTDIR
See also: %currentlocaldir, %currentsitedir
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WRITEFILE - Write string to specified text file
Syntax:

WRITEFILE

[ file name ] [ string_out ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ file name ]

A variable or string to specify the file name to write to; if no path is
defined Robo-FTP’s working folder is used; if the file does not exist, it
is created.

[ string_out ]

A variable or string to be written to the file.

/append

Append the string to the existing file.

/hex

Interpret the output string as a hexadecimal value rather than as
standard ASCII characters. Use this option if you need to write binary
data.

/nocrlf

Do not add a carriage return (CR) + line feed (LF) end of line
sequence

Options:

This script command writes characters to the specified text file. This command is oriented toward writing a
complete record of printable characters, terminated by a carriage-return/ line-feed, to a file. The scope of this
command (and the READFILE command) is not to provide full function file I/O to your script files, but rather to
provide temporary storage for small amounts of information for use by a script file or an external program. Use
the SETPROPERTY to command to save smaller amounts of information used only within Robo-FTP scripts.
By default WRITEFILE either creates a new file or over-writes an existing file with what is written. You may use
the /append option to add records to an existing file.
Note: The %crlf internal variable is available for adding additional line breaks to the output string in addition to
the terminator automatically inserted by this command.
Consider the following example that stores user input text to a file.
;; write a string supplied by an operator to a file
PROMPT user_id "Enter your User ID"
WRITEFILE "user_info.txt" user_id /append
The WRITEFILE command may be used inside a loop to process every row in a file. The loop in the following
example creates a text file that contains the names of files to be uploaded to a remote server. Only files that
have been modified since yesterday are included in the list.
WORKINGDIR "c:\web\local\"
SET cut_off_date = %date
DATESUB cut_off 1

;; calculate yesterday's date

GETREWIND

;; "rewind" the file pointer (fail-safe)

:begin
GETFILE "*.txt|*.htm|*.html|*.css|*.js"
IFERROR GOTO done

;; break out of loop when no more files
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IFDATE< %nextfiledate cut_off GOTO begin

;; skip old files

WRITEFILE "c:\automatic\UploadList.dat" %nextpath /append
GOTO begin

;; loop back to get next file name

:done
Note: There is a corresponding loop example on the Help topic page for the READFILE command.

Related command(s): READFILE, SETPROPERTY, IFFILE, IFNFILE, MAKEFILENAME, COPY, RENAME,
DELETE, APPEND, WORKINGDIR, MAKEDIR, LISTDIR
See also: %crlf
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ZIP - Append files to a zip archive
Syntax:

ZIP

[ zip name ] [ file ] [ /options ]

Arguments:

[ zip name ]

A variable or string defining the file name of the zip archive to append;
if .zip extension is omitted, Robo-FTP adds it automatically; if no
folder is specified, Robo-FTP opens the archive in its working folder.

[ file ]

A variable or string defining the file or folder to add to the zip archive;
if no path name is specified, Robo-FTP assumes [ file ] is in the
current working folder. Wildcards may be used to specify multiple
files.

/compress=xx

Select the compression mode for the zip archive; options are /
compress=none (files are stored in the zip archive but not
compressed); /compress=fast (archive file is created as quickly as
possible but file may not be as small as it could be); /
compress=normal; /compress=max (archive file is made as small
as possible but may take longer to create).

/create

Create a new zip archive each time; any existing archive file named
[ zip name ] will be deleted and recreated. This option is required
when the file specified in the first argument does not exist.

/encryption=xx

The supported values are AES and ZIP (the standard ZipCrypto) ZIP
is the default and the AES encryption uses 256-bit keys.

/fullpath

Save the fully qualified path or folder names of files as they are
stored in the zip archive.

/pw=xx

Encrypt zip file with a password to protect the files added to the the
zip archive.

/subdirs

Add files in subfolders beneath [ file ] to the zip archive; [ file ] must
be a folder or a path containing a wildcard pattern for this option to be
accepted.

Options:

This script command appends files to an existing zip archive or, if the /create option is specified, it creates a
new zip file. Robo-FTP is compatible with the 64-bit zip algorithm so it can create zip archives with a
theoretical limit of 18 million terrabytes.
Upon completion of the command, the %zipcount internal script variable contains the total number of files
zipped by this command.
Caution
With the ZIP command the [target] zip is specified before the [source] file to be archived. This is
reversed from many of the other Robo-FTP script commands like UNZIP, PGPENCRYPT and
PGPDECRYPT.

Consider the following example in which a single file is zipped into a new archive. The resulting archive file is
named zipfile.zip and is located in Robo-FTP’s working folder.
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ZIP "zipfile" "mydata.xml" /create
The following example adds another file to the same archive.
ZIP "zipfile" "mydata2.xml"
The example below adds all the .jpg and .jpeg files in Robo-FTP’s working folder to an existing password
protected archive.
ZIP "zipfile" "*.jpg|*.jpeg" /pw=mysecret
The example below adds all the .xml files in Robo-FTP’s working folder and in any subfolders to an existing
archive. Relative path names of any files found in subfolders are saved in the archive.
ZIP "zipfile" "*.xml" /subdirs
The example below stores (but does not compress) all the files in Robo-FTP’s working folder and in any
subfolders in a new archive. Relative path names of any files found in subfolders are saved in the archive.
ZIP "c:\temp\archive.zip" "*" /subdirs /compress=none /create
Note: When the TMPFILE command is active, the output [ zip name ] created by this command will have a
different name until the compression process is successfully completed.

Related command(s): UNZIP, PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT, TMPNAME
See also: Data Compression

Internal Script Variables

Robo-FTP maintains a set of internally defined variables. These variables always begin with the % or $ symbol.
You may use these variables just as you would any user variable, but assigning or changing the values of
these variables using the SET or SETNUM commands is not recommended.
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%cr

The carriage return character

%crlf

A string containing the carriage return and line feed characters

%comparedate

Contains file date comparison result obtained by the FILECOMPARETO and
FILECOMPAREFROM commands

%comparesize

Contains file size comparison result obtained by the FILECOMPARETO and
FILECOMPAREFROM commands

%currentlocaldir

Contains the current local working folder

%currentlogfile

Contains the current local script log file path name

%currentscript

Full path name of the currently executing script file

%currentscriptdir

Path of the folder that contains the currently executing script file

%currentsitedir

Contains the current FTP site directory (as returned by FTPPWD)

%currenttracelogfile

Contains the current trace log file name.

%date

Contains a formatted string with the current date(i.e., 02-16-13)

%datetime

Contains a formatted string with the current date and time (i.e., Sat Feb 16
11.00.22 2013)

%dbrawqueryresult

Contains the raw SQL query result if the DBGETRESULTS command does
not recognize or cannot parse the result into individual %db_xxxx variables.

%dbqueryrows

Contains the number of rows returned on the most recent DBQUERY
command SQL database query

%dbqueryvariables

Contains the number of variables created during the most recent
DBGETRESULTS command

%difffileid

Contains a numeric representation of the type of difference found on the most
recent run of the GETDIFF command

%difffilename

Contains the name of a file where a difference has been found on the most
recent run of the GETDIFF command

%difffilepath

Contains the full path a file where a difference has been found on the most
recent run of the GETDIFF command

%difffiles

Contains the number of file differences found on the most recent run of the
DIFF command

%difffiletext

Contains a text description of the type of difference found on the most recent
run of the GETDIFF command

%diffnum

Contains the sequence number of the file difference returned on the most
recent run of the GETDIFF command

%downloadcount

Contains the number of files downloaded during the previous RCVFILE
command

%downloaderrors

Contains the number of file I/O errors that may have occurred when
downloading with the most recent RCVFILERCVFILE command

%downloadsize

Contains the number of bytes in the most recent file downloaded with the
RCVFILE command

%ftpdifffileid

Contains a numeric representation of the type of difference found on the most
recent run of the FTPGETDIFF command

%ftpdifffilename

Contains the name of a file where a difference has been found on the most
recent run of the FTPGETDIFF command

%ftpdifffilepath

Contains the full path of a file where a difference has been found on the most
recent run of the FTPGETDIFF command

%ftpdifffiles

Contains the number of file differences found on the most recent run of the
FTPDIFF command

%ftpdifffiletext

Contains a text description of the type of difference found on the most recent
run of the FTPGETDIFF command

%ftpdiffnum

Contains the sequence number of the file difference returned on the most
recent run of the FTPGETDIFF command
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%ftpsnapshotfiles

Deprecated.

%ftplastresult

Contains the last numeric result code from the FTP site

%ftpresultsfile

Contains the name of FTP command results temporary file

%installdir

Contains the name of the Robo-FTP installation folder

%installver

Contains the version number of the currently executing instance of Robo-FTP

%lasterror

Error or result code returned by the last script command run

%lasterrormsg

Descriptive text of error returned by the last script command run

%lastfailedcmd

Contains the last script command that generated an error. If run from a script
file, it is prepended with the corresponding line number.

%lastfile

Name of the last file for which a transfer was attempted

%lastpath

Full path of the last file for which a transfer was attempted

%lf

The line feed character

%nextcmd

Character string obtained by CRON command

%nextfile

File name obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILEcommands

%nextfiledate

File date obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands

%nextfiledatetime

File date/time stamp obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands

%nextfilesize

File size (in bytes) obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands

%nextfiletime

File time stamp obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands

%nextfolder

Optional folder name obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands

%nextpath

Full path name obtained by GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands

%pgpdecryptfile

Full path name of the output file created by the PGPDECRYPT command

%programdatadir

Full path name of the current ProgramData folder

%protocol

Current connection type

%serverdir

Same as the %sitedir internal variable

%serverfile

Same as the %sitefile internal variable

%servertype

Numeric representation of the type of server Robo-FTP has connected to

%sitedir

Optional directory name obtained by GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE
commands

%sitefile

File name obtained by GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE commands

%sitefiledate

File date stamp obtained by GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE commands

%sitefiledatetime

File date/time stamp obtained by GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE
commands

%sitefilesize

File size (in bytes) obtained by GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE commands

%sitefiletime

File time stamp obtained by GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE commands

%sitefolder

Same as the %sitedir internal variable

%snapshotfiles

Deprecated.

%synccount

Contains the number of files transferred during the previous SYNC command

%time

Contains the current system time (i.e., 11.00.22)

%timedate

Same as %datetime

%uploadcount

Contains the number of files uploaded during the previous SENDFILE
command

%uploaderrors

Contains the number of file I/O errors that may have occurred when uploading
with the most recent SENDFILE or RCVFILE command

%unzipcount

Contains the number of files unzipped during the previous UNZIP command

%uploadsize

Contains the number of bytes in the most recent file uploaded with the
SENDFILE command

%zipcount

Contains the number of files zipped during the previous ZIP command

$ERROR_nn

Predefined $ERROR constants for use with the IFERROR command

%1 - %9

Variables assigned by the -p command line switch

Consider the following examples in which the use of an internal variables is shown:
RCVFILE "*"
SET msg = "Last file name downloaded was: " + %lastfile
MESSAGEBOX msg
MAKEDIR %datetime ;; create a folder using current date and time

See also: Variables
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Using the % copyfiles Variable

The %copyfiles variable records the exact path of those files copied. When used with the COPY or MOVE
command, the variable contains the destination path of all copied files. When used with the APPEND
command, the files matching the [ src name ] argument to APPEND are used.
Consider the following example in which the name of each copied file is used in a message that is displayed
to the user.
MAKEDIR "copydestdir"
COPY "*" "copydestdir"
SETNUM count = %copyfiles[*]
SETNUM i = 0
SET msg = "Copied: "
:loop_list_copied
IFNUM>= i count GOTO loop_list_copied_end
SET msg = msg + %crlf + "
SETNUM i = i + 1
GOTO loop_list_copied
:loop_list_copied_end
MESSAGEBOX msg

See also: Internal Script Variables
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" + %copyfiles[i]

Using the % cr, % crlf, and % lf Variables

The %cr, %crlf, and %lf internal variables may be used to add carriage control to a string.
For example, the following command builds a two line string.
SET my_var "line #1" & %crlf & "line #2"
These variables may come in handy when sending an email to report an error condition or when writing data to
a file.

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % currentlocaldir Variable

The current local working folder is maintained in an internal variable named %currentlocaldir.
WORKINGDIR "c:\temp"
DISPLAY %currentlocaldir
Whenever changing the working folder in script functions or called scripts, it is recommended that the original
working folder always be restored prior to returning. Below is a sample function that stores the current working
folder into a user defined variable, changes the working folder to perform some logic (not shown) and then
restores the original working folder before returning.
FUNCTION things todo
;; save current working folder
SET savdir = %currentlocaldir
;; do work in other folder
WORKINGDIR "c:\temp"
;; [...]
;; restore original working folder
WORKINGDIR savdir
RETURN
ENDFUNCTION

Related command(s): WORKINGDIR
See also: Internal Script Variables, %currentsitedir, FTPCD, FTPPWD
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Using the % currentlogfile and % currenttracelogfile Variables

The current script log file is always saved and updated in the %currentlogfile script variable. The same is true
for the current trace log file and the %currenttracelogfile variable.
Usually knowing the name of a current log file is not an issue. However, under certain circumstances RoboFTP can automatically name a log file (i.e., when the /new option is specified on the LOG or TRACELOG
commands) and without these script variables there would be no way for your script to know the file named
created.
This is an example of how the %currentlogfile variable might be used.
LOG "mylog.xx.log" /new
DISPLAY %currentlogfile
%currentlogfile = mylog Wed Oct 12 15.38.43 2012.xx.log

Related command(s): LOG, TRACELOG
See also: Internal Script Variables, Configurator Logging Menu, Basic Logging
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Using the % currentscript and % currentscriptdir Variables

The %currentscript variable is automatically populated with the full path of the currently executing script file.
The %currentscriptdir variable contains the path of the parent folder.
These variables can be useful when your automation processes include multiple command script files that
execute each other using the CALL or CHAIN commands.
Note: This variables are only populated while the script is executing. Their values are empty when typing
commands directly into the main console window.

Related command(s): CALL, CHAIN
See also: Internal Script Variables, %currentlogfile
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Using the % currentsitedir Variable

The current remote site directory path is saved in an internal variable named %currentsitedir. Use the
FTPPWD script command to force a refresh of this variable.
FTPPWD
DISPLAY %currentsitedir
The FTPCD script command is available to change the current directory on the remote site.

Related command(s): FTPPWD, FTPCD
See also: Internal Script Variables, %currentlocaldir, WORKINGDIR
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Using the % date, % datetime, and % time Variables

These internal variables contain the current system date and time.
The value of %date is in the format mm-dd-yy (i.e., 02-16-13). This format allows you the option of using the
value of %date in a file or directory name. The more common date format mm/dd/yy (i.e. 02/16/13) is not
used because the slash character is not allowed in a file or directory name.
The value of %datetime contains a formatted date and time string (i.e., Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013). Alternate
variable %timedate is also accepted.
The value of %time, like the value of %time, is in the format hh.mm.ss (i.e., 11.00.22). This format allows you
the option of using the value of %time in a file or directory name. The more common time format hh:mm:ss
(i.e. 11:00:22) form is not used because the colon character is not allowed in a file or directory name.
Consider the following example where a unique folder is created within the Robo-FTP working folder.
MAKEDIR %datetime
Consider the following example where the current time is concatenated onto the end of the file name in order
to make it unique. The resulting file name would be something like: c:\data\file.11.00.22.
SET rcvfile = "C:\data\file."
SET rcvfile &= %time
The IFDATE, IFDATETIME, and IFTIME script commands may be used for conditional branching based on
date and/or time values.
Internal variables like %date, %datetime, and %timedate variables should not be modified directly but their
values may be assigned to intermediate user defined variables which are then used for data arithmetic with
script commands like DATEADD, DATESUB, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB

See also: Internal Script Variables, Build File Name with Current Date
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Using the % dbqueryrawresult, % dbqueryrows, and % dbqueryvariables Variables

When using an SQLite database, the %dbqueryrows variable contains the number of rows resulting from a
SQL query submitted by the DBQUERY script command. A maximum of 1000 rows is allowed on any single
query before an error occurs. This value is not set when using an ODBC data source.
The %dbqueryvariables variable contains the number of individual %db_xxxx variables created by the
DBGETRESULTS command when parsing the result of a single SQL query submitted by the DBQUERY script
command.
When using an SQLite database, the %dbqueryrawresult variable contains a raw text string resulting from a
SQL query submitted by the DBQUERY that cannot be parsed into individual %db_xxxx variables by a
subsequent DBGETRESULTS command. Normally this variable is reserved for debugging purposes and is only
assigned in the event of an error during the execution of DBGETRESULTS. This value is not set when using an
ODBC data source.

See also: Internal Script Variables, Using the built-in database engine
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Using the % deletefiles and % ftpdeletefiles Variables

The %deletefiles and %ftpdeletefiles variables record the exact filenames of those files removed with the
most recent DELETE / DELDIR and FTPDELETE / FTPDELDIR script commands, respectively.
Consider the following example in which the name of each deleted file is used in a message that is displayed
to the user.
DELETE "*"
SETNUM count = %deletefiles[*]
SETNUM i = 0
SET msg = "Deleted: "
:loop_list_deleted
IFNUM>= i count GOTO loop_list_deleted_end
SET msg = msg + %crlf + "
SETNUM i = i + 1
GOTO loop_list_deleted
:loop_list_deleted_end
MESSAGEBOX msg

See also: Internal Script Variables
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" + %deletefiles[i]

Using the % difffileid, % difffilename, % difffilepath, and % difffiletext Variables

These variables are set as a result of running the GETDIFF script command when a difference is detected with
a file in the local PC file system. GETDIFF is used after running the DIFF script command which compares
baseline information obtained about the file system (using a snapshot database) with the current state of files
within the file system.
The %difffilepath variable contains the full path name of a changed file and %difffilename just the file name
itself.
The %difffileid and %difffiletext variables contain information about how the file has changed in numeric and
text formats, respectively.
Possible values for %difffileid are:
5001 = $DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND
5002 = $DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW
5003 = $DIFF_FILE_SIZE
5004 = $DIFF_FILE_DATETTIME
Possible values for %difffiletext are:
** File not found
** File is new
** File size has changed
** File date/time stamp has changed
Consider the following example where only files that have a different size are of interest.
DIFF
:loop
GETDIFF
IFERROR $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
IFNUM!= difffileid $DIFF_FILE_SIZE GOTO loop
MESSAGEBOX %difffilename "Size of this file has changed."
GOTO loop
:done

Related command(s): DIFF
See also: %ftpdifffileid, %ftpdifffilename, %ftpdifffilepath, and %ftpdifffiletext, Internal Script Variables
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Using the % difffiles and % diffnum Variables

These variables are set by the DIFF and GETDIFF script commands respectively.
The %difffiles variable contains the total number of different files that the DIFF command detects when
scanning the local PC file system within the folder and subfolders (if any) specified.
The %diffnum variable contains the sequential number of a given file returned by the GETDIFF command.
Used together, it is possible to use these variables to know how many more differences there may be when
performing a script loop calling GETDIFF to identify multiple differences.
More specifically, %diffnum = %difffiles after GETDIFF has been issued a sufficient number of times to find
all the currently identified differences detected by the most recent DIFF command.

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % downloadcount, % uploadcount, and % syncount Variables

The %downloadcount, %uploadcount, and %synccount variables record the number of files transferred with
the most recent RCVFILE, SENDFILE, and SYNC script commands, respectively.
Consider the following example in which the total number of files downloaded is used in a message that is
displayed to the user.
RCVFILE "*"
SET msg = %downloadcount + " files received"
MESSAGEBOX msg

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % downloadfiles and % uploadfiles variables

The %downloadfiles and %uploadfiles variables record the exact filenames of those files transferred with the
most recent RCVFILE and SENDFILE script commands, respectively. The SYNC command will also set these
variables appropriately for any uploaded or downloaded files.
Consider the following example in which the name of each downloaded file is used in a message that is
displayed to the user.
RCVFILE "*"
SETNUM count = %downloadfiles[*]
SETNUM i = 0
SET msg = "Received: "
:loop_list_downloaded
IFNUM>= i count GOTO loop_list_downloaded_end
SET msg = msg + %crlf + "
SETNUM i = i + 1
GOTO loop_list_downloaded
:loop_list_downloaded_end
MESSAGEBOX msg

See also: Internal Script Variables
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" + %downloadfiles[i]

Using the % downloaderrors and % uploaderrors Variables

The %downloaderrors and %uploaderrors variables record the number of non-fatal file I/O errors (e.g., file is
read-only, access denied, etc.) that may have occurred with the most recent RCVFILE and SENDFILE script
commands, respectively, when wildcard character(s) are in the pathname and when the /allowerrors option is
specified.
Robo-FTP’s default behavior when doing a wildcard transfer in the event of an I/O error is to report the error and
to not continue with the download or upload of any more files. With the /allowerrors option, non-fatal errors
are ignored but tallied in these variables so a script can take appropriate action after all possible files have
been transferred.
The name(s) of any files that failed to download or upload my be obtained by parsing the Robo-FTP script log.
All failures will be logged as follows:
*Warning: FTP site file I/O error ignored -- operation resumed.
or:
*Warning: Local file I/O error ignored -- operation resumed.
Consider the following example in which the total number of download file I/O errors is used in a message that
is displayed to the user.
RCVFILE "*" /allowerrors
SET msg = %downloaderrors + " file I/O error(s) occurred"
MESSAGEBOX msg

Related command(s): RCVFILE, SENDFILE
See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % downloadsize and % uploadsize Variables

The %downloadsize and %uploadsize variables record the size in bytes of a file transferred with the most
recent RCVFILE and SENDFILE script commands, respectively.
Consider the following example in which the total number of files downloaded is used in a message that is
displayed to the user.
RCVFILE "mydata.txt"
SET msg = %downloadsize + " characters received"
MESSAGEBOX msg

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % ftpdifffileid, % ftpdifffilename, % ftpdifffilepath,and % ftpdifffiletext
Variables
These variables are set as a result of running the FTPGETDIFF script command when a difference is detected
with a file in the FTP site file system. FTPGETDIFF is used after running the FTPDIFF script command which
compares baseline information obtained about the remote file system (using a snapshot database) with the
current state of files within the remote file system.
The %ftpdifffilepath variable contains the full path name of a changed file and %ftpdifffilename just the file
name itself.
The %ftpdifffileid and %ftpdifffiletext variables contain information about how the file has changed in numeric
and text formats, respectively.
Possible values for %ftpdifffileid are:
5001 = $DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND
5002 = $DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW
5003 = $DIFF_FILE_SIZE
5004 = $DIFF_FILE_DATETTIME
Possible values for %ftpdifffiletext are:
** File not found
** File is new
** File size has changed
** File date/time stamp has changed
Consider the following example where only files that have a different size are of interest.
FTPDIFF
:loop
FTPGETDIFF
IFERROR $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
IFNUM!= %ftpdifffileid $DIFF_FILE_SIZE GOTO loop
MESSAGEBOX %ftpdifffilename "Size of this file has changed."
GOTO loop
:done

Related command(s): FTPDIFF
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See also: %difffileid, %difffilename, %difffilepath, and %difffiletext, Internal Script Variables
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Using the % ftpdifffiles and % ftpdiffnum Variables

These variables are set by the FTPDIFF and FTPGETDIFF script commands respectively.
The %ftpdifffiles variable contains the total number of different files that the FTPDIFF command detected while
scanning the specified path on the remote site's file system.
The %ftpdiffnum variable contains the sequential number of a given file returned by the FTPGETDIFF
command.
Used together, it is possible to calculate how many more differences there may be when performing a script
loop calling FTPGETDIFF to identify multiple differences.
Specifically, %diffnum = %difffiles after FTPGETDIFF has been issued a sufficient number of times to find all
the currently identified differences detected by the most recent FTPDIFF command.

Related command(s): FTPDIFF, FTPGETDIFF
See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % ftplastresult and % ftpresultsfile Variables

The last line of any server response is saved in %ftplastresult. In some cases, the %ftplastresult variable
may be used in conjunction with the FTPSETERROR script command in order to decode a specific FTP site
reply.
When sending FTP commands using the FTPCMD script command, and a multi-line response is received from
the remote site, Robo-FTP creates a temporary file and the server's response is written to this file. The file
name is saved in an internal variable named %ftpresultsfile. If you need to retain the information in the
temporary file, you should immediately copy it to another file as shown below:
FTPCMD "LIST"
COPY %ftpresultsfile "save_this_file"
The %ftpresultsfile variable may also be used in conjunction with any file oriented script command (e.g.,
READFILE, PRINT).

Related command(s): FTPSETERROR, FTPCMD
See also: Internal Script Variables, Using the %lasterror variable
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Using the % installdir and % installver Variables

The %installdir and %installver variables are useful when designing command scripts to be run in disparate
Robo-FTP environments.
Script developers targeting multiple computers may find the %installdir internal variable helpful because it
contains the complete path of Robo-FTP's installation folder. For example, a script that reads and writes to
files in Robo-FTP's installation directory could use the %installdir variable instead of a hard-coded path. Such
a script could run without modification on both 32-bit servers where Robo-FTP is typically installed in a folder
named "Program Files" and also on a 64-bit server where it is typically installed in a folder named "Program
Files (x86)" instead.
The current installed version of Robo-FTP is available via the %installver internal variable. This variable is
useful when developing scripts that behave differently depending on the current version of Robo-FTP. Consider
the following example that does not use the FTPLOGON command's /pasv option when the current version of
Robo-FTP is 3.7 or newer:
;; Get the major release number and remove the leading "v" character
setextract major = %installver "." 1
SETLEN majorLEN = major
DEC majorLEN
SETRIGHT major = major majorLEN
;; Get the minor release number
SETEXTRACT minor = %installver "." 2
;; Concatenate major and minor number as strings
SET ver = major & minor
;; Numerical comparison.

Use new logon command if # > 37

IFNUM>= ver 37 GOTO new_logon
FTPLOGON "HomeOffice" /pasv
GOTO move_files
:new_logon
FTPLOGON "HomeOffice"
:move_files
SENDFILE "readme.txt" /delete
The format of %installver includes a leading "v" character: v[major].[minor].[build].[revision]
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See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % lasterror Variable

The %lasterror variable is initialized to the last error or completion code of the most recently completed script
command. The corresponding error text is stored in the %lasterrormsg internal variable.
Some commands do not change the value of %lasterror when they complete successfully. These commands
include DISPLAY, SET and conditional branching commands like IFERROR. This exception allows you to add
robust error handling logic to your command scripts.
The FTPSETERROR command sets the value of %lasterror to the numeric portion of the value of %
ftplastresult (the last response from the remote server.)
If you want to use this value to report an error via email it is necessary to save the value in a script file variable
so that it doesn't get reset by the results of a subsequent command. In the following example, the value of %
lasterror is stored in a variable named err_num for use later in the body of an email message.
RCVFILE "daily_transactions.xml"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO next_step
SET err_num = %lasterror
SET err_msg = %lasterrormsg
SET from = "Robo-FTP Service"
SET email = "robot@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Automated download failed! (do not reply)"
SET body = "The following error was reported: "
SET body = body + "[" + err_num + "] " + err_msg
SET body = body + %crlf + "The command that caused this error was: " + %lastfailedcmd
SET attach = ""
CREATEMAIL from email subj body attach
SENDMAIL "120.33.13.10" "Help Desk" "helpdesk@acme-widget.com"
GOTO done
:next_step

Related command(s): IFERROR, FTPSETERROR
See also: %lasterrormsg, Internal Script Variables, Script File Result Codes, Interactive Debugging, Simple
Error Handling Example
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Using the % lasterrormsg Variable

The %lasterrormsg variable is initialized to a text description of the last error of the most recently completed
script command. This message is the same as what appears in the script log. The corresponding numeric
error code is stored in the %lasterror internal variable.
Some commands do not change the value of %lasterrormsg when they complete successfully. These
commands include DISPLAY, SET and conditional branching commands like IFERROR. This exception allows
you to add robust error handling logic to your command scripts.
The FTPSETERROR command sets the value of %lasterrormsg to text portion of the value of %ftplastresult
(the last response from the remote server.)
If you want to use this value to report an error via email it is necessary to save the value in a script file variable
so that it doesn't get reset by the results of a subsequent command. In the following example, the value of %
lasterrormsg is stored in a variable named err_msg for use later in the body of an email message.
RCVFILE "daily_transactions.xml"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO next_step
SET err_num = %lasterror
SET err_msg = %lasterrormsg
SET from = "Robo-FTP Service"
SET email = "robot@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Automated download failed! (do not reply)"
SET body = "The following error was reported: "
SET body = body + "[" + err_num + "] " + err_msg
SET body = body + %crlf + "The command that caused this error was: " + %lastfailedcmd
SET attach = ""
CREATEMAIL from email subj body attach
SENDMAIL "120.33.13.10" "Help Desk" "helpdesk@acme-widget.com"
GOTO done
:next_step

Related command(s): IFERROR, FTPSETERROR
See also: %lasterror, Internal Script Variables, Script File Result Codes, Interactive Debugging, Simple Error
Handling Example
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Using the % lastfailedcmd Variable

The %lastfailedcmd variable is initialized to the most recently completed script command that generated an
error. When running from a script file, it is prepended with the corresponding line number.
Some commands do not change the value of %lasterrormsg when they complete successfully. These
commands include DISPLAY, SET and conditional branching commands like IFERROR. This exception allows
you to add robust error handling logic to your command scripts.
The FTPSETERROR command sets the value of %lasterrormsg to text portion of the value of %ftplastresult
(the last response from the remote server.)
If you want to use this value to report an error via email it is necessary to save the value in a script file variable
so that it doesn't get reset by the results of a subsequent command. In the following example, the value of %
lasterrormsg is stored in a variable named err_msg for use later in the body of an email message.
RCVFILE "daily_transactions.xml"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO next_step
SET err_num = %lasterror
SET err_msg = %lasterrormsg
SET from = "Robo-FTP Service"
SET email = "robot@acme-widget.com"
SET subj = "Automated download failed! (do not reply)"
SET body = "The following error was reported: "
SET body = body + "[" + err_num + "] " + err_msg
SET body = body + %crlf + "The command that caused this error was: " + %lastfailedcmd
SET attach = ""
CREATEMAIL from email subj body attach
SENDMAIL "120.33.13.10" "Help Desk" "helpdesk@acme-widget.com"
GOTO done
:next_step

Related command(s): IFERROR, FTPSETERROR
See also: %lasterror, Internal Script Variables, Script File Result Codes, Interactive Debugging, Simple Error
Handling Example
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Using the % lastfile and % lastpath Variables

When a file transfer is attempted using either the SENDFILE or RCVFILE command, the file's name is stored
in the %lastfile internal variable and the full name including drive and folder path is stored in the %lastpath
internal variable.
These variables are useful for error reporting, for example:
SENDFILE "*.txt"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO done
SET body = "An error occurred [" + %lasterror "] while attempting to upload
" + %lastpath + %crlf
SET from = "Robo-FTP Upload Script"
SET email = "robot@acme.com"
SET subj = "Whoops!"
CREATEMAIL from email subj body ""
SENDMAIL "smtp.mydomain.com" "FTP Administrator" "ftpadmin@acme.com"
:done

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % nextcmd Variable

The %nextcmd variable is used in conjunction with the CRON script command. The operation to be
performed, if any, whenever a scheduling condition is matched, is saved in this variable.
Consider the following example in which the CRON command is used to awaken Robo-FTP once an hour to
execute the hourly.s script file.
:loop
;; note the use of both single and double quotation marks
CRON "@hourly" 'CALL "hourly.s"'
PERFORM %nextcmd
GOTO loop
See the description of the CRON command for information on scheduling Robo-FTP operations.

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % nextfile, % nextfolder, and % nextpath Variables

The GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE commands search the current local directory for files with names matching
the [ file name ] argument and, if a match is found, they populate the %nextfile internal script variable with the
file name and the %nextpath internal script variable with the combined path and file name. If no matching file
is found the values of %nextfile and %nextpath are set to empty strings.
The GETNEXTFILE command can also optionally be instructed to return the names of subdirectories along
with the names of any other matching files by adding the /incldirs option. In this case, when the name of a
subdirectory matches the [ file name ] argument, the directory name is returned in the %nextfolder variable
and the value of the %nextfile variable is set to an empty string. When used in this manner the %nextpath
variable contains the complete path name of the folder. The /incldirs option behaves differently when used
with the GETFILE command.
Consider the following example in which Robo-FTP monitors a folder named c:\File Uploads for the presence
of any file with an extension of .upload. When a matching file is found, Robo-FTP opens a Dail-up Networking
connection, connects to an FTP site and uploads the file. After sending the file, Robo-FTP disconnects,
deletes the local file, and then loops back to search for another file. This type of continuous upload loop is
sometimes referred to as a hot send process.
WORKINGDIR "c:\File Uploads"
:loop
GETNEXTFILE "*.upload" /timeout=0
DIALNET "MyConnection"
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com"
SENDFILE %nextfile
FTPLOGOFF
DISCONNECT
DELETE %nextfile
GOTO loop

Related command(s): GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE
See also: The "Hot Send" Feature, Using %nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, and %nextfiletime, Internal Script
Variables
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Using the % nextfiledate, % nextfiledatetime, % nextfilesize, and % nextfiletime
Variables

These internal variables are populated by the GETNEXTFILE and GETFILE script commands.
The value of %nextfiledate, like the value of %date, is in the format mm-dd-yy (i.e., 02-16-13). This format
allows you the option of using the value of %nextfiledate in a file or directory name. The more common date
format mm/dd/yy (i.e. 02/16/13) is not used because the slash character is not allowed in a file or directory
name.
The value of %nextfiledatetime, like the value of %datetime, contains a formatted date and time string (i.e.,
Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013).
The value of %nextfiletime, like the value of %time, is in the format hh.mm.ss (i.e., 11.00.22). This format
allows you the option of using the value of %nextfiletime in a file or directory name. The more common time
format hh:mm:ss (i.e. 11:00:22) form is not used because the colon character is not allowed in a file or
directory name.
The %nextfilesize variable contains an integer string value corresponding to the size of the file in bytes (i.e.,
66001).
The IFDATE, IFDATETIME, and IFTIME script commands may be used for conditional branching based on
date and/or time values. The IFSIZE script command may be used for conditional branching based on file size.
Internal variables like %nextfiledate, %nextfiledatetime, and %nextfiletime variables should not be
modified directly but their values may be assigned to intermediate user defined variables which are then used
for data arithmetic with script commands like DATEADD, DATESUB, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB

Related command(s): GETNEXTFILE, GETFILE
See also: Using %nextfile, %nextpath, and %nextfolder, Using %date, %datetime, and %time, Internal Script
Variables
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Using the % pgpdecryptfile Variable

The value of the %pgpdecryptfile variable is set by the PGPDECRYPT command. This variable is useful in
scripts that attempt to recover the original file name (the name prior to encryption) by passing an empty string
to the second argument of the PGPDECRYPT command.
In the following example, files with a ".pgp" extension are downloaded and decrypted. The decrypted file
created as the output of the PGPDECRYPT command is then renamed using the current system time followed
by the original file name. Finally, the encrypted version of the file is deleted.
FTPGETREWIND
:loop
FTPGETFILE "*.pgp"

;; populates the %sitefile variable

IFERROR GOTO done
RCVFILE %sitefile
PGPDECRYPT %sitefile "" /pw="secret!!!"
SET new_name = %datetime + "_" + %pgpdecryptfile
RENAME %pgpdecryptfile new_name
DELETE %sitefile
GOTO loop
:done

Related command(s): PGPDECRYPT
See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % programdatadir Variable

The value of the %programdatadir variable is useful when developing command scripts that will be run on
multiple computers or by multiple users.
Suppose your script reads a file named UploadList.txt that is stored in the ProgramData folder. The proper
path to this file depends on the how the script was launched and the version of Windows installed on the
computer. If the script was launched by a Windows account in the administrators group, the ProgramData
folder will be located under the Robo-FTP installation folder but, if it was launched by a non-administrative
user, the folder will be under the user's My Documents folder. Furthermore, the Robo-FTP installation folder is
itself located under a folder named "Program Files" on 32-bit Windows and "Program Files (x86)" on 64-bit
Windows. The %programdatadir allows the script developer to ignore this complexity and focus on the
automation logic.
In the following example, the %programdatadir variable is used to build a path to a file that contains a list of
files to be uploaded.
SET ListFile = %programdatadir + "\project\UploadList.txt"
IFNFILE ListFile GOTO done
READFILE

;; reset file row counter

:upload_loop
READFILE ListFile row
IFERROR GOTO done
SENDFILE row
GOTO upload_loop
:done
DELETE ListFile
It is a good idea to use the ProgramData folder whenever possible because the entire contents of this folder
are included in the Settings file created by the EXPORT command. If all of your external dependencies are
stored in this folder it will be easier to restore or replicate a Robo-FTP installation across the enterprise by
using the IMPORT command to load a settings file created on a single master installation of Robo-FTP.

Related command(s): EXPORT, IMPORT
See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % protocol Variable

The value of the %protocol variable is useful when developing automation scripts with protocol-dependant
behavior. For example, you could use this variable together with the IFSTRCMP function to write a script that
requires a specific type of connection or one that only works for secure connections.
Possible values for %protocol are:
FTP
FTPS (FTP + SSL) Control + data
FTPS (FTP + SSL) Control only
FTPS (FTP + SSL) Data only
FTPS (FTP + Implicit SSL)
SFTP (FTP + SSH)
HTTP
HTTPS
Consider the following example where a web form is used for HTTP and HTTPS connections and the
SENDFILE command is used for other types of connections:
IFSUBSTR %protocol "HTTP" GOTO UseWebForm
SENDFILE "data.zip"
GOTO done
:UseWebForm
PREPAREPOST /contenttype="multipart/form-data"
POSTVALUE "username" "John"
POSTVALUE "password" "$3Kr!7"
POSTVALUE "datafile" "data.zip" /file /contenttype="application/zip"
HTTPPOST "/rootdir/example.php" "" "ServerResponse.txt" /intype=prepared
:done
RETURN

Related command(s): FTPLOGON, IFSTRCMP
See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % servertype Variable

The %servertype variable is initialized to a numeric value representing the type of server that Robo-FTP
automatically detects after logging on.
The following server types may be set in this variable.
UNKNOWN_FORMAT

0

STD_UNIX_FORMAT

1

STD_DOS_FORMAT

2

LONG_DOS_FORMAT

3

STD_NT_FORMAT

4

STD_NOVELL_FORMAT

5

HUMMINGBIRD_FORMAT

6 * a Windows based server

MVS_HOST1

7 * an IBM mainframe server

OPEN_VMS

8 * OS390 server

AS400

9

ZOPE_FORMAT

10

TANDEM

11

IBM_4690

12

WAC_SSH_FORMAT

13

VERIZON_SWITCH

14

JES_QUEUE

15

GXS_VAN

17

TANDEM_UNIX

18

REFLECTION

19

USBANK

20

DEC_VMS

21

ANX_FTP_MAILBOX

22

NLST_FORMAT

23 * HTTP without WebDAV or NLST issued
instead of LIST so only file name present

MEDITECH

24

ORACLE_FORMAT

25

GLUB_TECH

26

MLSD_FORMAT

27 * HTTP with WebDAV, SFTP server or FTP
Server that supports MLSD

WACHOVIA

28

HP_UNIX

29

XFTP_FORMAT

30

RUMPUS_FORMAT

31
433

GXS_DSCV

32

GXS_INTERCHANGE

33

STERLING

34

Robo-FTP parses the directory listings returned by the remote server to find identifying characteristics that
help determine the server type. The examples of directory listings from each server type are shown below.
STD_UNIX_FORMAT
-rw-r--r--

1 1191

bin xxxxxxxxx May

9

1996 tampa.jpg

LONG_DOS_FORMAT
TAMPA

JPG

27,686

11-17-99

7:04p tampa.jpg

27,686

11-17-99

7:04p

STD_DOS_FORMAT
TAMPA

JPG

STD_NT_FORMAT
12/05/99

08:52p

<DIR>

xxx,xxx,xxx TAMPA.JPG

12-05-99

08:52p

<DIR>

xxx,xxx,xxx TAMPA.JPG

STD_NOVELL_FORMAT
d [R----F--] supervisor

512 May 09 17:00 login

- [RWCE-FM-] harlepk.ou=memits

1191 May 09 13:48 tampa.jpg

- [RWCE-FM-] harlepk.ou=memits

1191 May 09

1999 oldtampa.jpg

HUMMINGBIRD_FORMAT
-rw-r--r--

1 1191

xxxxxxxxx May

9

1996 tampa.jpg

MVS_HOST1
Volume Unit
SMP351 3390

Referred Ext Used Recfm Lrecl BlkSz Dsorg Dsname
2000/03/06

1

15

FB

80

6160

PS

CV2.DOC

Migrated

EHYOUT.LIST3820

ARCIVE Not Direct Access Device

BS.BLM.W2.TEST.A122700

PPSP03 3390

**NONE**

1

75

FB

153 27846

PS

BS.BLM.W2.VENDOR
GDG

BS.EFF.COSTFILE

OPEN_VMS
BACKUP.LOG;3

1304/1304

26-JUL-2000 08:14:13

[PW]

(RWED,RWED,RE,)

26-JUL-2000 08:14:13

[PW]

(RWED,RWED,RE,)

REALLYREALLYBIFBACKUP.LOG;3
1304/1304

AS400
QDOC
QSYS

24576 07.12.94 10:55:06 *DIR

QOpenSys/

17408 01.01.70 00:00:00 *FLR

QDLS/

0 31.05.05 21:36:39 *LIB

QSYS.LIB/

28672 03.02.95 11:05:10 *DIR

tmp/

QSYS

27648 06.11.99 20:04:06 *DIR

QPWXCRB/

TTS

49152 01-08-27 10:19:23 *FILE

ANRA045200

TTS

*MEM

ANRA045200.TXT

ZOPE_FORMAT
-rw-rw----
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1 administrator Zope

770 Nov

5 05:20 VirHost.AccessRule

TANDEM
File

Code

BUFT0004

EOF

101

Last Modification

2746

Owner

5-Oct-01 15:19:26 230,

RWEP

6 "ncnc"

IBM_4690
0
8192

DIR 10-21-2002

08:37

JAVA

10-21-2002

09:48

DDACMOS.OL2

A

WAC_SSH_FORMAT
2003-03-17

19:32

2003-03-23

09:18

<DIR>

Documents and Settings
4,644 ffastun.ffa

VERIZON_SWITCH
File Name

Type

Start

Size

---------------------------------------------NETEDIT.LO

CON

F28E0

3FB

BACKRTTK.CF

SEQ

7E0

7E0

JES_QUEUE
JOBNAME

JOBID

OWNER

STATUS CLASS

BLMLSR2Q JOB30666 BLMLSR2

OUTPUT A

RC=000 7 spool files

BLMLSR2Q JOB30245 BLMLSR2

OUTPUT A

RC=000 7 spool files

WIN_SSH
0

Nov 05, 2003 13:32 ./

0

Nov 05, 2003 13:32 ../

1321

Nov 05, 2003 13:31 CVRO_20031105_133126843.XML

3892

Oct 31, 2003 18:20 CVRO_One.XML

1281

Oct 31, 2003 19:56 CVRO_Two.XML

GXS_VAN
Sender

ILOG

01:011586336

IC Control#

10061575472

Sent (EST)

000004848

Mfile

06OCT04|11:45

MA600002

TANDEM_UNIX
Type Doc

Control #

Sender ID

Size Date/Time Message ID

UNB INVOIC 116

5013546131690

489

1224/1007 INS+LTD.1NYP.1

UNB INVOIC 117

5013546131690

489

1224/1022 INS+LTD.1NZR.1

REFLECTION
a---lgpd

02/08/105

9:08

----lgpds

02/04/105

14:35

31198 glxd112671
<DIR>

ipfe procedures

USBANK
-ART------TCP A ceoutb

14922 134804100 Feb 14 20:03 USR021405.zip

-ART------TCP A ceoutb

64904 143350500 Feb 15 20:03 USR021505.zip

Total number of batches listed: 5

DEC_VMS
DISK$PUBLIC:[PUBLIC]
CRYPTO.DIR;1

%%RMS-E-PRV, insufficient privilege or file violation

DEC_DOCUMENTATION.DIR;1
177

7-APR-2003 17:30 [SYSTEM] (RWED,RWED,R,R)
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FREECIV.DIR;1

1

28-JUL-2000 15:26 [SYSTEM] (RWED,RWED,R,R)

INDEX.HTML;1

3

7-FEB-2005 08:57 [SYSTEM] (RWED,RWED,R,R)

Total of 205 blocks in 10 files.

ANX_FTP_MAILBOX
Type

Size

Time Stamp

File/Directory Name

----------------------------------------------------------------------File

30334046

Jul

6 13:21:05 2005

DCXNVDR.A28974

File

146

Jul

7 14:07:44 2005

.sh_history

File

30334046

Jul

7 13:49:07 2005

DCXNVDR.A06782

NLST_FORMAT
tampa.jpg
oldtampa.jpg

MEDITECH
Contents of:

5 files/subdirectories

Name

Date/Time

Bytes

dr-x .SPOOL

95/03/07 15:26:59 n/a

-rw- 000000CC.TXT

06/09/19 13:42:11 1618

-rw- 060918RX.TXT

06/09/19 08:52:17 344566

-rw- GF FILE1234

06/09/19 10:00:09 871

-rw- RXFILE.TXT

06/09/19 13:48:09 202

Params

Desc

Utility Reports

ORACLE_FORMAT
drw-r--r--

2 SYS

oracle

0 MAR 08 11:54 sys

-rw-r--r--

1 SYS

oracle

0 MAR 08 11:56 xdbconfig.xml

GLUB_TECH
Tracking ID

Filename

Size

Document Type

E331060187

M3611100

493

856

E331060188

M3611101

493

856

MLSD_FORMAT
size=0;type=cdir;perm=fdelcmp;create=20070808180513;modify=20070808180618; .
size=0;type=pdir;perm=fdelcmp;create=20070808180513;modify=20070808180618; ..
size=0;type=dir;perm=fdelcmp;create=20070808180607;modify=20070808180607; folder1
size=0;type=file;perm=fdrwa;create=20070808180546;modify=20070808180546;
testfile1.txt
WACHOVIA
-C--------FTS B 238333

16722

15 Aug 24 20:32 test 1.txt

Total number of batches listed: 1
HP_UNIX
-rw-------

1 ebuser

ebuser

592

XFTP_FORMAT
/MIX/ DISPLAYSTART
LIST REPORT FOR EASTPENN ON 11/12/08 AT 16:01
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9ŒŽ

3“ú

21:08 .Xauthority

HEADER

FROM SOURCE

--------------------------------SOURCE

DEST

APPL

REF

TO DEST

---------------- ---------------STATUS DATE

TIME

ISN

DATE

TIME

OSN

-------- -------- -------- ------ ------ ----- ----- ---- ----- ----- ---NORLEAN

EASTPENN PREMIER

15180

NORMAL 11/12 15:45 0607 00/00 00:00 0000

BHAM

EASTPENN MASTER

000000 NORMAL 11/12 15:49 1294 00/00 00:00 0000

RUMPUS_FORMAT
drwxrwxrwx

folder

0 Nov

17966080 17966080 Dec

2 15:31 2009Nov02

-rw-rw-rw-

0

4 09:42 BPRights.exe

-rw-rw-rw-

0

2699732

2699732 Nov 23 14:56 BPRights.zip

-rw-rw-rw-

0

3618488

3618488 Jan

8 13:46 BPRights080110.zip

GXS_DSCV
Sender ID
Size

St APRF

SNRF

Service Ref.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DSCVROUT
003498833455377220

N FILECONF

12230

1

GXS_INTERCHANGE (root)
Type

Name

dir

send

dir

receive

dir

reports

GXS_INTERCHANGE (/send subfolder)
Type

ILOG

Name

file

03041887383

gxsvalid997-test3totest3edi1.txt

GXS_INTERCHANGE (/receive subfolder)
Sender

ILOG

IC Control#

Sent (GMT)

Mfile

01:TEST3

03050055133

000000179

05MAR11|00:33

M3500008

01:TEST3

03041887383

000000179

04MAR11|18:52

M3400000

GXS_INTERCHANGE (/reports subfolder)
RPT

Sender Status Report

SSTA

RPT

Sender Summary

SSUM

RPT

Sender Retrieved

SRET

STERLING
EGZMRZ1
SACIC000

#0715111 CT=000004480 BID=MARITZ.1110211054816.TXT 0848-11042

C R

M

APACHE_DEFAULT
<tr><td valign="top"><img src="/icons/back.gif" alt="[DIR]"></td><td><a
href="/">Parent Directory</a></td><td>&nbsp;</td><td align="right"> - </td><td>&nbsp;</
td></tr>
<tr><td valign="top"><img src="/icons/folder.gif" alt="[DIR]"></td><td><a
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href="Photos/">Photos/</a></td><td align="right">16-Mar-2009 14:00
- </td></tr>

</td><td align="right">

<tr><td valign="top"><img src="/icons/image2.gif" alt="[IMG]"></td><td><a
href="Download.jpg">Download.jpg</a></td><td align="right">01-Jun-2010 16:45 </td><td
align="right">1.3K</td><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>

Related command(s): FTPLIST
See also: Internal Script Variables
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Using the % sitefile and % sitedir Variables

The GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE commands search the current directory on a remote site for files with
names matching the [ file name ] argument and, if a match is found, they populate the %sitefile internal script
variable with the file name. If no matching file is found the value of %sitefile is set to an empty string.
The GETSITEFILE command can also optionally be instructed to return the names of subdirectories along with
the names of any other matching files by adding the /incldirs option. In this case, when the name of a
subdirectory matches the [ file name ] argument, the directory name is returned in the %sitedir variable and
the value of the %sitefile variable is set to an empty string. The /incldirs option behaves differently when used
with the FTPGETFILE command.
Consider the following example in which Robo-FTP monitors the current remote site directory for the presence
of any file with an extension of .rdy. When a matching file is found, Robo-FTP downloads it, deletes it from the
site, and then loops back to search for another file. This type of continuous download loop is sometimes
referred to as a hot receive process.
:loop
GETSITEFILE "*.rdy" /timeout=0
RCVFILE %sitefile /delete
GOTO loop

To increase compatibility with command scripts written in previous versions of Robo-FTP, alternate versions of
these variables have be preserved as follows:
%serverfile contain the same value as %sitefile
%sitefolder contain the same value as %sitedir
%serverdir contain the same value as %sitedir
Note: The platform of the remote server controls which path-separator character appears in the %sitedir, %
sitefolder and %serverdir internal variables.

Related command(s): GETSITEFILE, FTPGETFILE
See also: Using %sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime and %sitefiletime, The "Hot Receive" Feature, Sample Script
that Displays Files and Folders on the Remote Site, Internal Script Variables
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Using the % sitefiledate, % sitefiledatetime, % sitefilesize, and % sitefiletime
Variables

These internal variables are populated by the GETSITEFILE and FTPGETFILE script commands.
The value of %sitefiledate, like the value of %date, is in the format mm-dd-yy (i.e., 02-16-13). This format
allows you the option of using the value of %sitefiledate in a file or directory name. The more common date
format mm/dd/yy (i.e. 02/16/13) is not used because the slash character is not allowed in a file or directory
name.
The value of %sitefiledatetime, like the value of %datetime, contains a formatted date and time string (i.e.,
Sat Feb 17 11.00.22 2013).
The value of %sitefiletime, like the value of %time, is in the format hh.mm.ss (i.e., 11.00.22). This format
allows you the option of using the value of %sitefiletime in a file or directory name. The more common time
format hh:mm:ss (i.e. 11:00:22) form is not used because the colon character is not allowed in a file or
directory name.
The %sitefilesize variable contains an integer string value corresponding to the size of the file in bytes (i.e.,
66001).
The IFDATE, IFDATETIME, and IFTIME script commands may be used for conditional branching based on
date and/or time values. The IFSIZE script command may be used for conditional branching based on file size.
Internal variables like %sitefiledate, %sitefiledatetime, and %sitefiletime variables should not be modified
directly but their values may be assigned to intermediate user defined variables which are then used for data
arithmetic with script commands like DATEADD, DATESUB, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB
Important
Robo-FTP populates these internal variables by parsing the directory listings
returned by the remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in
a supported format and many return no raw directory listings in response to
HTTP GET requests based on slash-terminated URLs. Some respond to
HEAD requests and are partially compatible. Some supported HTTP listing
types like APACHE_DEFAULT include file sizes rounded to the nearest
megabyte or kilobyte and are therefore not fully compatible. Contact
technical support if you have an urgent need related to a directory listing
format that is currently unsupported.
Important
The /listtype=2 option of the FTPLOGON command may cause the remote
site to return a directory without file dates or sizes.
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Related command(s): GETSITEFILE, FTPGETFILE
See also: Using %sitefile and %sitedir, Using %date, %datetime, and %time, Internal Script Variables
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Using the % zipcount and % upzipcount Variables

The %zipcount and %upzipcount variables record the number of files zipped and unzipped with the most
recent ZIP and UNZIP script commands respectively.
Consider the following example in which the total number of files zipped is used in a message that is
displayed to the user.
ZIP "zipfile" "*.xml"
SET msg = %zipcount + " XML files zipped"
MESSAGEBOX msg

See also: Internal Script Variables
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Debugging, Logging and Troubleshooting
Interactive Debugging

Interactive Debugging
Robo-FTP provides several commands to specifically facilitate interactive debugging of command script files.
These commands are:
BREAK

- Set a script file breakpoint

GO

- (Re)run the currently selected script file from beginning

RESUME

- Resume execution of a script file stopped at a breakpoint

STOP

- Exit from the break state

The menu option named Enable Breakpoints under the Scripts menu controls whether or not BREAK
command(s) are ignored when a script is running in the main console window.
When debugging, place the BREAK command at strategic places in the flow of execution of a script file to be
debugged. When the Robo-FTP script processor encounters a BREAK, script execution will be suspended.
Robo-FTP is now in the break state and control is returned to the console window. Here you can view variable
values, for example, by typing DISPLAY commands into the console command line, activate the FTP client
applet to view the current state of the FTP site, reassign variable values by typing SET or SETNUM, or perform
other tasks that may assist you in finding problems in your script logic.
Script execution may be resumed by typing the RESUME command into the console command line or by
clicking the Skip To Next Command (Ctrl + N) toolbar button. The script may be stopped by typing the STOP
command or by clicking the Stop toolbar button. To restart the script (perhaps after editing it to make
corrections), type the GO command or click the Rerun Script File (Ctrl + R) toolbar button.
When your script has been thoroughly debugged, either edit your script and remove all the BREAK commands
or clear the Enable Breakpoints control in the Scripts menu and BREAK commands will be ignored on
subsequent runs of the script.
The MESSAGEBOX and PRESSANYKEY commands may also be used to temporarily halt execution without
putting Robo-FTP into the break state.
Some "bugs" may be due to conditions beyond your control, for example a network outage or permissions
issue on the remote server. The IFERROR command is useful for detecting and changing the behavior of your
command script in response to an error condition as shown in this error handling example. You may also find
the Robo-FTP Client Applet and the FTPLIST command useful to confirm the current state of the remote
server's file system and the Trace Window helpful to view the TRACELOG as it is created in in real time.
Note: The Robo-EDIT text editor installed with Robo-FTP provides color keyword highlighting and automatic
capitalization of valid script commands to help you avoid syntax errors and reduce the amount of time you
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spend debugging script files.

Related command(s): BREAK, RESUME, GO, STOP, DISPLAY
See also: Basic Logging, Advanced Logging, Troubleshooting.
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Basic Logging

Logging Overview
Log files are by far the most important tools for troubleshooting issues encountered when executing command
scripts. Robo-FTP can generate three types of log files that can help you debug a command script that did not
execute as expected:
Script Log - lists all commands executed and status messages returned
Trace Log - records protocol trace and diagnostic messages helpful in troubleshooting many errors
Session Log - contains diagnostic messages regarding secure sessions (SSH/SSL)

Creating the Log Files Required for Troubleshooting
We recommend that you always enable the Script Log and Trace Log because they are crucial for
troubleshooting all but the most trivial problems. The Session Log has a much more limited purpose and
should only be enabled while actively troubleshooting a secure session problem. Carefully follow the five steps
below to create the Script Log and Trace Log files.

Step 1) Enabling the Default Log Files
Use the Logging menu in the Configurator program to enable the default log files. In the image below, the
default Script Log and Trace Log are enabled but the default Session Log is disabled. The default folder for
these logs is the Robo-FTP installation folder but you can change the path by clicking the folder button to the
right of the log file name.
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Step 2) Run your script
Execute the script (or series of commands) to create a fresh set of log files showing the problem that you want
to troubleshoot. If are in a hurry but your script is configured to run on a schedule as a Windows Service or
Scheduled Task you might consider launching it from the main console window instead of waiting for the next
regularly scheduled execution.

Step 3) Open the log files.
Open the Script Log and Trace Log files in a text editor program. To use the RoboEDIT script editor to open
both log files at once in separate tabs, launch RoboEDIT and click File -> Open on the top menu and then
follow these steps:
A. Change the file type filter to All Files (*.*) in the lower right corner of the Open File form.
B. Sort the files descending by date so the newly created log files appear near the top of the list. If your
computer is not configured to display the modified date you can sort on the file Name column and
scroll down to find the files.
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C. Select both log files by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking both file names.
D. Click the Open button (or hit the Enter key) to open both log files at once. Each file will be displayed
in a separate tab.

Step 4) Verify the timestamps
Each row of the Script Log and Trace Log files begins with a timestamp. Compare the current time to the
timestamps in both logs to verify that each file captured the most recent script execution from step 2 above.
The screenshot below shows each log file opened in a separate tab in the RoboEDIT program. Notice that
although the top row timestamps do not match, later rows make clear that both files were created during the
same script execution.
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Step 5) Verify the Script Log shows the error
Examine the Script Log file and verify that it contains the script or commands that you want to troubleshoot.
The screenshot below shows an example of a Script Log that does not contain useful troubleshooting
information because the LOG command was used to redirect logging output to a different file. In this example,
the troubleshooting information you really need is in the file named AcmeDownload_script.log instead of
the default Robo-FTP_Script.log file.
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Finding missing log files
If you can't find your log files, search your command script for the LOG or TRACELOG commands because
they can override the default settings that you configured on the Logging menu in the Configurator. If your
script uses the LOG or TRACELOG commands to specify a file name without a complete path, the log files
will be created in the working directory. The current local working directory may be changed by using the
WORKINGDIR command or by using the FTPLOGON command to connect to a Managed Site with a value in
the Initial Local Directory field.
The Robo-FTP installation folder is the default initial local working directory but this default can be changed by
modifying the value of the "Working Directory" field on the Files menu in the Configurator. If Robo-FTP is
executing in the security context of a Windows user that lacks sufficient permissions then the initial working
folder reverts to the \Robo-FTP directory under the user's profile. This is mostly like to happen on computers
with User Access Control (UAC) enabled or when your script is executed by a Windows Scheduled Task or
Windows Service.
The easiest way to find missing log files may be to simply log in to Windows under the user account that is
normally used to launch your script and then run it in Robo-FTP's main console window. After script
processing is complete, scroll back up in the console window and examine each line looking for the full path of
the log files, like this:
*Script log file ready - C:\Program Files (x86)\Robo-FTP\my_script_log.txt
Logging will fail if the account Robo-FTP is running under lacks sufficient Windows permissions to create and
modify the log files. Remember to always verify that your log files are still being created after migrating your
Robo-FTP installation to another computer or after setting up Robo-FTP up to be launched as a scheduled
task or as a Windows service.

Related command(s): LOG, TRACELOG, SESSIONLOG
See also: Advanced Logging, Debug Logging, Troubleshooting, Interactive Debugging
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Advanced Logging

Enable Script-Specific Log Files
The default Script Log and Trace Log files are overwritten each time the Robo-FTP application is launched. If
you run multiple command scripts you should use script-specific logging because otherwise it is likely that the
log files you need for troubleshooting will be overwritten. Script-specific logging is enabled by using the LOG,
TRACELOG and SESSIONLOG commands and supplying a unique [ file name ] argument for each script.
For ease of troubleshooting we recommend that every script file begin with the LOG and TRACELOG
commands. For example, a script that automates the process of downloading of files from the Acme Brick
company might begin like this:
LOG "AcmeDownload_script.log"
TRACELOG "AcmeDownload_trace.log"
By specifying a different file name for each command script, you can be sure that each log file will be
overwritten only by a subsequent execution of the same script. The LOG and TRACELOG commands also
have options that allow log files to be appended instead of overwritten, for creating a new unique log file for
each execution and for enforcing a maximum log size via log rotation.

Developing and debugging new scripts
Although the log files are vital for troubleshooting new problems that appear in existing script, they are
probably most often used during the process of developing and debugging new command scripts. The LOG
and TRACELOG commands both offer the /new option that allows you to create a new log file for each script
execution. This behavior is especially useful if you tend to debug scripts by testing multiple minor changes
over a relatively short period of time because you can later go back and study the effect of each change
individually.
Another troubleshooting trick is to write the value of every variable to the Script Log by simply calling the
DISPLAY command without the [ variable ] argument. Reviewing the state of all of your variables often reveals
the underlying cause of errant script behavior.

Maintaining existing automation jobs
It is a good idea to enable logging on all of your Robo-FTP jobs. Even scripts that have been running reliably
for years are susceptible to failure due to external changes to the firewall, server or network. When a script is
configured to run multiple times overnight or over the weekend it is a good idea to use the /maxsize and /
append options together to capture multiple executions. This will allow you to trouble shoot transient
problems that may occur during off hours.
In most situations you should only use the SESSIONLOG command while actively troubleshooting a secure
session problem. The Session Log file will become huge over time unless you use the /delete option and it is
rarely useful for anything other than debugging secure connection issues.
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Controlling logging output
It is possible to suppress individual lines of script without disabling the entire Script Log. You may wish to do
this to keep login credentials private or simply to make code comments easier to ignore while debugging.
Conversely, it is also possible to use the LOGMSG command to insert additional rows of text into the Script
Log.

Related command(s): LOG, TRACELOG, SESSIONLOG
See also: Basic Logging, Debug Logging, Troubleshooting, Interactive Debugging
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Debug Logging

Support personnel may require a Debug Log when troubleshooting an issue. These files contain information
about the operation of the Robo-FTP software combined with script and protocol data. Each debug log file
contains all of the logging information from every instance of Robo-FTP that executed on the computer during a
single day. Enable debug logging on the Logging menu in the Configurator program as shown below:

To export a debug log for Technical Support, select the day or days that you want to export, click the "Export"
button, then browse to the folder where you want to save the file. Exported logs are automatically compressed
to make them easier to send vial email without encountering message size limits.
Debug logs are not script-specific so there is no script command to enable or disable debug logging on a perinstance basis.

Related command(s): LOG, TRACELOG
See also: Basic Logging, Advanced Logging, Troubleshooting
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Troubleshooting

The Script Log lists all commands executed and status messages returned. Sometimes you can use this
Help file to solve problems recorded in the Script Log. For example, you could determine which script
command caused the error and then look up the proper syntax. The command's topic page in this Help file
may provide all the assistance that you require. That said, successful troubleshooting usually requires access
to both the Script Log, Trace Log and sometimes also the Session Log. Consider the following Script Log file
that shows two failed FTPLOGON connection attempts:

In the Script Log above, both connection attempts failed with result code number 1152. The only detectable
differences between the two connection attempts are the server address and the time of the attempt. This is
insufficient information to accurately troubleshoot these connection attempts. If we also had the Trace Log
shown below we could determine that although the result codes were identical, the two connection attempts
failed for completely different reasons:
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Successful troubleshooting requires that all log files be generated during the same session. Without matching
log files it is not possible to align the time stamps and determine which command from the Script Log
generated which diagnostic rows in the Trace Log. The Script Log and Trace Log images shown above were
created during the same session so we can compare the time stamps and determine that the first
FTPLOGON command failed because the server rejected the user's credentials and the second FTPLOGON
command failed because the network connection timed out. This information is crucial because it suggests
two vastly different solutions. The first server is explicitly rejecting the logon attempt so you may need to
consult the administrator of the remote site to verify your authentication credentials. The second server is
unreachable over the network so the failure occurred before Robo-FTP even had a chance to attempt
authentication. In the second situation you may need to contact your own network administrator to resolve the
connectivity issue.
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See also: Basic Logging, Advanced Logging, Debug Logging, Interactive Debugging
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Select Topics in Script Programming
Compatibility with older versions of PGP
The specification for PGP encryption upon which Robo-FTP is based, OpenPGP, has undergone many changes
over the years. While the default settings Robo-FTP uses to generate keys and encrypt and sign files will work
with the vast majority of other PGP software packages, you may encounter a situation where a recipient's PGP
software is unable to decrypt a file encrypted with PGP. Likewise, you may encounter a situation where a
recipient's PGP software is unable to verify a signature on a file signed by Robo-FTP.
It is not practical to document all the possible error messages you could see, as there are simply too many
vendors and versions of software in use today. However, in many cases, the error message will indicate a problem
with an unknown format for a key and/or file.
Here are a couple examples of the kinds of error messages you might see:
Bad Session Key
*No appropriate OpenPGP secret key for decryption found
*Key cannot be found in your keyring. [1280]

When you encounter a situation where a recipient is unable to decrypt and/or verify the signature on a file
encrypted and/or signed by Robo-FTP, the first thing you should do is try encrypting the file again, adding the /
compat to the PGPENCRYPT command. See the Help file entry for PGPENCRYPT for more details on this option.
If the recipient's PGP implementation is particularly old, using the /compat option with PGPENCRYPT may not be
sufficient on its own. You may also need to generate a new key pair using the "Old PGP key compatibility" option
in the Configurator. Use this key for signing and encrypting the file (and be sure to send the resulting public key to
the recipient). See the Help file entry for Configure PGP: Create Key for more information.
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Translating Command-Line FTP Instructions

The Unix command line FTP client (and the Windows version which is essentially a clone) were so widely
used that it is not unusual for server administrators to provide instructions to clients based on commands for
these clients. This can lead to confusion for Robo-FTP users who are trying to decipher these instructions and
determine which Robo-FTP script commands to use to achieve the same results.
It is important to understand that commands you type into the Windows or Unix command line client are not
raw FTP commands. For example, when you type PUT myfile.txt the command line client translates this
into a raw FTP command and actually sends STOR myfile.txt to the server. Robo-FTP has its own set of
commands which it translates into raw FTP behind the scenes. For example, to transmit the same raw FTP
command STOR myfile.txt to the server with Robo-FTP, you would use SENDFILE "myfile.txt"
instead.
The following table shows some common raw FTP commands and their equivalents in the command line client
and Robo-FTP.
Raw FTP Command- Robo-FTP Command
Verb
Line Client
STOR
PUT
SENDFILE
RETR
GET
RCVFILE
CWD
CD
FTPCD
MKD
MKDIR
FTPMAKEDIR
RWD
RMDIR
FTPDELDIR
QUIT
CLOSE
FTPLOGOFF
(N/A)
LCD
CD or
WORKINGDIR
(N/A)
LITERA
FTPCMD
L
(N/A)
OPEN
FTPLOGON
PWD
PWD
FTPPWD
RETR
RECV
RCVFILE
STOR
SEND
SENDFILE
(N/
TRACE
TRACELOG
A)
(N/A)
VERBOS
TRACELOG
E
(N/A)
MDELET
FTPDELETE
E
(N/A)
MDIR
FTPLIST
(N/A)
MGET
RCVFILE
(N/A)

MPUT

SENDFILE

(N/A)

MLS

FTPLIST

HELP

REMOTE
HELP

(See notes)

Additional Notes

Most ROBO-FTP commands
support wildcards
Most ROBO-FTP commands
support wildcards
Use FTPLIST in a loop to
list contents of multiple
remote directories
Use FTPCMD to send 'HELP'
to the remote server and
%%ftpresultsfile to save
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TYPE

TYPE

(See notes)

USER

USER

(See notes)

LS

(See notes)

GLOB

(See notes)

TYPE

BINARY

(See notes)

TYPE

ASCII

(See notes)

NLST
, LIST
(N/A)

(N/A)
(N/A)

BYE
QUIT

the response
Use the /type option with
the SENDFILE, RCVFILE or
SYNC commands
Use the /user option with
the FTPLOGON command
Use FTPLIST to make a
text file with remote
directory listing
Most ROBO-FTP commands
support wildcards
Use /type=BIN with the
SENDFILE, RCVFILE or SYNC
commands
Use /type=ASCII with the
SENDFILE, RCVFILE or SYNC
commands

EXIT
EXIT

Robo-FTP automatically displays useful script translation hints when the user attempts to execute command
line FTP client commands in the main console window.

Combining FTP commands
Not all commands have a direct one-to-one relationship. For example, there is no raw FTP command to
download multiple files. To download all files matching a certain wildcard pattern with the command line client,
you would issue the MGET *.txt command. The command line client processes that command by first
retrieving a directory listing (using the raw FTP command NLIST). It then automatically loops over the list of
files and uses RETR to download the files one at a time. Robo-FTP scripts would use RCVFILE "*.txt" to
achieve the same results.
A second example of combining raw FTP commands is renaming files on-the-fly before uploading.
The command line client supports this syntax: PUT myfile.txt renamed_file.txt. When you enter
this command, the client sends the raw FTP command STOR renamed_file.txt, but uploads the
contents of myfile.txt -- achieving the appearance of renaming the file on-the-fly. Robo-FTP can achieve the
same results using SENDFILE "myfile.txt" /as "renamed_file.txt".

Non-Standard Servers
Robo-FTP and the command-line client will not necessarily send the same sequence of raw commands to the
server. The differences, if any, will not impact behavior when connected to a standard server.
Some non-standard servers add functionality by "overloading" raw commands to provide extra instructions to
the server. For example, a non-standard server may require additional file meta data to be disguised as folder
structures in a "cd" command. We cannot guarantee that Robo-FTP will work with non-standard servers.
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See also: List of Script Commands, Script Command Syntax
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Variable Arithmetic and Numeric Comparisons

Robo-FTP variables are always represented internally as string values. However, numeric operations can be
performed on variables and strings as long as they contain only numeric values (e.g., digits 0 - 9) or on
numeric constants.
Numeric variables may be created using the SET or SETNUM command as shown below. When initializing
variables, the only difference between SET and SETNUM is that SETNUM verifies that the variable is being set
to a numeric value. Any previous value in the variable, regardless if it numeric or non-numeric, is discarded.
SET x = "100"
SETNUM x = 100
Numeric variables may be incremented and decremented using the INC and DEC commands as shown below.
INC x
DEC x
Basic integer arithmetic may also be performed on numeric variables using the SETNUM command. This
command allows for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division to be performed on two variables and/or
numeric string constants as shown in the various statements below.
SETNUM a = 100
SETNUM x = a + a

;; addition

SETNUM x = a – 100

;; subtraction

SETNUM x = 100 x a

;; multiplication

SETNUM x = a / 100

;; division

Numeric variables may be compared using one of the IFNUM commands as shown below.
IFNUM= x 100 GOTO vars_equal
IFNUM< x 101 GOTO var_less_than
IFNUM> x 99 GOTO var_greater_than
IFNUM< x 101 GOTO var_less_than_or_equal
IFNUM> x 99 GOTO var_greater_than_or_equal
IFNUM!= x 99 GOTO vars_not_equal
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Date Arithmetic

Various dates are saved in internal Robo-FTP script variables. For example, the current date is always saved
in the %date variable.
Robo-FTP provides two script commands, DATEADD and DATESUB, that allow variables containing a date
(i.e., any string in the format mm-dd-yy or mm/dd/yy) to be manipulated by adding or subtracting a specified
number of days.
Robo-FTP also provides two script commands, DATETIMEADD and DATETIMESUB, that allow variables
containing a date time (i.e., any string in the format Sat Feb 16 11.00.22 2013) to be manipulated by adding
or subtracting a specified number of days, hours, minutes, or seconds depending on the option specified.
Sometimes you may need to construct date or time variables from external data. In that case you need to
know that dates and times passed to Robo-FTP's date manipulation and date comparison functions are
normalized. For example:
IFREGEX %date "([0-9]+)-([0-9]+)-([0-9]+)"
SET month = %regex[1]
SET day = %regex[2]
SET year = %regex[3]
SETNUM yesterday = day - 1 ;; produces 0 on first day of month
SET yesterdate = month + "-" + yesterday + "-" + year
GETNEXTFILE "*"
IFERROR GOTO no_file_found
;;The following comparison works even on the first day of the month
IFDATE< %nextfiledate yesterdate GOTO file_older_than_yesterday
In this case if the date were 01-01-16 then yesterdate would be 01-00-16 which would be normalized to 12-3115 when IFDATE< performs the comparison with %nextfiledate.
See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables
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Arrays

An array is a data structure consisting of a group of elements that are accessed by indexing. In the Robo-FTP
scripting language, arrays are implemented as a set of extended features available only to variables that are
named according to this array naming convention:
variable_name[index]
The Robo-FTP scripting language does not support multi-dimensional arrays.

Creating and Assigning Values to Array Elements
Each element of an array is also a normal script variable. A simple method of creating an array is to declare
one or more script variables adhering to the array naming convention:
SET var[0] = "fly"
SET var[1] = "spider"
SET var[2] = "bird"
Although two of the extended array features (re-indexing and automatic indexing) work best on arrays that
have a zero-based sequential numeric index, the array naming convention does not require that index values
actually be numeric. The KEYS command provides a method to programmatically iterate through an array with
non-numeric indices.
SET emp["first"] = "Susie"
SET emp["last"] = "Jones"
SET emp["email"] = "sjones@acme.com"
Array elements may be assigned the value of another variable and other variables may be assigned the value
of an array element:
SET animal = "bird"
SET var[2] = animal
SET pet = var[2]

;; element 2 now has a value of "bird"

;; pet variable now has a value of "bird"

Array elements may also be assigned the value of other array elements:
SET var[2] = var[1]
A user-defined variable may be used instead of the array index:
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SET num = 2
SET var[num] = "bird"

Automatic Indexing for New Array Elements
The following syntax may be used to add an element to an array using an automatically derived numeric index
value. If the array does not already exist it will be created with 0 as the index of the first element:
SET var[var[*]] = "frog"
Note: The syntax above should only be used on an array that has a sequential zero-based numeric index. It is
possible that an existing element will be overwritten if the syntax above is used on an array that was not
properly re-indexed after an element was deleted.

Finding the Size of an Array
As mentioned above, array variables are the same as normal variables except with some additional features
that are available via special syntax involving the asterisk "*" character. The number of elements in an array
is returned by passing an asterisk instead of an index value:
SET ArraySize = var[*]
DISPLAY var[*]

;; save number of array elements to a variable

;; write the number of elements to the console window

The following code snippet contains a loop that iterates once for each element of an array with a zero-based
numeric index. It is not necessary to change the code if this array grows or shrinks because the number of
loop iterations is determined dynamically:
SET counter = 0
SET size = var[*]
IFNUM= size 0 GOTO loop_done

;; skip loop if array is empty

:top_of_loop
DISPLAY var[counter]
SET counter = counter + 1
IFNUM< counter size GOTO top_of_loop
:loop_done
Destroying Array Elements
Array elements may be removed by using the SET command with no value; the same way user-defined
variables are deallocated or destroyed. Attempting to access the value of an element that does not exist in an
array results in the same error as attempting to access a non-existent user-defined variable. Destroying all
elements destroys the array. It is important to re-index an array after deleting an element (see below.)
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SET var[1]
DISPLAY var[1]

;; this line will cause an error

The entire array may be deleted with a single line of script as follows:
SET var[*]
Copying Array Elements
Another special syntax uses the "&" and "*" characters. You can use the following syntax to copy the
elements from one array to another array.
SET first_array[0] = "first item"
SET first_array[1] = "second item"
SET second_array[&] = first_array[*]
Re-Indexing an Array
Arrays with numeric indices should be re-indexed immediately after an element is removed, otherwise logic
that programmatically iterates through the array as shown above will fail. The following special array syntax
replaces all existing index values in the array with sequential numeric values, beginning with "0" zero:
SET var[*] = var[*]

;; first element is now var[0]

Array Elements as Arguments or Options
Like other script variables, an array element may be passed as script command argument or option, like this:
DISPLAY var[1]
FTPLOGON site["address"] /user=site["userID"] /pw=site["pw"]

Related command(s): KEYS, SET
See also: Variables, Internal Script Variables
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Alternate Default File Paths for Select Commands

Robo-FTP 3.8 includes several changes designed to make it easier to replicate an entire working Robo-FTP
installation to other computers. One of the challenges faced when transferring an installation is modifying
command scripts to change hard-coded file paths. Several script commands now support extended search
paths so you can omit the hard-coded paths and still be confident that your files will be found regardless of the
current working folder.
The CALL, CHAIN and CRON commands use five alternate paths for maximum compatibility with previous
versions of Robo-FTP. These paths are searched in the following order:
1. The current working directory.
2. The folder containing the currently executing command script.
3. < Documents >\Robo-FTP X.X\< Namespace >
4. < Installation Folder >\ProgramData\< Namespace >
5. < Installation Folder >
The AUDITDB, DBUSE, DIFF, GETDIFF, FTPDIFF, FTPGETDIFF, LOG, SESSIONLOG and TRACELOG
commands use this path under the program installation folder:
< Installation Folder >\ProgramData\< Namespace >
... unless the current instance of Robo-FTP lacks the necessary Windows permission to write to that location,
in which case the following path is used instead:
< Documents >\Robo-FTP X.X\< Namespace >
For the purposes of the alternate paths discussed in this topic:
< Documents > is the Windows Documents folder for the current Windows user. This folder is named
"My Documents" in earlier versions of Windows.
< Installation Folder > is the directory where Robo-FTP is installed. Non-administrative users may not
have permission to create files in this folder.
Robo-FTP X.X is the major and minor release number separated by a period, for example Robo-FTP
3.8.
A < Namespace > is a collection of related data. When Robo-FTP resolves a NameSpace to find a
file, the full path and file name are written to the Trace Log.
Scripts is used by the CALL and CHAIN commands
SQLCE is used by the DBUSE command
SQLite is used by the AUDITDB and DBUSE commands
Cron is used by the CRON command
Snapshot is used by the DIFF, GETDIFF, FTPDIFF and FTPGETDIFF commands
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Logs is used by the LOG, SESSIONLOG and TRACELOG commands
NameSpace data files are automatically included in settings files generated by the EXPORT command or via
the Export Settings option under the File Menu in the main console window.

See also: Moving to Another Computer
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Suppressing output to console or log file

Two different options are supported to suppress the echoing of script commands to both the console window
and the log file. One option suppresses the command and any result message(s) while another suppresses
the command echo but permits result message(s) to appear.
Begin a script command with an "at" symbol to completely suppress the command and its result
message(s).
;; Log on to an FTP site but suppress all output
@FTPLOGON

Begin a command with an exclamation point to suppress the command from being echoed but permit any
result message(s) to be logged.
;; Issue command but do not echo
!PERFORM cmd
Note: Some FTP clients use the "!" character to access the command shell. In Robo-FTP you can use the
DOSCMD and EXEC commands to run external programs.

Related command(s): LOG, LOGMSG, CONSOLE, CONSOLEMSG
See also: Basic Logging
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Comparing Local and Remote Files

Robo-FTP provides a set of commands and variables permitting size and date/time of local and FTP site files
to be compared. Comparisons may be made from the point of view of the local PC compared to the FTP site
(using the FILECOMPARETO command) or from the point of view of the FTP site compared to the PC (using
the FILECOMPAREFROM command). The IFDATE and IFSIZE conditional commands are used to test the
results of the comparisons.
The FILECOMPARETO and FILECOMPAREFROM commands really do not do anything different. They merely
return different result codes depending on their point of view. The FILECOMPARETO command essentially
asks compare the specified local file to a file of the same name on the FTP site and report if the file on the
FTP site is larger, older, the same size, etc. The FILECOMPAREFROM command does the opposite and
reports if a local file that matches the specified name of a file on the FTP site is larger, smaller, etc. than the
file on the FTP site.
The results of the comparisons are saved into the %comparesize and %comparedate internal variables.
Possible result codes stored in %comparesize for the FILECOMPARETO command are listed below:
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGER
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_SMALLER
$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_EMPTY
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE

1226
1227
1228
1229
1234

File on server is larger
File on server is smaller
File does not exist on server
File exists on server but its length is 0
Local and FTP site files identical in size

Possible result codes stored in %comparedate for the FILECOMPARETO command are listed below:
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_NEWER
$ERROR_SRVR_FILE_OLDER
$ERROR_NO_SRVR_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME

1221
1222
1228
1241

File on server is newer
File on server is older
File does not exist on server
Local and FTP site files have same date and time

Possible result codes stored in %comparesize for the FILECOMPAREFROM command are listed below:
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_LARGER
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_SMALLER
$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_EMPTY

1234
1235
1236
1239
1240

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

and FTP site files identical in size
file is larger
file is smaller
file does not exist
file exists but length equals 0

Possible result codes stored in %comparedate for the FILECOMPAREFROM command are listed below:
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_NEWER
$ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER
$ERROR_NO_LOCAL_FILE_EXISTS
$ERROR_FILES_SAME_DATETIME
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1232
1233
1239
1241

Local
Local
Local
Local

file is newer
file is older
file does not exist
and FTP site files have same date and time

The %comparesize and %comparedate variables are specifically tested using the IFSIZE and IFDATETIME
commands. These variables contain the result code from comparing the size of a local file and a file on the
FTP site (%comparesize) and from comparing the date/time stamps of a local and FTP site file (%
comparedate). Otherwise, these variables are no different from other internal script variables and may be
used in other script commands as may be necessary.
Consider the following example that branches if a file on an FTP site is found to be larger than a local file of the
same name.
FILECOMPARETO "localfile.txt"
IFSIZE $ERROR_SRVR_FILE_LARGER GOTO server_larger
The following example branches if a local file is found to be older than a file of the same name on the FTP site.
FILECOMPAREFROM "serverfile.txt"
IFDATE $ERROR_LOCAL_FILE_OLDER GOTO local_older
Compound comparisons, such as if a file newer and larger, requires multiple tests as shown below.
FILECOMPARETO "localfile.txt"
IFDATE $ERROR_FILES_SAMEDATETIME GOTO no_match
IFDATE $ERROR_SRVR FILE_OLDER GOTO no_match
IFSIZE $ERROR_FILES_SAME_SIZE GOTO no_match
IFSIZE $ERROR_SRVR_FILE_SMALLER GOTO no_match
;; local file is newer and larger
The DIFF command is available to compare the current state of a local folder with its previous state and the
FTPDIFF command is its equivalent for folders on remote sites.

Related command(s): FILECOMPARETO, FILECOMPAREFROM, IFDATE, IFSIZE
See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables, Comparing File Dates and Times
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Comparing File Dates and Times

Robo-FTP provides a set of commands permitting the date/time stamps of local and FTP site files to be
compared against specified date and time strings or variables.
If you wish to compare a file date/time stamp against specified dates or times rather than against another file,
the IFDATE and IFTIME script commands may be used. When used this way, the complete script command
is formed by adding one of the following comparison operators:
>=

Greater than or equal to (e.g., IFDATE>= or IFTIME>=)

<=

Less than or equal to (e.g., IFDATE<= or IFTIME<=)

=

Equal to (e.g., IFDATE= or IFTIME=)

>

Greater than (e.g., IFDATE> or IFTIME>)

<

Less than (e.g., IFDATE< or IFTIME<)

!=

Not equal to (e.g., IFDATE!= or IFTIME!=)

The IFDATExx and IFTIMExx commands always compare the specified date or time against the date/time from
the most recent file details obtained using the GETNEXTFILE, GETSITEFILE, GETFILE, or FTPGETFILE
command. In other words, insofar as the IFDATE and IFTIME commands are concerned, GETNEXTFILE
overwrites the saved date/time values from a previous GETSITEFILE, and vice versa.
The following example branches if the date of a local file obtained with GETNEXTFILE is found to be later than
January 1, 2012.
GETNEXTFILE "*"
IFDATE> "01-01-12" GOTO new_file
The date variable or string must be in the format of mm-dd-yy or mm/dd/yy. (Note: Robo-FTP always uses
the former format internally so that the date variable may be used in the creation of file names.) The time string
must be in the format of hh.mm.ss, hh:mm:ss, hh.mm, or hh:mm. Seconds are ignored by the IFDATE and
IFTIME commands.
The following example branches if the time on a remote site file obtained with GETSITEFILE shows that it was
created after 1PM.
GETSITEFILE "*"
IFTIME>= "13:00" GOTO new_file

Important
If a given FTP site is hosted on a Unix system and the server file was last written to six (6) or
more months prior to the current date, the comparison is based on the stored month, day, and
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year - but the server file time is assumed to be 12:00 AM (since the actual time is not available to
Robo-FTP for comparison purposes).
See Time Zone Differences for information on how to account for time zone differences between where RoboFTP is located and where the server is located or if the server defaults to GMT when updating file date/time
stamps.

Related command(s): IFDATE, IFDATETIME, IFTIME, GETNEXTFILE, GETSITEFILE, GETFILE, FTPGETFILE,
DATEADD, DATESUB
See also: Using the %date, %datetime, and %time Variables, Comparing Local and Remote Files
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External Configuration Files

Robo-FTP provides a set of commands permitting reading information from external configuration files in the
popular "INI file" format. This provides a simple way to have Robo-FTP perform operations based on external
information, perhaps generated by a separate program.
The INI file format is composed of "Sections" and "Properties" like this:
[First Section]
first_property = some value
second_property = some other value
[Second Section]
first_property = some value
second_property = some other value
The file can contain an arbitrary number of sections and properties.
It is also possible for a configuration file to have properties that appear at the top of the file such that they are
are not under a section heading, like this:
property_not_under_a_section = a value
[First Section]
first_property = some value
second_property = some other value
[Second Section]
first_property = some value
second_property = some other value
The file itself can be created/edited with any text editor (like Notepad) and can be stored using any file name.
You can use the CONFIGSECTIONS and CONFIGLOAD commands to load information from an external
configuration file into variables in your Robo-FTP script.
Related command(s): CONFIGSECTIONS, CONFIGLOAD
See also: Arrays
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Automatic uploads: "Hot Send"

The GETNEXTFILE and SENDFILE commands can be used together to create a service script that watches a
folder on your local computer and automatically uploads any files placed into that folder to a remote site. This
type of automatic real-time processing is sometimes known as a "hot send" process.
The following example watches a local folder for new files, uploads them as they appear, and then deletes
them:
LOG "hot_send_script.log" /maxsize=1000
TRACELOG "hot_send_trace.log" /maxsize=1000
WORKINGDIR "c:\upload_source_dir"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO find_file
DASHBOARDMSG "Unable to open source folder." /status=bad
STOP

;; change STOP to EXIT before running as a service

:find_file
DASHBOARDMSG "Waiting for next file."
GETNEXTFILE "*" /timeout=0
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO find_file
:upload
DASHBOARDMSG "Uploading file: " & %nextfile
FTPLOGON "ftp.new.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy
SENDFILE %nextfile
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO upload_error
FTPLOGOFF
DASHBOARDMSG "Upload complete.

Deleting local file."

DELETE %nextfile
GOTO find_file
:upload_error
DASHBOARDMSG "Problem uploading file: " & %nextfile
PAUSE /for=3

;; give user a few seconds to read problem message

FTPLOGOFF
GETNEXTFILE %nextfile
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO upload
GOTO find_file

;; if file exists try to upload

;; file no longer exists so find another file

Warning: This example script will upload the same file repeatedly if you don't have sufficient credentials to
delete files from the watched folder.
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The MOVE command may be used to transfer the uploaded file out of the watched folder instead of simply
deleting it. You may also consider using the SENDFILE command's /archive or /delete options for this same
purpose. The bottom line is you need the uploaded gone from the watched folder so it isn't found again by
GETNEXTFILE "*" on the subsequent loop iteration.
If you do not wish to remove files from the local folder after they are uploaded you'll need a method of
distinguishing new files from existing files and also for recognizing when existing files are modified. In these
situations you should use DIFF and GETDIFF instead of GETNEXTFILE to identify and track which files need
to be uploaded. The DIFF command also supports the the /incldirs option if you need to descend into a
subdirectory tree.
The sample script above can be used as a starting point for developing more complex scripts. For example
you could add logic to ZIP or PGP encrypt the files before uploading them or maybe, after a successful upload
you might send an email or insert a row into a database.

See also: The "Hot Receive" Feature, Using the %nextfile, %nextpath, and %nextfolder Variables,
Programming Service Scripts
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Automatic downloads: "Hot Receive"

The GETSITEFILE and RCVFILE commands can be used together to create a service script that automatically
downloads files as soon as they are added to a remote site. This type of automatic real-time processing is
sometimes known as a "hot receive" process.
The following example polls the remote site for new files, downloads them as they appear, and then deletes
them from the remote site:
LOG "hot_receive_script.log" /maxsize=1000
TRACELOG "hot_receive_trace.log" /maxsize=1000
WORKINGDIR "c:\download_destination_dir"
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO connect
DASHBOARDMSG "Unable to open destination folder." /status=bad
STOP

;; change STOP to EXIT before running as a service

:connect
DASHBOARDMSG "Connecting to remote site."
FTPLOGON "ftp.new.com" /user=anonymous /pw=itchy
:loop
DASHBOARDMSG "Waiting for next file."
GETSITEFILE "*" /timeout=0
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO download_error
DASHBOARDMSG "Downloading file: " & %sitefile
RCVFILE %sitefile /delete
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO download_error
GOTO loop
:download_error
DASHBOARDMSG "Problem downloading file: " & %sitefile
PAUSE /for=3

;; give user a few seconds to read problem message

FTPLOGOFF
GOTO connect
Warning: This example script will download the same file repeatedly if you don't have sufficient credentials to
delete files from the remote server.
The FTPRENAME command may be used to move the remote file out of the watched folder on the remote
folder instead of simply deleting it.
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If you do not wish to remove files from the remote site after they are downloaded you'll need a method of
distinguishing new files from existing files and also for recognizing when existing files are modified. In these
situations you should use FTPDIFF and FTPGETDIFF instead of GETSITEFILE to identify and track which
remote files need to be downloaded. The FTPDIFF command also supports the the /incldirs option if you need
to descend into a subdirectory tree.

See also: The "Hot Send" Feature, Using the %sitefile and %sitedir Variables, Programming Service Scripts
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Monitoring for Files and Iterating over Directory Structures

A common requirement for automating processes is to have the ability to monitor for the existence of a file or
files on the local or remote server, including iterating over a list of files in a directory or directory structure.
Robo-FTP offers numerous commands for implementing these types of tasks. There is significant overlap in
capabilities between these commands, but there are also important differences that often make one command
better suited to a particular task than the others.
This chapter provides a brief summary of the available commands and some examples that may help you
determine which approach best fits your requirements.
In general, for every command used to monitor for files on a local server there is an equivalent command for
monitoring for files on a remote server. These commands are described below in pairs as the behavior is
largely the same between the "local" and "remote" versions of these commands.
GETFILE / FTPGETFILE
These commands are most commonly used for the following types of requirements:
Watch a certain directory and wait for a file to appear
Check a directory to see if a certain file already exists
Determine the name of a file in a particular directory that changes daily
Iterate over a list of files in a directory structure and perform tasks (such as upload/download) on each file
GETNEXTFILE / GETSITEFILE
These commands are nearly identical to GETFILE / FTPGETFILE, so in most cases we recommend using
GETFILE / FTPGETFILE. However, GETNEXTFILE / GETSITEFILE have one important difference that may
make them more appropriate for your specific task.
With the /incldirs option, GETFILE / FTPGETFILE are able to descend into subdirectories and return all files
found in a directory structure. They will not return directories, just the files in those directories. The same
option used with GETNEXTFILE / GETSITEFILE gives you finer control by actually returning each item in the
directory structure and providing information about each item (including telling you whether the item is a file or
a folder). This could be useful in a case where you want to know the names of folders within a particular folder
and have your script make decisions based on the folders it finds.
DIFF / FTPDIFF
DIFF / FTPDIFF are used to keep track of differences in a directory structure between runs of your script. A
good example of the kind of problem you can solve with these commands is a case where you want to run a
script daily that downloads only the files in a directory or directory structure that are new or have changed
since you last ran the script.
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GETFILEARRAY
GETFILEARRAY is used to get a list of all matching local files. The advantage to doing it this way is that
GETNEXTFILE or GETFILE can be very slow for very large directories as it is has to iterate over the files it has
already found each time you call it.
Related command(s): DIFF, GETDIFF, FTPDIFF, FTPGETDIFF, GETFILE, FTPGETFILE, GETNEXTFILE,
GETFILEARRAY, GETSITEFILE
See also: %difffileid, %difffilename, %difffilepath, and %difffiletext, %ftpdifffileid, %ftpdifffilename, %
ftpdifffilepath, and %ftpdifffiletext, Using the %nextfile, %nextfolder, and %nextpath Variables, Using the %
sitefile and %sitedir Variables, Processing Dynamic Folders, Using the built-in database engine
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Processing Dynamic Folders

If you need to process all of the files in a folder without changing any of them then you should use the
GETFILE or FTPGETFILE command. Likewise, you can use either the GETNEXTFILE or the GETSITEFILE
command without the /next option to process all of the files in a folder when you plan to move or delete every
file. If you need to process the contents of a folder and conditionally move, rename, or delete only some of the
files then you'll need to use either the DIFF or the FTPDIFF command.
The trick to processing folders with dynamic contents is to recreate the snapshot database during each
execution of your command script. By deleting and recreating the database, every file in the target folder is
considered "new" and so they all trigger the DIFF_FILE_IS_NEW difference. The GETDIFF or FTPGETDIFF
command is then used to cycle through all the files using the snapshot database instead of a directory listing.
This allows you to change the contents of the directory without risk of skipping files or processing an existing
file twice.
The following example script builds a database containing all the files under the source folder where the file
name ends in the ".txt" extension, including any files in sub-folders. Then it reads the database in a loop and
the text files are uploaded to a remote site. If the local file was in a sub-folder, a corresponding sub-folder is
created on the remote site. The local source files are moved to an archive folder after they are successfully
uploaded. Files not ending in ".txt" are ignored.
SET source = "c:\data\original"
SET archive = "c:\data\archive"
source

;; archive must NOT be a sub-folder of

SET snapshot = %installdir + "\files.sql"
DELETE snapshot

;; get rid of existing snapshot database

WORKINGDIR source
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO done
ARCHIVEDIR archive
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO done
SET source = source + "\*.txt"

;; process all TXT files in source folder

DIFF source snapshot /incldirs /append
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO done
IFNUM= %difffiles 0 GOTO done
FTPLOGON "ftp.mydomain.com" /user="UserID" /pw="secret"
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO done
:loop_top
GETDIFF snapshot /commitlast
IFERROR= $ERROR_READ_EOF GOTO done
IFNUM= %difffileid $DIFF_FILE_NOT_FOUND GOTO loop_top

;; won't ever happen

SENDFILE %difffilepath /copydirs /archive
GOTO loop_top
:done
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FTPLOGOFF
EXIT
If you wanted to develop a similar script for downloading files you would use the FTPDIFF command to create
a database containing the remote directory listing and FTPGETDIFF to loop through each remote file.

Related command(s): DIFF, GETDIFF, FTPDIFF, FTPGETDIFF
See also: %difffileid, %difffilename, %difffilepath, and %difffiletext, %ftpdifffileid, %ftpdifffilename, %
ftpdifffilepath, and %ftpdifffiletext, Using the built-in database engine
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Rename files during download

The /as option of the RCVFILE command provides a method to download a file such that the local downloaded
file has a different name than the same file on the remote server. For example, the colon ":" character is
forbidden in Windows file names but allowed in some other operating systems. When using Robo-FTP to
download files from a remote server where the colon character is allowed, it is not sufficient to download the
files "as-is" and then rename them. They must be renamed DURING the download process. The example
Robo-FTP logic below examines the names of every remote file before it is downloaded. When the remote
filename contains one or more colon character, they are removed via the RCVFILE [ server name ] /
as [ local name ] command syntax.
WORKINGDIR "c:\MyDownloadFolder"
FTPLOGON "ftp.something.com" /user="Fred" /pw="Secret"
FTPGETREWIND
:get_file_details
FTPGETFILE "*"
IFERROR GOTO done
;; get the number of colons
SETSUBSTR colons = %sitefile ":"
IFNUM> colons 0 GOTO remove_colons
RCVFILE %sitefile
GOTO get_file_details
:remove_colons
SET local_name = ""
SETNUM segments = colons + 1
SETNUM counter = 1
:fix_name_loop
IFNUM> counter segments GOTO fix_name_done
SETEXTRACT chunk = %sitefile ":" counter
SET local_name = local_name + chunk
INC counter
GOTO fix_name_loop
:fix_name_done
RCVFILE %sitefile /as local_name
GOTO get_file_details
:done
FTPLOGOFF
STOP

Another common requirement is to download a set of files every day from a remote FTP site. The example
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below demonstrates how to download those files and rename them so the filename includes today's date, thus
providing an easy way to maintain an archive of downloaded files. This script uses the FTPGETFILE command
in a loop that downloads and renames files that match a wildcard pattern. At the beginning of each loop
iteration the value of the %sitefile variable is set to a new file name. Next, the SETRIGHT command is used to
split the file's name from its extension. Then, the name is recombined with the value of the %date variable
inserted between the name and the extension. Finally, the RCVFILE command is used with its /as option to
download the file using the new name.
WORKINGDIR "c:\download\destination\folder"
FTPLOGON "ftp.mydomain.com" /user="UserID" /pw="secret"
IFERROR GOTO done
;; only process files matching this pattern: *.txt
:start_of_loop
FTPGETFILE "*.txt"
IFERROR GOTO done
SET FileName = %sitefile
;; move last 4 characters into Extension
SETRIGHT Extension = FileName 4 /split
SET FileName = FileName + %date + Extension
;; recombine but insert date
RCVFILE %sitefile /as FileName
GOTO start_of_loop
:done
FTPLOGOFF
STOP
The TMPNAME command is useful for simplifying the process of temporarily downloading a file under a
different name and then returning the original name once the transfer is a verified success.
Related Command(s): RCVFILE, SETSUBSTR, SETEXTRACT, SET
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Fault Tolerant Scripts

There are many things that must happen correctly for two computers to exchange files over a network. The
Robo-FTP scripting language gives you several tools you can use to develop automation scripts that gracefully
recover when something goes wrong.

Errors in Script
Suppose you need to create a PGP encrypted file and then delete the original unencrypted source file. Further
suppose that if the encryption step fails for any reason then you should NOT delete the original file. The
IFERROR command is useful for catching failed commands and branching execution to another section of the
script that handles the error condition. The LOOPIF command is useful when the script logic requires a failed
operation to be automatically retried a fixed number of times. Many developers choose to send an automated
email message alerting support staff when an unrecoverable error occurs.

Tolerating Environmental Errors
An unexpected computer crash or network outage can leave a partially transferred file on your computer or on
the remote server. The mere existence of an incomplete file can cause big trouble in some heavily automated
systems. The TMPNAME command simplifies the process of outputting files to a temporary location and then
moving them to their intended destination only if the transfer is successful. The FTPTMPNAME provides the
same functionality for file uploads. If your script uses GETDIFF or FTPGETDIFF to process only new or
modified files in a loop then the /commitlast option may be employed to craft a loop that can be resumed from
a fatal hardware failure without skipping any files.
Sometimes it is important to perform a task once, and only once. This creates a problem when the computer
is unexpectedly rebooted because simply restarting your automation scripts will perform all tasks again from
the beginning. When developing scripts for use in this type of environment you can use the AUDITDB
command to enable an auditing process that automatically prevents repeating certain tasks if they were
completed successfully during a previous execution.
Using the TMPNAME, FTPTMPNAME and AUDITDB commands together allows a script to take full advantage
of Robo-FTP's transactional features.

Related command(s): IFERROR, LOOPIF, AUDITDB, TMPNAME, FTPTMPNAME
See also: Simple Error Handling Example, Script File Result Codes, %lasterror
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Running Robo-FTP with Prompting

Although Robo-FTP is designed for automating unattended file transfers, the scripting language contains
several commands for interactive user input. The included prompt.s script file provides a simple example of
using these commands together to create a rudimentary prompt-driven graphical user interface.
This script file is focused around the PROMPT script command and effectively demonstrates its use. The user
is prompted for a script command which is saved in the variable var. The PERFORM command is then used
to execute the user-provided command.
:top
SET var = ""
PROMPT var "Enter Robo-FTP Script Command:" /history=on /local
IFERROR= $ERROR_PROMPT_CANCELLED GOTO done
PERFORM var
GOTO top
:done
ASK "Exit Robo-FTP?" /local
IFYES GOTO exit
STOP
:exit
EXIT
The prompt dialog box looks like this.
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Obviously this sample command script is only good for users that already know the Robo-FTP scripting
language but PROMPT, ASK, and the related scripting commands listed below could be used to design a
prompt-driven interface for less advanced users.

Related command(s): ASK, PROMPT, MESSAGEBOX, BROWSE, FTPCLIENT, PLAYSOUND, FTPCLIENT,
CONSOLE, CONSOLEMSG, MAILTO, PRINT, PRESSANYKEY, WEBBROWSER
See also: Suppressing Console Output
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Time Zone Differences

A remote site may be in a different time zone or it may be configured to always save files with time/date
stamps relative to GMT (Greenwich Mean Time).
If not accounted for, this time difference will cause problems with commands like SYNC, FILECOMPARETO
and GETSITEFILE. Time zone differences also impact the SENDFILE and RCVFILE commands when they are
used with options like /ifnewer.
Robo-FTP offers two methods to account for time zone differences. The TIMEZONE script command has been
the recommended method since Robo-FTP v2.0. In previous versions, the method was to specify the /tz option
on the appropriate script commands. The /tz option is still supported but has been deprecated. With either
method, the time zone difference is specified with a positive or negative integer which represents the number of
hours that must be added to, or subtracted from, the current server time so that the resulting time matches
your local PC time.
Note: The technical differences between GMT and UTC is not relevant for the purposes of this document.
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Scheduling Script Operations Within A Script

Robo-FTP provides a built in Scheduler for scheduling script executing.
If you need more granular control of a script's internal timing, Robo-FTP provides two script commands that
can be used to schedule certain operations. Simple interval scheduling is provided by the PAUSE command.
More complex pausing behavior is provided by the CRON command. In some cases, the commands may be
used together.
Simple scheduling amounts to delaying the execution of script commands for a specified period of time or until
a specified time of day. For example, the following script command delays script execution until 2:00AM.
PAUSE /until=2:00
More advanced scheduling enables scripts to be run at on certain days of the week, days of the month, and/or
at various times of day. The CRON command is used for this purpose. The CRON command utilizes
predefined scheduling conditions (e.g., @daily) or a cron event file (usually named "crontab.txt") that allows for
multiple scheduling conditions. For example, the following script command runs a specified script file at
midnight each night.
CRON "@daily" 'CALL "nightly.s"'
It is also possible to use the PAUSE and CRON commands together to achieve some of the same results. For
example, since the @daily condition becomes active at midnight, you might want to have the script become
active at 1:30AM instead of at midnight. To accomplish this, you could use the following script commands.
CRON "@daily"
PAUSE /until=1:30
CALL "nightly.s"
More complex scheduling is possible using the CRON script command in conjunction with the cron event file.
The format of this file is complex and not something the casual user needs to be concerned with. The
CronMaker utility is provided with Robo-FTP for the direct creation and modification of cron event files.
Related command(s): CRON, PAUSE
See also: Scheduling File Transfers, Programming Service Scripts, Simultaneous Execution
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Sending and Receiving E-mail in Script Files

Robo-FTP is e-mail enabled. E-mail messages are composed and sent within a script using the EMAIL script
command. E-mail messages are received using the GETMAIL command.
Robo-FTP also supports the MAILTO command where an e-mail message may be formatted under script
control and then submitted to the system default e-mail client to be sent manually.
The remainder of this section deals with the EMAIL and GETMAIL commands.
For Robo-FTP e-mail to work, the PC must have an established network connection. To send e-mail, the PC
must have access to an SMTP server. To receive e-mail, the PC must have access to a POP3 server. In both
cases, the hostname or IP address and any appropriate user ID and password must be known or configured
when the script runs.
These commands work independently of any e-mail client that you may have installed on your PC. When
receiving messages, Robo-FTP can simply get the next message available on the mail server or search the
subject line of all pending messages for a specific string and only get this one message.
Messages received may be viewed and/or saved to a file. Optionally, messages may be left on the mail server.
The subject line of the message is saved in a script variable for additional processing during script execution if
necessary.
Listed below are some examples of how e-mail functionality may be utilized in Robo-FTP scripts:
Send a message to a system administrator if an FTP site outage is detected
Send a message to acknowledge a successful file download (or upload)
Wait for an e-mail message to be received before initiating a file transfer
E-mail a file as soon as it appears in a local folder (or in an FTP site directory)
Send an e-mail from anywhere to initiate a file transfer
Send an e-mail from anywhere to instruct Robo-FTP to execute a specific script file

Refer to EMAIL and GETMAIL for more details.
See MAILTO for the creation and submission of e-mail messages to be sent manually.
Related command(s): EMAIL, GETMAIL, MAILTO
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Sending SMS Text Messages as E-mail

All the major cellular carriers provide an email-to-SMS gateway which you may use for free. To send a text
message with Robo-FTP, use the CREATEMAIL and SENDMAIL commands to sent an email where the
recipient address has this format: <cell phone number>@<carrier SMS gateway>
Here is a list of carriers and their texting email gateways:
Allt
el

message.alltel.com

Bo
ost
Mo
bile

myboostmobile.com

Cin
gul
ar/
AT
&T

txt.att.net

Ro
ger
s
Ca
na
da

pcs.rogers.com

Spr
int
Ne
xte
l

messaging.nextel.com

Spr
int
PC
S

messaging.sprintpcs.com

TMo
bile

tmomail.net

Ver
izo
n
Wir
ele
ss

vtext.com

Vir
gin
Mo
bile
US

vmobl.com
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A

For example, to send a text message to a T-Mobile subscriber with a phone number of 555-555-5555, you
simply need to send an email to 5555555555@tmomail.net.
SET from_name = "Acme Widget Co. Sales"
SET from_email = "sales@acme-widget.com"
;; subject line will be ignored by most carriers
SET subj = "My Subject"
;; Message body should be 160 characters or less
SET body = "My message."
SET attach = ""
CREATEMAIL from_name from_email subj body attach
SET to_name = "Ray Johnson"
SET to_email = "5555555555@vtext.com"
SET server = "smtp.mymailserver.com"
SENDMAIL server to_name to_email /user="smtpid" /pw="smtppw"

Related command(s): SENDMAIL, GETMAIL, MAILTO
See also: Sending SMS text messages, %crlf
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Windows environment variables

Windows environment variables can be used in two ways. One way is to pass the environment variable as an
argument into Robo-FTP from a shortcut or the Windows Command Prompt command line. Consider the
following example where the environment variable %SystemDrive% is passed in as an argument.
C:\Program Files\Robo-FTP X.X\Robo-FTP.exe –p1 %SystemDrive%
The SET command may also be used to copy the value of an environment variable into a Robo-FTP script
variable. Consider the following example where the operating system environment variable %SystemDrive% is
set to the Robo-FTP script variable named sysdrive:
SET sysdrive = %SystemDrive%
Here is a list of common Windows environment variables:
%
ALLUSERSP
ROFILE%

Path to the All Users profile directory which
contains resources and settings that are shared
by all accounts. This is renamed %
PROGRAMDATA% starting with Windows
Vista.

%APPDATA
%

Path to the Application Data folder of the
logged-in user. This folder is hidden by default
on some systems.

%
COMPUTERN
AME%

Computer name.

%
HOMEDRIVE
%

Defaults to C:

%
HOMEPATH
%

Defaults to \Documents and Settings\<user
name>

%
LOGONSERV
ER%

Name of the computer that authenticated the
current user's credentials.

%PATH%

The operating uses this list of folders to search
for executable programs. If you add the RoboFTP installation folder to your system's PATH
environment variable you can create Scheduled
Tasks that simply call the Robo-FTP.exe
executable without the full installed file path.

%
PROGRAMFI
LES%

Path to the \Program Files folder, the %
PROGRAMFILES(X86)% and %
PROGRAMW6432% environment variables are
available on 64-bit machines.

%

Defaults to C:
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SystemDrive
%
%TEMP%

Path to folder where temporary files should be
stored. Same as %TMP%

%
USERDOMAI
N%

Domain name.

%
USERNAME
%

User name.

%
USERPROFIL
E%

Default to %SystemDrive%\Users\<user
name> on newer versions of Windows, on older
versions the default was %SystemDrive%
\Documents and Settings\<user name>

%WinDir%

Defaults to C:\Windows

Environment variables may contain different values for each Windows user account. Use system-wide
environment variables machines where Robo-FTP may be launched by a built-in account like Network
Service or Local System. Even if Robo-FTP will only ever be launched by regular user accounts it is probably
best to use system-wide environment variables unless you specifically need the ability for users to have
unique values.
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Related command(s): SET
See also: -p Command Line Switch, Using the %installdir variable, Adding Robo-FTP to the Path
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Using the Built-in SQLite Database Engine

Robo-FTP includes a built-in SQLite database engine that allows you to create database files and manipulate
them using the same scripts commands used to interact with other ODBC data sources. Robo-FTP permits
there to be one SQLite database file to be active at any one time. The DIFF and FTPDIFF family of script
commands use the SQLite database engine to identify files that are new or have changed since between script
executions.
Important
Robo-FTP SQLite database support does have limitations over standalone databases and has
been designed with compromises in mind that still results in a powerful extension to the RoboFTP script environment. For example, the amount of data that can be returned on any given query
is limited. It’s a good rule of thumb to keep any use of the built-in SQLite database simple and
minimal - this is not intended to be a full relational database implementation but rather a flexible
tool to save and retrieve data useful in the management and execution of Robo-FTP scripts.
The commands provide a portal for SQLite queries and any responses with a minimum of intervention by the
Robo-FTP script environment. This is to say that it is your responsibility, the script programmer, to form valid
SQLite queries and to interpret the result(s) to these queries within the script environment.
Important
Use of the Robo-FTP SQLite database portal commands assumes that you have a working
knowledge of SQL databases and queries. It is beyond the scope of Robo-FTP documentation or
technical support to offer support or education related to SQL specifically other than how to
engage the provided SQLite database engine from the Robo-FTP script environment. See: http://
www.sqlite.org
The following is a high-level overview of how you might incorporate SQLite database access into your RoboFTP scripts.
Create a database (using the DBUSE script command)
Create one or more database tables (using appropriate SQL statement(s) and the DBQUERY
script command)
Add data to the database (using appropriate SQL statement(s) and the DBQUERY script
command)
Make queries into the database (using appropriate SQL queries and the DBQUERY script
command); obtain the result(s) of a given query (using the DBGETRESULTS script command)
Close and optionally delete the database (using the DBCLOSE script command)
Notice that we state “using appropriate SQL statement(s)” above. Once again, it is assumed that you as the
script programmer have a working knowledge of SQL commands and queries to pass to the SQLite database
engine via the DBQUERY script command.
The following is a more specific example of the creation of a SQLite database file with a data table named
“MyTable” which is then populated with two rows of hard coded data. In production scripts SQL “insert” and
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“update” queries, for example, would be constructed using
DBUSE "MyDatabase.sql" /new
DBQUERY "create table MyTable (fld1 text primary key, fld2 text);"
DBQUERY "insert into MyTable values ( 'row1', 'data1' );"
DBQUERY "insert into MyTable values ( 'row2', 'data2' );"
DBCLOSE
In production scripts, SQL “insert” queries like the one shown above or others like “update”, for example, would
be constructed using string and substring commands to create dynamic commands to build a database with
meaningful data. For example, to construct the first “insert” query shown above into a script variable might look
like the following.
SET fld1 = "row1"
SET fld2 = "data1"
SET vars =

" ('" + fld1 + "', '" + fld2 + "' );"

SET query = "insert into MyTable values" + vars
DBQUERY query
Once a database is created and populated with data then the following example shows how specific data from
a single row may be searched for and retrieved from the database.
DBUSE "MyDatabase.sql"
DBQUERY "select * from MyTable where fld1='row1';"
IFERROR $ERROR_DB_QUERY_FAILED GOTO done
DBGETRESULTS
DISPLAY %db_fld1
DISPLAY %db_fld2
:done
DBCLOSE
The following example shows how specific data from multiple rows may be searched for and retrieved from the
database.
DBUSE "MyDatabase.sql"
DBQUERY "select * from MyTable;"
IFERROR= $ERROR_DB_QUERY_FAILED GOTO done
DISPLAY %dbqueryrows
:loop
DBGETRESULTS
IFERROR= $ERROR_DB_ALL_RESULTS_RTND GOTO done
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DISPLAY %db_fld1
DISPLAY %db_fld2
DISPLAY %dbqueryvariables
GOTO loop
:done
DBCLOSE
The number of rows resulting from a query are automatically saved to the %dbqueryrows script variable.
Queries returning up to 1000 rows are permitted and are handled in this manner. Queries resulting in more
than 1000 rows will fail with no data returned.
Notice that Robo-FTP automatically creates variables (in the format %db_ColumnName ) from the column
names in the table and stores the values in those columns in the appropriate variable. The number of variables
created for a given query is saved to the %dbqueryvariables script variable.
If Robo-FTP cannot parse or otherwise process the query response so that the %db_ColumnName variable(s)
can be created, the DBQUERY command will fail returning result code
$ERROR_DB_RAW_QUERY_RESULTS and the raw SQL query result is saved in its entirety in the %
dbrawqueryresult script variable. Your script may parse this value directly if the response is expected or
may be used for debugging purposes.

Related command(s): DBUSE, DBQUERY, DBGETRESULTS, DBCLOSE, DBREWIND
See also: DIFF, FTPDIFF
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Working with Network Drives

Script access to network shares and mapped drives is limited by the Windows account used to launched
Robo-FTP.
Accessing Network Resources from Service Scripts
When Robo-FTP runs as a Windows service it uses the built-in Local System account by default. This
account does not have access to the network. Although a Robo-FTP service may be configured to use an
Active Directory account that has network permissions, services do not run in a user login session so
previously mapped letter drives are not available. Therefore, scripts designed to run as a Windows service
should use either UNC paths to access network resources or attempt to re-map the drive.

Accessing Network Resources from Windows Scheduled Tasks
When Robo-FTP is launched by a Scheduled Task network access is controlled by the user account specified
in the Task configuration. Mapped network drives exist only in user login sessions so any Task that launches
a Robo-FTP script that uses a mapped drive should have the "run only when user is logged on" option
selected. Modify the script to either access the network via UNC paths or re-map the drive when a Task must
run when no users are logged on.

DOSCMD and Mapped Drives
There are some cases where referencing a letter drive is preferable to a UNC path. For example, if you are
using the DOSCMD command to run certain shell commands then you might need to map a letter drive
because some DOS commands do not work with UNC paths. To map a letter drive, use the EXEC script
command to run the Windows 'net' command. For example, to mount a network drive, say drive G, issue a
command such as:
EXEC "net use G: \\server\path"
If you need to submit a user name and password to connect to the network share, the command might look
something like this:
EXEC "net use G: \\server\path mypassword /user:mydomain\myusername"
Warning: Mapped drives may not be available when Robo-FTP is launched as a Windows Service or
Scheduled Task (see above).

Network Problems running an Existing Script on a Different Computer
Windows account permissions are usually to blame if your Robo-FTP command script is not able to access a
network share when run from another machine. To troubleshoot this problem, log in to the new computer and
verify that you are actually able to browse to the desired network resource using the Windows Explorer. If you
are able to access the share via its UNC path it is likely that Robo-FTP is being launched by an account with
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insufficient permissions to access that share.

Related command(s): EXEC
See also: Scheduling File Transfers With Robo-FTP, Service Installer, Enterprise Dashboard
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Passing External Values Into Command Scripts

It is possible to pass up to nine values into a Robo-FTP script via command line arguments. The -p command
line switch is combined with a single digit between 1 and 9 and then followed by a value. For example:
robo-ftp.exe -p1 FridaySales.xls
Values passed in on the command line are available for use in script logic via nine internally defined variables
named %1 through %9. The numeral in the variable name corresponds to the digit that follows the -p switch.
The example below would assign the value FridaySales.xls to the script variable named %1. This variable
could be used in the script as follows:
SENDFILE %1
Now consider the following command line.
robo-ftp.exe -p1 "ACME Bricks" -p2 "SENDFILE 'newdata.dat'"
Given the command line above, the following script file:
DASHBOARDMSG "Connecting"
FTPLOGON %1
PERFORM %2
DASHBOARDMSG "Done"
FTPLOGOFF
EXIT
... would be executed as if it was originally written as:
DASHBOARDMSG "Connecting"
FTPLOGON "ACME Bricks"
SENDFILE 'newdata.dat'
DASHBOARDMSG "Done"
FTPLOGOFF
EXIT
Notice above that values with embedded spaces must be enclosed in quotation marks. When you need to
pass in a value that itself contains quotations marks you can combine pairs of single and double quote
characters.
The advantage to the -p switch syntax over the legacy method (see below) is that Windows environment
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variables (e.g., %SystemDrive%, %USERNAME%, etc.) as well as user defined strings may be passed into
Robo-FTP. You cannot mix multiple environment variables and/or environment variables and user strings in the
same argument. Use of this method and the legacy method on the same command line is not recommended.

Handling Missing Parameters
A script that depends on external parameter values should be designed to fail gracefully when they are
unexpectedly absent. One way of handling the situation is by assigning the expected variable value to a test
variable and trapping the error condition that would occur if the variable is missing, for example:
SET testvar = %1

;; error if %1 is missing

IFERROR= $ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND GOTO handle_missing_arguments
It is possible to create scripts with optional external parameters by assigning the expected variable value to a
local script variable that has already been assigned a default value. With this technique, the default value
makes it possible to simply ignore the $ERROR_VAR_NOT_FOUND error returned when attempting to assign
the missing variable, for example:
SET ArchivePath = "c:\archive\" + %date

;; assign default value

SET ArchivePath = %2

;; error if %2 is missing

WORKINGDIR ArchivePath

;; uses default if %2 is missing

Legacy Method
It is also possible to pass values into Robo-FTP by using either the & or % character as a string delimiters, for
example:
&argument&
%different argument%
The first argument, reading left to right, is assigned to a variable named %1, the second argument is assigned
to %2, and so on.

Related command(s): EXEC, CALL, CHAIN
See also: Script File Variables, Launching Robo-FTP with Command Line Switches
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Multi-Purpose Scripts

It is possible to create a single script file that is used by multiple similar automation jobs when each task is a
slight variation on a common theme. When designing such scripts you must identify which data and
functionality is common across all jobs and which varies dynamically from job to job. External values are then
used to trigger the appropriate script behavior for each permutation of the generic job. Multi-purpose scripts
require extra time for development and testing but they are easier to support and maintain than a large number
of very similar scripts with small hard-coded differences.

External Values
External values might be used by the script logic to identify files, specify login credentials or even signal that
an optional step should be skipped. The easiest way to pass external values into a script is to use command
line switches (see Passing External Values Into Command Scripts). Other common techniques including
using the READFILE command to parse external values out of a text file or the DBQUERY command to read
these values from a database. Each of these techniques causes an external value to be stored in a script
variable that is then processed by the multi-purpose script. The variable may then be used in a conditional
branch or passed to a script command as an argument or option.

Example Multi-Purpose Script
In the example below we will be discussing a multi-purpose script named UploadFile.s. This script performs
the common functionality of uploading a file from a specific folder but both the actual file name and how it is
processed after uploading are determined by external values.
WORKINGDIR "e:\staging\outbound\"
FTPLOGON "ftp.mydomain.com" /user="UserID" /pw="secret"
SENDFILE %1
IFERROR GOTO send_failed
FTPLOGOFF
SET ArchivePath = ""
SET ArchivePath = %2
IFSTRCMP ArchivePath "" GOTO done
IFSTRCMPI ArchivePath "delete" GOTO delete_sent_file
SET ArchivePath = ArchivePath + "\" + %1
MOVE %1 ArchivePath
GOTO done
:delete_sent_file
DELETE %1
GOTO done
:send_failed
FTPLOGOFF
MOVE %1 "e:\staging\outbound\error\"
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:done
EXIT
Now consider the following command line.
robo-ftp.exe -v -h -s "UploadFile.s" -p1 "20131015Shift1.dat" -p2 "\
\backupsvr\sent"
The first item on the command line is the executable for Robo-FTP. Notice that the folder for robo-ftp.exe is not
specified because the Robo-FTP installation folder was added to the PATH environment variable (see: Ading
Robo-FTP to the Path). The next items are the -v and -h switches which suppress the user-interface so RoboFTP can run unattended. The script file name follows the -s switch and then -p1 and -p2 pass the dynamic
external values.
The value of -p1 is mapped to a variable named %1 and contains the name of a file to be processed, in this
example the file is named 20131015Shift1.dat but it could be any file in the working folder specified on the
first line. Notice how %1 is passed as a command argument to the SENDFILE, MOVE and DELETE
commands. The value of -p2 is mapped to a variable named %2 and contains a path where the file will be
moved if it is uploaded without an error.

Dynamic Behavior
This multi-purpose script supports both dynamic file names and also dynamic behavior with regard to how files
are processed after they are successfully uploaded. Depending on the value of the %2 variable the file may be
left in its current location, deleted, or moved to another folder. The following command line would cause the
local copy of the uploaded file to be deleted:
robo-ftp.exe -v -h -s "UploadFile.s" -p1 "20131015Shift1.dat" -p2 "Delete"

Optional Arguments
Review the example script logic above and notice the variable %2 is not passed directly to the IFSTRCMP
command. Now consider the following command line:
robo-ftp.exe -v -h -s "UploadFile.s" -p1 "20131015Shift1.dat"
Since the -p2 switch is omitted the variable %2 would not be created. This means that passing %2 directly to
the IFSTRCMP command would fail and execution to fall through to the next line. Notice that the variable
named ArchivePath is initialized to a default value before it is assigned to the value of %2. This shifts the
potential error condition (caused by the missing -p2 switch) to the SET command where it is harmless
because that variable has a default value. This technique eliminates the unintended consequences of an error
in the conditional branching logic. In the example above the default value of %2 causes the uploaded file to
remain in its original location.
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Related command(s): EXEC, CALL, CHAIN
See also: Passing External Values Into Command Scripts, Concurrent Script Execution
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Concurrent Script Execution

Multiple instances of Robo-FTP can process a single script file concurrently. This allows one multi-purpose
script to be used for numerous similar tasks that share core functionality (see Multi-Purpose Scripts). The
ability to process a single script file in concurrent instances also means that is possible for accidental
simultaneous execution to occur. Some script operations could cause severe problems if executed
concurrently.
Imagine, for example, a script that uploads files to a remote server and then deletes the local copies. Now
suppose that a third-party scheduling tool is used to launch Robo-FTP and run this script every five minutes.
This will work fine if each script execution always completes before the next instance is launched. However, if
two instances of Robo-FTP were processing this script at the same time then unexpected errors or even data
loss could occur when the first instance attempts to delete a file that the second instance is busy uploading.
This scenario could happen if the first script does not complete on time due to a temporary loss of network
connectivity, high system CPU load, abnormal file transfer size or some other unexpected circumstance.
Sometimes it is possible to eliminate the need to launch multiple instances by rewriting the script logic to run
in a loop as a Windows Service. Another option is to launch Robo-FTP with the -r command line switch. This
switch causes Robo-FTP to verify that there is not another instance of Robo-FTP already started with the -r
switch that is currently processing the exact same script file. If such an instance is found, the new instance
can either terminate immediately or wait for the first instance to complete.
With a script scheduled to launch every five minutes you might choose to simply terminate the newer instance
since it will be launched again in five more minutes anyway. Use the "abort" option with the -r switch to
achieve this result. The following command line shows -s switch for specifying a script file and the -r switch to
specify what happens if another instance is currently processing the same script.
robo-ftp.exe -s "move2ftp.s" -r "abort"
This behavior is also available for scripts launched with the CALL or CHAIN commands by using the /
waitifrunning option, for example:
CHAIN "move2ftp.s" /waitifrunning=abort
If skipping a script execution is possible but undesirable you may specify the maximum number of seconds to
wait. In our example of the script launched every five minutes, you might be willing to wait up to four minutes
(240 seconds) for the previous instance to complete before giving up and terminating the new instance.
robo-ftp.exe -s "move2ftp.s" -r 240
Use the "infinite" wait option when skipping any scheduled execution is unacceptable but concurrent script
execution could cause problems.
robo-ftp.exe -s "move2ftp.s" -r "infinite"
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The "infinite" option must be used carefully because it has the potential for allowing too many simultaneous
instances. For example, if the script needs six minutes to complete but is scheduled to run every five minutes
with an infinite wait, the number of running Robo-FTP.exe processes will gradually increase until the software
license concurrent instance limit is reached or system resources are exhausted.

Software License Limits
The number of simultaneous instances of Robo-FTP.exe may be limited by the type of software license
purchased by your organization. Once the simultaneous instance limit is reached, no additional instances
may be launched until at least one of the running instances terminates. The maximum instance cap can
cause intermittent scheduling issues when jobs do not run because previous scripts do not complete as
quickly as expected. Concurrent instance limitations based on the software license may be easily resolved by
upgrading the license. Please contact our Sales Team for pricing and availability.

See also: Command Line Switches, Scheduling File Transfers With Robo-FTP, Programming Service Scripts
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Returning Error Codes from Scripts
When a Robo-FTP script processor exits it returns a number to the calling process indicating success or failure.
Just like individual Robo-FTP script commands, a zero indicates success while other numbers indicate various
errors.
1. The Robo-FTP Script Processor may return an error if it encounters a problem executing. Things like a license
failure or a -s option specifying a script that doesn't exist will cause it to return an error without running any
script.
2. The RETURN flow control command. If RETURN is used in the top level script and the session is non
interactive (It is running from the Scheduler or as a service) it will cause Robo-FTP to return either %lasterror if
no argument is given or whatever value was specified as an argument to RETURN. Otherwise it sets %lasterror
appropriately and returns to the next calling level or stops script execution if it is already at the top level and the
session is interactive.
3. The EXIT command. This will cause Robo-FTP to exit immediately with %lasterror as the return code. The /
exitcode= option may be used to specify an alternative return code.
4. If the current script simply ends without either command it returns %lasterror to the calling scope. If it is the top
level scope it either simply stops script execution or if the session is non interactive Robo-FTP will exit,
returning %lasterror.
For details about specific script return codes see Command Result Codes.
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Regular Expressions
A regular expression is a special text string for describing a search pattern. You can think of regular expressions
as wildcards on steroids. You are probably familiar with wildcard notations such as *.txt to find all text files in a file
manager. The regular expression equivalent is .*\.txt$. As you can see it is more complicated to describe this
simple case this way but regular expression are also far more powerful than simple globbing (the technical term for
filesystem wildcards).
There are several variations of regular expressions used in the wild. The one Robo-FTP supports is Perl regular
expressions. In Perl regular expressions, all characters match themselves except for the following special
characters:
.[{}()\*+?|^$
Wildcards:
The single character '.' when used outside of a character set will match any single character except the newline
character or null.
Anchors:
A '^' character shall match the start of a line.
A '$' character shall match the end of a line.
Marked Sub-Expressions:
A section beginning with ( and ending with ) acts as a marked sub-expression. Whatever matched the subexpression is split out in a separate field by the matching algorithms. Marked sub-expressions can also be
repeated, or referred to by a back-reference. In single line regex commands like IFREGEX and SETREPLACE the
matched sub-expressions can be found in the %regex[n] variables where n is 1 to sub-expression count.
Non-Marking Group:
A marked sub-expression is useful to lexically group part of a regular expression, but has the side-effect of spitting
out an extra field in the result. As an alternative you can lexically group part of a regular expression, without
generating a marked sub-expression by using (?: and ) , for example (?:ab)+ will repeat ab without splitting out any
separate sub-expressions.
Repeats:
Any atom (a single character, a marked sub-expression, or a character class) can be repeated with the *, +, ?,
and {} operators.
The * operator will match the preceding atom zero or more times, for example the expression a*b will match:
"b" or "ab" or "aaaaaaaab"
The + operator will match the preceding atom one or more times, for example the expression a+b will match:
"ab" or "aaaaaaaab", but won't match: "b"
The ? operator will match the preceding atom zero or one times, for example the expression ca?b will match:
"cb" or "cab", but will not match "caab"
An atom can also be repeated with a bounded repeat:
a{n} Matches 'a' repeated exactly n times.
a{n,} Matches 'a' repeated n or more times.
a{n, m} Matches 'a' repeated between n and m times inclusive.
For example:
"^a{2,3}$" Will match either "aa" or "aaa" but neither of "a" or "aaaa"
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Note that the "{" and "}" characters will be treated as ordinary literals when used in a context that is not a repeat:
this matches Perl 5.x behavior. For example in the expressions "ab{1", "ab1}" and "a{b}c" the curly brackets are
all treated as literals and no error will be raised.
It is an error to use a repeat operator, if the preceding construct can not be repeated, for example:
a(*) Will raise an error, as there is nothing for the * operator to be applied to.
Non-Greedy Repeats:
The normal repeat operators are "greedy", that is to say they will consume as much input as possible. There are
non-greedy versions available that will consume as little input as possible while still producing a match.
*? Matches the previous atom zero or more times, while consuming as little input as possible.
+? Matches the previous atom one or more times, while consuming as little input as possible.
?? Matches the previous atom zero or one times, while consuming as little input as possible.
{n,}? Matches the previous atom n or more times, while consuming as little input as possible.
{n,m}? Matches the previous atom between n and m times, while consuming as little input as possible.
Possesive Repeats:
By default when a repeated pattern does not match then the engine will backtrack until a match is found. However,
this behaviour can sometime be undesireble so there are also "possessive" repeats: these match as much as
possible and do not then allow backtracking if the rest of the expression fails to match.
*+ Matches the previous atom zero or more times, while giving nothing back.
++ Matches the previous atom one or more times, while giving nothing back.
?+ Matches the previous atom zero or one times, while giving nothing back.
{n,}+ Matches the previous atom n or more times, while giving nothing back.
{n,m}+ Matches the previous atom between n and m times, while giving nothing back.
Back References:
An escape character followed by a digit n, where n is in the range 1-9, matches the same string that was matched
by sub-expression n. For example the expression:
"^(a*).*\1$" Will match the string: "aaabbaaa" But not the string: "aaabba"
Back references can also be used in the replace string when using SETREPLACE with the /regex option.
You can also use the \g escape for the same function, for example:
Esca
Meaning
pe
\g1
Match whatever matched sub-expression 1
Match whatever matched sub-expression 1: this form allows for safer parsing of the expression
\g{1}
in cases like \g{1}2 or for indexes higher than 9 as in \g{1234}
\g-1
Match whatever matched the last opened sub-expression
\g{-2}
Match whatever matched the last but one opened sub-expression
\g{on
Match whatever matched the sub-expression named "one"
e}
Finally the \k escape can be used to refer to named subexpressions, for example \k<two> will match whatever
matched the subexpression named "two".
Alternation:
The | operator will match either of its arguments, so for example: abc|def will match either "abc" or "def".
Parenthesis can be used to group alternations, for example: ab(d|ef) will match either of "abd" or "abef".
Empty alternatives are not allowed (these are almost always a mistake), but if you really want an empty alternative
use (?:) as a placeholder, for example:
"|abc" is not a valid expression, but" (?:)|abc" is and is equivalent, also the expression: "(?:abc)??" has exactly the
same effect.
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Character Sets:
A character set is a bracket-expression starting with [] and ending with , it defines a set of characters, and
matches any single character that is a member of that set.
A bracket expression may contain any combination of the following:
Single Characters: For example [abc], will match any of the characters 'a', 'b', or 'c'.
Character Ranges: For example [a-c] will match any single character in the range 'a' to 'c'. By default, for Perl
regular expressions, a character is within the range y to z, if the code point of the character lies within the
codepoints of the endpoints of the range.
Negation: If the bracket-expression begins with the ^ character, then it matches the complement of the
characters it contains, for example [^a-c] matches any character that is not in the range a-c.
Character Classes: An expression of the form [[:name:]] matches the named character class "name", for
example [[:lower:]] matches any lower case character. See Character Classes for more information.
Collating Elements: An expression of the form [[.col.]] matches the collating element col. A collating element is
any single character, or any sequence of characters that collates as a single unit. Collating elements may also
be used as the end point of a range, for example: [[.ae.]-c] matches the character sequence "ae", plus any
single character in the range "ae"-c, assuming that "ae" is treated as a single collating element in the current
locale. As an extension, a collating element may also be specified via it's Symbolic Name(see below), for
example:[[.NUL.]]
matches a \0 character.
Equivalence Classes:
An expression of the form [[=col=]], matches any character or collating element whose primary sort key is the
same as that for collating element col, as with collating elements the name col may be a Symbolic Name. A
primary sort key is one that ignores case, accentation, or locale-specific tailorings; so for example [[=a=]]
matches any of the characters: a, À, Á, Â, Ã, Ä, Å, A, à, á, â, ã, ä and å. Unfortunately implementation of this is
reliant on the platform's collation and localisation support; this feature can not be relied upon to work portably
across all platforms, or even all locales on one platform.
Escaped Characters:
All the escape sequences that match a single character, or a single character class are permitted within a
character class definition. For example [\[\]] would match either of [ or ] while [\W\d] would match any character
that is either a "digit", or is not a "word" character.
Combinations:
All of the above can be combined in one character set declaration, for example: [[:digit:]a-c[.NUL.]].
Escapes:
Any special character preceded by an escape shall match itself.
The following escape sequences are all synonyms for single characters:
Escap
Character
e
\a
\a
\e
0x1B
\f
\f
\r
\t
\v
\b
\cX
\xdd

\r
\t
\v
\b (but only inside a character class declaration).
An ASCII escape sequence - the character whose code point is X % 32
A hexadecimal escape sequence - matches the single character whose code point
is 0xdd.
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\x{dddd A hexadecimal escape sequence - matches the single character whose code point
}
is 0xdddd.
An octal escape sequence - matches the single character whose code point is
\0ddd
0ddd.
\N{nam Matches the single character which has the name. For example \N{newline}
e}
matches the single character \n.
"Single Character" character classes:
Any escaped character x, if x is the name of a character class shall match any character that is a member of that
class, and any escaped character X, if x is the name of a character class, shall match any character not in that
class.
The following are supported by default:
Escape sequence
Equivalent to
\d
[[:digit:]]
\l
[[:lower:]]
\s
[[:space:]]
\u
[[:upper:]]
\w
[[:word:]]
\h
Horizontal whitespace
\v
Vertical whitespace
\D
[^[:digit:]]
\L
[^[:lower:]]
\S
[^[:space:]]
\U
[^[:upper:]]
\W
[^[:word:]]
\H
Not Horizontal whitespace
\V
Not Vertical whitespace
Character Properties:
The character property names in the following table are all equivalent to the names used in character classes.
Form
Description
Equivalent character set form
\pX
Matches any character that has the property X.
[[:X:]]
\p{Name}
Matches any character that has the property Name.
[[:Name:]]
\PX
Matches any character that does not have the property X.
[^[:X:]]
\P{Name} Matches any character that does not have the property Name.
[^[:Name:]]
For example \pd matches any "digit" character, as does \p{digit}.
Word Boundaries:
The following escape sequences match the boundaries of words:
< Matches the start of a word.
> Matches the end of a word.
\b Matches a word boundary (the start or end of a word).
\B Matches only when not at a word boundary.
Buffer Boundaries:
The following match only at buffer boundaries: a "buffer" in this context is the whole of the input text that is being
matched against (note that ^ and $ may match embedded newlines within the text).
\` Matches at the start of a buffer only.
\' Matches at the end of a buffer only.
\A Matches at the start of a buffer only (the same as \`).
\z Matches at the end of a buffer only (the same as \').
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\Z Matches a zero-width assertion consisting of an optional sequence of newlines at the end of a buffer: equivalent
to the regular expression (?=\v*\z). Note that this is subtly different from Perl which behaves as if matching (?=\n?
\z).
Continuation Escape:
The sequence \G matches only at the end of the last match found, or at the start of the text being matched if no
previous match was found. This escape useful if you're iterating over the matches contained within a text, and you
want each subsequence match to start where the last one ended.
Quoting Escape:
The escape sequence \Q begins a "quoted sequence": all the subsequent characters are treated as literals, until
either the end of the regular expression or \E is found. For example the expression: \Q*+\Ea+ would match either
of:
\*+a
\*+aaa
Unicode Escapes:
\C Matches a single code point, this has exactly the same effect as a the "." operator. \X Matches a combining
character sequence: that is any non-combining character followed by a sequence of zero or more combining
characters.
Matching Line Endings:
The escape sequence \R matches any line ending character sequence, specifically it is identical to the expression
(?>\x0D\x0A?|[\x0A-\x0C\x85\x{2028}\x{2029}]).
Keeping Back Some Text:
\K Resets the start location of $0 to the current text position: in other words everything to the left of \K is "kept
back" and does not form part of the regular expression match. $` is updated accordingly.
For example foo\Kbar matched against the text "foobar" would return the match "bar" for $0 and "foo" for $`. This
can be used to simulate variable width lookbehind assertions.
Any Other Escape:
Any other escape sequence matches the character that is escaped, for example \@ matches a literal '@'.
Perl Extended Patterns:
Perl-specific extensions to the regular expression syntax all start with (?.
Named Subexpressions:
You can create a named subexpression using:
(?<NAME>expression)
Which can be then be referred to by the name NAME. Alternatively you can delimit the name using 'NAME' as in:
(?'NAME'expression)
These named subexpressions can be referred to in a backreference using either \g{NAME} or \k<NAME>.
Comments:
(?# ... ) is treated as a comment, it's contents are ignored.
Modifiers:
(?imsx-imsx ... ) alters which of the perl modifiers are in effect within the pattern, changes take effect from the
point that the block is first seen and extend to any enclosing ). Letters before a '-' turn that perl modifier on, letters
afterward, turn it off.
(?imsx-imsx:pattern) applies the specified modifiers to pattern only.
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Non-Markign Groups:
(?:pattern) lexically groups pattern, without generating an additional sub-expression.
Branch Reset:
(?|pattern) resets the subexpression count at the start of each "|" alternative within pattern.
The sub-expression count following this construct is that of whichever branch had the largest number of subexpressions. This construct is useful when you want to capture one of a number of alternative matches in a single
sub-expression index.
In the following example the index of each sub-expression is shown below the expression:
# before ---------------branch-reset----------- after
/ ( a ) (?| x ( y ) z | (p (q) r) | (t) u (v) ) ( z ) /x
# 1
2
2 3
2
3
4
Lookahead:
(?=pattern) consumes zero characters, only if pattern matches.
(?!pattern) consumes zero characters, only if pattern does not match.
Lookahead is typically used to create the logical AND of two regular expressions, for example if a password must
contain a lower case letter, an upper case letter, a punctuation symbol, and be at least 6 characters long, then the
expression:
(?=.*[[:lower:]])(?=.*[[:upper:]])(?=.*[[:punct:]]).{6,}
could be used to validate the password.
Lookbehind:
(?<=pattern) consumes zero characters, only if pattern could be matched against the characters preceding the
current position (pattern must be of fixed length).
(?<!pattern) consumes zero characters, only if pattern could not be matched against the characters preceding the
current position (pattern must be of fixed length).
Independent sub-expressions:
(?>pattern) pattern is matched independently of the surrounding patterns, the expression will never backtrack into
pattern. Independent sub-expressions are typically used to improve performance; only the best possible match for
pattern will be considered, if this doesn't allow the expression as a whole to match then no match is found at all.
Recursive Expressions:
(?N) (?-N) (?+N) (?R) (?0) (?&NAME)
(?R) and (?0) recurse to the start of the entire pattern.
(?N) executes sub-expression N recursively, for example (?2) will recurse to sub-expression 2.
(?-N) and (?+N) are relative recursions, so for example (?-1) recurses to the last sub-expression to be declared,
and (?+1) recurses to the next sub-expression to be declared.
(?&NAME) recurses to named sub-expression NAME.
Conditional Expressions:
These take the form of (?(condition)yes-pattern[|no-pattern]) which attempts to match yes-pattern if the condition is
true, otherwise attempts to match no-pattern or NULL if no-pattern is absent.
condition may be either: a forward lookahead assert, the index of a marked sub-expression (the condition
becomes true if the sub-expression has been matched), or an index of a recursion (the condition become true if we
are executing directly inside the specified recursion).
Here is a summary of the possible predicates:
Expression
Action
(?(?=assert)yes-pattern|noExecutes yes-pattern if the forward look-ahead assert matches,
pattern)
otherwise executes no-pattern.
(?(?!assert)yes-pattern|noExecutes yes-pattern if the forward look-ahead assert does not match,
pattern)
otherwise executes no-pattern
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(?(N)yes-pattern|no-pattern)
(?(<name>)yes-pattern|nopattern)
(?('name')yes-pattern|nopattern)
(?(R)yes-pattern|no-pattern)
(?(RN)yes-pattern|no-pattern)
(?(R&name)yes-pattern|nopattern)
(?(DEFINE)never-exectutedpattern)

Executes yes-pattern if subexpression N has been matched, otherwise
executes no-pattern.
Executes yes-pattern if named subexpression name has been
matched, otherwise executes no-pattern.
Executes yes-pattern if named subexpression name has been
matched, otherwise executes no-pattern.
Executes yes-pattern if we are executing inside a recursion, otherwise
executes no-pattern.
Executes yes-pattern if we are executing inside a recursion to subexpression N, otherwise executes no-pattern.
Executes yes-pattern if we are executing inside a recursion to named
sub-expression name, otherwise executes no-pattern.
Defines a block of code that is never executed and matches no
characters: this is usually used to define one or more named subexpressions which are referred to from elsewhere in the pattern.

Backtracking Control Verbs:
Robo-FTP has partial support for Perl's backtracking control verbs, in particular (*MARK) is not supported. There
may also be detail differences in behavior between this library and Perl, not least because Perl's behavior is rather
under-documented and often somewhat random in how it behaves in practice. The verbs supported are:
(*PRUNE) Has no effect unless backtracked onto, in which case all the backtracking information prior
to this point is discarded.
(*SKIP)
Behaves the same as (*PRUNE) except that it is assumed that no match can possibly
occur prior to the current point in the string being searched. This can be used to optimize
searches by skipping over chunks of text that have already been determined can not form a
match.
(*THEN) Has no effect unless backtracked onto, in which case all subsequent alternatives in a group
of alternations are discarded.
(*COMMIT)Has no effect unless backtracked onto, in which case all subsequent matching/searching
attempts are abandoned.
(*FAIL)
Causes the match to fail unconditionally at this point, can be used to force the engine to
backtrack.
(*ACCEPT Causes the pattern to be considered matched at the current point. Any half-open sub)
expressions are closed at the current point.
Operator Precedence:
The order of precedence for of operators is as follows:
1
Collation-related bracket symbols [==] [::] [..]
2
Escaped characters \
3
Character set (bracket expression) []
4
Grouping ()
5
Single-character-ERE duplication * + ? {m,n}
6
Concatenation
7
Anchoring ^$
8
Alternation |
What Gets Matched:
If you view the regular expression as a directed (possibly cyclic) graph, then the best match found is the first
match found by a depth-first-search performed on that graph, while matching the input text.
Alternatively:
The best match found is the leftmost match, with individual elements matched as follows;
Construct
What gets matched
AtomA AtomB
Locates the best match for AtomA that has a following match for AtomB.
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If Expresion1 can be matched then returns that match, otherwise
attempts to match Expression2.
S{N}
Matches S repeated exactly N times.
Matches S repeated between N and M times, and as many times as
S{N,M}
possible.
Matches S repeated between N and M times, and as few times as
S{N,M}?
possible.
S?, S*, S+
The same as S{0,1}, S{0,UINT_MAX}, S{1,UINT_MAX} respectively.
S??, S*?, S+?
The same as S{0,1}?, S{0,UINT_MAX}?, S{1,UINT_MAX}? respectively.
(?>S)
Matches the best match for S, and only that.
Matches only the best match for S (this is only visible if there are
(?=S), (?<=S)
capturing parenthesis within S).
(?!S), (?<!S)
Considers only whether a match for S exists or not.
(?(condition)yes-pattern | no- If condition is true, then only yes-pattern is considered, otherwise only
pattern)
no-pattern is considered.
Expression1 | Expression2
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Character Classes

Name
alnum
alpha
blank
cntrl
d
digit
graph
l
lower
print
punct
s
space
unicod
e
u
upper
w
word
xdigit

Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any

Description
alpha-numeric character.
alphabetic character.
whitespace character that is not a line separator.
control character.
decimal digit
decimal digit.
graphical character.
lower case character.
lower case character.
printable character.
punctuation character.
whitespace character.
whitespace character.

Any extended character whose code point is above 255 in value.
Any upper case character.
Any upper case character.
Any word character (alphanumeric characters plus the
underscore).
Any word character (alphanumeric characters plus the
underscore).
Any hexadecimal digit character.
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Symbolic Names

Name
NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ
ACK
alert
backspace
tab
newline
vertical-tab
form-feed
carriagereturn
SO
SI
DLE
DC1
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESC
IS4
IS3
IS2
IS1
space
exclamationmark
quotationmark
number-sign
dollar-sign
percent-sign
ampersand
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Character
\x00
\x01
\x02
\x03
\x04
\x05
\x06
\x07
\x08
\t
\n
\v
\f
\r
\xE
\xF
\x10
\x11
\x12
\x13
\x14
\x15
\x16
\x17
\x18
\x19
\x1A
\x1B
\x1C
\x1D
\x1E
\x1F
\x20
!
"
1
$
%
&

apostrophe '
left(
parenthesis
right)
parenthesis
asterisk
*
plus-sign
+
comma
,
hyphen
period
.
slash
/
zero
0
one
1
two
2
three
3
four
4
five
5
six
6
seven
7
eight
8
nine
9
colon
:
semicolon ;
less-than<
sign
equals-sign =
greater-than>
sign
question?
mark
commercial@
at
left-square[
bracket
backslash \
right-square]
bracket
circumflex ~
underscore _
grave-accent`
left-curly{
bracket
vertical-line |
right-curly- }
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bracket
tilde
DEL
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~
\x7F

Leftmost Match

Often there is more than one way of matching a regular expression at a particular location,
for POSIX basic and extended regular expressions, the "best" match is determined as
follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Find the leftmost match, if there is only one match possible at this location then
return it.
Find the longest of the possible matches, along with any ties. If there is only one
such possible match then return it.
If there are no marked sub-expressions, then all the remaining alternatives are
indistinguishable; return the first of these found.
Find the match which has matched the first sub-expression in the leftmost position,
along with any ties. If there is only on such match possible then return it.
Find the match which has the longest match for the first sub-expression, along with
any ties. If there is only one such match then return it.
Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each additional marked sub-expression.
If there is still more than one possible match remaining, then they are
indistinguishable; return the first one found.
Sample Script Files
The sample script library at Robo-FTP.com contains dozens of examples to help you accomplish common
tasks.
These samples are included in this manual:
Simple FTP Connection With Error Recovery
FTP Connection to Update a Web Site
Displaying Files and Directories on an FTP Site
Build File Name Including the Current Date
Run a VBScript and use the numeric result
There are several more samples installed in the Sample Scripts folder:
ErrorTesting.s

A script file based on “FirstScript.s” that introduces error testing and recovery.

Looping.s

A script file based on “FirstScript.s“ that introduces looping.

PGP Demo.s

A introduction tutorial to PGP encryption and decryption capabilities found in RoboFTP.

prompt.s

A script file that provides interactive control for Robo-FTP where you type script
commands to be executed.

ScriptIntro.s

The introduction script file optionally run when Robo-FTP is launched for the first
time. FirstScript.s is created by this script.

Upload.s

A script file based on “FirstScript.s“ that sends files rather than receiving them.

See also: Script File Wizard, Script Programming, Script Commands
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Simple Error Trapping

There are several possible points of failure when using the FTP protocol to upload a file over a dial-up
connection. The example below illustrates judicious use of the IFERROR command to change the script's
behavior depending on how and when an error occurs:
DIALNET "Internet Connection" /user="myname" /pw="mypassword"
;; check for dialup connection timeout
IFERROR= $ERROR_CONNECT_TIMEOUT GOTO connect_timeout
;; just exit without displaying message if any other dialup error
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO exit
;; connect to remote site but disconnect modem without message if logon
fails
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /user="anonymous" /pw="any" /timeout=30
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO disconnect
;; change to desired subdirectory on remote site
FTPCMD "CWD robo-ftp/incoming"
IFERROR GOTO subfolder_unreachable
;; upload a file
SENDFILE "datafile" /timeout=60
;; check for send time-out
IFERROR= $ERROR_OPTIMEDOUT GOTO xmt_timeout
IFERROR GOTO send_failed
LOGMSG "Upload Success!"
;; logoff and disconnect
:logoff
FTPLOGOFF
:disconnect
DISCONNECT
:exit
STOP
:connect_timeout
MESSAGEBOX "**ATTENTION: Cannot connect, dialup failure"
STOP
:subfolder_unreachable
MESSAGEBOX "**ATTENTION: Unable to change remote subdirectory"
GOTO logoff
:xmt_timeout
MESSAGEBOX "**ATTENTION: Upload timeout"
GOTO logoff
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:send_failed
MESSAGEBOX "**ATTENTION: Upload failed"
GOTO logoff

Related command(s): IFERROR, LOOPIF, GOTO
See also: Script File Result Codes, %lasterror, Interactive Debugging, List of Sample Script Files, Script File
Wizard, Script Programming, Script Commands
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FTP Connection to Update a Web Site

In this example, a connection is made with an FTP site and all older .jpg and .html files on the site are
updated.
LOOPCOUNT 3
:LogonLoop
;; Logon to web site
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /timeout=60
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO Operation1
LOOPTO LogonLoop
;; Try again for up to 3 attempts
STOP
:Operation1
LOOPCOUNT 3
:FileLoop1
;; Send all new HTML files
SENDFILE "*.html" /ifnewer /timeout=60
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO Operation2
;; Try again for up to 3 attempts
LOOPTO FileLoop1
GOTO Disconnect
:Operation2
LOOPCOUNT 3
:FileLoop2
;; Send all new JPG files
SENDFILE "*.jpg" /ifnewer /timeout=60
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO FileLoop3
;; Try again for up to 3 attempts
LOOPTO FileLoop2
:Disconnect
FTPLOGOFF
:Exit
EXIT

See also: List of Sample Script Files, Script File Wizard, Script Programming, Script Commands
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Displaying Files and Directories on a FTP Site

The example script file shown below displays the contents of the current directory on the connected remote
site. The names of files are displayed as returned in the %sitefile variable and names of directories are shown
using the %sitedir variable.
FTPGETREWIND

;; reset file pointer

GETSITEFILE "*" /incldirs

;; populate variables

:loop
IFSTRCMP %sitefile "" GOTO dir
!DISPLAY %sitefile
!DISPLAY %sitedir
PAUSE /for=5
GOTO next
:dir
IFSTRCMP %sitedir "" GOTO error
!DISPLAY %sitefile
!DISPLAY %sitedir
PAUSE /for=5
:next
GETSITEFILE "*" /next /incldirs

;; populate variables

IFERROR= $ERROR_NO_FILE_FOUND GOTO finish
IFERROR!= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO error
GOTO loop
:error
MESSAGEBOX "This shouldn't ever appear..."
:finish
MESSAGEBOX "All files shown!"
STOP

Related command(s): FTPGETFILE, FTPLOGON
See also: List of Sample Script Files, Using the %sitedir Variable, Script File Wizard, Script Programming,
Script Commands
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Build File Name Including the Current Date

The example script file shown below obtains the current date by parsing the %date internal variable. The digits
of the date are reformatted and appended to a variable named filename containing the value "TestFile_" so
that the variable's ultimate value is TestFile_mmddyyyy.txt where mm is the two digit month, dd is the two
digit day, and yyyy is the four digit year.
SET date = %date
SETLEFT month = date 2
SETMID day = date 2 4
SETRIGHT temp = date 2
SET year = "20"
SET year &= temp
SET filedate = month
SET filedate &= day
SET filedate &= year
DISPLAY filedate
SET filename = "TestFile_"
SET filename &= filedate
SET filename &= ".txt"
DISPLAY filename

Multiple calls to the SETEXTRACT command can optionally be used instead of the combination of SETLEFT,
SETMID and SETRIGHT.
Before parsing the date into a file name string you could use the DATEADD or DATESUB commands together
with the %date variable to finds dates in the future or in the past.
You could use this type of logic to calculate the names of files to be uploaded or to be downloaded.

Related Commands: DATEADD, DATESUB, DATETIMEADD, DATETIMESUB
See also: List of Sample Script Files, Script File Wizard, Script Programming, Script Commands
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Run a VBScript and use the numeric result

This example uses the EXEC command to launch the Windows Scripting Host to run a VB Script file that
returns a number between 1 and 7 indicating the current day of the week. The script logic then uses this value
to calculate the date of next Wednesday. If the VB Script file does not exist this script attempts to create it.
:check_scripting_host
SET ScriptingHost_Path = "c:\windows\SysWOW64\cscript.exe"
IFFILE ScriptingHost_Path GOTO check_vbscript_file
SET ScriptingHost_Path = "c:\windows\System32\cscript.exe"
:check_vbscript_file
SET VBScript_Path = %installdir & "\GetDay.vbs"
IFFILE VBScript_Path GOTO begin
:make_vbscript
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "If Wscript.Arguments.Count = 0 Then"
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "

val = -1" /append

WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "Else" /append
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "

If IsDate(Wscript.Arguments(0)) Then" /append
val = Weekday(Wscript.Arguments(0))" /append
Else" /append
val = -1" /append
End If" /append

WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "End If" /append
WRITEFILE VBScript_Path "Wscript.Quit(val)" /append
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO begin
CONSOLEMSG ">>>> Fatal Error: VB Script file does not exist and attempt to
write it failed."
DISPLAY VBScript_Path
STOP
:begin
SET MyDate = %date

;; set the starting date

set VBScript_Path = '"' + VBScript_Path + '"'
confused by spaces

;; add quotes so DOS isn't

EXEC ScriptingHost_Path /passargs VBScript_Path MyDate
SET DayOfWeek = %lasterror
7

;; get return value from VBScript, should be 1-

IFNUM<= DayOfWeek 0 GOTO vbscript_error
IFNUM> DayOfWeek 7 GOTO vbscript_error
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IFNUM>= DayOfWeek 4 GOTO today_is_wednesday_or_later
:before_wednesday
SETNUM offset = 4 - DayOfWeek
GOTO calc
:today_is_wednesday_or_later
SETNUM offset = 7 - DayOfWeek
SETNUM offset = offset + 4
GOTO calc
:calc
DATEADD MyDate offset

;; add offset days to get date of next Wednesday

SET Result = ">>>> Next Wednesday is " + MyDate
CONSOLEMSG Result
STOP
:vbscript_error
CONSOLEMSG ">>>> Fatal Error: VB Script did not return a value between 1
and 7."
STOP

This above sample expects to find a VB Script file named GetDay.vbs in the Robo-FTP installation folder. The
sample will attempt to create the file if it does not already exist but that file creation will fail if the current
Windows user lacks the required permissions. If you need to create the file manually it should contain the
following VB Script commands:
If Wscript.Arguments.Count = 0 Then
val = -1
Else
If IsDate(Wscript.Arguments(0)) Then
val = Weekday(Wscript.Arguments(0))
Else
val = -1
End If
End If
Wscript.Quit(val)

Related Commands: EXEC, IFFILE, WRITEFILE, DATEADD
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See also: List of Sample Script Files, Script File Wizard, Script Programming, Script Commands

Using the Script File Wizard

The Robo-FTP Script File Wizard is a tool for the creation of basic Robo-FTP script files. Script file creation is
broken down into six basic steps (Steps 3 and 4 may be repeated as necessary). These steps are shown
below:
Step 1: Setup - here you create a description to appear at the beginning of the generated script file, select the
working folder; define log files, etc.
Step 2: Connect - here you select how the script connects with an FTP site - namely Dial-Up Networking or
direct Internet connections.
Step 3: Commands - here you specify any optional commands, and associated options, that may be
necessary to perform a file transfer - namely sending commands (e.g., changing directory) to the FTP
site. This step may be repeated as many times as necessary and intermixed with Step 4 as needed.
Step 4: Send & Receive Files - here you define which file(s) are to be sent and/or received along with
associated options. This step may be repeated as many times as necessary and intermixed with
Step 3 as needed.
Step 5: Disconnect & Exit - once all the files have been sent and/or received, here you instruct Robo-FTP to
disconnect from an FTP site and to optionally exit.
Step 6: Finish - once you have defined the Robo-FTP script file to your satisfaction, click Finish in this step to
have the wizard create and save your new script file.
Script files produced by the Script File Wizard provide basic control over file transfer sessions. In many cases
wizard script files may be used as a starting point for more complex script files which you revise manually -there are a great many additional features in the Robo-FTP script language and not all of them are accessible
from the wizard.
See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Sample Script Files
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Script File Wizard Step 1 - Setup

The Setup page of the Script File Wizard is shown below:

Description
Type a description of what the script file you are creating does - this description is placed in a comment at the
beginning of the new script file.
Start In
If you wish to change the default starting folder for Robo-FTP when running the new script file, enter or select
the folder here.
Script command reference: WORKINGDIR.
Script log file
Select from one of three log file options when running the new script file:
None - turns the log file off
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Default - use the configured file name
Name - specify a new file name that overrides the default
Script command reference: LOG
Run Script
Select when you want the script file to run:
Immediately - without delay
Schedule daily at - delay until the specified time of day before completing processing
Script command reference: PAUSE (you can modify the script created by this Wizard to use the CRON
command for advanced scheduling.)

See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Script Language Features
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Script File Wizard Step 2 - Connect

The Connect screen displayed by the Script File Wizard is shown below:

Connection Method
Select the method for connecting to the remote site.
Dail-Up Networking - Choose this option to use Dial-Up Networking to connect to the Internet for FTP file
transfers. The connection to use is selected in the next field.
Use connection - Select the Dail-Up Networking connection to use for FTP file transfers. The connection
must have been previously created. The connection shown initially was selected as the default during
Robo-FTP configuration.
Direct Internet connection - Choose this option if you have a direct Internet connection (e.g. LAN, Cable,
DSL, ISDN, etc.)
Script command reference: DIALNET
Site name
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The identity of the remote site. You may choose the name of a Robo-FTP managed site or enter the server's
IP address or URL (ftp.acme-widget.com)
Script command reference: FTPLOGON
Time-out
Select the desired connection time-out value in seconds. If a connection cannot be established in this period
of time, the connection operation fails and an error is reported. A time-out value of 0 means the connection
attempt will never time-out.
On failure
If a connection fails, the script file you are creating can handle the failure in one of two ways:
Retry - Repeat the attempt to connect a specified number of times
Stop Immediately - No additional connection attempts
If you select the Exit option the script processing jumps to the exit logic defined in Step 5 after any retries are
exhausted, otherwise script processing simply stops. If you select Display Message Box a popup dialog is
displayed on failure.
Script command reference: LOOPTO, LOOPCOUNT, IFERROR, MESSAGEBOX, GOTO, STOP

See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Script Language Features
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Script File Wizard Step 3 - Commands

The Commands screen displayed by the Script File Wizard is shown below:

Send FTP command
Choose this option to have the script file send a raw FTP command to the remote site. (e.g. LIST or CWD) The
actual command text is specified in the next field. You must click the Commit button to actually have this
command become part of the new script file.
FTP command
Type or select the raw command to send. Commands you type are saved for future recall.
Script command reference: FTPCMD
Clear button
Clear the list of saved FTP commands.
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Operation counter
The operation counter increments each time you commit a command.
Prompt for string at run-time
Choose this if you wish to have the script file prompt the user for the FTP command to be sent when the script
file is executed rather than defining the command at this time.
Script command reference: PROMPT
On failure
If an operation fails, the script file you are creating can handle the failure in one of two ways:
Retry - repeat a specified number of times before running the disconnect logic
Disconnect - stop and immediately branch to the disconnect logic
The disconnect logic is created in Step 5. If you select Display Message Box a popup dialog warns of the
failure before disconnecting.
Script command references: LOOPTO, LOOPCOUNT, IFERROR, MESSAGEBOX, GOTO
Commit button
Click this button after you specified the command to be sent and the operation's corresponding settings.
When you commit an operation the wizard adds it to the script file and resets the form to allow you to create
another operation. Once an operation is committed you cannot remove it from the script file using the wizard although you can remove (or modify) it later by manually editing the resulting script file.
Tip button
Click this button for additional information on the "Commands" and the "Send & Receive Files" steps of this
wizard and how the these two steps interact with each other.

See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Script Language Features
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Script File Wizard Step 4 - Send & Receive Files

The Send & Receive File screen displayed by the Script File Wizard is shown below:

Send file
Choose this option to send (upload) a file. The name of the file is specified in the next field. You must click
the Commit button to actually add this operation to the new script file.
Script command reference: SENDFILE
Send file name
Type or select the name of the file to send. Committed file names are saved for future recall.
Only send if file is
If you don't want the sent file to simply overwrite an existing file with the same name on the remove site, you
have three choices:
Newer - Only send a file that is more recent or does not exist on the remote site
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Larger - Only send a file that is larger or does not exist on the remote site
Non-Existent - only send a file that does not exist on the remote site
Retrieve file
Choose this option to retrieve (download) a file. The name of the file is specified in the next field. You must
click the Commit button to actually add this operation to the new script file.
Script command reference: RCVFILE
Retrieve file name
Type or select the name of the file to retrieve. Committed file names are saved for future recall.
Accept when file is
If you don't want the received file to simply overwrite an existing local file with the same name, you have three
choices:
Newer - Only receive a file that is more recent or does not exist on the local machine
Larger - Only receive a file that is larger or does not exist on the local machine
Non-Existent - only receive a file that does not exist on the local machine
Time-out
Select the desired send or receive operation time-out value in seconds. If the operations cannot be started in
this period of time, the operation fails and an error is reported. A time-out value of 0 means the attempt will
never time-out.
On failure
If a send or receive operation fails, the script file you are creating can handle the failure in one of two ways:
Retry - repeat a specified number of times before running the disconnect logic
Disconnect - stop and immediately branch to the disconnect logic
The disconnect logic is created in Step 5. If you select Display Message Box a popup dialog warns of the
failure before disconnecting.
Script command references: LOOPTO, LOOPCOUNT, IFERROR, MESSAGEBOX, GOTO
Operation counter
The operation counter increments each time you commit an operation.
Commit button
Click this button after you have selected a send or receive operation and its corresponding settings. When you
commit an operation the wizard adds it to the script file and resets the form to allow you to create another
operation. Once an operation is committed you cannot remove it from the script file using the wizard - although
you can remove (or modify) it later by manually editing the resulting script file.
Reset button
Click this button to clear your selections if you need to start over or decide not to commit an operation.
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Tip button
Click this button for additional information on the "Commands" and the "Send & Receive Files" steps of this
wizard and how the these two steps interact with each other.

See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Script Language Features
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Script File Wizard Step 5 - Disconnect & Exit

The Disconnect & Exit page of the Script File Wizard is shown below:

Disconnect
The final step in any FTP session is to disconnect from the remote site. This may result in the dropping of the
physical link on the PC side. For example, a dial-up connection ends by hanging up the phone.
Script command references: FTPLOGOFF, DISCONNECT
Repeat session
Choose this option if you wish to have the script file loop back to repeat itself after disconnecting. The script
file will loop back to the label :Top which is located at a point prior to connecting (and prior to the PAUSE
command if the "Schedule daily at" option was selected.)
Script command reference: GOTO
Stop running script file
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Choose this option if you wish script processing to simply stop after the session completes.
Script command reference: STOP
Exit Robo-FTP
Choose this option if you wish to exit from Robo-FTP when the file transfer session completes.
Script command reference: EXIT
Display message box
Select this option if you'd like a message to be displayed to the user when the session is complete.
Script command reference: MESSAGEBOX

See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Script Language Features
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Script File Wizard Step 6 - Finish

The Finish page of the Script File Wizard is shown below:

Include comments in script file
Choose this option if you would like the Script File Wizard to include comments in the script file it creates.
The comments include at least one descriptive comment for each script command.
See also: comments in script files
No not show Logic Notices from now on
By default the Script File Wizard displays Logic Notices at appropriate times while generating a script file these notices are intended to assist you in understanding how Robo-FTP script files work. When you no
longer find these notices helpful you can disable them on all future uses of the Script file Wizard by selecting
this option.
View resulting script file
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Click here to view the script file created by the wizard.

See also: Script Programming, Script Commands, Script Language Features
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Script File Wizard Summary

The Robo-FTP Script File Wizard is useful to create basic script files. It is important to remember that RoboFTP script language functionality is more extensive than what can be produced using the wizard. In complex
applications, a wizard produced script file may not be adequate or is best used as a starting point.
The following is a sample script file produced with the wizard. This script file logs on to the Robo- FTP site and
downloads a file from the Robo-FTP/outgoing directory.
;; Robo-FTP Script File
;; Created by Script File Wizard on Wednesday, July 19, 2000 at 14:14:19
;;
;; Notes: 1. Script commands always in all CAPS (e.g., SENDFILE)
;;
2. Script labels are Capitalized (e.g., :Exit)
;;
;; Description: Download a file from ftp.acme-widget.com
;; Select the default folder containing files for this session
WORKINGDIR %installdir
:Top
;; Define the number of times to try the DIALNET command
LOOPCOUNT 1
:DialLoop
;; Connect to an FTP site using Dial-Up Networking
DIALNET "MyConnection" /timeout=60
;; If the connect is successful, continue script processing from the Logon
label
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO Logon
;; Tried DIALNET once...
LOOPTO DialLoop
;; Stop processing script and return to Robo-FTP user mode
STOP
:Logon
;; Define the number of times to try the FTPLOGON command
LOOPCOUNT 1
:LogonLoop
FTPLOGON "ftp.acme-widget.com" /timeout=60
;; If the logon is successful, continue script from the Operation1 label
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO Operation1
;; Tried FTPLOGON once...
LOOPTO LogonLoop
;; Stop processing script and return to Robo-FTP user mode
STOP
:Operation1
;; Define the number of times to try the FTPCMD command
LOOPCOUNT 1
:CommandLoop1
;; Send an FTP command to the FTP site
FTPCMD "CWD robo-ftp/outgoing"
;; Insert any additional commands here that may be necessary to handle server
;; response(s) to the command
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;; ...
;; If the FTP command is successful, continue script from the Operation2 label
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO Operation2
;; Tried FTPCMD once...
LOOPTO CommandLoop1
;; continue script processing from the Disconnect label
GOTO Disconnect
:Operation2
;; Define the number of times to try the RCVFILE command
LOOPCOUNT 1
:FileLoop1
;; Retrieve a file from an FTP site
RCVFILE "xmtfile1" /timeout=60
;; If the receive file is successful, continue script from the Disconnect label
IFERROR= $ERROR_SUCCESS GOTO Disconnect
;; Tried RCVFILE once...
LOOPTO FileLoop1
:Disconnect
;; Disconnect from FTP site
FTPLOGOFF
;; Hang-up the phone
DISCONNECT
:Exit
;; Exit from Robo-FTP
EXIT

Using the CronMaker Utility

The Robo-FTP CronMaker utility is provided to simplify the process of creating and maintaining the cron event
schedule file used with the CRON script command. Advanced users may wish to use a Text Editor program
instead to manually modify this file.
In CronMaker, you create, edit, and delete events. Each event is named (e.g., Weekly Web Site Update) and
corresponds to one scheduled CRON action.
When CronMaker is launched from within Robo-FTP via the toolbar or menu control, it automatically attempts
to open the default cron event file (name “crontab.txt”) in the current working folder. In the case where
CronMaker might be launched from the Start menu shortcut, use the Open File button to select and open the
desired file.
The main CronMaker screen with an example event is shown below:
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Open File
Click this button to create or open a specific cron event file.
New Event
Click this button to begin the creation of a new CRON event by launching the New Event Wizard. The wizard
allows you to name the event, specify what action Robo-FTP takes when the event is triggered (e.g., specify a
script to run), and when the event should trigger (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly, or custom.)
Edit Event
Click this button to edit the highlighted event.
Delete Event
Click this button to delete the highlighted event.
Exit
Click this button to exit the CronMaker utility.

See also: CronMaker Example
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CronMaker Event Creation Example, Step 1

The screen shot shown below is an example of how the “Weekly Web Site Update” cron event shown on the
previous page was created.
When first started and no events are scheduled, CronMaker displays a blank screen as shown below:

Click the New Event button to begin.
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CronMaker Event Creation Example, Step 2

The New Event Wizard is now active. The first screen you see is shown below.

Here you enter the event name (i.e., Weekly Web Site Update) and the script operation that the CRON script
command is to perform when the event is triggered (assign “call ‘weekly.s’ “ to the %nextcmd script variable).
You also indicate when the event should be triggered. In the case of this example, weekly.
When complete, click the Next button to continue.
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CronMaker Event Creation Example, Step 3

Once the event name and the optional event action is entered and weekly frequency is selected, you’ll see the
following page from the New Event Wizard.

Here you select the hour of the day that you want the event to trigger and the day of the week. In this
example, 11:00PM on Monday. As you can see, you could also specify that the event trigger hourly, or at
multiple hour intervals, on one or more designated days.
When complete, click the Finish button to complete the creation of the cron event.
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CronMaker Event Creation Example, Step 4

Once the event has been created, CronMaker returns to the main screen.

Here you can create additional events, edit or delete existing ones, or exit from CronMaker.
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Cron Event File Format

Borrowed from Unix, a cron event file (named crontab in the Unix world) contains instructions to the RoboFTP CRON script command of the general form: "run this command at this time on this date".
The format of this file is complex and not something the casual user needs to be concerned with. The
CronMaker Utility is provided with Robo-FTP for the direct creation and modification of cron event files. The
curious may read on for the “techie” details.
Each line of the file has five time and date fields, followed by an optional command to be saved in the %
nextcmd variable. Blank lines, leading spaces, and tabs are ignored. Lines whose first non-space character is
a pound-sign (#) are comments and are ignored. Note: comments are not allowed on the same line as CRON
commands, since they will be taken to be part of the command.
Commands are executed by CRON when the minute, hour, and month fields match the current time, and
when at least one of the two day fields (day of month or day of week) match the current day. The time and
date fields are:
Field

Definition

Minute

Minutes after hour (0 - 59)

Hour

Hours since midnight (0 - 23)

Day of month

Day of month (1 - 31)

Month

Month (1 - 12; January = 1); or use name

Day of week

Day of week (0 - 6; Sunday = 0); or use
name

A field may be an asterisk , which always stands for "All".
Ranges of numbers are allowed. Ranges are two numbers separated with a hyphen. The specified range is
inclusive. For example, 8-11 for an hour entry specifies execution at hours 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Lists are allowed. A list is a set of numbers (or ranges) separated by commas. Examples: 1,2,5,9 and 0-4,812.
Step values can be used in conjunction with ranges. Following a range with /<number> specifies skips of the
number's value through the range. For example, 0-23/2 can be used in the hour field to specify command
execution every other hour. Steps are also permitted after an asterisk, so if you want to say every two hours,
just use */2.
Names can also be used for the month and day of week fields. Use at least the first three letters of the
particular day or month (case doesn't matter) (e.g., Mon, Jan, etc.). Ranges or lists of names are allowed
(e.g., Mon-Wed).
The rest of the line following the day of week field, if present, specifies the command to be saved in the %
nextcmd script file variable.
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Important
The day of a command's execution can be specified by two fields -- day of month and day of
week. If both fields are restricted (i.e., aren't *), a match occurs when both fields match the
current day and time. For example, 30 4 1,15 * 5 could match at 4:30AM on the 1st and 15th of
each month, but only if those days were Fridays.
Consider the following examples.
# run a script 5 minutes after midnight, every day
5 0 * * *

CALL "daily.s"

# send a file at 2:15pm on the first of every month
15 14 1 * *

SENDFILE "data.txt"

# resume script processing at 10PM on weekdays
0 22 * * 1-5
# resume at 23 minutes after midnight, 2AM, 4AM ..., everyday
23 0-23/2 * * *
# run a script at 5 minutes after 4AM every Sunday
5 4 * * sun

CALL "Sunday.s"

# run a script every 2 hours every Sunday
0 */2 * * 0

CALL "Sunday.s"

Multiple events may be specified in the cron event file to trigger at the different times as shown below:
# run a script at 5PM and 11PM everyday
0 17 * * *

CALL "Daily5PM.s"

0 23 * * *

CALL "Daily11PM.s"

Beware that it is possible for different events in the cron event file to trigger at the same time as shown below:
# run a script at 5PM everyday
0 17 * * *

CALL "Daily.s"

# run a script every hour on Sunday
0 * * * sun
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CALL "AllDaySunday.s"

In this example, both events are scheduled to trigger at 5PM on Sunday. You probably want to avoid this
situation since only the first match event (i.e., running the script “Daily.s”) will be acted upon. In this example,
the “AllDaySunday.s” script will never run at 5PM on Sunday.

Related command(s): CRON
See also: Using the Robo-FTP CronMaker Utility, Using the %nextcmd Variable
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Robo-FTP Framework
Introducing Robo-FTP Framework
The Robo-FTP Framework is a feature of our Enterprise product that may be used during the 30 day evaluation
after install. When activating you must use an enterprise serial number or the framework will stop operating.
The Robo-FTP Framework makes it easy to monitor and manage a large number of Robo-FTP jobs. The RoboFTP Enterprise Framework helps you harness the power of the Robo-FTP scripting language by providing a
standard set of scripts that covers the kinds of things most customers need to do.
The Framework lets you automate your tasks by configuring “jobs” which are made up of one or more steps,
where each "step" performs some basic unit of functionality like compressing, encrypting, uploading, sending
notification, etc. The Framework's pre-built scripts handle all the heavy lifting like error handling and storing
state so they can recover from catastrophic failure (power loss, etc.).
The Framework also includes a web-based UI and database back-end which you can use to monitor and
manage all your jobs (including scheduling).

Web Interface
The Workflow Framework comes with an easy to use Web-based interface from which you can create and manage
jobs.
From the Home Page, you can click the name of each individual job to manage it, or you can click the New Job
button to create an entirely new job in the Edit Job Page.
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For each job you will find the following information:
• Name
• Group

• Next Time
• Last Time
• Message

The name of each job. Clicking the name will send you to the Job Page
The group to which the job belongs. To learn how to create and
configure job groups, see Running task s as alternate users. The job
group itself can be changed from the Edit Job Page.
The next scheduled time at which the job will run. To change the
schedule, click the Schedule button from the Job Page.
The last time the job was run.
Status messages indicating whether the last result was successful, and
if not, an error message indicating the cause of the failure. You can drill
down to find the exact step at which job failed and learn more about
what may have happened by clicking on the link to an individual run from
the Job Page.
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Settings Page
Email Settings
The format of Framework error emails and their destinations can be configured from the Settings page in the
Framework Web interface.

Before emails can be sent, an SMTP server must be defined through the Configurator, under Outbound E-mail
(SMTP).

Pruning Old Job Data
By default, Framework job data over 12 months old is pruned when a job executes. This includes job data
stored in the database, files from the base working directory and files stored in any archive or errors folders
specified by any Monitor or Pull steps.
The data pruning age can be changed by modifying the "Prune Old Data" field. The value of the "Prune Old
Data" field is specified the same way as the alter_date_macros parameter with a negative integer and a date
unit (months, days, or hours).
For example, in order to prune data that is older than seven months, set the "Prune Old Data" field like this:
-7 months
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Job Page
The Job Page allows you to monitor and manage an individual job.
You can reach the Job Page by clicking on the name of a particular job from the Home Page.
The display for the Job Page appears as follows:

It contains a list of all recent runs of the job, including the time the job started, duration of the run, and the final
outcome, whether success or failure.
To learn more about an individual job run, click the link under the Started column.
From here you can also perform many common tasks associated with a job:
Click the Run Now button to immediately run the current job.
Click the Schedule button to modify when and how frequently the job is run.
Click the Delete Job button to delete the current job. You will be asked to verify that you do indeed
wish to delete the current job.
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Click the History button to view the History page for the most recent job run
Click the Edit Config button to modify the steps of the job itself
Click the Copy Job button to create a new job with the same steps as the current job. This can be a
great time-saver when you are creating many different jobs that are mostly the same but differ in small
ways.
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Edit Job Page
The Edit Job Page appears when you first create a job or when you click the Edit Config button from the Job
Page.

At the top of the page, you can name or rename the job under the Job Name field. The name must not contain
any spaces.
You can also choose the job group to which the job is assigned by selecting the appropriate group name under
the Group field. Job groups must be created and configured through the Configurator. See Running tasks as
alternate users for more on that subject.

Job Name and Group fields

The initial interface for a job appears below:
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The job configuration page provides an easy to use drag-and-drop interface. Simply drag a step from the Available
Steps on the left on to the gray landing area
in the center, and you will be given the available options for that particular step:
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The available options for that step will now appear where you dragged them:
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If you decide you no longer want to use a particular step, you can simply drag it to the trash can icon to the right
to discard it, as shown below:
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To change the order of steps, just drag the step to where you want it to appear in the list.

To see the available options for each step, refer to Built In Steps. Alternately, under "Available Steps", to the right
of each listed step name, you will find a question mark icon. Click the icon to display in-depth help for the step.
Once you have dragged over a step to the right, there will be a similar question mark icon to the right of each
setting for the step. Hover your mouse pointer over that icon to reveal quick mouse-over help just for that one
setting.
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Links to Comprehensive Documentation

When editing jobs that contain many steps, you may find it convenient to click the Collapse All button, found at
the top of the page, which hides the settings of each step and allows you to see the bigger picture. Alternately,
click the Expand All button to see the details of all steps in one click.

The Expand and Collapse All buttons

Once you are done editing or creating a job, click the Save button to finalize your changes.
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Run Page
The run page shows information about each run, down to the individual step. It provides you with the name of each
step, when it completed, and any associated details. The interface for the run page appears as follows:

The Run page can be accessed by clicking the link for an individual run, as found in the Job Page.
Click the History button to view the History Page, which drills down to show you the specific actions that occurred
in each step, and allows you to download log files that contain even more useful information.
Click the Retry Run button to run the job again.
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History Page
The Workflow Framework allows you to create jobs composed of multiple built-in steps, but the steps themselves
are composed internally of many small actions which are strung together to accomplish the goals of the particular
step. While the actions themselves cannot be edited through the Framework, if an error occurs, it can be useful to
drill down to a lower level to pinpoint the source of that error.
The history page displays all such actions executed during a job run, along with what time the action occurred
(under stamp), and a description of the specific action (under message):

The History Page can be accessed by clicking the History button on the Run Page.
To obtain even more in-depth information, click the Download Logs button, which will allow you to save a zip file
containing detailed log records and associated data.
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Schedule Page
The Schedule Page can be accessed by clicking Schedule from the Job Page. 6 different schedule options are
provided.

1. Only once -- e.g. 1:30 AM on February 19, 2017

2. Repeatedly -- e.g. every 10 minutes
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3. Weekly -- e.g. every Tuesday and Thursday at 7 AM
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4. Monthly -- e.g. on the 17th and 27th at 9:00 PM
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5. Custom CRON -- use to provide a custom CRON string, whose syntax is explained in detail.
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6. On demand -- no schedule is set but the job can be run by manually clicking the Run Now button from the Job
Page.

Job Definitions

Framework Jobs are built from a combination of steps where each step performs some basic chunk of
functionality.
A web-based user interface is provided for managing and editing jobs through your web browser.
Internally, job steps are configured in a format similar to Microsoft INI files. The first line in a job file must be a
step name header. The first step in most jobs will be either be a Pull or Monitor type step that defines the set
of files to be processed by the job. Steps are executed in the order in which they appear in the file and then
finalized in reverse order. Therefore the post-processing configuration options of the initial Pull or Monitor step
are the last operations executed in a job. In programming terminology you might say that steps are pushed
onto a stack as they are executed and then popped off the stack as they are finalized.
Step Names
Each [section] in the INI format declares a step name. Each step in a job must have a unique name and must
begin with a valid step type. Multiple steps of the same type may be included in a single job by adding an
underscore "_" or dash "-" character followed by an additional description. For example, a step defined as
[Name_TimeStamp] is a Name type step named Timestamp. Step names may not contain spaces.
Configuration Options
Each [step] name may be followed by rows that define configuration options for that step. Like properties in an
INI file, each configuration option occupies a single line that contains the configuration name, an equal sign "="
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and then the configuration value.
Comments
Comments are indicated by beginning a line with a semicolon "‘;". Comment lines are ignored.
See a sample job definition using this INI syntax here.
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Built In Steps

A bundle of built-in steps provides all the functionality that most organizations require:
Compress creates zip files.
Decompress unzips files from several formats.
Decrypt decrypts PGP encrypted data.
DeleteFiles removes local files.
Deliver outputs a file to an accessible path.
Encrypt encrypts data using PGP.
Execute launches an external program
FTPName renames files on a remote site.
Monitor watches an accessible path name for files to process.
Name changes the name of files.
Notify sends an email.
PostFile submits files to a remote HTTP or HTTPS server
Pull monitors a remote server for files to process.
Push copies files to a remote server.
Retrieval monitors a remote server for file deletion.
RunJob executes an existing Framework Job.
SQLQuery executes an SQL statement.
Validate validates file contents.
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Whitelist excludes files from being processed by subsequent steps.
Note: These steps are simply Robo-FTP scripts which you can use as templates to define your own custom
steps.
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Compress

The Compress step finds all files in the job's current file set that match the specification and adds them to a
zip archive file. Files added to the zip archive are removed from the current file set so they are not passed on
to the next step in the job.

Friendly
name

INI Variable

Requir
ed?

Description

File Filter

specification

required

file mask limiting which files this step should process

Target File

target_file

optional

override default zip filename, defaults to <basename>.zip of
first file added

Password

password

optional

password to encrypt the file

Example Usage:
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Concat

The Concat step combines files in the working file set into a single output file.
Description

Friendly
Name

INI
Variabl
e

Required?

Target File
Name

specific
ation

optional

file mask limiting which files this step should process;
defaults to all files

File Filter

target_fil
e

optional

specifies the name of the combined file; defaults to the first
file processed.

Note: If the target_file option is used it should not specify an existing file.
Example Usage:
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Decompress

The Decompress step inflates compressed files from the current file set. Any decompressed files that match
the specification setting are added to the job's current file set. The input file that was decompressed is
removed from the file set so it is not passed on to the next job step.

Friendly Name

INI
Variable

Requir
ed?

Description

Decompress File
Filter

specificati
on

option
al

file mask limiting which files this step should process

Extract File Filter

unzip_mas
k

option
al

file mask to select files in zip file to decompress

Extract to a Single
Directory

flat

option
al

ignore any internal folder structure saved in the original
archive; default is false

Archive Password

password

option
al

password to decrypt the file

Note: This step supports compressed files with names ending in one of the following extensions: z, gz, bz2,
or zip.
Example Usage:
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Decrypt

The Decrypt step decrypts PGP (or GPG) encrypted source files in the current file set. The decrypted output
files replace the encrypted source files in the current file set that is passed on to the next step in the job.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Required?

Description

File Filter

specificatio
n

optional

file mask limiting which files this step should process

Search
Pattern

pattern

optional

regex search string to match characters in decrypted file
name

Replace
Pattern

replace

optional

regex replacement string for matched characters in output
filename

By default, the decrypted output file will be named without the .pgp or .gpg extension. For example, if the
encrypted source file is named <filenamepart>.pgp then the output file will be named <filenamepart>. Use the
pattern and replace options together to specify a different name for the decrypted output file.
Note: For this step to work, the correct private key and its passphrase must be imported into the Robo-FTP
Configurator.
Example Usage:
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DeleteFiles

The DeleteFiles step removes files from a locally accessible directory or UNC path name.

Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Filter

specification

optional

which files to delete, default is "*" to delete all files

File Path

path

required

from where to delete the files

Maximum
File Age

older_than

optional

A relative value with a resolution of seconds, minutes,
hours, days, or months; for example: "1 month" or "7
days".

This step's behavior is independent of the job's current file set.
Example Usage:
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Deliver

The Deliver step copies files from the job's current file set to a locally accessible directory or UNC path name.

Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Filter

specification

optional

which files to deliver

Destination
Path

path

required

where to deliver the files

Preserve Path

preserve_path
s

optional

duplicate the folder path of each file in the
current file set

Note: Use the Push step to send files to a remote server.
Example Usage:
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Encrypt

The Encrypt step is used to encrypt files in the job's current file set with a specific PGP public key. The
encrypted output files replace their associated input source files in the file set that is passed to the job's next
step.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Required?

Description

File Filter

specificatio
n

optional

File mask limiting which files this step should process

Encryption
Key

key

required

Unique identifier of public key used for encryption; this
value must be text from the key username, comment,
email or Key ID. You can see these values on the
Manage Keys form under the PGP menu in the Robo-FTP
Configurator.

Signing
Key

signing_ke
y

optional

Key identifier of private key used to add a digital signature;
this value must be text from the key username, comment,
email or Key ID.

The encrypted output files are named by adding a .pgp extension to the source file name. For example, if the
source file is named <filenamepart> then the output file will be named <filenamepart>.pgp.
Note: The public key for encryption must be imported into the Robo-FTP Configurator before this step can
succeed.
Example Usage:
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Execute

The Execute step launches an external program.

Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required
?

Description

Executable

command_line

required

Name and path of an executable program. MS-DOS
internal commands such as dir are not supported.

Arguments

arguments

required

A string to be passed as command line arguments to
the executed program.

Wait for
Result

nowait

optional

Optionally wait until the external program has
completed. See timeout for the precise duration to wait,
if nowait is set to true (or if Wait for Result is set to
false, since they are actually negatives of each other)

Execution
Timeout

timeout

optional

Number of seconds to wait for the external program to
complete. This step fails if the program does not
complete before the timeout expires. This value is
ignored when the nowait option is true (or if Wait for
Result is false)

As with other steps, the applicable file and folder permissions are determined by the Windows account that is
used to run the Robo-FTP Scheduler service.
This step's behavior is independent of the job's current file set.
Note: When the value of the nowait option is "true" the executed program must terminate on its own,
otherwise an instance of the process will remain running in memory after this step is complete.
Example Usage:
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FTPName

The FTPName step renames files on a remote site using a filename "search and replace" based on perl
regular expressions.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Required
?

Description

Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator

File Filter

specificatio
n

optional

Which file(s) to rename

File Path

path

Search
Pattern

pattern

required

regex search string

Replace
Pattern

replace

required

regex replacement string

The path on the site where we are doing the rename

Note: Files on the remote site are only renamed by this step if they are in the job's current file set. Remote
files with names that are not in the current file set will not be renamed, even if their names match the pattern.
Example Usage:
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FTPSyncSrc

The FTPSyncSrc sets up a remote source to synchronize all changes from.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Required?

Description

remote site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator

File Path

path

optional

Directory from which to mirror changes. Defaults to
the logon directory for the site definition.

Include
Directories

include_dire
ctories

required

true or false. sync sub-directories as well as files.

This step provides a synchronization source from which changes are cataloged and may be applied to one or
more synchronization targets using the SyncTarget or FTPSyncTrg steps.
Example Usage:
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FTPSyncTrg

The FTPSyncTrg sets up a remote target for synchronizing all changes to.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Require
d?

Description

Remote
Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the Configurator

File Path

path

optional

Directory to which changes are mirrored. Defaults to the logon
directory for the site definition.

This step makes changes to match the changes found in all prior synchronization source steps, SyncSource
and FTPSyncSrc.
Example Usage:
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Monitor

The Monitor step adds local files to a job's file set.
Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Filter

specification

optional

specification for source file to match

File Path

path

required

directory to monitor for a source file

Timeout

timeout

optional

Timeout in minutes looking for source file and
send error notification

Leave Files on
Host

persistent_sou
rce

optional

leave processed files in source. default: false

Include
Directories

include_direct
ories

optional

import directories matching specification. default:
false

File Order

file_order_first

optional

Start processing files starting from the oldest or
newest files. Especially significant when
multiple_files is something other than all.
Possible values are "oldest" or "newest", without
the quotes.

Multiple Files

multiple_files

optional

Number of files matching spec to import. Any is
zero or more making the absence of a file for this
step to import not an error. Possible values are
"#", "all", or "any", defaulting to "all", without the
quotes.

Minimum Age

older_than

optional

A negative, relative value with a resolution of
seconds, minutes, hours, days, or months; for
example: "-1 month" or "-7 days", without the
quotes.

N/A

newer_than

optional

A relative value with a resolution of seconds,
minutes, hours, days, or months; for example: "1
month" or "7 days".

N/A

errors_director
y

optional

put files that error out here and send notification

N/A

archive_directo
ry

optional

put files that succeed here

The Monitor step defines both the beginning and ending processing for jobs that operate on local files. Most
framework jobs begin with either a Monitor step or a Pull step.
Beginning Processing
The Monitor step searches the source path for file names that match the configured specification. Matching
files are added to the job's file set. Subsequent job steps operate on this file set. If no matching files are found
within the timeout period this steps returns an error and the remaining job steps are not processed.
If the value of the multiple_files option is a number then exactly that number of files are added to the file set.
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If the expected number of files are not available the step will error out and job processing will halt. If the value
is "all" then all matching files are added to the file set. If no matching files are found the step reports an error
and processing stops. If the value is "any" then all matching files are added and the absence of any matching
files is not treated as an error and processing continues to the next step.
Ending Processing
After all the subsequent job steps have completed, control returns to the Monitor step and the files are
removed from the current file set. If the job was successful the processed files are deleted unless the
archive_directory and/or persistent_source options are configured. The archive_directory option is used
to store successfully processed files and the persistent_source option causes the Framework to leave the
source files in their original place and track their processing status in a database. The errors_directory option
is used to keep files when job processing fails. A configuration error is returned if the end-of-processing move
or delete operation fails.
The include_directories option does not work with the persistent_source option.

Example Usage:
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Mount

The Monitor step maps a local drive letter to a network drive.
Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

path

path

required

UNC path to a network drive which will be
associated with the given drive letter

letter

letter

required

the drive letter to be mapped

username

username

optional

username (if needed) to access the network
drive

password

password

optional

password (if needed) to access the network drive

See also: Working with Network Drives
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Name

The Name step performs a file name search and replace using perl regular expressions.

Friendly Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Filter

specification

optional

which file(s) to rename

Search Pattern

pattern

required

regex search string

Replace Pattern

replace

required

regex replacement string

Note: Only files in the current file set are renamed unless the specification includes full folder paths.
Example Usage:
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Notify

The Notify step sends an email to the specified email address with the specified message along with a list of
steps the job has processed up to now.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Require
d?

Description

Recipient

recipient

optional

to: email address for notification

Subject

subject

optional

subject of email

Message

message

optional

message content

Attachment
File

attach_file

optional

specification for file to attach or the constant “logfiles”,
without quotes. The file named in the attachment field must
exist in the current file set. Only one file can be set as an
attachment. To send multiple files, use the Compress step
to place the files in an archive, and send that.

This step uses the SMTP server settings for error notifications that are configured on the Settings web page.
(See: Notifications) The settings on that page also provide the default values for the configuration options
described above.
This step's behavior is independent of the job's current file set.
Support for Multiple Recipients
To notify another recipient, add an additional row with Recipient inside square brackets. The Recipient ID could
be anything. For example, if you want to send an additional notification to a pager you could add a config line
like this:
recipient[pager]=pager@email.net
It is also possible to use a Recipient ID to override the other values. To continue the pager notification
example from above, suppose that the pager is unable to receive long messages so a config line is added to
override the body text like this:
message[pager]=Framework error, see email.
You may have as many different notification targets as you like using this general format:

recipient[recipient_id]

additional notification target

subject[recipient_id]

recipient_id subject line: default subject

message[recipient_id]

recipient_id message body: default message

attach_file[recipient_id]

specification for file to attach, or the constant “logfiles”
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Note: The default values are used when additional recipients are specified without config lines for all options.
For example, if there is no subject[pager] line then the notification sent to recipient[pager] will use
the regular subject line, or if that line is also not defined it will use the default.

See also: Notifications, Macro Substitution
Example Usage:
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PostFile

The PostFile step is used to submit files from the current file set to a remote HTTP or HTTPS server. This step
is useful for submitting an HTML form with the POST method.

Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator that connects to a HTTP or HTTPS
server.

File Filter

specification

optional

file mask limiting which files this step should process

Upload Field
Name

upload_formf
ield

required

Name of the "file" input form element.

File Content
Type

content_type

optional

The content type for the uploaded file, e.g.
"application/octet-stream". Use the constant
"Automatic" to have the Framework handle this for you

Upload Form
URI

resource

optional

URI to post to. this could either be full or relative path;
this option is usually necessary unless posting to a
directory. The default is ""

Post Format

post_type

optional

POST the files using one of several standard formats.
multipart/form-data is advised for most situations

Search
Pattern

pattern

required

The remote server's response to this POST operation
is saved in a file named according to the pattern and
replace options. These options behave just like their
counterparts in the Name step.

Replace
Pattern

replace

required

The remote server's response to this POST operation
is saved in a file named according to the pattern and
replace options. These options behave just like their
counterparts in the Name step.

Form Fields

formfield[na
me]

optional

Value of any other form input element(s) to be posted.
This option may be repeated with as many different
element name/value as you need.

N/A

path

optional

(Currently unsupported through the Web UI - Use the
Upload Form URI instead)
Remote directory into which the file should be dropped

N/A

header

optional

(Currently unsupported through the Web UI)
headers are specified in the form of
header=header: value;
If you need to specify more than one header, they are
delimited with %crlf as follows...
headers="header1: value1;" + %crlf +"header2:
value2;"
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Please see the Robo-FTP Help file for more information about creating Managed Site records in the
Configurator.

Example Usage:
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Pull

The Pull step is used to download remote files to a job's file set.

Friendly Name

INI Variable

Required
?

Description

Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator

File Filter

specification

optional

Specification for source file to match. default is *

File Path

path

optional

Remote directory to monitor for a source file

Timeout

timeout

optional

Timeout in minutes looking for source file and send
error notification

Leave Files on
Host

persistent_sour
ce

optional

Should we leave processed source files on the
server or delete them once they have been
processed?

Include
Directories

include_directo
ries

optional

Import directories matching specification. default:
false

File Order

file_order_first

optional

Indicates in what order the files should be
processed. Possible values are "oldest", "newest",
"server", without quotes, with the default being
"server". "server" indicates that the files are ordered
in whatever order the server returns the listing.

Multiple Files

multiple_files

optional

Number of files matching specification to import.
"any" is zero or more, making the absence of a file
for this step to import not an error. Possible values
are "#", "all", or "any", without quotes. The default
is "all".

Minimum Size

min_size

optional

Specifies that a file must be at least this many
bytes, defaulting to 0.

Minimum Age

older_than

optional

A negative relative value with a resolution of
seconds, minutes, hours, days, or months; for
example: "-1 month" or "-7 days".

N/A

newer_than

optional

(Currently unsupported through the Web UI)
A relative value with a resolution of seconds,
minutes, hours, days, or months; for example: "1
month" or "7 days".

The Pull step works just like the Monitor step except the monitored source location is on an FTP or SFTP
server rather than a locally accessible path. It searches the remote source location for the set of files matching
the specification and then passes that file set on to the next step in the job.
Please see the Robo-FTP Help file for more information about creating Managed Site records in the
Configurator.
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Important
The Framework controls the working folder so the value of a Managed Site's
"Initial Local Directory" field is ignored when used in this step.
Example Usage:
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Push

The Push step is used to deliver files from the current file set to a remote server.

Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Require
d?

Description

Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator

File Filter

specification

optional

Specification for file to match. default is *

File Path

path

optional

Remote directory into which the file should be dropped

Preserve
Path

preserve_pa
ths

optional

Duplicate the folder path of each file in the current file set

Overwrite

overwrite

optional

Overwrite files already at the destination? Possible values
are "true", "false", and "append", without quotes. The default
is "true".

This step can overwrite files on the remote server. You can use overwrite=”false” to check that none of the files
that are to be uploaded exist on the server before the upload begins. If any files are found on the server with
the same name as the files to be uploaded, then no files will be uploaded. Instead the step will return error
$ERROR_SEND_FILE_CANCELLED. After the check the files are uploaded sequentially.
If you use the overwrite="append" option, the step will attempt to append the file to be uploaded to an existing
file on the server. If the server supports it, the step will create a new file in cases where there is not already a
file on the server with the same name.
Please see the Robo-FTP Help file for more information about creating Managed Site records in the
Configurator.
Important
The Framework controls the working folder so the value of a Managed Site's
"Initial Local Directory" field is ignored when used in this step.
Note: Use the Deliver step to copy files to a locally accessible server with the UNC path.
Example Usage:
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RemoteTouch

The RemoteTouch step is used to update the remote last modified time stamp on 1 or more files matching
specification to the current time.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Required
?

Description

Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator

File Filter

specifica
tion

required

The specification for file(s) to touch.

File Path

path

optional

The directory where the file(s) to be touched reside

Example Usage:
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Retrieval

The Retrieval step verifies that files from the current file set have been removed from the remote server. This
step is useful when you expect that some automation on the remove site will process the file and then remove
it.

Friendly
Name

INI
Variable

Required?

Description

Site

site

required

The name of a Managed Site record defined in the
Configurator

File Filter

N/A

optional

Specification for file to match. default is *

File Path

path

optional

Remote directory into which the file should be dropped

N/A

timeout

optional

(Currently unsupported through the Web UI)
Total minutes to wait for file to be removed before notifying

The Retrieval step returns success if the file does not exist within the timeout period specified. If the file exists
and is not deleted within the timeout period then a notification is sent and an error is logged in the database.
Please see the Robo-FTP Help file for more information about creating Managed Site records in the
Configurator.
Important
The Framework controls the working folder so the value of a Managed Site's
"Initial Local Directory" field is ignored when used in this step.
Example Usage:
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RunJob

The RunJob step requests that the Scheduler Service execute an existing Framework Job. If the job is already
running, the Scheduler Service will queue the request and launch the job after the current instance terminates
and sufficient system resources are available.

Friendly Name

INI
Variable

Required?

Description

Job Name

job

required

The name of an existing Framework Job to execute.

This step's behavior is independent of the job's current file set.
Note: This step may only be used to run a job in the same group as the job calling the step.

Example Usage:
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SQLQuery

The SQLQuery step executes an SQL statement and optionally sets macro values that may be used in
subsequent steps.

Friendly Name

INI
Variable

Require
d?

Description

SQL Query

query

required

The text of the SQL statement to be executed

Populate
Macros?

is_select

optional

"true" or "false", without quotes. The default is "true". If
"true" this step fails when the execution of the SQL
statement does not return a row

Data Source

dsn

optional

The name of the odbc DSN or database file name,
depending on the value of the type option.

Data Provider

type

optional

Possible database types are: "sqlce", "odbc" and "sqlite",
without quotes. The default is the same as in the
framework

Username

username

optional

Username to pass to odbc DSN. default is empty

Password

password

optional

Password to pass to odbc DSN. default is empty

This step's behavior is independent of the job's current file set.
Setting Macro Values
When the value of is_select is true the results of the query are loaded into the %stepname[] macros produced
by this step.
Suppose the step was named "sqlquery" and the following query statement was executed:
select col1, col2 from table1
The first row returned by the database would be used to populate macros as follows:
%sqlquery[col1] = The value of col1 on the first returned row.
%sqlquery[col2] = The value of col2 on the first returned row.
These values are not set if the step fails because no rows are returned.
Example Usage:
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SyncSource

The SyncSource step sets up a local source to synchronize all changes from.

Friendly
Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Path

path

required

A path to mirror changes from

Include
Directories

include_dire
ctories

required

true or false. sync sub-directories as well as files.

This step provides a synchronization source from which changes are cataloged and may be applied to one or
more synchronization targets using the SyncTarget or FTPSyncTrg steps.
Example Usage:
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SyncTarget

The SyncTarget sets up a local target for synchronizing all changes to.

Friendly Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Path

path

required

A path to which changes are mirrored.

This step makes changes to match the changes found in all prior synchronization source steps, SyncSource
and FTPSyncSrc.
Example Usage:
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Validate

The Validate step performs one or more validation routines on files in the current file set and optionally sets
macro values that may be used in subsequent steps.

Friendly Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

Minimum Size

min_size

optional

File must not be smaller than this number of
bytes

Maximum Size

max_size

optional

File must not be larger than this number of
bytes

Minimum
Records

min_records

optional

File must not contain fewer than this number of
lines

Maximum
Records

max_records

optional

File must not contain more than this number of
lines

Maximum
Change

min_percent

optional

File size must be at no greater than this
percent of the size of the last file with the
same extension as the file to be validated

CNT File

cnt_file

optional

Use the first space delimited field from the first
line of the first file matching the given file mask
(e.g. "*.cnt") as a number that indicates how
many lines should be found in the file.

Header

header_string

optional

Perl regular expression that must match the
beginning of the file

File Filter

specification

optional

Specification for file to match. default is *

Failed File
Path

errors_directory

optional

Path of directory to which any files that fail
validation will be delivered

N/A

header_lines

optional

number of lines to search at the beginning of
the file for the matching value of header_string

N/A

line_endings

optional

override the default CR/LF line terminator
sequence; ANY and LF are possible values.
When LF is specified, lines are terminated with
only the line-feed character. When ANY is
specified, lines are terminated with carriagereturn only, line-feed only, or a CR/LF pair
sequence.

Setting Macro Values
When the expression defined by the header_string option contains grouping characters () the file characters
matching the group are saved as %stepname[#] where the value of %stepname[1] is set to the matching
characters for the first group and the value of %stepname[2] is set to the second matched group and so on for
as many groups are defined.
For example, consider the following option:
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header_string=(\w*) \w* (\w*)
In perl regular expression parlance \w means word character (alphanumeric,underscore,hyphen) and * means
zero or more of the previous character. So, in this example if the step was named "validate" and first line of the
file was:
This is the beginning.
Then macro values would be set as follows:
%validate[1] = This
%validate[2] = the
%validate[3] (This value would not be set.)
To continue this example, if the first line of the file was only:
First
The validate step would fail as that line cannot match the header_string expression in this example.
Example Usage:
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Whitelist

The Whitelist step removes files from the current file set if their names do not match the specification for
inclusion. Removed files are not passed on to the next step in the job.

Friendly Name

INI Variable

Required?

Description

File Include Filter

specification

optional

which file(s) to include. default: *

File Exclude Filter

exclude

optional

which files to exclude. default: empty

When the exclude option is used, any files with names that match the exclusion pattern are removed from the
file set before files with names matching the specification are whitelisted for use by the next step.
If this step excludes any files it will fail with the error $ERROR_INVALID_FILE_NAME so you will often want to
use the continue_on_error=$ERROR_INVALID_FILE_NAME option with it. See the topic entitled Other
Parameters for more information about the continue_on_error option.
Example Usage:
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Macro Substitution

It is possible to perform macro substitution in the configuration options by using the + sign to indicate string
concatenation between macros and literal quoted strings.
The available macros are :
•

%year

The 2 digit year: ie 12 for 2012

•

%month

The 2 digit month: ie 02 for February

•

%month_abbreviation

The 3 character month abbreviation: ie Feb for Ferbruary

•

%day

The 2 digit day of the month

•

%weekday

The 2 digit day of the week: ie Sunday is 0 and Saturday is 6

•

%wday_abbreviation

The 3 character day of the week: ie Sunday is Sun

•

%hour

The 2 digit hour of the day

•

%minute

The 2 digit minute of the day

•

%step

The last filename processed by step

•
%step[#]
The period separated token from the filename (starts with 0) IE: fileid.dat.Z.pgp,
%step[0] = fileid, %step[2] = Z…
•

%job_details

The step result strings for every step processed so far

•

%job_name

The current jobs name

•

%step_name

The name of the currently executing step
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Other Parameters

There are several parameters that can apply to any step. In the Web UI, they will appear at the bottom of each
step, as follows:

•

On Error: Report (default is checked)
This controls whether an error in this step results in a red line for the run in the UI.
INI file syntax:
report_on_error=true (or false), default is true

•

On Error: Email (default is checked)
This will cause it to not send an error email if this step fails.
INI file syntax:
skip_email_on_error=true (or false), default is false
Note that the INI variable is the negative of the Web UI field.
For example, if skip_email_on_error is true, then the On Error: Email checkbox will be false
(unchecked) when it is displayed through the Web UI.

•

On Error: Continue (default is unchecked)
This will cause it to go on to the next step even if this step fails.
INI file syntax:
continue_on_error=true (or false), default is false

•

Notes

Provides space for you to include your own notes on what a step does or rational for including a
particular step.
INI file syntax:
There is no specific notes field using INI syntax, but you can enter comments in an INI file by
starting a line with a semicolon (;). These will be converted into the "Notes" field when it is
displayed
in the Web UI. Example:
[deliver]
; Place all *.doc files in the current file set into local directory D:
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\incoming
specification=*.doc
path=D:\incoming
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Sample Job Definition

Jobs are defined by linking these steps together to define a job. Below is an example of a job definition. The
definition can be input or edited in the Framework Web Interface
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611
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The job above is shown below in the INI-style format:
[Pull]
specification=*.pgp
site=ftp
[PullCnt]
step_kind=pull
specification=%Pull[0] + ".cnt"
site=ftp
[Decrypt]
specification=*.pgp
[Validate]
cnt_file=%PullCnt
[Encrypt]
key_email=noreply@serengeti.com
[Compress]
password=mypass123
[Name]
specification=*.zip
pattern=.zip
replace="_" + %year + %month + %day + ".zip"
[Push]
site=ssh
[Retrieval]
site=ssh
specification=%Name
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Advanced
Base Working Directory

The base working directory is the parent directory for temporary data used when a job runs. The base working
directory should only be changed under direction of Robo-FTP Support.
To change the value, launch the Robo-FTP client program as administrator and then execute the following
command:
SETPROPERTY "wf_working_dir" "c:\some\other\folder"
The value of the second parameter should be the path to a directory specified by Robo-FTP Support.

Notifications

The Robo-FTP Enterprise Framework provides two ways to send notification emails. It can automatically send
an email when it encounters an error in the execution of a job. It also provides a "Notify" step which enables
users to manually add notification emails into the workflow of a job.

Default Email Settings and Behavior
By default, when a job step encounters an error, the job is aborted and an error email is sent. Error notification
emails and the emails generated by a "Notify" step use the email settings configured on the "Settings" page of
the web UI along with the default Outgoing Email Server configured in the configurator. The "Email To" field
accepts either a single email address or a comma-separated list of email addresses. The "Subject" and
"Message" fields may include macros. The default settings for these fields should work well for most
customers.

Overriding Default Behavior
Simply configuring the email settings on the "Settings" page and using the default error notification behavior
should work well out of the box for most customers. However, it is possible to over-ride the default behavior in
several ways.
On Error Behavior
By default, when a job step encounters an error, the job is aborted and an error email is sent. This can be
altered by adding one or more options to the step in the job definition.
skip_email_on_error=true will prevent an error email from being sent if that
step encounters an error.
continue_on_error=true will prevent the job from aborting if that step
encounters an error.
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Email Settings
It is possible to add one or more options to a step in a job definition to override the email settings configured
on the "Settings" page of the web UI.
To do this, use the same syntax and options as described for a "Notify" step with "_on_error" appended to
the option name. For example, to override the recipient, set the option for "recipient_on_error." These
settings will apply to all future steps for the current job. If you want to switch back to the defaults after a step
is done you can override the latest settings in the next step.
Available options:
recipient_on_error=<mail to>
attach_file_on_error=<either empty string for no attachments or "logfiles"
for a zip containing the log files for the job>
subject_on_error=<macro resolved at error time subject>
message_on_error=<macro resolved at error time email body>
Creating Multiple Error Notification Emails
You can also create additional different messages from the same failure instance by using subscripts on the
recipient_on_error settings and matching subscripts on any of the other settings you want to be different for
that subscript. The subscript can be any alphabet string. For example, if you wanted to send a shorter
message to a pager you might do the following...
recipient_on_error[pager]=5555555555@mms.att.net
attach_file_on_error[pager]=
message_on_error[pager]=%job_name + " failed at " + %step_name
Note that there is not a pager subject_on_error. This means when sending to the pager it will use
subject_on_error or if none was specified previously in the job, the default which the subject specified in the
settings ui page.

See also: Notify, Macro Substitution, Other Parameters
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Robo-FTP Interface
Robo-FTP Upload Manager

The Robo-FTP Upload Manager installs automatically as an extension to Windows Explorer. When you rightclick on a file in Window Explorer to bring up the context menu, you will see something like the following.
Notice that the Robo-FTP Upload Manager menu item is highlighted in yellow.

When you place the mouse cursor over Upload using Robo-FTP to…, a pop-up window appears listing all
currently defined FTP sites associated with Robo-FTP.
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To automatically upload a file to a particular site, click the desired site and an upload will begin. If no sites yet
to be defined for Robo-FTP only Manage Sites… will appear.
To add a new site or to edit the settings of an existing site, click Manage Sites…. This will bring up the RoboFTP Configurator with the Manage Sites menu on top.
You may upload multiple files and folders as well. Select all the files and/or folders you wish to upload within
Windows Explorer and then right click as described above. When uploading folders, all files and subfolders
within a folder will be uploaded with a corresponding directory structure being created on the FTP site. Make
sure that you have the proper permissions on your FTP site before attempting to upload complete folders.

Robo-FTP Console

By default Robo-FTP runs in a small window (called the console window) that allows you to type script
commands for immediate execution and control execution of command scripts via a simple user interface
consisting of a menu bar and series of toolbar buttons. For information on entering commands into the console
window, see Entering Commands in the Console Window.
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Text displayed in the console window may be displayed in color. The colors are keyed to the meaning of each
line of text.

Black

Command echo and other information

Green

Command result messages

Red

Error messages and BREAK indicator

The console window menu bar is shown below.

However, Robo-FTP is primarily operated via the toolbar buttons. These buttons provide the controls shown
below.

When Robo-FTP is running in a window, the current command script filename is displayed as part of the
program title.

The bottom windowpane contains the information shown below.
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When Robo-FTP is running in a window, the window remains open when script execution is complete, unless
the EXIT script command is executed. This allows you to scroll back and view the output from the Robo-FTP
session, or to restart the command script.

See also: System Menu
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File Menu

The Robo-FTP File menu is shown below. The actions off of this menu support opening command scripts and
importing or exporting Robo-FTP’s settings.

Execute Script File Ctrl + O
Click this menu item (or the (Ctrl+O) key) to open a dialog box where you visually select a command script to
run from any folder accessible to your computer. This selected script file is automatically executed. The
command script filename is also added to the QuickScript drop-down menu. See the description of the CALL
script command for more information.
Edit Script File

Ctrl + E

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+E) key) to activate the script file editor and load the currently selected
command script. The default editor is the Rofo-FTP Script Editor, but you can specify a different editor on the
Files menu in the Configurator. If no script is currently selected the script editor opens to a new file.
Import Settings

Ctrl + I

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+I) key) to import configuration settings saved by a previous instance of
Robo-FTP. See the description of the IMPORT script command for more information. If the settings file is
password protected you must provide it when prompted:

Export Settings

Ctrl + P

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+P) key) to export the current configuration settings to a file. This file
may be used to replicate the Robo-FTP configuration settings to other instances of Robo-FTP, or may be
requested by Technical Support during the diagnosis of a problem. See the description of the EXPORT script
command for more information.
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When you choose the Export Settings… option you will see the following screen:

You will be prompted to export saved passwords after choosing a location to save the exported settings file.
These saved passwords include values like Managed Sites, PGP keys and SSL certificates. Exporting your
passwords is NOT recommended unless you are in control of all locations where these settings may be
distributed.

If you do choose to include saved passwords, please consider password protecting the exported settings file
itself at this prompt:
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Exit

Alt + F4

Click this menu item (or press the (Alt+F4) key) to disconnect the FTP session link and close the Robo-FTP
application. See the description of the EXIT script command for more information.
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Edit Menu

The Robo-FTP Edit menu is shown below. The actions off of this menu support copying and cutting text from
the console window and pasting text into the console window command line.

Cut

Ctrl + X

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+X) key) to cut (copy and remove) text from the console window
command line into the Windows clipboard. A cut operation can only be performed from text in the command
line.
Copy

Ctrl + C

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+C) key) to copy text from anywhere in the console window to the
Windows clipboard. If the text is going to be subsequently pasted into the console command line, do not copy
more than one line.
Paste

Ctrl + V

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+V) key) to paste one line of text from the Windows clipboard into the
console command line. Attempts to paste more than one line of text or paste a non-text entity is not
permitted.
Clear Console Window

Alt + D

Select this menu option (or press the (Alt+D) keys) to clear the text from within the Robo-FTP console
window.
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Tools Menu

The Robo-FTP Tools menu is shown below. Use this menu to launch tools that support the operation of RoboFTP.

Run Script File Wizard

Ctrl + Z

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+Z) key) to launch the Script File Wizard. This tool may be used to
create basic command scripts automatically. These script files may be used as is or used as a starting point
for command scripts you customize to meet your specific requirements.
Run FTP Client Applet

Ctrl + F

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+F) key) to activate the FTP Client Applet. Any script file processing is
suspended until you exit from the client applet. The connected or disconnect state of the remote connection is
maintained as you enter and exit from the client applet. See the FTPCLIENT script command for more
information.
Run Configurator

Ctrl + G

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+G) key) to activate the Configurator. To insure that your configuration
settings take effect, it is suggested that you not run the Configurator when an FTP session is connected.
Run CronMaker

Ctrl + M

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+M) key) to activate the CronMaker utility which provides a GUI
interface for the easy creation and modification of the cron event files used by the CRON script command.
Enable Trace Window
Select this menu option to open or close the trace window. The trace window is often useful when debugging
scripts. See the TRACEWIN script command for more information.
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Scripts Menu

The Robo-FTP Scripts menu is shown below. The actions off of this menu manage the running of command
scripts.

Rerun Script File

Ctrl + R

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+R) key) to rerun a script file that is not running. The script file name is
shown in the Robo-FTP window title and in the QuickScript window.
Stop Script File

Esc

Click this menu item (or press the (Esc) key) to stop the current script command and stop any further
execution of the script file. Control returns to the Robo-FTP console window.
Skip to Next Statement

Ctrl + N

Click this menu item (or press the (Ctrl+N) key) to stop the current script command and continue execution
with the next command in the script file.
Enable Breakpoints
Select this menu option while debugging to force the script processing engine to halt upon encountering the
BREAK script command. Breakpoints are disabled by default but this menu option allows you to use the
same script source file for development, debugging, and production environments.
Enable Console Colors
Select this menu option if you wish the console window to display lines of text in color. By default, console
colors are enabled.
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Help Menu

The Robo-FTP Help menu is shown below. The actions off of this menu support getting online help with the
operation of Robo-FTP and script file programming, purchasing Robo-FTP and product licensing, and
contacting Serengeti Systems Incorporated, publisher of Robo-FTP.

Contents

F1

Click this menu item (or press the (F1) key) to display the table of contents of the Robo-FTP help file. You
may also highlight a word or phrase in the Robo-FTP console window to obtain information on a particular
subject by pressing the (F1) key (e.g., a script command such as FTPCMD.)
Search
Click this menu item to search the Robo-FTP help file.
About Robo-FTP
Click this menu item to display the Robo-FTP About box.
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System Menu

One Robo-FTP menu item appears in the System menu that drops down when you click the icon in the upper
left corner of the Robo-FTP window.

Always On Top
Click here if you wish the Robo-FTP window to always be visible on your screen.

The Configurator

The Robo-FTP Configurator is used to configure the operating parameters for Robo-FTP. The Configurator may
be run from the Start menu, from the Tools drop-down menu of the Robo-FTP console window, or from the
Settings drop-down menu of the Robo-FTP client applet. The Robo-FTP Configurator is organized around
seven menus.
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Follow the hyperlinks below for more detailed information:
Logging Menu
Manage Sites Menu
PGP Keys Menu
SSL_Certificates Menu
SSH Keys Menu
Scheduler Menu
Outbound E-mail Menu
Settings Menu
Connection Menu
License Menu
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Logging menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Logging menu option in the Configurator. This dialog
has controls that to allow you to enable extended logging features and specify where the log files will be stored
on your computer. The Script Log and Trace Log in particular are essential to successfully debugging
command scripts.

Debug Logging can be used to help technical support debug your Robo-FTP errors. When submitting a
support ticket you should select the day the problem occurred and click export to save a debug log for
submission along with the ticket.
Related command(s): LOG, TRACELOG
See also: Basic Logging, Advanced Logging, Debug Logging
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Settings menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Files menu option in the Configurator. This dialog
allows you to configure the operating parameters for Robo-FTP including the initial Working Directory and any
script file to be run automatically whenever Robo-FTP is launched.
Here you can also Import and Export settings and control whether user configured passwords can be
decrypted by system administrators.

Related Topics: Command Line Switches
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Export Settings
Here you can export your settings. You can export settings for All Users or the Current User. You must be an
administrator to export settings for All Users.
When you All Users is selected the The system wide settings are exported along individual user's variations on
those settings.
There is also a check box indicating whether or not to decrypt passwords on export. If you are exporting to import
on a different machine this box must be checked for the import to work correctly. You can also specify a password
to use to encrypt the settings export.
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Import Settings
The settings can be imported to one of 3 destinations. All Users, the Current User, or the original source location
as stored in the settings file. The "From settings file" option should be used when importing a settings export from
a system with the same user accounts as the settings export contains. It will import the individual user's settings
into their own location which will not be accessible if they don't exist on this system.
If you specified a password when creating the settings export you will need to put the same password into the
"Password to decrypt settings" field.
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Connection menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Connection menu option in the Configurator.

Robo-FTP supports FTP transfers either via Dial-Up Networking modem connections or via direct network
connections (e.g., ISDN, DSL, etc.)
Related command(s): DIALNET
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Manage Sites menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Manage Sites menu option in the Configurator. This
dialog lists all of your existing "managed sites." Each of these sites contains all the connection details
required to connect to a specific remote server. Buttons are provided to add a new site or edit an existing site.

Managed site records are often preferable to passing the connection details as arguments and options of the
FTPLOGON script command. Managed Site records are more secure because credentials like the username
and password are stored encrypted in the Windows registry instead of in plain-text script file. Long term
maintenance is also easier because a managed site allows you to modify all the connection details in only
one place instead of updating each of your script files individually.
Related command(s): FTPLOGON
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Add New/Edit FTP Site

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Add or Edit button on the Manage Sites dialog
in the Configurator.

Creating a managed site record allows you to conveniently store all the connection details for a particular site.
The configuration values you set in this window are closely related to the arguments and options of the
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FTPLOGON script command. The Test button reports success if Robo-FTP is able to connect and retrieve a
directory listing using the current settings. WARNING: If the test connection fails the Configurator will offer to
automatically detect the correct site settings. You will not be able to cancel automatic site configuration once
it is started.
Write scripts that use a managed site's name to connect so you can use the graphical interface to manage
future changes to the connection details rather than modifying the code in your script. Using managed sites is
also more secure because logon credentials are encrypted and stored in the Windows registry rather than
appearing in the plain text of your script file.
Some secure sites require a client-side SSH key or SSL certificate. Although Robo-FTP also allows you to
define a common default client-side SSH key and a common default client-side SSL certificate to authenticate
for all secure sites, you can optionally choose a specific key or certificate to use with a managed site record.

Related command(s): FTPLOGON
See also: Connecting To Sites, Using Robo-FTP with Secure Sites, Default Client-Side SSH key, Default
client-side SSL certificate, Data Compression
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Proxy Server Settings

The following popup window is displayed when you click on the Proxy Settings button on either the Add New
Site or Edit Site Settings popup window related to the Manage Sites dialog in the Configurator.

The following proxy server types may be selected:
Default

None.

FTPACCT

Connect through FTP transparent proxy server overloading the USER
and ACCT commands

FTPOPEN

Connect through FTP transparent proxy server using the OPEN
command.

FTPSITE

Connect through FTP transparent proxy server using the SITE
command.

FTPUSER

Connect through FTP transparent proxy server overloading the USER
command.

Simple Relay

See below.

SOCKS4

Connection is made through SOCKS4 proxy firewall.
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SOCKS4a

Connection is made through SOCKS4a proxy firewall.

SOCKS5

Connection is made through SOCKS5 proxy firewall.

Web Standard

Typical proxy using the web CONNECT command. (Example:
MicroSoft ISA or TMG servers.)

Windows IE

Use settings from the registry (same as Internet Explorer). This is the
default on HTTP connections.

The most common proxy servers types are FTPUSER, SOCKS4, SOCKS4a, and SOCKS5.
FTPACCT, FTPOPEN, FTPSITE, and FTPUSER are available only for FTP connections since they initiate a
regular FTP connection and expect to connect to a 'FTP like' proxy server. Then, instead of sending, for
example, 'USER joe', Robo-FTP sends instead 'USER joe@real.ftp.server' so that proxy can relay connection
to appropriate destination. In the same way, instead of 'USER joe@real.ftp.server', Robo-FTP sends either
'OPEN real.ftp.server' or 'SITE real.ftp.server', depending on the Proxy Server type selected.
A “Simple Relay” is not a real proxy but rather a ‘pipe’ or ‘redirector’ that listens on a predefined port. When a
client connects to this port, a predefined destination server redirects all traffic between the client and the
remote FTP server.

Related command(s): FTPLOGON
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PGP Keys menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Configure PGP menu in the Configurator. PGP keys
are used for encrypting and decrypting files and for digital signatures.
This dialog has buttons that allow you to export keys and to remove keys from Robo-FTP's native keyring files

The PGP Key Management area contains two tabs, Public Keys and Private Keys. Each key will have a date
created, a key name, and key ID. Private keys will also contain an additional option for editing stored
passphrases and setting a default private key to use, if applicable.
The format of the "Key Name" column is as follows: username (comment) <e-mail address>
The values in the Key Name column are used to uniquely identify the key you wish to use with the
PGPENCRYPT or PGPSIGN script commands via the /encryptfor and /signwith options.
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Hint: If you are trying to decrypt a file but Robo-FTP is unable to find the correct private key for decryption, ask
the person who encrypted the file about the Key ID of the public key used for encryption. This value should
match the value shown in the Key ID column associated with your private key. If their PGP software shows
only an 8 character Key ID compare it to the last 8 characters of the value shown in the Key ID column.
Selecting the public key and clicking details will show you the full fingerprint along with other useful details.

The grid on the Private Keys tab has an extra column for setting the default key to be used for adding a digital
signature. This tab also has an "Edit" button that is handy for saving the password for a private key.

Related command(s): PGPIMPORT, PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT, PGPSIGN
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, PGP Step-By-Step Guide
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Create PGP Key

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Create Key button on the Configure PGP menu
in the Configurator. This dialog has controls that allow you to create a new PGP key.

Note: The key generation process creates an encryption key of the size specified on the form along with a
signing key half that length.

See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, PGP Step-By-Step Guide
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Import PGP Key

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Import Key button on the Configure PGP menu
in the Configurator. This window allows you to select an existing PGP key file (*.gpg; *.pgp; *.asc) or keyring
file (*.pkr; *.skr; *.pubkr) exported from Robo-FTP or another application that supports PGP encryption.

If the file you select contains a private key and a public key, both of them will be imported into Robo-FTP's
native keyring files.
It is important to backup your Robo-FTP PGP key files whenever you import a new key.

See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, PGP Step-By-Step Guide
Related command(s): PGPIMPORT
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Export PGP Key
Exporting PGP keys is a simple matter of selecting a key on either the Public Keys or Private Keys tabs of the
PGP Keys menu and clicking the Export button. After clicking the Export button the following dialog is
displayed:

Use this dialog to select the folder in which to save the exported key. You can also choose whether to create a
binary key file or an ASCII representation of the key. The output will be named after the key username and
comment with an extension of .asc or .pgp. If you export a private key it will be protected with the same
passphrase assigned when it was created.
This feature is mostly commonly used from the Public Keys tab to export only a public key without its
associated private key. This creates a public key file that you can safely give to someone who needs to send
you encrypted files. Files encrypted with your public key can only be decrypted using your private key.
When you export a public key, the exported key file is signed with the matching private key. If the private key is
not available the exported key file retains any signature it had when it was imported. The signature on a public
key file may be used to verify that the username, comment and email address fields have not been altered since
the key file was created.
When you do export a private key, the public key is automatically included. You would not want to give a file like
this to an external third party. Under most circumstances you will only export a key from the Private Keys tab for
the purpose of creating a backup file containing a single key. It is often easier to simply back up your PGP
keyring files.
In short, you never need to export from both tabs, but one or the other depending on your needs.

See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, PGP Step-By-Step Guide
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SSL Certificates menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Configure SSL menu option in the Configurator. This
page has buttons to import SSL certificates, create a new certificate, and view the Configurator's certificate
store. You can also select Robo-FTP's default SSL client-side certificate on this page.

To use a client certificate for SSL mutual authentication on FTPS or HTTPS connections:
1. Create or import a client certificate and matching private key.
The Configurator's built-in SSL certificate creator creates a client certificate with a corresponding private key
and loads them into its SSL certificate store. You can also import certificates/key pairs created in other
utilities or issued by third-party Certificate Authorities.
It is also possible to create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to be signed by a Certificate Authority (CA).
Send the CSR to the CA of your choice (e.g. Verisign, Thawte, GoDaddy, etc.) and then, when the signed
certificate is returned, click the "Import Signed Cert" button on the corresponding Incomplete CSR row to
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import it.
If your certificate requires an Intermediate Certificate Authority Cert you can attach it to the certificate after
import by right clicking on the certificate and selecting...

2. Let the remote server know about your certificate.
Your client certificate must be loaded on the remote server where it will be used to authenticate your
connection. You can extract your certificate from the Configurator's key store by:
a. Right-Click the desired certificate row in the grid and choose Copy Client Certificate from the popup menu to copy the contents of your client certificate into the Window clip board.
b. Open a plain text editor program like the Window's Notepad and paste the contents of your client
certificate.
c. Save the file with a name indicating it's contents.
d. Send the file to the administrator of the remote FTPS or HTTPS site and inform them that it contains
your client certificate in OpenSSL format.

3. Let Robo-FTP know to use a SSL client certificate to authenticate.
There are two method of letting Robo-FTP know to use an SSL cleint certificate to authenticate with an FTPS
or HTTPS server:
If a Managed Site name is passed to FTPLOGON command's [ site ] argument and the "SSL Client
Cert" checkbox is selected in that Managed Site record then the certificate listed in the list box below
that checkbox will be used for authentication.
If the FTPLOGON command's /keyauth option is used then Robo-FTP will used the key marked as
the Default in the Configurator unless the [ site ] argument specifies a Managed Site record that
specifies a different SSL client certificate.

See also: Default SSL Certificate, Create SSL Certificate
Related Topics: SSL Certificates and Connections, FTPS, HTTPS
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Import Certificate

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Import button on the Configure SSL menu in the
Configurator. Type the file path to the certificate and key files in the text boxes or click the folder buttons to
browse for the files. Imported certificates are added to the Configurator's SSL key store that is displayed on
the Configure SSL menu.

Note: If you only have a single file with a .p12 or .pfx extension it may be a PKCS #12 container file. That type
of file may hold both a public certificate and its matching private key. To import a PKCS #12 file containing
both, enter the file name in the Certificate File field and leave the Private Key File name field empty.

See also: Configure SSL Menu, Create SSL Certificate
Related Topics: SSL Certificates and Connections, FTPS, HTTPS
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Create Certificate

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Create button on the Configure SSL menu in
the Configurator. This window allows you to create a SHA-256 signed 2048 bit RSA certificate that can be
used as a client certificate in a secure SSL connection. All the fields must be completed when creating a
certificate.

Note: Under most circumstances you should use a two-character code in the Country field.
If the secure site to which you are connecting requires a client certificate signed by a trusted Certificate
Authority (e.g. Verisign, Thawte, GoDaddy, etc.) use the "Create Signing Request" button to generate a
Certificate Signing Request. An Incomplete CSR row will appear in the list of certificates on the SSL
Certificates menu. Send the CSR to the CA of your choice and then, when the signed certificate is returned,
click the "Import Signed Cert" button on the corresponding Incomplete CSR row to import it.
See also: Configure SSL Menu, Default SSL Certificate
Related Topics: SSL Certificates and Connections, FTPS, HTTPS
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SSH Keys menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Configure SSH menu in the Configurator. This dialog
allows you to specify Robo-FTP's default SSH private key. Use the Manage Sites menu option if you need to
use a different SSH key with a particular site.

To use an SSH key for authentication on SFTP connections:
1. Create or import a public-key / private-key-pair.
The Configurator's built-in SSH key creator creates a private key with a corresponding public key and loads
them into its SSH key store.
You can also import keys from any other compatible SSH key generator utility such as the one distributed
with the commercial product by SSH Communications Security at http://www.ssh.com or the one distributed
with the free OpenSSH at http://www.openssh.org. Imported keys are added to the Configurator's SSH key
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store.

2. Let the remote server know about your public key.
Your public key must be loaded on the remote server where it will be used to authenticate your connection.
You can extract your public key from the Configurator's key store by:
a. Right-Click the desired SSH key row in the grid and choose Copy Public Key from the pop-up menu
to copy the contents of your public key into the Window clip board.
b. Open a plain text editor program like the Window's Notepad and paste your public key data.
c. Save the file with a name indicating it's contents. Many servers have a specific name requirement
like authorized_keys or authorized_keys2.
d. Send the file to the administrator of the remote SFTP site and inform them that it contains your public
key in OpenSSH SSH-2 format. Some sites require you to upload this file yourself to a sub-folder
named .ssh under your home folder on the server.

3. Let Robo-FTP know to use a SSH key to authenticate.
There are two method of letting Robo-FTP know to use an SSH key to authenticate with an SFTP server:
If a Managed Site name is passed to FTPLOGON command's [ site ] argument and the "SSH Key
Auth" checkbox is selected in that Managed Site record then the key listed in the list box below that
checkbox will be used for authentication.
If the FTPLOGON command's /keyauth option is used then Robo-FTP will used the key marked as
the Default in the Configurator unless the [ site ] argument specifies a Managed Site record that
specifies a different SSH key.

See also: Choose Default SSH Key, Create SSH Key, Export SSH Key
Related Topics: Using Robo-FTP with Secure Sites, SFTP
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Export SSH Key

The following context menu is displayed after right-clicking on an SSH Key Pair on the SSH Keys menu in
the Configurator.

This context menu has the following entries for managing keys:
Export Key Pair
Exports the selected key pair (both public and private keys) in PEM format to a file specified by the
user.
Export Public Key (OpenSSH Format)
Exports the public key part of the selected key pair in OpenSSH format to a file specified by the user.
Export Public Key (SSH1 Format)
Exports the public key part of the selected key pair in SSH1 format to a file specified by the user.
Export Public Key (SSH2 Format)
Exports the public key part of the selected key pair in SSH2 format to a file specified by the user.
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Copy Public Key (OpenSSH Format)
Copies the public key part of the selected key pair to the Windows clipboard.
Delete Key Pair
Deletes the selected key pair.
Show Properties
Displays the selected key pair's fingerprint, algorithm, key size in bits, and stored pass phrase.
See also: Configure SSH Menu, Create SSH Key, Import SSH Key
Related Topics: Using Robo-FTP with Secure Sites, SFTP
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Import SSH Key

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Import Key button on the Configure SSH menu
in the Configurator. Type the path to the key file in the top text box or click the folder button to browse to the
key file. Imported keys are added to the Configurator's SSH key store that is displayed on the Configure SSH
menu.

See also: Configure SSH Menu, Create SSH Key
Related Topics: Using Robo-FTP with Secure Sites, SFTP
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Create SSH Key

The following popup window is displayed when you click the Create Key button on the Configure SSH dialog
in the Configurator. This window allows you to create an SSH private/public key file that can be used in a
secure SFTP connection that utilizes key authentication.

This process process creates a public/private key pair and loads them into the Configurator's SSH key store
that is displayed on the Configure SSH menu.

See also: Configure SSH Menu, Choose Default SSH Key, SSH Key per Managed Site
Related Topics: Using Robo-FTP with Secure Sites, About SFTP
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License Menu

The following dialog is displayed when you click on the License menu in the Configurator. This dialog shows
Robo-FTP's current license state and allows you to activate an unlicensed installation or deactivate a licensed
installation.

See also: Activating a License, Removing a License, Requesting a Trial Extension
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Activating a License
Clicking the "Activate Software License" button launches a wizard that will guide you through the license activation
process. It is important to carefully read the instructions on each page before pressing the "Next" button because
the exact sequence of instructions may change depending on the type of license, the license activation status, the
ability of the Configurator to contact our license server and your support contract.

The first screen displayed in the wizard displays the license activation status. Read the description text and
then click the "Next" button in the bottom right corner of the wizard page.
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The simplest case is a new installation of Robo-FTP with no previous installation of any version of Robo-FTP.
In this situation the wizard will just prompt for the serial number and then attempt to contact the license server
for activation when you click the "Next" button.
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In the simple case described above, the activation will succeed if the serial number is appropriate for the
current version of Robo-FTP and it has not previously been activated.
The license wizard is also able to handle far more complicated scenarios like transferring a license from
another computer, reinstalling after a hardware failure, activating multi-unit licenses and notifying you when a
serial number is not authorized to activate a particular version of Robo-FTP. If you carefully follow the onscreen instructions you should be able to activate the software without opening a support ticket. For example,
when there is another installation of Robo-FTP on the same computer, the wizard will ask if you wish to
transfer the license to this version. If you are upgrading from a prior version then the answer will probably be
"Yes" but you should read all the warnings to be sure.
The image below is an example of a license wizard page with more complex on-screen instructions:
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If you are uncertain about any of the instructions you can use the "Back" button to re-read previous pages
before committing to an activation scenario. If you close the wizard in the middle of the activation process it
will re-open to the same page to allow you to continue without starting over. Click the "Restart" button if you
actively wish to start over.

Manual Activation
If the Configurator is unable to connect to our license server, just read and follow the instructions displayed in
the wizard to create a license request file. Then use a web browser to upload the file to the address displayed
in the wizard. If the computer where Robo-FTP is installed does not have Internet access you can use a
different computer to upload the file. The web site will provide explicit instructions for completing the manual
activation process.

Sales Contact Request
If the licensing server reports that the serial number is valid but not authorized to activate the current version of
Robo-FTP the wizard will display a Sales Contact Request form. When you submit this form the Sales Team
will contact you with information about what it will take to authorize your software for the current version.
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Related command(s): ACTIVATELIC
See also: License Menu
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Removing a License

When you click the "Remove Software License" button the Configurator will disable the software and
automatically attempt to notify our licensing server that the serial number is no longer in use. This allows you
re-use the serial number to activate another installation of Robo-FTP.

If the Configurator is unable to reach our licensing server then a 24-digit removal code will be displayed on the
License menu along with a button to copy the value to the Windows clipboard. You should keep a copy of the
removal code so you can re-activate Robo-FTP with the same serial number at a later date.

See also: Moving to Another Computer, License Menu
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Requesting a Trial Extension

If the 30-day trial extension expires before you are done evaluating the software you can click the "Request
Trial Extension" button on the License menu to ask for an additional 30-day period. Clicking that button opens
a new window with instructions explaining the process. Read the instructions and then click the "Next" button
in the bottom right corner.

Fill out the form fields according to the instructions and then click the "Next" button to submit the request.
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At this point the Configurator will attempt to deliver the request directly to the Registration team. If it is unable
to connect to our server, just follow the instructions to create a request file and upload it with a web browser. If
the computer where Robo-FTP is installed does not have Internet access you can use a different computer to
upload the request file.
In most circumstances the Configurator will be able to automatically deliver the request so you'll see the
confirmation page and additional instructions:
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When the evaluation extension is approved you will receive an email containing a site key to activate the new
30-day trial period. You should copy and paste the value if possible because it is easy to mistype the 24character value. Click the "Next" button in the bottom right corner to complete the activation of the trial
extension.
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See also: License Menu
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Configurator: Command Line Switches
Configurator
The Configurator program makes it easy to modify Robo-FTP configuration settings. By default, the type of
settings modified by the Configurator depend on the maximum authority of the user that launched it. Shared
settings are modified when a user with local administrator privileges runs the program. If a regular user without
administrator privileges runs the Configurator, it will modify only the current user's settings.
The -tu command line switch allows local administrators to override the default behavior to modify settings in
their own user profile instead of modifying shared settings:
Configurator.exe -tu
The -tu switch does not not change the level of the current user's security access so non-administrative users
cannot use them to gain access that would otherwise be denied. Only users with write access to
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE are administrators for the purpose of modifying shared settings.
Important
When an administrator uses the -tu switch to configure private setting those changes will not be
visible they launch Configurator without the -tu switch but they will be available when that
administrator executes script commands. For example, if the administrator creates a private
Managed Site record named "TheBank" that record will not be visible when Configurator is
launched without the -tu switch but the record will be used if that same administrator executes a
command like FTPLOGON "TheBank" in a command script or in the main console window.

Import Settings Window
Configurator.exe has an optional Import Settings mode that can be invoked from the command line. By
default, the destination for settings imported by the Configurator depend on the maximum authority of the user
that launched it. Settings are imported as shared settings when imported by a user with local administrator
privileges. Settings are user-specific when imported by a non-administrator. The (All Users) in the title bar at
the top of the Import Settings window indicates that imported settings will be shared to all users.
Adding the -h switch to the Configurator.exe command line launches the Import Settings dialog window and
lists all possible settings that could be imported.
Configurator.exe -h
If the current user is an administrator with some user-specific settings the Import Settings window might look
like this:
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An administrator may combine the -h and -tu command line switches to import values into their own userspecific settings instead of sharing them will all users. The (Current User) in the title bar at the top of the
Import Settings window below indicates that imported settings will be private to the current user.
Configurator.exe -h -tu

Combining the -h switch with -su causes the Import Settings window to only offer user specific settings to be
imported. The (All Users) in the Import Settings title bar below indicates that the current user is an
administrator and that the imported user-specific settings will now be shared to all users. This can be useful if
you want to condense various user-specific values back into one common set of shared settings.
Configurator.exe -h -su
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Non-administrative users can only import their user-specific settings from previous versions of Robo-FTP into
user-specific settings in the current version. Administrators can use the following combination of command line
switches to achieve the same behavior: -h -su -tu
Configurator.exe -h -su -tu

Silent Settings Import
A network administrator may wish to import settings silently for multiple Windows users, perhaps via a logon
script that runs when users log in to Windows. The -i switch may be used together with a version identifier
string to specify a specific version of the settings to be imported silently. The string must exactly match the
text that would normally appear in the Import Settings window. The data is imported without displaying any
form when this command line switch is used.
Configurator.exe -i "Robo-FTP 3.7(All Users)"
The -tu command line switch may also be added to force the imported settings into the user-specific settings
for users with administrator privileges.

See also: Robo-FTP command line switches, User Settings vs. Shared Settings
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Scheduler menu
The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Scheduler menu in the Configurator. This is where
you configure, schedule, and monitor jobs. You can also use the other tabs to adjust scheduler settings and
behavior as needed.

In this example there are two jobs defined, one scheduled to run in the future and one that will only run on
demand. You can run a job on demand by selecting it and clicking the Run button. If the job did not return an
error last time it ran, the row will be green. If it did, the row will be red.
Here you can also Add or Edit Job Defintions, examine a job's History, or Delete a job. To update the view with
changes as time passes press the Refresh button in the bottom right corner. Job definitions are limited by
licensing. Enterprise licenses allow unlimited job definitions while lesser licenses limit job definitions to the
allowed instance count of the license.
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Add/Edit Job
After you select Add/Edit on the main scheduler view this screen allows you to define a jobs details. The job name
must be unique. With default settings job group cannot be changed. Description maybe whatever is useful to you.
Use the brows button to select a Robo-FTP Script and you may also add up to 10 arguments to be passed to the
script to the script as variables %1 - %9. By default jobs are set to run on only on demand. If you would like to
configure a schedule for job select the Schedule tab.
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Use this dialog to schedule a job to run at future times. There are several schedule types. They each have a start
time and date that control when the schedule goes into effect. After that start time the schedule details control
when it runs again. You can also schedule using a CRON schedule. If the schedule will cause it to run in the future
the time for that run will show in the Schedule column on the Job List on the Scheduler menu.

If a job is scheduled to run but a previous run is still running that run will be blocked. Once the current run
completes it will start again at its next scheduled run time.

Cron Expression Instructions
Individual sub-expressions can contain ranges and/or lists. For example, the day of week field in the previous
(which reads "WED") example could be replaces with "MON-FRI", "MON, WED, FRI", or even "MON-WED,SAT".
Wild-cards (the '*' character) can be used to say "every" possible value of this field. Therefore the '*' character in
the "Month" field of the previous example simply means "every month". A '*' in the Day-Of-Week field would
obviously mean "every day of the week".
All of the fields have a set of valid values that can be specified. These values should be fairly obvious - such as the
numbers 0 to 59 for seconds and minutes, and the values 0 to 23 for hours. Day-of-Month can be any value 0-31,
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but you need to be careful about how many days are in a given month! Months can be specified as values between
0 and 11, or by using the strings JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV and DEC. Daysof-Week can be specified as vaules between 1 and 7 (1 = Sunday) or by using the strings SUN, MON, TUE, WED,
THU, FRI and SAT.
The '/' character can be used to specify increments to values. For example, if you put '0/15' in the Minutes field, it
means 'every 15 minutes, starting at minute zero'. If you used '3/20' in the Minutes field, it would mean 'every 20
minutes during the hour, starting at minute three' - or in other words it is the same as specifying '3,23,43' in the
Minutes field.
The '?' character is allowed for the day-of-month and day-of-week fields. It is used to specify "no specific value".
This is useful when you need to specify something in one of the two fields, but not the other. See the examples
below (and CronTrigger API documentation) for clarification.
The 'L' character is allowed for the day-of-month and day-of-week fields. This character is short-hand for "last", but
it has different meaning in each of the two fields. For example, the value "L" in the day-of-month field means "the
last day of the month" - day 31 for January, day 28 for February on non-leap years. If used in the day-of-week field
by itself, it simply means "7" or "SAT". But if used in the day-of-week field after another value, it means "the last
xxx day of the month" - for example "6L" or "FRIL" both mean "the last friday of the month". When using the 'L'
option, it is important not to specify lists, or ranges of values, as you'll get confusing results.
The 'W' is used to specify the weekday (Monday-Friday) nearest the given day. As an example, if you were to
specify "15W" as the value for the day-of-month field, the meaning is: "the nearest weekday to the 15th of the
month".
The '#' is used to specify "the nth" XXX weekday of the month. For example, the value of "6#3" or "FRI#3" in the
day-of-week field means "the third Friday of the month".
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Viewing Job History
To check the history for a job please look at the job history by selecting the job and clicking history. It will show
when the job ran and what the Return Code was.
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Configuring the Scheduler
The Scheduler has several configuration options. They can be found in the Scheduler Settings tab...

The scheduling is managed by a service called "Robo-FTP 3.10 Scheduler Service". By default it runs in simple
scheduling mode as Network Service and uses the integrated database. When changing settings on this dialog the
changes do not take affect until you restart or reinstall the service depending on which setting your change.
UI Port specifies the port the Web UI is served on. If you set it to 80 and nothing else is listening on that port you
will be able to access the web UI by just going to http://localhost. Otherwise you need to go to http://
localhost:port. Your server's DNS name may be substituted for localhost if you open the selected port in the
Windows firewall.
Max Jobs specifies how many jobs may run simultaneously. This number can be no higher than your license's
allowed instance limit. Enterprise is unlimited but there you will still be limited by the desktop heap. Session 0
were the scheduler and other services run defaults to allowing about 35 instances but that can be raised to several
hundred if you have the available system resources.
If you want to switch to Advanced Scheduling, run the scheduler service as a different user, or use a Microsoft
SQL Server this is where you change that.
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In basic mode the scheduler runs all jobs the user the scheduling service is running as. So if the Scheduler
Service is installed as Network Service all jobs will be run as network service. To use permissions or run jobs as
specific users Switch to Advanced Scheduling.
If you are using the integrated DB switching users will result in the creation of new scheduling database and thus
loose all current scheduling data. If you switch database providers the same thing will happen. If you are on a
Microsoft SQL Server database you can switch users without loosing data as long as the SQL Server database
allows the new user to connect. Switching between simple and Advanced Scheduling will not affect your data.

WARNING: Using Advanced Scheduling provides more control, but also is more complicated to
use. It is recommended for advanced users only. Contact Technical Support if you are uncertain
if you need Advanced Scheduling to meet your requirements.
The Scheduler offers two different modes: (1) a "Simple Scheduling" mode, in which all jobs are run as the user
you have chosen, and (2) an "Advanced Scheduling" mode, which allows you to configure separate job groups. In
"Advanced Scheduling" mode, you can associate a user with each job group, and assign a job to a particular job
group.
To switch to "Simple Scheduling" mode, under the "Scheduler Settings" tab, click "Revert to Simple
Scheduling...", which appears in blue. If that does not appear, you are already in "Simple Scheduling" mode. Be
sure to click the "Start" button to restart the Scheduler Service once you have completed configuring the Simple
settings. The "Group Settings tab" will now be available.
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Scheduler settings tab in "Simple Scheduling" mode

To switch to "Advanced Scheduling" mode, under the "Scheduler Settings" tab, click "Switch to Advanced
Scheduling...", which appears in blue. If that does not appear, you are already in "Advanced Scheduling" mode.
Be sure to click the "Start" button to restart the Scheduler Service once you have completed configuring the
Advanced settings.

Scheduler settings tab in "Advanced Scheduling" mode

See Running tasks as alternate users and Limiting access to jobs to see what extra capabilities are provided in
"Advanced" mode.
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The scheduler settings tab with a non-default user properly configured

By default, the Scheduler runs all jobs as the Network Service user, but it is also possible to choose a different
user instead. In order to run all jobs as a single user, you may wish to switch to "Simple Scheduling" mode for
ease of configuration. Otherwise, if you need to run in "Advanced Settings" mode, refer to Running tasks as
alternate users to learn how to set up job groups.

Under "Run Scheduler Service as User", click the "User Account" radio button. Because the scheduler service will
need to be uninstalled to change users, some scheduler-related data may be lost. Therefore, you will be prompted
to confirm that you wish to proceed. If so, click the "Yes" button in the resulting dialog box to proceed.
After confirming the change, an icon with an image of a user will appear immediately to the right of the "User
Account" radio button, along with a password and password verification textbox below. Clicking the user icon
button will open a standard Windows "Select User" dialog, from which you can select or manually type in the
name of the appropriate user. After doing so, click the "OK" button to return to the "Scheduler Settings" tab.
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The scheduler settings tab with select user dialog
Back in the "Scheduler Settings" tab, in the "Password" textbox, enter the password for the chosen user. Re-enter
it once again under the "Verify" textbox below. Finally, click the "Install" button at the top-right corner of the tab.
This will reinstall and automatically start the service.

Scheduler settings tab with a Microsoft SQL Server database properly configured

By default, the Scheduler stores all job-related information in an integrated database managed directly by Robo677

FTP itself. However, it is also possible to configure the Scheduler to use a separate Microsoft SQL Server
database as a back end to store the job information.
SWITCHING FROM INTEGRATED DATABASE TO SQL SERVER
In order to switch back ends from the integrated database to a SQL Server database, under "DataBase Settings",
click "Microsoft SQL Server". Because the scheduler service will need to be stopped to change database back
ends, some scheduler-related data may be lost. Therefore, you will be prompted to confirm that you wish to
proceed. If so, click the "Yes" button in the resulting dialog box to proceed.
In the "Instance" textbox below, enter the named instance of your preferred Microsoft SQL Server installation. This
should contain the network or domain name of the computer on which SQL Server is running, followed by a
backslash (\), followed by the SQL Server instance itself. Consider the following example, without the double
quotes: "MYMACHINENAME\SQLEXPRESS".
In the "Database" textbox, enter the name of a pre-existing database in the given Instance. In order to complete
the configuration, click the "Start" button to restart the Scheduler service.
SWITCHING FROM MICROSOFT SQL SERVER TO THE INTEGRATED DATABASE
In order to switch back ends from the SQL Server database to the integrated database, under "DataBase
Settings", click "Integrated DataBase". Because the scheduler service will need to be stopped to change database
back ends, some scheduler-related data may be lost. Therefore, you will be prompted to confirm that you wish to
proceed. If so, click the "Yes" button in the resulting dialog box to proceed. In order to complete the configuration,
click the "Start" button to restart the Scheduler service.

The "Group Settings" tab

It is possible to run individual tasks with different users by creating job groups. A job group has a specific user
assigned to it. Every job that is assigned to that group will be run as the user of the group. Job groups are disabled
under "Simple Scheduling" mode, so to enable this functionality, you will need to turn on "Advanced Scheduling"
mode.
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To create a new job group, open the "Group Settings" tab. The "Group Settings" tab will not appear unless you are
in "Advanced Scheduling" mode and the service has been started. Under the "Group Settings" tab, click on the
"Click to Add Job Group" button, and enter the group name in the dialog when prompted. Select the assigned user
for that group, type in the corresponding password for that user, and click the "Apply" button to finish creating the
group.

The Add Group dialog when the "Use job groups..." option unchecked

Note that the add group dialog will only allow you to select pre-existing Windows groups if you have already
checked "Use job groups as as windows groups for access" under the "Scheduler Settings" tab. Refer to Limiting
access to jobs for more information on that topic.
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The Add Group dialog with the "Use job groups..." option checked

In order to assign a job group to a new or pre-existing job, navigate to the "Job List" tab. Click the "Add" or "Edit"
button as appropriate. To the right of the "Job Group" label, there will be a drop-down list specifying all known
groups. Select the preferred group and click "OK" to confirm your choice. All subsequent runs of the job will be run
under the account of its assigned job group.
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Assigning a job group to an individual job

If you are using the Robo-FTP FrameWork and you configure a job group used for framework jobs to run as an
alternate user that user must have access to the Scheduler Service database so the job can record its activity
successfully. This is only possible if both users have administrative privileges or you are using Microsoft SQL
Server.

It is possible to limit access to jobs by linking a job group directly to an Active Directory group. To enable this
functionality, you will need to turn on "Advanced Scheduling" mode. In the "Scheduler Settings" tab, under
"Access Rights", ensure that the "Use job groups as windows groups for access" option is checked.
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The "Use job groups as windows groups..." option
Still in the "Scheduler Settings" tab, for Job Group Domain, enter the domain name that contains the groups to
use. In the "Group Settings" tab, you will now be able to select job groups from that domain by clicking on the
"Click to Add Job Group" button.
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The Add Group dialog with the "Use job groups..." option checked

In the "Job List" tab, you will now be able to assign job groups to new or pre-existing jobs (see Running tasks as
alternate users for information on assigning groups to jobs). If a user belongs to an Active Directory group, they will
be able to access any jobs which are assigned to that group.
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Outbound Email menu
The following dialog is displayed when you click on the Outbound Email menu option in the Configurator. This
dialog lists all of your existing Outgoing Email configurations. Each of these configurations contains all the
details required to connect to a specific mail server and send emails through it. Buttons are provided to add a
new configuration or edit an existing configuration. These server definitions are used by the EMAIL command.
You may also select which definition is used by default by checking the default column for the selected server.
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Add/Edit Email Configuration
The following popup window is displayed when you click the Add or Edit button on the Outbound Email
dialog in the Configurator.
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This allows setting default configuration values to use with the EMAIL command. You can test your settings
right here using the test button. If your settings don't work it will offer to try to figure out the configuration using
various SSL and Port options. If it succeeds it will send a test email to the Send To address for you to verify
success with. The email addresses specified on this form are of the form...
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Display Name <email@address>

Client Applet

The Robo-FTP client applet is a simple Robo-FTP client application modeled after a popular public domain
program. The applet is started by clicking on the Run Robo-FTP Client Applet menu item or toolbar button,
or by executing the FTPCLIENT script command. You may switch freely between the Robo-FTP client applet
and the Robo-FTP script environment.
Each environment shares the same FTP session, so you may connect to or disconnect from a FTP site from
either a script file or from within the Robo-FTP client applet. The same configuration settings apply to both
environments.
The Robo-FTP client applet is useful to understand how a session with a particular FTP site takes place so
that it can be automated with a script file. The Robo-FTP client applet may also be used to predefine and/or
manage parameters for additional FTP sites beyond the two that you may have defined with the Robo-FTP
Configurator.
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The Robo-FTP client applet is menu-driven and has numerous control buttons to ease locating, sending, and
receiving files. The menus are organized as follows:
FTP Connection Menu
FTP Settings Menu
FTP Commands Menu
FTP Help Menu

Related Command(s): FTPCLIENT, FTPLIST
See also: Interactive Debugging
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FTP Connection Menu

The Robo-FTP client applet Connection menu is shown below. The actions off this menu support logging on
and logging off an FTP site, and permit exiting back to the Robo-FTP console window.
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FTP Settings Menu

The Robo-FTP client applet Settings menu is shown below. The action of this menu is to launch the RoboFTP Configurator with direct access to the Manage Sites screen.
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FTP Commands Menu

The Robo-FTP client applet Commands menu is shown below. The actions off this menu support the sending
of specific FTP commands. For more information on the other commands, please refer to Section 4.1 of the
RFC 959 FTP specification.
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FTP Help Menu

The Robo-FTP client applet Help menu is shown below.
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Appendix
Security

Robo-FTP supports both connection-level security and file-level security.
Secure Connections
When Robo-FTP connects to a secure site via SFTP, FTPS, or HTTPS the transmitted data is encrypted on
one end and automatically decrypted on the other end.
Secure Files
Robo-FTP also supports using PGP to encrypt and decrypt individual files. PGP encrypted files may be
transferred via either normal or secure connections. Most servers are not able to automatically decrypt PGP
encrypted files. If you need this functionality consider using Robo-FTP Server software on the remote site.
Note: Although password protecting a ZIP file is technically a form of file-level security, it is much weaker
security than PGP encryption so we do not address it in the Security section of this manual. Please see the
page describing the ZIP command for details.
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Connecting to Secure Sites

Common data transfer methods emphasize speed at the expense of security. When you use regular FTP or
HTTP over the Internet, you are using an insecure file transfer protocol over an insecure network. Files
transferred in this environment are subject to unauthorized access, modification and disclosure.
Imagine that you need to make an important payment to a company in another city. Sending paper currency
through the standard postal service mail would be a poor choice because your money might be lost, delivered
to the wrong recipient or stolen by a thief. A clever thief might take only a portion of the money, leaving the
remainder to be delivered as an underpayment. A particularly shrewd thief might even modify the envelope or
attached payment form thereby causing the recipient company to credit his account instead of yours.
Just as a mailed letter passes through many hands prior to delivery, messages sent from your computer pass
through many other computers before reaching the intended destination. You should not send important data
over unsecured connections for the same reason you don't send cash through the mail: it requires trusting the
honesty and competency of multiple strangers.
Secure connections sacrifice speed for security. A secure connection guarantees that your message is
received by the intended site, that it can only be read by the intended site, and that it has not been altered in
transit. Some secure connections also provide a method for the recipient site to verify that a message was
actually sent by you rather than someone pretending to be you.
Cryptography
Cryptography is an essential element of secure network connections. Traditional encryption techniques rely on
a shared secret used first by the sender to scramble a message and then reversed by the recipient to
unscramble it. Since the same secret "key" is used to scramble and unscramble messages, anyone who
knows the secret can use it to send or read any encoded message. This creates a sort of chick-or-egg
problem: you don't want to communicate the secret key to the intended recipient across an unsecured
network but if you had an acceptable method of communicating the secret key, couldn't you simply use that
method to transfer your other data?
Modern encryption techniques use asynchronous encryption keys to avoid the problem of communicating a
secret key across an unsecured network. A complex mathematical relationship exists between a pair of
asynchronous keys such that data scrambled with one key can only be unscrambled by the other and vice
versa. Public key encryption calls for one key in an asynchronous pair to be made public and the other to be
held private. This technique offers significant improvements in the areas of confidentiality and authentication.
Anyone wishing to send a confidential message can use the recipient's public key to encrypt it and be
confident that, even if it falls into the wrong hands, only the intended recipient will have the private key able to
decrypt it. Conversely, a private key may be used for digital signatures because messages encrypted with a
private key can only be decrypted with the associated public key, thereby authenticating the sender as the
true source of the message.
Secure Connections
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Secure Shell (SSH) are two standard types of secure connections that use
public key encryption. Robo-FTP supports FTPS and HTTPS data transfers over SSL connections and SFTP
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transfers over SSH. Comparable encryption is provided by both standards but SSL goes further by
encapsulating the public key along with other identifying information into special files known as certificates.
SSL also suggests policies and procedures to create, manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke the
certificates. The specific security method is dictated by the remote site so Robo-FTP supports both SSL and
SSH to be compatible with as many servers as possible.
When negotiating a secure connection, Robo-FTP automatically downloads the necessary encryption details
from the remote server. In the case of SSL it downloads the remote host's certificate, in the case of SSH it
downloads the host's public key. The first time you connect to any particular secure site you must decide if
you trust the server's certificate or key. If you trust the server's credentials, Robo-FTP stores a copy of them
for future use. On subsequent connection attempts, Robo-FTP compares the site's current credentials to the
trusted copies and automatically connects if the credentials match.
Every type of secure connection supported by Robo-FTP requires that you trust the remote server but some
sites require more than a simple username and password before they trust you. In these situations you can
configure Robo-FTP to upload your personal client certificate or public key. You can use the Robo-FTP
Configurator to define default credentials to use with all secure sites or set specific personal credentials for
each managed site. The Configurator also contains tools which allow you to generate your own client
certificates or SSH keys.
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SSL Certificates and Connections
SSL Certificates
A certificate is a digitally signed document that identifies a person, organization, or server and provides a copy
of their public key for encryption. The digital signature may either be that of a third party Certificate
Authority (CA) or the certificate may have been "self-signed" by its creator. The CA may be a well-known
public organization that investigates and verifies the identity of an applicant before signing a certificate on their
behalf or it could be software running on a server on your company's internal network. Data encrypted with the
certificate's public key can only be decrypted using the private key held by the owner of the certificate.
In addition to the signature, a typical digital certificate also contains: the identity of the site, the identity of the
person or organization that signed the certificate, the certificate's expiration date, the ID of the algorithm used
to create the signature, the public key used for encryption, a cryptographic "thumbprint hash" to ensure that
the contents of the certificate have not been modified, and a brief description of the intended purpose of the
certificate.
SSL Server Certificate vs. Client Certificate
Every type of SSL connection supported by Robo-FTP derives its encryption from a trusted server
host certificate while only the most secure connections also require client certificates. The
primary purpose of client certificates is to authenticate the user and is used in lieu of a password
on some servers. Robo-FTP provides a tool that allows you to generate your own client-side
certificate. With Robo-FTP, you can specify a different client certificate for each managed site or
define one default client certificate to use whenever a client certificate is required.
Trusting a Certificate
Robo-FTP will not establish a SSL connection unless it trusts the server's certificate. Robo-FTP
automatically trusts a certificate signed by a previously trusted Certificate Authority. The operating
system maintains a list of trusted CAs and Robo-FTP provides a method allowing you to explicitly
trust a certificate not on the list.

SSL Connections
Robo-FTP uses the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for FTPS and HTTPS connections. SSL was
developed by Netscape to add privacy, integrity and authentication to the standard HTTP protocol but it
ultimately became the normal method for securing almost all internet traffic. The process of establishing an
SSL connection is sometimes referred to as "negotiation" or a "handshake."
Establishing Unilateral Connections
In a unilateral SSL connection, only the server computer provides a certificate. To establish a
unilateral connection, Robo-FTP requests a secure connection from a remote site. If the remote
server is capable, it responds agreeing to the secure connection and providing an SSL certificate.
If Robo-FTP trusts the server's certificate it creates a temporary random encryption key, encrypts
it using the server's public key, and sends it back to the server. Because the temporary key was
encrypted using the server's public key it can only be decrypted with the server's private key. At
this point the temporary key is a secret known only to Robo-FTP and the server. The temporary
key is used to encrypt all subsequent communication between Robo-FTP and the server for the
duration of the SSL session and is discarded when the session ends.
Establishing Bilateral Connections
In some enterprise situations where security is a special concern, the remote server may require
Robo-FTP to provide a client certificate to prove your identity before agreeing to the SSL
connection. This is known as a bilateral connection or "mutual authentication."
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Configuring SSL
Robo-FTP allows for advanced configuration of SSL settings on a per-site basis. Such settings include
specifying the minimum and maximum accepted SSL version, allowed ciphers, client hello method, and a
number of special options. These settings can be specified through use of the /ssl* options available in the
FTPLOGON command, or through the "Advanced SSL" tab for the relevant site.
Note: Although the term "SSL" is still widely used for secure connections, an upgraded version know as
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is actually in use on many SSL servers and supported by Robo-FTP. RoboFTP utilizes the OpenSSL library to provide the authentication and encryption found in the SSL protocol. More
about OpenSSL may be found online at www.openssl.org.

The following table displays all OpenSSL-specific options available when connecting to an FTPS or HTTPS site.
These options do not normally need to be explicitly enabled and are for advance use only. The options below can
be enabled either by specifying the desired options from the FTPLOGON command using the /ssloptions=
argument, or by checking the appropriate checkbox in the managed site's "Advanced SSL" tab. By default, the
SSL_OP_ALL option is enabled for all sites.

SSL_OP_MICROSOFT_SESS_ID_BU
G

As of OpenSSL 1.0.0 this option has no effect.

SSL_OP_NETSCAPE_CHALLENGE_
BUG

As of OpenSSL 1.0.0 this option has no effect.

SSL_OP_LEGACY_SERVER_CONNE
CT

Allow legacy insecure renegotiation between OpenSSL and unpatched
servers only: this option is currently set by default. See the SECURE
RENEGOTIATION section for more details.

SSL_OP_NETSCAPE_REUSE_CIPHE
R_CHANGE_BUG

As of OpenSSL 0.9.8q and 1.0.0c, this option has no effect.

SSL_OP_TLSEXT_PADDING

Adds a padding extension to ensure the ClientHello size is never
between 256 and 511 bytes in length. This is needed as a workaround
for some implementations.

SSL_OP_MICROSOFT_BIG_SSLV3_
BUFFER

Increase SSLv3 record buffer size by 16 KB.

SSL_OP_SAFARI_ECDHE_ECDSA_B
UG

Don't prefer ECDHE-ECDSA ciphers when the client appears to be
Safari on OS X. OS X 10.8..10.8.3 has broken support for ECDHEECDSA ciphers.

SSL_OP_SSLEAY_080_CLIENT_DH_
BUG

Permits missing length header in ClientDiffieHellmanPublic value.

SSL_OP_TLS_D5_BUG

Undocumented.

SSL_OP_TLS_BLOCK_PADDING_BU Undocumented.
G
SSL_OP_DONT_INSERT_EMPTY_FR

Disables a countermeasure against a SSL 3.0/TLS 1.0 protocol
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vulnerability affecting CBC ciphers, which cannot be handled by some
broken SSL implementations. This option has no effect for connections
using other ciphers.

SSL_OP_ALL

Automatically enables the following options:
SSL_OP_MICROSOFT_SESS_ID_BUG
SSL_OP_NETSCAPE_CHALLENGE_BUG
SSL_OP_LEGACY_SERVER_CONNECT
SSL_OP_NETSCAPE_REUSE_CIPHER_CHANGE_BUG
SSL_OP_TLSEXT_PADDING
SSL_OP_MICROSOFT_BIG_SSLV3_BUFFER
SSL_OP_SAFARI_ECDHE_ECDSA_BUG
SSL_OP_SSLEAY_080_CLIENT_DH_BUG
SSL_OP_TLS_D5_BUG
SSL_OP_TLS_BLOCK_PADDING_BUG
SSL_OP_DONT_INSERT_EMPTY_FRAGMENTS
SSL_OP_CRYPTOPRO_TLSEXT_BUG

SSL_OP_NO_QUERY_MTU

Undocumented.

SSL_OP_COOKIE_EXCHANGE

Turn on Cookie Exchange

SSL_OP_NO_TICKET

Normally clients and servers will, where possible, transparently make
use of RFC4507bis tickets for stateless session resumption. If this
option is set this functionality is disabled and tickets will not be used
by clients or servers.

SSL_OP_CISCO_ANYCONNECT

Use Cisco's special version of DTLS_BAD_VER (as client) -workaround to ensure DTLS compatibility with Cisco AnyConnect VPN

SSL_OP_NO_SESSION_RESUMPTIO When performing renegotiation as a server, always start a new session
N_ON_RENEGOTIATION
(i.e., session resumption requests are only accepted in the initial
handshake). This option is not needed for clients.
SSL_OP_NO_COMPRESSION

Disables support for SSL/TLS compression.

SSL_OP_ALLOW_UNSAFE_LEGACY Allow legacy insecure renegotiation between OpenSSL and unpatched
_RENEGOTIATION
clients or servers. See the SECURE RENEGOTIATION section for
more details.
SSL_OP_SINGLE_ECDH_USE

Always create a new ECDH keypair for each connection.

SSL_OP_SINGLE_DH_USE

Always create a new key when using temporary/ephemeral DH
parameters (see SSL_CTX_set_tmp_dh_callback(3)). This option must
be used to prevent small subgroup attacks, when the DH parameters
were not generated using "strong" primes (e.g. when using DSAparameters, see dhparam(1)). If "strong" primes were used, it is not
strictly necessary to generate a new DH key during each handshake
but it is also recommended. SSL_OP_SINGLE_DH_USE should
therefore be enabled whenever temporary/ephemeral DH parameters are
used.

SSL_OP_CIPHER_SERVER_PREFER
ENCE

When choosing a cipher, use the server's preferences instead of the
client preferences. When not set, the SSL server will always follow the
clients preferences. When set, the SSLv3/TLSv1 server will choose
following its own preferences. Because of the different protocol, for
SSLv2 the server will send its list of preferences to the client and the
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client chooses.
SSL_OP_TLS_ROLLBACK_BUG

Disable version rollback attack detection. During the client key
exchange, the client must send the same information about acceptable
SSL/TLS protocol levels as during the first hello. Some clients violate
this rule by adapting to the server's answer. (Example: the client sends
a SSLv2 hello and accepts up to SSLv3.1=TLSv1, the server only
understands up to SSLv3. In this case the client must still use the
same SSLv3.1=TLSv1 announcement. Some clients step down to
SSLv3 with respect to the server's answer and violate the version
rollback protection.)

SSL_OP_NO_SSLv2

Do not use the SSLv2 protocol.

SSL_OP_NO_SSLv3

Do not use the SSLv3 protocol.

SSL_OP_NO_TLSv1

Do not use the TLSv1 protocol.

SSL_OP_NO_TLSv1_1

Do not use the TLSv1.1 protocol.

SSL_OP_NO_TLSv1_2

Do not use the TLSv1.2 protocol.

SSL_OP_NO_DTLSv1

Do not use the DTLSv1 (Datagram TLS v1) protocol.

SSL_OP_NO_DTLSv1_2

Do not use the DTLSv1.2 (Datagram TLS v1.2) protocol.

SSL_OP_NETSCAPE_CA_DN_BUG

Assume alternative encoding system used in CA distinguished names
when prompted for client cert.

SSL_OP_NETSCAPE_DEMO_CIPHER Undocumented.
_CHANGE_BUG
SSL_OP_CRYPTOPRO_TLSEXT_BU
G

Make server add server-hello extension from early version of cryptopro
draft, when GOST ciphersuite is negotiated. Required for interoperability
with CryptoPro CSP 3.x.
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FTPS - Secure FTP Using SSL

With regular FTP, there is no way to be absolutely sure whom you are “talking” to. User names, passwords,
and data are all transmitted across the Internet “in the clear” or unencrypted. FTPS is basically standard FTP
protected by a Secure Sockets Layer connection. User names and passwords are never sent across the
network unencrypted during an FTPS connection. Depending on the FTPS configuration you choose, RoboFTP can optionally encrypt the FTP commands, the files transferred, or both the commands and the files.
Robo-FTP supports FTPS over both unilateral and bilateral SSL connections. Robo-FTP also supports both
explicit (active) and implicit (passive) FTPS connections. With explicit security, Robo-FTP sends an "AUTH
TLS" or "AUTH SSL" command to the server initiate the negotiation of SSL security, usually on the standard
FTP port 21. In the case of implicit security, Robo-FTP attempts to establish a secure connection as soon as
it connects to an FTP site. Implicit FTPS connections use port 990 by default. The owner of an FTP site will
be able to tell you which type of FTPS connection their site requires.
Note: FTPS is sometimes referred to as FTP/S or as the FTP-SSL protocol. Robo-FTP also supports a
completely different secure file transfer method based on SSH known as Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

Related command(s): FTPLOGON
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HTTPS - Secure HTTP Using SSL
HTTPS uses a Secure Sockets Layer connection to protect a HTTP session. HTTPS is easily the most widely
used method of securing financial transactions on the World Wide Web but it is also useful as a secure file
transfer protocol. Robo-FTP supports HTTPS over both unilateral and bilateral SSL connections.

Related command(s): FTPLOGON
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SFTP - Secure File Transfer Using SSH

Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) is a method of transferring files between a client and server over a
secure, encrypted connection (as opposed to regular FTP, which functions over an insecure connection).
The security in SFTP comes through its integration with the SSH (or Secure Shell) protocol. SSH provides an
encrypted transport layer over which the SFTP commands are executed, and over which files are transferred.
Regular FTP connections usually utilize port 21 for connections, while SSH servers use port 22.
Robo-FTP supports both password and private key authentication for SFTP connections.
When negotiating a connection with a remote SFTP server, Robo-FTP requires SSH2 and chooses ciphers in
the following order: AES (any type) > Triple DES > Blowfish. Robo-FTP selects the key exchange algorithm
from the following set in order of preference...
1. diffie-hellman-group-sha256
2. diffie-hellman-group14-sha1
3. diffie-hellman-group1-sha1
In other words, if the server supports diffie-hellman-group-sha256 Robo-FTP will use that. If not, it will use diffiehellman-group14-sha1, etc.
Related command(s): FTPLOGON
See also: Configurator SSH Menu
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PGP Encryption and Decryption

Robo-FTP incorporates the ability to encrypt and decrypt files using PGP (an acronym for Pretty Good
Privacy) cryptography and to manage a PGP keyring.
PGP is a commonly recognized method of what is referred to as strong cryptography. Cryptography is the
science of using mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data. PGP cryptography enables you to protect
sensitive information when it is stored locally or transmitted across the Internet, so that it cannot be read by
anyone except the intended recipient.
Of course, PGP cryptography is useless if only one party uses it. To use PGP in conjunction with Robo-FTP,
you and the FTP site must be in agreement to use PGP cryptography. Furthermore, you most likely would not
use PGP cryptography when connecting to a secure SSH or SSL FTP site.
In general, cryptography can be strong or weak . Cryptographic strength is measured in the time and resources
it would require to recover the original information. For all practical purposes, using the technology available, it
is impossible for an undesired recipient to decipher the result of strong cryptography. No one can say if strong
encryption will hold up under tomorrow's computing power, but the cryptography employed by PGP (and by
most SSH and SSL secured FTP sites) is the best available today.

PGP Concepts: PGP Public and Private Keys, PGP Passphrases, PGP ASCII Armoring, PGP Digital
Signatures
PGP Usage: Robo-FTP's Implementation of PGP, PGP Step-By-Step Guide, Backing up Robo-FTP's PGP
Keys

See also: PGP Menu (Configurator)
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PGP Concepts

PGP utilizes public key cryptography. Public key cryptography is a scheme that uses a pair of keys for
encryption: a public key, which encrypts files, and a corresponding private, or secret key for decryption. You
provide your public key to anyone you want to receive encrypted information from while keeping your private
key secret.
Anyone with a copy of your public key can then encrypt information that only you can read. Conversely, If you
have someone else’s public key, you can encrypt information that only they can read - in other words, only
the person who has the corresponding private key can decrypt the information.
PGP, as implemented by Robo-FTP, permits you to create keys of three different sizes (measured in bits):
1024, 2048, and 4096. Larger keys will be cryptographically secure for a longer period of time. If what you want
to encrypt needs to be hidden for many years, you might want to use the largest key. Robo-FTP maintains
backwards compatibility with shorter keys from previous versions.
Robo-FTP stores keys in an encrypted form on disk. As you use PGP, you will typically import the public
keys of your recipients. If you lose your private key, you will be unable to decrypt any information encrypted
with its associated public key.
Keys created by Robo-FTP consist of the following user-supplied elements:
A user name (required and at least five characters in length)
A comment (optional and of any desired length)
An e-mail address (optional and of any desired length)
A passphrase (required and at least eight characters in length)
When encrypting a file, the public key of the recipient must be specified. Keys are identified by any
combination of user name, comment, and/or e-mail address. This combination will be referred to as the key
name. These elements may be specified in part or in full. You often see a key name specified in the following
format:
user name (comment) <e-mail address>
All that is required within a key name is enough unique information to locate the desired key. For example, if a
key is created using a user name of Richard Tracy and there are no other keys on a keyring with a user
name containing Richard, then only the first name is required as part of the key name.
Important
The required key creation elements vary between PGP implementations. For example, not all
PGP keys contain a comment element. Some PGP implementations may permit shorter user
names and some may not require a passphrase.
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Related: PGP Passphrases, PGP ASCII Armoring, PGP Digital Signatures
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography

A passphrase is a collection of words and characters used by PGP cryptography to encrypt the private key
when you create a public/private key pair. It is then needed again to decrypt the private key whenever
encrypted files are signed or when files are decrypted.
Passphrases differ from passwords only in length. Passwords are usually short -- six to ten characters. Short
passwords are acceptable for logging on to a computer system, but they are not safe for use with encryption
systems. Passphrases are usually much longer -- up to 100 characters or more. Their greater length makes
passphrases more secure.
Picking a good passphrase is one of the most important things you can do to preserve the privacy of the files
you encrypt using PGP. A passphrase should be:
Known only to you
Long enough to be secure
Hard to guess -- even by someone who knows you well
Easy for you to remember and type accurately if necessary
Use a combination of upper and lower case characters and digits (for example: TesT03PhrasE)
Important
Robo-FTP secures your passphrase by saving it in an encrypted format in the Windows registry
along with its other settings. The passphrase is also never displayed in the Robo-FTP console
window nor written to any log file. But be aware that it does appear in clear-text in a script file if
you specify it as an argument. Therefore, the method of specifying your passphrase during
configuration is the most secure.

Related: PGP Public and Private Keys, PGP ASCII Armoring, PGP Digital Signatures
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, PGPENCRYPT /pw option, PGPDECRYPT /pw option

PGP key files and encrypted files may be saved in a format referred to as ASCII armored. This format is an
encrypted representation of a file consisting entirely of printable ASCII (or text-mode only) characters.
Files in this format contain no binary values, and therefore may be easily sent as part of e-mail messages and
visually examined using programs like Notepad.
Files saved in this format are approximately 30% larger than their non-armored counterparts. When decrypted,
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both armored and non-armored files reproduce an identical original.

Related: PGP Public and Private Keys, PGP Passphrases, PGP Digital Signatures
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, PGPENCRYPT /armor option

PGP encrypted files may contain digital signatures. Digital signatures enable the recipient of a file to verify the
authenticity of the information's origin, and also verify that the information has not been tampered with. A
digital signature also prevents the sender from claiming that he or she did not actually send the information.
Therefore, A digital signature serves the same purpose as a handwritten signature in that it attests to the
contents of the information as well as to the identity of the signer. The signature verifies that as long as the
senders private key has not been compromised they sent it.
When decrypting a file in Robo-FTP you can specify that digital signatures are required, optional, or ignored.
Important
Validating a digital signature requires access to the public key that matches the private key
originally used to create the signature. Robo-FTP can only validate signatures when a copy of the
PGP public key has been imported on the PGP menu in the Configurator.

Related Command(s): PGPENCRYPT /sign option, PGPDECRYPT /signature option, PGPSIGN
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Importing PGP Keys
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Using PGP in Robo-FTP

First and foremost, Robo-FTP is a scriptable FTP client and not a comprehensive PGP encryption tool, but
Robo-FTP does provide the basic functionality required to utilize PGP.
The following functionality is provided by the Robo-FTP Configurator:
The creation of private and public key(s).
The ability to export public keys to ASCII armored and non-ASCII armored files. ASCII armored key files
are plain-text files; non-armored files are in a binary format. Exported public key files are signed by the
matching private key, if it is available.
The ability to export public and private key pairs to be shared with other applications that need to access
your pgp encrypted files. The private key will still be encrypted with its passphrase.
The ability to import key(s)
The ability to delete key(s)
The following functionality is provided by script commands within Robo-FTP itself:
The ability to encrypt and optionally digitally sign files (the PGPENCRYPT command)
The ability to decrypt files for which you have a corresponding public key (the PGPDECRYPT command)
The ability to import keys (the PGPIMPORT command)
PGP has the added advantage of compression. Much like a zip file, files that are encoded using PGP are also
compressed. Of course, file(s) are expanded and restored to their original state when they are decrypted by
their intended recipient.
PGP is a complex encryption technology and this manual barely scratches the surface as an introduction. If
you are new to PGP specifically and public key cryptography in general, we strongly recommend doing some
independent study on the subject to make sure that you understand the advantages and dangers associated
with the encryption and decryption of files.
The following algorithm chart may be helpful in determining Robo-FTP's compatibility with keys created in
other PGP enabled applications:
Key Size

1024, 2048, and 4096 bits.

Key Type

RSA, DSA, and Elgamal.

Encryption
Cipher

IDEA, 3DES, CAST5, BLOWFISH, AES (AES-128), AES-192, AES-256, and
TWOFISH.

Compression

Uncompressed, ZIP, ZLIB, and BZIP2.

Hash

MD5, SHA1, RIPEMD160, SHA 256-bit, SHA 384-bit, SHA 512-bit, and SHA-224.
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Important
If you encounter difficulties not explicitly addressed in this help file, please search the
Knowledge Base section of Robo-FTP.com for PGP troubleshooting hints and answers to
specific configuration questions.

Related: PGP Step-By-Step Guide, Backing up Robo-FTP's PGP Keys
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Configure PGP Menu

PGP setup is done using the Robo-FTP Configurator under the Configure PGP menu.
In order to use PGP with Robo-FTP, you must have your own PGP public/private key-pair. You can either
create a new one or you can import one.
In order to encrypt a file with Robo-FTP, you must have imported the recipient's public key before encryption.
In order to decrypt a file with Robo-FTP, you must have exported your public key and sent it to the person who
will be encrypting the file before they encrypt it.
Creating a New Key-Pair
You may create a key-pair using the Robo-FTP Configurator by following these steps:
Click the 'Create Key' button.
You must enter a user name. The email address and comment fields are optional.
Enter the size. (default is 1024)
Enter an expiration date. (default is never)
Enter a Passphrase and verify it.
Check 'Save Passphrase' to store it in our encrypted password store for use for automatic use with
Robo-FTP PGP commands. (for added security).
Click 'OK' to create the key pair.
Importing a Key-Pair, Public Key or a Keyring
You may import a key-pair, Public key, or a whole keyring into Robo-FTP using the Robo-FTP Configurator by
following these steps:
Click the 'Import PGP Key' button.
Browse to the folder where the key or keyring is located.
Select the file and click 'OK'.
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Your key or keys should now be imported and ready to use.
Any k ey from PGP Desk top (a product from PGP Corporation) must already have been created and exported,
please see the documentation for PGP Desk top for instructions on how to create/export a k ey-pair using this
product. Also, The k ey pair you are importing may be a single file, or could be several, depending on the
application it was created on and exported from.
Encrypting a File
This is done using the PGPENCRYPT script command. You must have already imported the recipient's public
k ey. For example:
PGPENCRYPT "file_to_encrypt" "destination_encrypted_file" /
encryptfor="Recipient1"
Decrypting a File
This is done using the PGPDECRYPT script command. You must have already exported your public k ey and
sent it to the recipient. For example:
PGPDECRYPT "encrypted_file.txt.pgp" "c:\temp\output.txt" /
pw="my_passphrase"
Sample
A sample command script named "PGP Demo.s" is installed in a folder named "Sample Scripts" under your
Robo-FTP installation directory.
Important
If you encounter difficulties not explicitly addressed in this help file, please search the
Knowledge Base section of Robo-FTP.com for PGP troubleshooting hints and answers to
specific configuration questions.

Related: Robo-FTP's Implementation of PGP, Backing up Robo-FTP's PGP Keys
See also: Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography, Configure PGP Menu

It is very important that you backup your PGP keyring files. If a keyring file is lost or destroyed, you will lose
the ability to decrypt files encrypted using any public keys that you previously distributed.
Shared Keyring Files
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Robo-FTP's primary shared key store consists of two files. The files are named Robo-FTP.skr and RoboFTP.pkr and they are located in Robo-FTP's installation folder. The keys in these files are available to all
users.

Personal Keyring Files
Any key files created or imported by users without local administrative privileges are stored in the user's
personal keyring files. You should always check for personal keyring files when saving backup files for
systems that have User Settings instead of Shared Settings. The personal keyring files are also named RoboFTP.skr and Robo-FTP.pkr but they are located in the \Robo-FTP X.X sub-folder of the user's %APPDATA%
folder. The precise location of this folder will vary depending on your username and which version of Windows
is installed. The folder is hidden by default on some systems. As an example, in Windows 2003 Server the
personal keyring files for a windows user account named "Fred" might be located in a folder named:
C:\Documents and Settings\Fred\Application Data\Robo-FTP X.X\
... but if Fred were using Windows 2008 Server the personal keyring files may be located in a folder named :
C:\Users\Fred\AppData\Roaming\Robo-FTP X.X\
Hint: If one user is able to decrypt a file, but another user cannot, the private key for decryption may be stored
in the first user's personal keyring file.

To protect against loss of your encrypted data, it is vital that you make backup copies of these files whenever
you add, import, or delete keys.

Related command(s): PGPENCRYPT, PGPDECRYPT, PGPIMPORT
See also: Robo-FTP's Implementation of PGP, PGP Step-By-Step Guide, Robo-FTP and PGP Cryptography,
Configure PGP Menu

IBM Host Features

IBM Host Features mode is an optional mode of operation that permits additional options to be selected when
using Robo-FTP with an IBM host (mainframe) FTP site.
When IBM Host Features mode is enabled, Robo-FTP may be configured to send and receive files using the
EBCDIC character set. If so, Robo-FTP can be directed to perform ASCII-EBCDIC translations. Your PC uses
the 7-bit ASCII character set while many IBM host (mainframe) computers uses the 8-bit EBCDIC character
set.
Some IBM host FTP sites are able to transfer files to Robo-FTP in ASCII mode but others may only use their
native EBCDIC character set. When file transfer type is set to EBCDIC, Robo-FTP performs an automatic
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ASCII to EBCDIC translation on files sent to the FTP site, and an EBCDIC to ASCII translation on files
received from the FTP site.
Robo-FTP may also be configured to access the JES queue on an IBM host (e.g., an MVS system) to submit
batch jobs. The JES queue is distinct from other FTP files. Robo-FTP uses the FTPTOJES script command to
gain access to the JES queue such that Robo-FTP may then submit jobs, list contents of the JES queue, and
receive output files from the queue.
IBM Host Features mode may be selected when configuring a host or by using the /ibm option on the
FTPLOGON script command.

Related command(s): FTPTOJES, READXTBL
See also: ASCII-EBCDIC Translations, NewXlat Utility
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ASCII-EBCDIC Translations

Many sites hosted on IBM mainframes are able to transfer files in ASCII mode but some only use the EBCDIC
character set. When IBM Host Features mode is enabled, Robo-FTP supports the translation of ASCII to
EBCDIC in files sent to the remote site, and conversely from EBCDIC to ASCII in files received from the
remote site.
If using the /type=ascii option with the SENDFILE, RCVFILE, or SYNC script commands produces
unsatisfactory results when connected to a site hosted on an IBM server, you should try the /type=ebcdic
option. If you create a Managed Site record for this server in the Configurator you can save the type that works
best under Default Transfer Mode.
Robo-FTP has built-in translation tables that have been proven with time to be correct in most situations.
However, there may be times when one or more character translations may not be correct for a given
application.
The Robo-FTP package includes a utility program named NewXlat that may used to create alternate
translation table(s). This utility uses a file named "xlat.tbl" (which contains an image of Robo-FTP’s default
tables) as input and creates a new file. This file may then read using the READXTBL script command to
override Robo-FTP’s built-in translation tables.

See also: NewXlat Utility, IBM Host Features mode
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The NewXlat Utility

When NewXlat loads, both the ASCII to EBCDIC and the EBCDIC to ASCII translation tables are shown.
These values correspond to the default translation file ‘xlat.tbl’ or, if a different translation file was loaded by
the File menu, the values corresponding to that file.

To edit the ASCII to EBCDIC table, choose the Edit | ascii ebcdic menu option and a dialog box asks you
for the ASCII code and the corresponding EBCDIC translation as shown below.

To edit the ASCII to EBCDIC table, choose the Edit | ebcdic

ascii menu option and a dialog box asks you
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for the ASCII code and the corresponding EBCDIC translation as shown below.

When you click OK to either of the preceding dialogs, the tables are updated on the screen.
To save the table to a file, select the File | Save As option, and specify the new name for your modified
translation table.
Important
DO NOT overwrite the original ‘xlat.tbl’ file.

See also: ASCII-EBCDIC Translations, IBM Host Features mode

User Settings vs. Shared Settings

The concept of settings is inherently complicated on a multi-user system because it is necessary to account
for the numerous possible user contexts. The settings values discussed below are primarily those set by
either the Robo-FTP Configurator program or the SETPROPERTY script command.

Shared Settings
Robo-FTP has shared system settings that serve as default configuration values for all users on the computer.
Only members of the Administrators group may create or update shared system settings.
Beginning with Vista and Server 2008, Windows no longer automatically grants administrative permissions to
programs launched by members of the Administrators group. On computers with User Account Control, the
Configurator prompts administrative users choose between configuring their own user settings or the shared
system settings. Administrators on older versions of Windows can use command line arguments to choose
which set of settings to edit. (See: Configurator Command Line Switches).
For the purposes of this document, an administrative account is presumed to have permission to create,
modify and write to the system registry under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE key and also to
create, modify, and write files in Robo-FTP's installation folder.
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User Settings
The settings saved by a Windows user account that is not a member of the Administrators group are invisible
to other users on the computer. User-specific settings are saved in the private storage space of the current
Windows user. This means that any single instance of the Robo-FTP program is only able to access the userspecific settings previously configured by the same Windows login account that launched that particular
instance of robo-ftp.exe.

Order of Precedence
When the current user's settings conflict with the shared system settings, the user-specific settings override
the shared system settings. The default settings will remain in effect for other fields when there is no conflict.

Settings in Action
The behavior of user and system settings makes it possible to write a single automation script and share it
with multiple users, each with their own unique login credentials, PGP keyrings, and custom property settings.
Suppose, for example, a computer with the following settings defined for a Managed Site record named "Acme
Brick" in the Robo-FTP Configurator:

Setting Type

Address

Username

Initial Server Directory

Shared

192.168.1.75

anonymous

/outbound

User (Steve)

192.168.1.75

SPatterson

User (Marcus)

192.168.1.75

MSmith

/accounting

Now suppose this computer has a simple Robo-FTP automation script that includes the following commands
to connect and download all new files:
FTPLOGON "Acme Brick"
RCVFILE "*" /ifnewer
FTPLOGOFF
In this example, when Robo-FTP is launched by any Windows user other than Steve or Marcus, it
authenticates as "anonymous" and downloads new files from the server's "/outbound" folder.
The applicable settings from the bottom row in the table above are active when the user named Marcus
launches Robo-FTP. In this scenario, Robo-FTP sends the username "MSmith" for authentication and uses
the remote “/accounting” folder as the Initial Server Directory field so new files are downloaded from that folder
by the RCVFILE "*" /ifnewer command.
Finally, when Robo-FTP is launched by the Windows user named Steve, it connects using "SPatterson" as
the username but, since Steve does not have a user setting defined for the Initial Server Directory field, the
shared default value "/outbound" is used instead.
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Troubleshooting
If you have a script that works perfectly when executed in the main console window but fails when running as a
Windows Service or a Scheduled Task, try using your own user login account to launch the service or task. If
that works the script may depend on user-specific settings associated with your Windows user account.

Related command(s): SETPROPERTY

Data Compression
Data compression may reduce file transfer times. The level of improvement, if any, depends on your CPU
speed, network speed, and the type file being compressed.
Compression and File Types
Compression can often reduce the size of files containing plain text by more than 50 percent. Some examples
include XML, HTML, CSV, and tab delimited data files. Conversely it is also possible that the total file transfer
times could increase if time is wasted attempting to compress media files or other files that are already
compressed like ZIP or RAR files.
CPU vs. Network Speed
Data compression modifies file transfer times by shifting some of the effort away from the network and onto the
CPU. Transfer times benefit the most when your network connection is slow (modem) and your CPU is fast.
Connection-level Compression
With connection-level compression, Robo-FTP automatically negotiates a compression/decompression
agreement with the remote computer and then reduces the size of all data transferred across the connection.
The remote computer automatically decompresses the data as it arrives.
Connection-level compression is disabled by default but may be enabled by setting the /compression=x option
of the FTPLOGON command or by modifying the Compression property of a Managed Site in the
Configurator.
The compression algorithm used by Robo-FTP depends on the connection type as follows:
FTP and
FTPS
SFTP

HTTP and
HTTPS

MODE Z compression is used for FTP and FTPS connections. Valid zlib levels
0 through 9 are supported where 0 is no compression and 9 is maximum
compression.
The compression Robo-FTP uses for SFTP connections is equivalent to the –C
switch in command line SFTP programs. Valid zlib levels 0 through 9 are
supported where 0 is no compression and 9 is maximum compression.
Robo-FTP automatically uses GZIP or ZLIB depending on the capabilities of the
remote server. HTTP(s) Compression does not have multiple levels; it is either
off or on (zero or non-zero).

File-Level Compression
With file-level compression, each file must be explicitly compressed and you must use external means to
ensure that the recipient will be able to properly decompress the files. The ZIP script command creates a zip
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archive from one or more files. The PGPENCRYPT script command encrypts and compresses files.

Limiting Bandwidth Usage

Robo-FTP allows you to limit bandwidth used on uploads and downloads. There are two basic ways to enable
this functionality.
To set a maximum value for all uploads and downloads for a given FTP site, specify a maximum bit rate (in
Kbps) in the Maximum Transfer Rate field when predefining a site using the Robo-FTP Configurator.
You can also separately control upload and download throughput using the /maxrate option on the SENDFILE
and RCVFILE script commands respectively.
Any bandwidth value is an upper limit and the actual throughput will be something less than but close to the
value specified (assuming the connection is capable of sustaining an upload at roughly the rate specified). Any
rate specified with the /maxrate option overrides (if the rate specified is non-zero) any global transfer rate for
the given FTP site that may have been specified when the site was defined using the Configurator.

Active vs. Passive Mode FTP
Robo-FTP normally establishes the data connection between your PC (the client) and an FTP server. The data
connection is a pathway over which the files that you send and receive are transferred. This is referred to as
passive mode FTP.
In some cases, however, it may be necessary for the FTP site to establish the data connection. This is
referred to as active mode FTP.
You may find that passive mode is required if Robo-FTP is being used behind some types of router-based
firewalls or a proxy server.
Robo-FTP defaults to passive mode FTP. If you are using active mode and find that you are able to logon to an
FTP site but are not able to list server directories, or send or receive files, you may need to reset Robo-FTP for
passive mode operation.
Active mode may be enabled for a managed site by editing the site in the Configurator and removing the mark
from the Passive Mode checkbox. Active mode may be used in the console window or in scripts by adding
the /pasv=false option to the FTPLOGON script command.

HTTP Considerations
A connection to an HTTP or HTTPS server may involve the following considerations not relevant to FTP, FTPS,
and SFTP connections.
Cookies
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Robo-FTP supports cookies in HTTP/HTTPS connections on a per-session basis. Each session's cookie store
is destroyed when the session ends. In this context, the term "session" means the period between the
FTPLOGON and FTPLOGOFF.

URL Encoding
When connected to HTTP/HTTPS sites you may encounter situations where the name of a resource on the
remote site contains characters that are reserved, unsafe, or otherwise unprintable. In these situations web
servers allow you to "percent encode" the required character by replacing it with a percent sign and the two
digit hexadecimal representation of the character's position in the ASCII character set.
The following chart lists characters that are frequently URL encoded:
space %20

%

%25

^ %5e

$ %24

:

%3a

"

%22

{

%7b

~ %7e

& %26

;

%3b

<

%3c

}

%7d

[ %5b

+ %2b

=

%3d

>

%3e

|

%7c

] %5d

, %2c

?

%3f

#

%23

\

%5c

` %60

/ %2f

@

%40

Directory Listings
The success of several script command depends on Robo-FTP's ability to automatically read and understand
the directory listings returned by the remote site. Most HTTP/HTTPS sites do not return listings in a supported
format and many return no raw directory listings in response to HTTP GET requests based on slashterminated URLs. Some respond to HEAD requests and are partially compatible. HTTP servers work in one of
3 ways.
1. Server supports the DAV PROPFIND verb. This allows fully functional directory listings and
all comands work as expected.
2. Server does not support DAV PROPFIND verb. GET is used instead which will result in
finding all children of the current directory. This listing behavior will only find file names, it will
not include file timestamps or sizes.
3. Using the FTPLOGON /precisetime option. For each child name found using the GET, a
HEAD verb will be used to find the size and timestamp. This is slower but will work with most
servers.

Miscellaneous Differences
Many of the Robo-FTP script commands for manipulating files on a remote site will only work with DAV
enabled web servers. With other Robo-FTP commands, the wildcard pattern matching behavior is modified or
unavailable on HTTP and HTTPS connections. Details regarding these differences are included on the Help file
pages for the applicable script commands.
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%sitefilesize variable
%sitefiletime variable
%sitefolder variable
%synccount variable
%time variable
%uploadcount variable
%uploaderrors variable
%uploadsize variable
%upzipcount variable
%zipcount variable

423
424, 425
426
426
403
427
428
429
429
429
429
428
428
430
431
432
433
439
439
440
440
440
440
439
402, 410, 413, 414
408
402, 410, 413, 414
415
416
442
442

-@@ command prefix

467

-88.3 file naming convention

341

-AACTIVATELIC
Activating a License
active mode
addition operator

103
655
717
361
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Advanced Logging
alternate default path
always on top (Robo-FTP
window)
APPEND
append files on FTP site
archive directory
ARCHIVEDIR
arguments
command line switches
passing values into scripts
script commands
arithmetic
Arrays
ASCII armoring
ASCII-EBCDIC Translation
about
NewXlat Utility
READXTBL
ASK
audio alerts
AUDITDB

450
465
627
104
341
105
105
13
499
75
460
462
705
712
713
333
106
314
108

-Bbandwidth
limiting usage
RCVFILE
SENDFILE
Base Working Directory
Basic Logging
BEGINFUNCTIONS
bit rate
blocking factor
BREAK
breakpoints (break state)
BROWSE
Built In Steps
Compress
Decompress
Decrypt
DeleteFiles
Deliver
Encrypt
Execute
FTPName
720

717
717
322
341
614
445
110
717
341
111
111
112
571
573
575
576
577
578
579
580
582

FTPSyncSrc
FTPSyncTrg
Monitor
Name
Notify
PostFile
Pull
Push
RemoteTouch
Retrieval
RunJob
SQLQuery
SyncSource
SyncTarget
Validate
Whitelist

583
584
585, 587
588
589
591
593
595
597
598
599
600
602
603
604
606

-CC# and VB.NET sample
projects
CALL
call a script file
CCC
CD
certificate
About SSL certificates
Creating
Default client-side
Self-signed
SSL
CHAIN
change directory
on FTP site
on local PC
checksum
download integrity
upload integrity
CHGDIR
Client Applet
Connection menu
FTP commands
FTPCLIENT script
command
Help menu
Settings menu
Using the client applet

71
114
114
203
393
696
696
647
646
647
646
117
181
393
322
341
393
687
689
691
182
692
690
687

COM/OLE interface
about
COM overview
COM programming
reference
COM return codes
event:
RoboCommandProgress
event:
RoboCommandResult
event: RoboDirList
event: RoboFTPMsg
event: RoboLogMsgs
method:
RoboActivateLicense
method: RoboEndSession
method: RoboGetVariable
method:
RoboGetVBSVariable
method:
RoboLicenseStatus
method:
RoboRemoveLicense
method:
RoboSendCommand
method: RoboStartSession
method:
RoboStopCommand
command line
Configurator
FTP commands
passing values into scripts
Robo-FTP command line
switches
Service Installer
comments in script files
comparing files
dates and times
DIFF
DIFFREWIND
FILECOMPAREFROM
FILECOMPARETO
FTPDIFF
FTPDIFFREWIND
FTPGETDIFF
FTPSNAPSHOT
GETDIFF
IFSIZE

43
43
44
45
46
63
64
65
66
68
59
51
55
56
60
61, 62
52
49
54

665
457
499
13
36
80
470
159
161
176
178
187
190
191
215
222
268

internal script variables
SNAPSHOT
SYNC
Compress
compression
Data Compression
ZIP
concatenation
concurrent script execution
conditional branching
about labels
IFDATE
IFERROR
IFFILE
IFNFILE
IFNO
IFNSTRCMP
IFNSUBSTR
IFNUM
IFSIZE
IFSTRCMP
IFSUBSTR
IFTIME
IFYES
LOOPCOUNT
LOOPIF
LOOPTO
Configuration Files
Reading
configuration settings
EXPORT
IMPORT
user vs. shared settings
via the File Menu
Configurator
Command Line Switches
Connection Menu
Files Menu
License menu
Logging Menu
Manage Sites Menu
Manage Sites: add/edit
FTP site
Manage Sites: proxy
settings
PGP Menu
PGP Menu: create key

468
370
375
573
716
397
353
504
79
253
257
259
261
263
264
265
266
268
270
271
272
274
286
288
290
123, 125, 472
714
175
275
714
620
627
665
633
630
654
629
634
635
637
639
641
721

Configurator
PGP Menu: export keys
PGP Menu: import key
SSH Menu
SSH Menu: choose key
SSH Menu: create key
SSL Menu
SSL Menu: choose
certificate
SSL Menu: create
certificate
Using the Configurator
Connecting To A Server
CONSOLE
console window
controlling output with
CONSOLE
details
Edit Menu
entering commands
File Menu
Help Menu
Scripts Menu
System Menu
Tools Menu
writing message with
CONSOLEMSG
CONSOLEMSG
controlling another application
from Robo-FTP
execute external program
set Windows event state
controlling Robo-FTP from
another application
Cookies
COPY
copy file
create directory
on FTP site
on local PC
CREATEMAIL
CRON
Cron Event File Format
CronMaker utility
About
Example Step 1
Example Step 2
722

627
643
642
648
650, 652
653
644
646
647
627
20
127
127
617
623
17
620
626
625
627
624
128
128

172
355
43
717
129
129
210
294
131
135
549
543
543
545
546

Example Step 3
Example Step 4
current directory
on FTP site
on local PC

547
548
393
211
393

-D-d switch
dashboard
creating a service
DASHBOARDMSG
menu items
DASHBOARDMSG
Data Compression
database
built-in
close
creating/opening
getting query results
issuing a command or
query
rewinding query results
date
build file name with current
date
CRON
current date and time
find the date of next
wednesday
PAUSE
date arithmetic
DATEADD
DATESUB
DATETIMEADD
DATETIMESUB
date parsing
DATEADD
DATESUB
DATETIMEADD
DATETIMESUB
DBCLOSE
DBGETRESULTS
DBQUERY
DBREWIND
DBUSE
Debug Logging

13
37
38
138
40
138
716
494
145
151
146
148
150
525
135
408
526
302
461
139
140
141
143
356
139
140
141
143
145
146
148
150
151
452

debugging script files
advanced logging
basic logging
interactively
troubleshooting
DEC
Decompress
Decrypt
decrypting PGP
default directory
on FTP site
on local PC
default path
DELDIR
DELETE
delete directory
on FTP site
on local PC
delete file
on FTP site
on local PC
DeleteFiles
Deliver
DIALNET
dialog box script commands
ASK
BROWSE
MESSAGEBOX
PROMPT
Dial-Up Networking
DIFF
DIFFREWIND
digital signatures and PGP
digitial signature
directory listings
on FTP site
on local PC
Disaster Recovery
DISCONNECT
disconnect phone line
DISPLAY
division operator
DOSCMD
download rate
Dynamic Scripts

450
445
443
453
153
575
576
119, 304
393
211
393
465
155
156
185
155
186
156
577
578
157
106
112
296
320
157
159
161
706
312
200
280
9
162
162
163
361
164
322
501

-EEBCDIC-ASCII Translation
about
NewXlat Utility
READXTBL
Edit Menu
e-mail messages
about email scripting
CREATEMAIL
GETMAIL
MAILTO
SENDMAIL
SMS text
Encrypt
Encrypt files with
PGPENCRYPT
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
Entering Commands in the
Console Window
enterprise dashboard
creating a service
DASHBOARDMSG
menu items
environment variables
Adding Robo-FTP to the
Path
using in command scripts
error handling
%lasterror
%lasterrormsg
fault tolerant scripts
FTPSETERROR
IFERROR
LOOPIF
result codes
simple error handling
example
Event log messages with
LOGEVENT
EXEC
Execute
execute a script command
execute external program

712
713
333
623
488
488
131
234
293
349
489
579
121, 307
170
171
17
37
38
138
40
23
491
423
424, 425
483
213
257
288
97
521
285
172
580
303
172
723

execute internal DOS
command
EXIT
EXPORT
export configuration settings
EXPORT command
export PGP keys
using the File Menu

164
174
175
175
643
620

-Ffault tolerence
auditing database
Fault Tolerant Scripts
temporary local files
temporary remote files
features
general
script language
file date and time comparison
IFDATE
IFTIME
internal script variables
file existence
compare local and server
files
IFFILE
IFNFILE
file extensions
file I/O
APPEND
HASH
READFILE
WRITEFILE
File Menu
file size comparison
FILECOMPAREFROM
FILECOMPARETO
IFSIZE
internal script variables
file system comparison
DIFF
DIFFREWIND
FTPDIFF
FTPDIFFREWIND
FTPGETDIFF
FTPSNAPSHOT
724

108
483
383
217
4
4
6
253
272
468
468
259
261
356
104
252
330
395
620
268
176
178
268
468
159
161
187
190
191
215

GETDIFF
SNAPSHOT
SYNC
FILECOMPAREFROM
FILECOMPARETO
FILETYPE=JES
FILETYPE=SEQ
forced exit
FTP + SSH
About
Configurator
create a SSH key
FTP + SSL
About
Configurator
FTP Client Applet
FTP commands
FTP results
FTPACCEPT
FTPCD
FTPCLIENT
FTPCMD
FTPDELDIR
FTPDELETE
FTPDIFF
FTPDIFFREWIND
FTPGETDIFF
FTPGETFILE
FTPGETREWIND
FTPLIST
FTPLOGOFF
FTPLOGON
FTPMAKEDIR
FTPName
FTPPWD
FTPRENAME
FTPS
FTPSETERROR
FTPSNAPSHOT
FTPTMPNAME
FTPTOJES
FUNCTION
function declarations
about
BEGINFUNCTIONS

222
370
375
176
178
219
219
174
702
702
648
653
700
700
644
687
183
213
180
181
182
183
185
186
187
190
191
194
199
200
202
203
210
582
211
212
700
213
215
217
219
220
82
82
110

function declarations
ENDFUNCTION
ENDFUNCTIONS
FUNCTION
RETURN

82
170
171
220
337

-GGET
GETDIFF
GETFILE
GETFILEARRAY
GETMAIL
GETNEXTFILE
GETPROPERTY
GETREWIND
GETSITEFILE
GO
GOTO

457
222
225
230, 232
234
236
241
242
243
248
249

-H-h switch
HASH
Help
advanced logging
basic logging
debugging
Help Menu
Online Help
hot receive feature
hot send feature
HTTP Connections
Cookies and URL Encoding
FTPLOGON /servertype
HTTP verb GET with
RCVFILE
HTTP verb POST
HTTPPOST
HTTPS

13
252
12
450
445
443
626
12
475
473
717
203
322
250, 315, 316, 341
250
701

-IIBM Host Features
about
ASCII-EBCDIC Translation
FTPLOGON /ibm option

710
710
333, 712, 713
203

FTPTOJES
IFDATE
IFDATETIME
IFERROR
IFFILE
IFNFILE
IFNO
IFNREGEX
IFNSTRCMP
IFNSUBSTR
IFNUM
IFSIZE
IFSTRCMP
IFSUBSTR
IFTIME
IFYES
IMPORT
INC
Ini Files
Reading
Interactive Debugging
internal script variables
%comparedate
%comparesize
%cr
%crlf
%currentlocaldir
%currentlogfile
%currentscript
%currentscriptdir
%currentsitedir
%currenttracelogfile
%date
%datetime
%dbqueryrawresult
%dbqueryrows
%dbqueryvariables
%difffileid
%difffilename
%difffilepath variable
%difffiles
%difffiletext
%diffnum
%downloadcount
%downloaderrors
%downloadsize

219
253
256
257
259
261
263
267
264
265
266
268
270
271
272
274
275
276
123, 125, 472
443
398
468
468
403
403
404
405
406
406
407
405
408
408
409
409
409
411
411
411
412
411
412
402, 410, 413, 414
415
416
725

internal script variables
%ftpdifffileid
%ftpdifffilename
%ftpdifffilepath
%ftpdifffiles
%ftpdifffiletext
%ftpdiffnum
%ftplastresult
%ftpresultsfile
%installdir
%installver
%lasterror
%lasterrormsg
%lastfile
%lastpath
%lf
%nextcmd
%nextfile
%nextfiledate
%nextfiledatetime
%nextfilesize
%nextfiletime
%nextfolder
%nextpath
%pgpdecryptfile
%programdatadir
%protocol
%servertype
%sitedir
%sitefile
%sitefiledate
%sitefiledatetime
%sitefilesize
%sitefiletime
%sitefolder
%syncount
%time
%unzipcount
%uploadcount
%uploaderrors
%uploadsize
%zipcount
Introducing Robo-FTP
Framework
Iterating over files/folders
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398
417
417
417
419
417
419
420
420
421
421
423
424, 425
426
426
403
427
428
429
429
429
429
428
428
430
431
432
433
439
439
440
440
440
440
439
402, 410, 413, 414
408
442
402, 410, 413, 414
415
416
442
552
477

-JJES job queue

219

-Kkey ID (PGP)
keyring files
KEYS

704
709
278

-Llabels in script files
about
GOTO
IFERROR
LOOPIF
LOOPTO
License Activation
About
ACTIVATELIC
Automatic vs. Manual
Activation
COM: RoboActivateLicense
License Menu
Activation
Extending the 30-day Trial
Period
Removing a License
LISTDIR
LOG
log file
advanced logging
basic logging
debug logging
script log
session log
suppressing output
trace log
writing to the script log
LOGMSG
LOGNTEVENT
long file names
LOOPCOUNT
LOOPIF
looping

79
249
257
288
290
7
7
103
8
59
654
655
661
660
280
281
450
445
452
281
352
467
385
284
284
285
341
286
288

looping
GOTO
LOOPCOUNT
LOOPIF
LOOPTO
LOOPTO
LOWER
lower case

249
286
288
290
290
292
292

-M-m switch
Macro Substitution
MAILTO
main console window
MAKEDIR
MAKEFILENAME
Managed Site records
Managed Sites (Configurator)
Mapped Drives
mathematical operations
MESSAGEBOX
MGET
MINIMIZE
minimize window
about running minimized
MINIMIZE script command
MKDIR
MODEZ
modulo operator
Monitor
Monitor utility
monitoring a Robo-FTP service
SRVNAME
Monitoring for local or remote
files
MOVE
move local file
Moving Robo-FTP to another
computer
MPUT
multiplication operator
Multi-Purpose Scripts

13
607
293
617
294
295
634
635
497
361
296
457
298
17
298
457
716
361
585, 587
33
372
477
299
299
9
457
361
501

-N-n switch
Name
NATO
Network Drives
NewXlat Utility
NLST
Notify
NT Service

13
588
301
497
713
203
589
25

-Ooldest or newest file
FTPGETFILE
GETFILE
GETNEXTFILE
GETSITEFILE
operating systems supported
Other Parameters

194
225
236
243
7
608

-P-p switch
passive mode
passphrase (PGP)
Path environment variable
PAUSE
PERFORM
PGP Concepts
ASCII armoring
digital signatures
passphrase
public and private keys
PGP Menu
Configurator
Configurator: create keys
Configurator: export keys
Configurator: import keys
PGP Usage
about PGP in Robo-FTP
backing up keys
decrypting a file with
PGPDECRYPT
encrypting a file with
PGPENCRYPT

13
717
705
23
302
303
705
706
705
704
639
639
641
643
642
703
703
709
119, 304
121, 307
727

PGP Usage
implementation details
importing keys with
PGPIMPORT
signing without encrypting
step-by-step
PGPDECRYPT
PGPENCRYPT
PGPIMPORT
PGPSIGN
PLAYSOUND
PostFile
POSTVALUE
PREPAREPOST
PRESSANYKEY
PRINT
print file
private key
choose SSH key
create a SSH key
PGP keys
Processing Dynamic Folders
programming interface
about the COM interface
COM overview
COM reference
COM return codes
sample C# and VB.NET
programs
sample C++ and VB
programs
sample VBScript program
set Windows event state
PROMPT
prompt.s sample script
protocol
proxy server settings
Pruning Old Job Data
Pull
Push
PUT

703
707
311
312
708
119, 304
121, 307
311
312
314
591
315
316
317
318
318
650, 652
653
704
479
43
43
44
45
46
71
69
72
355
320
484
432
637
554
593
595
457

RCVFILE
READFILE
READXTBL
receiving files in script
RemoteTouch
Removing a License
RENAME
renaming files
on FTP site
on local PC
rename files during
download
Requesting a Trial Extension
RESTORE
restore window from icon
result codes
IFERROR
server response codes
use in script files
RESUME
Retrieval
retry
RETURN
Return Error Code
return value
COM programming
interface
command result codes
RETURN from function or
script
Robo-FTP exit code
Robo-FTP exit code
(command line)
server response codes
RMDIR
Robo FTP
Robo-EDIT
RunJob

322
330
333
322
597
660
334
212
212
334
481
661
335
335
97
257
213
97
336
598
288
337
506
46
97
337
174
13
213
457
2
74
599

-S-

-Qquitting the program
quote characters
728

-R-

174
77

-s switch
Sample Job Definition
sample programs (automation)

13
610
43

sample programs (automation)
about the COM interface
C# and VB.NET projects
C++ and VB (COM
interface)
VBScript sample
sample Robo-FTP script files
build file name with current
date
display files and directories
list of samples
prompt.s sample script
run a VB Script file
simple error handling
example
update a web site
using the Script File
Wizard
scheduling
About scheduling file
transfers
CRON script command
PAUSE script command
Using the CronMaker Utility
Writing scheduling scripts
Script File Wizard
Step 1 - Setup
Step 2 - Connect
Step 3 - Commands
Step 4 - Send & Receive
Files
Step 5 - Disconnect & Exit
Step 6 - Finish
Summary
script programming
About script programming
advanced logging
arithmetic
arrays
basic logging
breakpoints
command arguments
command result codes
commands (alphabetically)
commands (by function)
comments
conditional branching
constants (alphanumeric)

43
43
71
69
72
519
525
524
519
484
526
521
523
528
24
24
135
302
543
487
528
529
531
533
535
538
540
542
74
450
460
462
445
111
75
97
86
91
80
79
77

date arithmetic
debugging
echo / output
environment variables
executing inline commands
functions
language features
prompting dialogbox
Robo-EDIT
sample script files
troubleshooting
variables
wildcards
Scripts Menu
Secure Connections
SENDFILE
sending files in script
SENDMAIL
server connection settings
(Configurator)
Service (installing as a
Windows Service)
Service Installer utility
SESSIONLOG
SET
SETEVENT
SETEXTRACT
SETLEFT
SETLEN
SETMID
SETNUM
SETPROPERTY
SETREPLACE
SETRIGHT
SETSUBSTR
Settings
EXPORT
IMPORT
user vs. shared settings
via the File Menu
SFTP
Shared Network Drives
shortcuts
command line arguments
desktop and start menu
passing values into scripts

461
443
467
491
303
82
6
484
74
519
453
77
81
625
694
341
341
349
635
25
30
352
353
355
356
358
359
360
361
363
365
367
369
714
175
275
714
620
702
497
13
630
499
729

Shutting Down Robo-FTP
Service
signing a file
Simultaneous Execution
SITE FILETYPE
SMS text messages
SNAPSHOT
sounds
SQL database
built-in
close
creating/opening
getting query results
issuing a command or
query
rewinding query results
SQLQuery
SRVNAME
SSH
About secure connections
Configurator
create a SSH key
Default private key
SFTP: secure FTP using
SSH
SSL
About secure connections
Configurator
Default client-side
certificate
FTPS: secure FTP using
SSL
Generate client-side
certificate
HTTPS: secure HTTP using
SSL
SSL connections and
certificates
STAYALIVE
STOP
stop script execution
string comparison
IFNSTRCMP
IFNSUBSTR
IFSTRCMP
IFSUBSTR
string manipulation
730

42
312
504
219
489
370
314
494
494
145
151
146
148
150
600
372
694
648
653
650, 652
702

694
644
646
700
647
701
696
373
374
374
264
265
270
271

concatenation
353
copy characters from left
358
copy characters from
360
middle
copy characters from right
367
copy delimited substring
356
count delimited substrings
369
length
359
replace substring
365
special characters
403
submitting web forms
250
subtraction operator
361
suspending execution
CRON
135
PAUSE
302
Sync
375, 583, 584, 602, 603
System Menu
627
system requirements
7

-Ttask scheduler
technical support
advanced logging
basic logging
debug logging
manual / help file
system requirements
Test button
text files
appending
reading
writing to
time delay
CRON
PAUSE
time-out
DIALNET /timeout option
FTPGETFILE /timeout
option
FTPLOGON /timeout option
GETFILE /timeout option
GETMAIL /timeout option
GETSITEFILE /timeout
option
NATO (no activity)
RCVFILE /timeout option

24
450
445
452
12
7
20
104
330
395
135
302
157
194
203
225
234
243
301
322

time-out
SENDFILE /timeout option
SENDMAIL /timeout option
STAYALIVE
TIMEZONE
timezones differences
TMPNAME
Tools Menu
trace window
about
TRACEWIN
TRACELOG
TRACEWIN
Translating Command-Line FTP
Instructions
translation table customization
Troubleshooting
typing commands
console window
prompt.s sample script

341
349
373
381
486
383
624
22
388
385
388
457
333
453
17
17
484

-UUNC Path, network access
unique file name
UNZIP
unzipping files
upload manager
upload rate
UPPER
upper case
URL Encoding

497
295
389
389
616
341
391
391
717

-VValidate
variables
arithmetic
arrays
assigning numeric values
assigning values
decrement
display value
environment variables
increment
inline command execution

604
460
462
361
353
153
163
491
276
303

internal script variables
numeric comparisons
script file
VB.NET and C# sample
projects
VBScript samples
launch Robo-FTP from
VBScript
launch VBScript from
Robo-FTP
Visual Basic sample program
Visual C++ sample program

398
266
77
71

72
526
69
69

-Wwait
CRON
PAUSE
WAV files
WEBBROWSER
Whitelist
Wildcards
Windows environment variables
Adding Robo-FTP to the
Path
using in command scripts
Windows Service
Enterprise Dashboard
installing from command
line
installing Robo-FTP as a
service
Monitor
programming service
scripts
scheduled file transfers
Service Installer and
Monitor
shutting down a running
service
SRVNAME
windows version
WRITEFILE

135
302
314
392
606
81
23
491
25
37
36
25
33
27
24
29
42
372
7
395

-ZZIP
zipping files

397
397
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